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German-Polish relations from January 1934 to January !989.
THE governing factor in the relations between Germany and Poland
during this period was the German-Polish Agreement of the
26tb January, 1934 (No. 1, pp. 1-2). This agreement, which was
valid for ten years, provided that in no circumstances would either
party "proceed to the application of force for the purpose of reaching
a decision '' in any dispute between them. In the five years after the
signature of this pact Herr Hitler made a number of speeches friendly
to Poland (Nos. 2-8, pp. 2-5). Poland was " the home of a great,
nationally-conscious people'' (21st May, 1935). It would be
"unreasonable and impossible," so Herr Hitler acknowledged, " to
deny a State of such a size as this any outlet to the sea " (7th March,
1936). The agreement "has worked out to the advantage of both
sides'' (30th January, 1937).
Deterioration ln the European situation resulting from German aotlon
against Czecho-Slovakla on March 15, 1939.
The position after the German occupation of Czecho-Slovakia was
summarized in speeches by the Prime Minister at Birmingham on
the 17th March (No. 9, pp. 5-10) and by Viscount Halifax, Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs, in the &use of Lords on the 20th March,
193~ (No. 10, pp. 10-17). Mr. Chamberlain described the German
occupation as '' in eomplete disregard of the principles bid down by
the German Government itself," and asked: "Is this the end of an
old adventure, or is it the beginning of p. new? Is this .the lai>t attack
upon a small State, or is it to be :followed by others? " Lord Halifax
stated that the action of the German Government was '' a complete
repudiation of the Munich Agreement and a denial of the spirit in
which the negotiators of that agreement bound themselves to
eo-operttte for a peaceful settlement.'' On the 23rd March the Prime
Minister stated in the House of Commons that His Majesty's Government, while not wishing ''to stand in the way of any reasonable
efforts on the part of Germany to expand her export trade," was
resolved '' by all means in our power '' to oppose a '' proc.edure under
which independent States are subjected to such pressure under threat
of force as to be obliged to yield up their independence " (No. 11,
pp. 17-18). In a conversation of the 27th May between Sir Nevile
Henderson, His Majesty's Ambassador in Berlin, and Field-Marshal
Goring, the Ambassador warned the Field-Marshal that Great Britain
and France would be involved in war with Germany if Germany
attempted to settle German-Pofoih differences "by unilateral action
such as would compel the Poles to resort to arms to safeguard their
independence" (No. 12, pp. 18-20).

(

xiv

German-Polish discussions (April-May 1989).
In a speech to the Reichstag on the 28th April Herr Hitler
ann01~nced that he had made proposals to the Polish Go~ernment that
Da;zig should return as a Free City into the framework of the Reich
an . th~t Germany should receive a route and railwa
'th
'
terntonal status th~·ough the Corridor in exchange fo~ -:;125- e:!~:~
~a~~ hofb non-a~gressw.~ a~d a recognition of the existing Ge~ano JS. OUlHlanes ~s ultimate." On the same day a memorandum
to this eff~ct was given to the Polish Government. The German roposals,. which had been presented for the first time on the 21st Ma;ch
1939, i.e., less.than a week after the German occupation of Prague'
were now de~cnbed a~ "the very minimum which must be demanded
from
H err H'tl
1 · the
d hpomth of view of German interests · "
i er a1so
~ a1me ~ at t. e German-Polish Agreement of January 1934 was
mcompatible with the Anglo-Polish promises of mutual assistance
and therefore was no longer binding (Nos. 13 and 14 pp 21-27)
On the 5th. May the Polish Government replied to. the Ge~ma
Government with an explanation of their point of view. The Polis~
note repeated the cou~ter-proposals which the Polish Government h d
put forward as a basis for negotiation in reply to the Germa
a
posals, and ref1:1ted the German argument that the Anglo-Polf~h
1uarantee was m any way incompatible with the German-Polish
gr~ement (No. 16! pp. 32-35). The Polish Minister for Forei
Affa~rs elaborated his country's case in a speech made in th p r~
ga:hament on the 5th May. The Minister said that thee p~1i!h
, , ove:nment regard~ d the German proposals as a demand for
umlater~l. co.nce.ss10n?;'' He added that Poland was read to
11pproach. ob3ectively
and with "their utmost goodwill" yan ·
pom~s. raised for discussion by the German Government but th t t y
condit10ns we.r.e ne~essary if tl}e discussions were to be ~f real :alu:~
(1) peaceful mtentions, (2) peaceful methods of procedure (No 15
pp. 27-32).
.
'
The Polish memorandum reminded the German Government that
ro formal reply to the Polish counter-proposals had been received
or a month, and that only on the 28th April the Polish Government
~earned that " the mere fact of the formulation of counter-pro osals
mst~a~ of the accept~nce of the verbal German suggestions whhout
alte~ ation. or reservat10n had been regarded by the Reich
f 1
of discuss10ns,, (No. 16, p. 34).
as a re usa
The Anglo-Polish Agreement.
~n the 81st. ~arch, 1939, the Prime Minister announced the
assmance ~f Bnti~h and French support to Poland "in the event
of .any act10n .which clearly threatened Polish independence, and
wh~ch the Pohsh Government accordingly considered it vital t
resist" .CNo. 17, .P· 36). An Anglo-l)olish communique issued on th~
6th A~r~l recorded ~he assurances of mutual support agreed upon b
the Bnt1sh and Pohsh Governments, "pending the
. completion of thye
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permanent agreement " (No. 18, pp. 36- 37). The Agreemen~ of
Mutual Assistance was signed on the 25th August. The articles
defined the mutual guarantee in case of aggression by a European
Power (No. 19, pp. S7-S9).
Developments tn Anglo-German relations and In the general British
attitude towards the International situation (April-June 1939).
Anglo-German as well as German-Polish relations deteriorate~
after the German occupation of Czecho-Slovakia. On the lst A.pnl
Herr Hitler made a speech at Wilhelmshaven in which he attacked
Great Britain and British policy towards Germany, and attempted
a. justification of German policy (No. 20, pp. S9-;l8). Herr Hit~er
spoke in the Reichstag on the 28th April announcmg the denunciation by Germany of the Anglo-German Naval Agreements (No. 21,
pp. 48-51). On the 27th April a memorandum to this effect was sent
to the British Government (No. 22, pp. 51-52). On the 16th June
Viscount Halifax again denied to the German Ambassador in London
that Great Britain or any other Power was '' encircling '' Germany
(No. 28, p. 53). A week later (23rd June) His Majesty's Government sent a reasoned protest to the German Government denying
the validity of the German unilateral denunciation of the AngloGerman Naval Agreements, and also refuting the arguments of fact
(i.e., persistent British hostility to Germany) by which Herr Hitler
attempted to justify his denunciation of the Naval Agreements
(No. 24, pp. 53-58).
·
In view of these facts and of the increasing international tension,
Viscount Halifax took the opportunity, in a speech at Chatham Honse
on the 29th June, to define at some length the attitude and policy
of Great Britain. He explained the reason for the obligations which
Great Britain had undertaken in the Continent of Europe. He
discussed Anglo-German relations and stated that Great Britain had
no wish to isolate Germa.ny, and that, if Germany wished, '' a policy
of co-operation" could be adopted at once. "British policy rests
on twin foundations of purpose. One is determination to resist force.
The other is our recognition of the world's desire to get on with the
constructive work of building peace" (No. 25, pp. 58-66).
Deterioration In the local situation at Danzig (June 8- July 8, 1939).
With the increase of agitation in the Reich the local situation at
Danzig rapidly became worse. On the 3rd June the President of the
Danzig Senate made accusations against Polish customs inspectors
(No. 26, pp. 66-67). The Polish Government on the 10tb June
replied with a denial of the accusations and a statement of the legal
rights of Poland in relation to Danzig (No. 27, pp. 67-68). On the
27th June the Polish Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs told
Sir H. Kennard, His Majesty's Ambassador in Warsaw, that a
Freicorps was being formed in Danzig (No. 28, pp. 68-69), and on
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the 2Sth and SOth June and on th
. e lst July, .Mr. -~hepherd, His
Majesty's Consul-Generai' in
~ions in the city (Noa. 29, 31 D;:z1g, ~etorted upon military prepara' : PP·. • 7~, 73). On the SOth June,
m view of the ravit
1
consultation bet~een ~h~f ~~fti!~u~i?n, : scodunt 1:alifax suggested
an Pohsh Governments
for the co-ordination of their l ' (~nc
0 30
: PP· 7~71). Meanwhile,
•
the Polish Government maint! a~s
me a restramed attitude (Nos. 32 and
34, pp. 72 and 73).

British Attitude towards developments in Danzig (July 10-15, 1989).
.
h"l th ·
On the lOth July
becoming critical th~ w ~ e . e. s:tuat1on at Danzig appeared to be
towards the Dan'zig protf::nm~ Mimt stter de~ned the British attitude
I~ as a ement m t)le House of Commons
(No 35
~~~~~~teeHf~·opomted out ~h~t it was before Poland had
received'
ment, fearing to be faced w~hG~~fit tBn~agi :hat the. Polish Gove:na e:a erman act10n, had replied
to the German pro sals b
proposals, and that the c;use Y /~~~mg ~orwar~ certain counterGerman proposals was to be fou d . th Po~sh refusal to accept the
e c aracte~ of these proposals
and in the manner and timina
e1r presentation and not in the
British guarantee of Poland. o
On the 14th July s· N -1
ev1 e Henderson discussed with
Baron von Weizsiicker Ger ir
Foreign Affairs, a stat~ment~;no~:a~; t~ec~tary atUthe Ministry for
e erman nder-Secretaries
that '' Herr Hitler was convin d
over Danzig." Sir Nevile Hendee that En~and would never fight
made by His Majesty's Govern~~~~ r:eat~ the affirmation already
at, m t~e eve_nt. of German
aggression, Great Britain would su
pport Poland m res1stmg force by
force (No. 36, pp. 76- 78 ).
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Temporary easing In the Danzig situation (July 19-August 2).
d
After the tension in Danzi at th
temporary lull in the situation g The Ae t~n of. !une there was a
at Danzig reported on the l9th · J 1 th ~ ~g British Consul-General
the National Socialist party in D u Y. ~ d err Forster, the leader of
with Herr Hitler, that •' 'iiothin an!~Yi b a dstated, after an interview
to provoke a conflict," and thaf th De ?ne on ~he German· side
if necessary until next year or evene lo anz1~, quest10n could " wait
On the 21st July Viscount Halifa _ngt t To. 37, pp. 78-79).
Majesty's Charge d'Affaires at Wars~ ms r?c e Mr. Norton, His
Government the need for caution Nw , to impress upon the Polish
8
repl_ied, on the 25th July, that the (P~lis·: G PP· 79-80). M. Beck
anxious for a detente (No. 39, . 80 . overnment wa~ equally
Herr Forster had again stated that P,' th ) D O~ the p_rev10us day
e anz1g quest10n could if
.

'
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On the
necessary, wait a year or more" (No. 40, pp. 81-82).
Slat July and the 2nd August, however, Sir H. Kennard reported
less hopefully about the position (Nos. 41 and 42, pp. 82-83).
Further deterioration ln the situation at Danzig (August 41-16).
On the 4th August M. Beck told His Majesty's Charge d' Affaires
at Warsaw that the Danzig Senate had that day informed Polish
customs inspectors at four posts in Danzig that henceforward they
would not be allowed to carry out their duties. The Polish Government took " a very serious view" of this step (No. 43, pp. 83-84).
Similar news came from Mr. Shepherd at Danzig (No. 44, p. 84).
On the 9th August Sir H. Kennard reported that the Polish attitude
was "firm but studiously moderate"; (No. 45, p. 85). A day later,
Sir H. Kennard reported to His Majesty's Government a communication made by the German Government to the Polish Charged' Affaires
at Berlin on the Danzig question, and the Polish reply to this communication. M. Beck drew the attention of Sir H. Kennard to '' the
very serious nature of the German demarche as it was the first time
that the Reich had directly intervened in the dispute between Poland
and t)le Danzig Senate" (No. 46, p. 86). The Polish Government
in their reply to t)le German note verbale stated that they would
'' react to any attempt by the authorities of the Free City which
might tend to compromise the rights and interests which Poland
possesses there in virtue of her agreements, by the employment of
such means and measures as they alone shall think fit to adopt, and
will consider any future intervention by the German Government to
the detriment of these rights and interests as an act of aggression "
(No. 47, pp. 87- 88).
Sir Nevile Henderson on the 15th August discussed with
Baron von Weizsiicker the deterioration in the Danzig position, and
pointed out that if the Poles '' were compelled by any act of Germany
to resort to arms to defend themselves, there was not a shadow of
doubt that we would give them our full armed support . . . .
Germany would be making a tragic mistake if she imagined t)le
contrary.'' Baron von Weizsiicker himself observed that '' the
situation in one respect was even worse than last year, as
Mr. Chamberlain could not again come out to Germany.''
Baron von Weizsacker also discounted the character of Russian help
to Poland and " thought that the U.S.S.R. would even in the end
join in sharing the Polish spoils" (No. 48, pp. 88-91).
Meanwhile, on the llth August, M. Burckhardt had a conversation with Herr Hitler at Berchtesgaden at the latter's request, in
which the question of Danzig and the general European situation
were discussed (No. 49, p. 91). Viscount Halifax, who still hoped
that Herr Hitler might avoid war, advised the Polish Government
t-0 make it clear that they remained ready for negotiations over
Danzig (Nos . 50 and 51, pp. 92-93).
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Treatment of the German Minority In Poland (.August 21-27).
During the course of the correspondence outlined in this section,
Sir H. Kennard reported that the German press campaign about the
persecution of the German minority in Poland was a '' gross distortion and exaggeration of. the facts" (No. 52, pp. 93-95). On the
26th August Sir H. Kennard reported frontier incidents which had
been provoked by the Germans. They had not caused the Poles to
change their "calm and strong attitude of defence" (No. 53, p. 95).
Reports of unfounded German allegations against the Poles were also
sent by Sir H. Kennard on the 26th and 27th August (Nos. 54
and 55, pp. 95-96).
Developments leading Immediately to the outbreak of hostilities
between Great Britain and Germany (August 21-September 3).
'l'he Prime Minister's letter to Herr Hitler (August 22; and Herr
Hitler's interview with Sir Nevile Henderson (August 23).

On the 22nd August, after the publication of the news of Herr
von Ribbentrop's visit to Moscow to sign a non-aggression pact with
the U.S.S.R., the Prime Minister t-tnt a personal letter to Herr
Hitler. Mr. Chamberlain once again gave a clear statement of the
British obligations to Poland, and stated tpat '' whatever may prove
to be the nature of the German-Soviet Agreement, it cannot alter
Great Britain's obligation." He added tpat "it has been alleged
that, if His Majesty's Government had made their position more clear
i11. 1914, the great catastrophe would have been avoided. Whether
or not there is any force in that allegation, His Majesty's Government are resolved that on tpjs occasion there shall be no such tragic
misunderstanding" (No. 56, pp. 96-98). On the 23rd August
Sir Nevile Henderson reported his first interview with Herr Hitler
earlier in the day. Herr Hitler was '' excitable and uncompromising"; his language was "violent and exaggerated both as regards
England and Poland." Herr Hitler observed, in reply to His
Majesty's Ambassador's repeated warnings that direct action against
Poland would mean war with Great Britain, that "Germany had
nothing to lose, and Great Britain much; that he did not desire war,
but would not shrink from it if it was necessary, and that his people
were much more behind him than last September (No. 57,
pp. 98-100).
Herr Hitler was calmer at a second talk, but no less uncompromising. He put the whole responsibility for war on Great Britain,
and maintained that Great Britain was '' determined to destroy and
exterminate Germany. He was, he said, 50 years old; he preferred
war now t-0 when he would be 55 or 60.'' He said that '' England
was fighting for lesser races, whereas pe was fighting only for
Germany " (No. 58, pp. 100-101).
The German reply to the Prime Minister's letter was given to
His Majesty's Ambassador on the 2Srd August. Herr Hitler stated
that the British promise to assist Poland would make no difference
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to the determination of the Reich to safeguard German inter~st.s,
and that the precautionary British military measures announced ~n
the Prime Minister's letter of the ~2nd August would be followe Y
the mobilisation of the German forces (No. 60, PP· 102-104).
Text of the G<Jrman-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact (August 23) (No. 61,
pp. 104-105).
'
Appointment of Herr Forster as Head of the State of the Free City
of Danzig (August 23).

Herr Forster was declared by decree of the Danzig Senate, on t.he
srd
August Head of the State (Staatsoberhaupt) of the Free Cit~
2
. (N'o 62 pp 105-106). The Polish Government proteste
D
f
o ·anzig
· • ·
·
· t
t
to the Senate against the illegality of this appom men (N.o. 63 •
p. 106).
S

eches by the Prime Minister and Viscount Halifax on t~ie f!an zigf
peand eneral German-Polish situation and the determinatwn o
Grea? Britain to honour British obligations to Poland (August 24)
(Nos. 64 and 65, pp. 107-118).

Attempts by the Polish Government to establish contact with the
German Government (August 24).

In view of the increasing tension . in ~an~?g, :M: •. Bee~, told
Sir H Kennard that he considered the situati~n mo~t grave, and
that he had asked the Polish Ambassador m Berlm to seek an
immediate interview with the Germe.n State Secretary (~o .. 66,
118-119). This interview oould not, however, be arrange , s1r:ce
if~ron von Weizsacker was at Berchtesgaden, but the Polish
Ambassador had an interview in the afternoon of the 24th A~fu~t
with Field-Marshal Goring. The Field-Marshal regretted that his
olic of maintaining friendly relations with Po1a.nd should have come
p n!u ht and admitted that he no longe1: had influence t-0 do much
~ theg ~atter." The Field-Marshal hmted that Pol~md should
abandon her alliance with Great Britain, and le~t ~he Pohs~ Go1ernd
ment with the impression that Germany was e.unmg at a ree an
in Eastern Europe (No. 67, pp. 119-120).
· w between Sir N. Henderson and Herr Hitler, and German
I n t ervie
. · ,, f A
"verbal ·communication o ugus t 25 ·

On the 25tb August Herr Hitler sent for Sir,~evile. Hen?erso,n
and asked him to fly to London to '' put the case 'to His ~aJesty. s
. t Th "oase " which included an offer of friendship
Governmen ·
e
'
· h d b
·1 ed was
with Great Britam; once the Polish question a
e~ so~ .' t '
ntained in a verbal communication ~ade to . s . aJeS "! s
co
Ambassa dor (No. 68 , pp · 120-122). Durmg the d1scuss10n with
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Herr Hitler, Sir Nevile Henderson stared once more that Great
Britain '' could not go back on her word to Poland,'' and would insist
upon a settlement by negotiation. Herr Hitler refused to guarantee
a negotiated settlement on the ground that '' Polish provocation might
at any moment render German intervention to protect German
nationals inevitable" (No. 69, pp. 122-12S).
Correspondence between the British and Polish Governments,
August 25-27.

On the 25th August Viscount Halifax suggested to the Polish
Government the establishment of e. corps of neutral observers, who
would enter upon their functions if it were found possible to open
negotiations (No. 70, p. 12S). He also suggested the possibility of
negotiating over an exchange of populations (No. 71, p. 124).
M. Beck raised no objection in principle to either proposal (No. 72,
pp. 124-125) .
Reply of His Majesty's Government, dated August 28, to
Herr Hitler's communications of August 2S and 25 (No. 60,
pp. 102-104 and No. 68, pp. 120-122): interview of August 28
between Sir Nevile Henderson and Herr Hitler: speech of the
Prime Minister in the House of Commons on August 29.

On ~he 28th August Viscount Halifax informed the Polish Government through Sir H. Kennard that in the British reply to Herr Hitler
'' a. clear distinction '' would be drawn between '' the method of
reaching agreement on German-Polish differences and the nature of
the solution to be arrived at. As to the method, we (His Majesty's
Government) wish to express our clear view that direct discussion on
equal terms between the parties is the proper means " (No. 73,
p. 125).
The reply of His Majesty's Government, suggesting direct discussion between the German and Polish Governments, was presented
to Herr Hitler by Sir N. Henderson on the 28th August (No. 74,
pp. 126-128). His Majesty's Government stated they had "already
received a definite assurance from the Polish Government that they are
prepared to enter into discussions,'' and that, if such direct discussion
led, as they hoped, to agreement, "the way would be open to the
negotiation of that wider and more complete understanding between
In his
Great Britain and Germany which both countries desire."
interview of the 28th August with Herr Hitler, Sir N. Henderson
repeated the British readiness to reach an Anglo-German understanding, "but only on the basis of a peaceful and freely negotiated
solution of the Polish question." Sir Nevile Henderson pointed out
to Herr Hitler that '' it lay with him (Herr Hitler) as to whether he
preferred a unilateral solution which would · mean war as regards
Poland, or British friendship." Herr Hitler, who said that "his
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army was ready and eager for battle," would not answer at once
whether he would negotiate directly with Poland (No. 75, PP· 128. d. h
.
131).
On the 29th August the Prime Minister once more explame m t e
House of Commons the British standpoint (No. 77, pp. 131-135).
Interview of August 29 between Sir N. Henderson .and Herr Hitlr ,
and German demand for the arrival of a Polish representative
in Berlin by August SO.
At 7·15 P.M. on the 29th August Sir N. Henderson received from
Herr Hitler the German answer that the German Government was
prepared to accept the British pr.oposal for ?irect ~erman:Polish
negotiations but counted on the arrival of a Pohsh plempotentiary by
The British Ambassador
the 30th A~gust (No. 78, pp. 135-137).
remarked that the latter demand '' sounded like an ultimatum,'' but,
after some heated remarks, both Herr Hitler and Herr von Ribbentrop
assured the Ambassador '' that it was only intended to stress the
urgency of the moment" (No. 79, p. 138). The interview was "?fa
stormy character.'' Sir N. Henderson thought that Herr Hitler
was " far less reasonable" than on the 28th August (No. 80,
.
pp. 138-139).
At 4 A.M. on the SOth August Sir N. Henderson, on instruct10ns
from His Majesty's Government, informed the German Government
that it would be '' unreasonable to expect the British Government
to produce a Polish representative in Berlin" by the SOth August, and
that " the German Government must not expect this " (Nos. 81
and 82, pp. 139-140).
Exchange of correspondence between His Majesty's Government and
the Polish Government on August .so.
Sir H. Kennard also reported his opinion that ~he f?olish .Government could not be induced to send a representative immediately to
Berlin to discuss a settlement on the basis proposed by Herr Hitler.
"They would certainly sooner fight and perish rather than submit .to
such humiliation, especially after the examples of Czec~o-Slovakia,
Lithuania and Austria" (No. 84, pp. 140-141). On this same day
the Polish Government gave their assurance, in reply to a.dvice from
Viscount Halifax to avoid any kind of provocation (No. 85, p. 141),
that they had no' intention of provoking any incidents, in spite of the
provocation at Danzig, which was becoming '' more and more
intolerable " (No. 86, p. 141).
Exchange of correspondence between the .British .and German
Governments with regard to the opening of direct GermanPolis h negotiations (August SO).
At 2·45 P.M. and again at 5·SO P.M. on the SOth ~ugust His
Majesty's Government instructed Sir N. Henderson to mform t)le
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German Government of the representations which the British Government had made in Warsaw for the avoidance of all frontier incidents
and urged the German Government to reciprocate (Nos. 83 and 87,
pp. 140 and 142). They repeated at 6·50 P.M., in view of the
German insistence on the point, that it was '' wholly unreasonable ''
for the German Government to insist upon the arrival in Berlin of
a Polish representative with full powers to receive German proposals,
and that tpey could not advise the Polish Government in this sense.
They suggested the normal procedure of giving tpe Polish Ambassador the German proposals for transmission to Warsaw (No. 88,
p. 142).
At midnight on the 30th- 31st August Sir N. Henderson handed
to Herr von Ribbentrop the full British reply to the German letter
of the 29th August (No. 78, pp. 135-137). The reply noted the
German Government's acceptance of the British proposal for direct
German-Polish discussions, and of the "position of His Majesty's
Government as to Poland's vital interests and independence." The
reply also noted that the German Government accepted " in principle
the condition that any settlement should be made the subject of an
international guarantee." His Majesty's Government stated that
they were informing the Polish Government of the German Government's reply. "The method of contact and arrangements for
discussions must obviously be agreed witp all urgency between the
German and Polisp Governments, but in His Majesty's Government's view it would be impracticable to establish contact so early
as to-day (i.e., the 30th August) (No. 89, pp. 142-143).
The British reply was also telegraphed to the Polish Government,
and Viscount Halifax hoped that " provided the method and general
arrangement for discussions can be satisfactorily agreed,' ' the Polish
Government, which pad authorised His Majesty's Government to say
that they were prepared to enter into direct discussions_, would be
ready to do so without delay (No. 90, pp. 144-145).
In his interview at midnight the 30th-3~st August with Herr von
Ribbentrop, Sir N. Henderson suggested that the German Government should adopt the normal procedure of making contact with the
Polish Government, i.e., that when the German proposals were ready
the Polish Ambassador should be invited to call and to receive these
proposals '' for transmission to pis Government with a view to the
immediate opening of negotiations ."
"Herr von Ribbentrop's reply was to produce a lengthy document
which he read out in German aloud at top-speed." When His
Majesty's Ambassador asked for the text of the proposals in the
document, he was told that it was "now too late," as a Polish
representative 1 ;had not arrived in Berlin by midnight (the 3031st August). Sir N. Henderson described this procedure as an
'' ultimatum,'' in spite of the assurances previously given by the
German Government. He asked why Herr von Ribbentrop could
not adopt the normal procedure, give him a copy of the proposals,
and ask the Polish Ambassador to call on him (Herr von Ribbentrop)
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.. In the most violent terms Herr von l_ti?bei:tro~
.
h p r h Ambassador to vrnit him,
to receive them.
nt if the Polish Ambassador
said that he would ne~er ~skh \ e d'~is
·
though he hinted that it nng t e 1 e:_e
asked for an interview (No. 92, PP· 14<>-146)·
. dence between the British and Polish Govern.Exchange of corrAespon t 31 with regard to direct negotiations.
ments on ugus

f H' Ma'esty's Government to the
.
~ _ 1 i 3 ) on the subject of direct
On hearmg of the reply 0
89
0
• P~ k 'd that he would do "everyGerman Government. <1:1" ·
German-Polish nego~i.at10ns, M.ff ec ~ak· Majesty's Government."
t " by midday
thing possible to facilitate the e orts o . isG
s·1dered reply of his overnmen
. d th "
e con
He promise
146-147 ) Later on the 3lst August
on the 31st A':1gust ?· ~\lt Polish G~vernment immediately to
e . B l' to sa that he was ready
Viscount Hahfax a vise
instruct the Polish Ambassador m er m l yade by the German
0
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Gov~rnment so thatd they k( e gog~!tions for early discussions"
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(No. 95, P· 147). . h 3lst Au ust Sir H. Kennard communicated
At 6. SO P.M.f on t lePolish co~fi.rmation of the readiness of the
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Polish Ambassador wou no l since " in view of past experience,
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British m assa or in
German invasion of Poland on September 1.

the 3lst August that the German
a co of their proposals, which
Government gave Si: N· Hend~J~onby H~~r von Ribbentrop on the
had .been ~ead to him ~~r:~~ ~overnment stated that the note
previ~us mght: The 0 . t of their proposed settlement, but that, as
•• not onl to discuss but to
contamed the s~xteen J,J 1Il s .
the Polish plempot~ntiary, t~~~h p~~~=d not arri!ed in Berlin, they
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.

It was not until 9·15 P.M. on
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telephoned instructions to Sir N. Henderson to inform the German
Government that the Polish Government were taking steps to
establish contact wit,h them through the Polish Ambassador in Berlin
(No. 99, p. 153). At 9 P.111. British summer time the German Government had, however, broadcast their proposals together with the
statement that they regarded them as having been rejected. They
had, however, never been communicated to the Polish Government
and all means of communication between the Polish Ambassador in
Berlin and the Polish Government had been cut off.
As a final attempt to meet the German demands, Viscount Halifax
telegraphed to Sir H. Kennard in the night of the Slst Augustlst September his view that the Polish Ambassador in Berlin might
receive a document for transmission to his Government and might
say that " (a) if it contained anything like an ultimatum, the Polish
Government would certainly be unable to discuss on such a basis;
and (b) that, in any case, in the view of the Polish Government,
questions as to the venue of the negotiations, the basis on which they
sho~ld be held, and the persons to take part in them, must be
discussed and decided between the two Governments" (No. 100,
p. 154).
In answer to this telegram, Sir H. Kennard replied on the
lst September that M. Lipski '' had already called on the German
Foreign Minister at 6 ·SO P.111." on the Slat August. "In view of this
fact, which was followed by the German invasion of Poland at dawn
to-day (lst September), it was clearly useless for me to take the
action suggested " (No. 101, p. 155).
These facts were announced to the House of Commons by the
Prime Minister on the lst September (No. 105, pp. 157-161). A
further "explanatory note, upon the actual course of events,"
reprinted from White Paper (Misc. No. 8 (1939), Cmd. 6102)
(No. 104, p. 156) should be read in connexion with Herr Hitler's
version of events as given in his speech of the lst September to the
Reichstag (No. 106, pp. 161-166) and in his proclamation to the
German army (No. 107, p. 166).
Reunion of Danzig with the R eich (September 1).

On the lst September Herr Forster announced in a proclamation
to the people of Danzig the reunion of Danzig with the Reich. He
telegrnphed an account of his action to Herr Hitler, who replied at
.once accepting the reunion and ratifying the so-called legal act by
which it was brought about (No. 108, pp. 166- 167).
Action taken by His Majesty's Government after the receipt of news
of the German attacl' on Poland (September 1-S).

On the l st September, after His Majesty's Government had
received news of the German invasion of Poland Viscount B:alifax
instructed Sir N. Henderson to inform the Germa~ Government that
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the Governments of the United Kingdom and France consider~d that
the Germ.an a ction had· "created conditions (viz., an aggressive act
of force against Poland threatening the independence of Pola:nd)
h"ch ooll for the implementA:l.tion by the Governments of the Umted
i_i~gdom and France of the undertaking to Poland to come to her
assistance." Unless the German Governm~nt suspend~d all aggressive action against Poland, and promptly w1t?drew the:r forc~s from
Polish territory, His Majesty's Governrr:ent i~ th~ Umted Kingdo~
would •• without hesirotion fulfil their o~hga~10ns to Poland ..
Sir N. Henderson was authorised to explai?-, if-, asked, t~~t this
communication we.s '' in the nature of a warmng, and was not to
be considered as an ultimatum," but Viscou.nt Halifax added, f~r
Sir N. Henderson's own information, that, "if th.e German. rep~y is
unsatisfactory, the next stage wil.l be either ~~ ultimatum with trmelimit or an immediate declarat10n of we.r
(Nos. 109 and 110,
168
P· On )· the night of the lst-2nd September ir N . H
. e~d erson
reported that he had made the necessary commum.ootion. to
Herr von Ribbentrop at 9 ·SO P . M. and had asked for an imm~diate
answer. Herr von Ribbentrop replied that he would subrr;tit the
communication to Herr Hitler (No. 111, p. 169). Meanwhile, 0;1the lst September the Polish Government announced to ~is
Majesty's Governm~nt that, altliough the Polish Ambassador m
Berlin had seen Herr von Ribbentrop at 6·30 P.M . on the Slat Augus·t ,
and had expressed the readiness of the Polish Gov~rnment to enter
into direct negoti·ations, Polish territory had been mvaded, a.nd. the
Polish Government had therefore been compelled to bwak off relat10ns
with Germany (No. 112, pp. 169- 170) (see also Nos., 113 and ~15,
pp. 170-172). At 10·50 A.111. on the l st September Visco?nt Hah~ax
sent for the German Charge d' Affaires in London, drew his attent10n
to the reports which had reached ~is Majesty:s Government about
German action against Poland and mformed him that these reports
"created a very serious situation" (No. 114, p. 171).
.
The Prime Minister on the 2nd September made a statement m
the House of Commons, in the course of which he said that no
answer had been received to the message sent to the German Government on the lst September, requesting the cessa.tion of German
aggression and the withdr:awal of German troops from Poland. The
Prime Minister also informed the House of proposals put forward by
the Italian Government for a cessation of hostilities, but made it
clear that His Majesty's Government could not take part in any
conference unless German aggression ceased and German troops were
withdrawn from Poland (No. 116, pp. 172-174). At 5 A.M. on the
Srd September Sir N. Henderson. was instructed to .ask for ~n interview at 9 A.M. with H err von Ribbentrop and to mform hrm that,
although His Majesty's Government had ~arned the G~rman Government of the results which would follow if Germany did not suspend
all aogressive action against Poland, no answer had been received
from the German Government. His Majesty's Government therefore
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stated that unless satisfactory assurances were received from the
German Government not later than 11 A.M. a state of war would exist
between the United Kingdom and Germany (No. 118, p. 175).
At 11·20 A.M. on the 3rd September the German Government
replied with a statement of their case, concluding with the suggestion
that His Majesty's Government desired the destruction of the German
people, and with the words" we shall answer any aggressive action on
the part of England with the same weapons and in the same form "
(No. 119, pp. 175-178). Shortly afterwards the Prime Minister
announced in the House of Commons that Great Britain was at war
with Germany (No. 120, pp. 178-179). 'l'his section of the documents
concludes with Herr Hitler's proclamations of the 3rd September to
the German people and to the German army (No. 121, pp. 179-181).
Attempts at mediation by other States.
The full text is given of the exchange of messages between the
President of the United States of America and His Majesty tpe King
of Italy (Nos. 122 and 123, pp. 181-182); the President of the
United States of Am erica and the President of Poland; and the
messages of the President of the United States of America to
Herr Hitler (Nos. 124-127, pp. 182-185); the broadcast appeal of
the 23rd August by His Majesty· the King of the Belgians in the
nafil:e of the Heads of States of the Oslo Group of Powers and the
replies ~Nos. 128-1.33, pp. 185-188); the joint offer of .mediation by
His MaJesty the Kmg of the Belgians, and Her Majesty the Queen
of the Netherlands and the replies (Nos. 134-138, pp. 188-190); the
broadcast appe~l of t?e 2~th August by His Holiness the Pope with
the reply of His MaJesty s Government and telegrams describing a
last. peace attempt by the Pope on the 8lst August, together with His
MaJesty's Government's reaction, are also given in full (Nos. 139-142,
.
pp. 190-193).
A communique issued by the official Italian Stefani news agency
on the 4th September recording tpe, efforts made by the Italian
Government to maintain peace is published as the last document in
this chapter (No. 143, pp. 193- 194). ·
. ~he , final Document (No. 144, pp. 194-195) is the Prime
Mmister s broadcast of the 4th September, 1939, to the German
People.
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DOCUMENTS CONCERNING GERMAN-POLISH RELATIONS AND
THE OUTBREAK OF HOSTILITIES BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN
AND GERMANY ON SEPTEMBER 3, 1939.

No. 1.
Text of German-Polish Agreement of January 26, 1934i.
(Translation.)
The German Government and the Polish Government consider
that the time has come to introduce a new phase in the political
relations between Germany and Poland by a direct underst-0.nding
between State and State. They have, therefore, decided to lay down
the principles for the future development of these relations in the
present declaration.
The two Governments base their action on the fo.0t that the
maintenance and guarantee of a lasting peace between their countries
is an essential pre-oondition for the general peace of Europe.
They have therefore decided to base their mutual relations on the
principles laid down in the Pact of Paris of the 27th August, 1928,
and propose to define more exactly the application of these principles
in so far as the relations between Germany and Poland are concerned.
Each of the two Governments, therefore, lays it down that the
international obligations undertaken by it towards a third party do
not hinder the peaceful developpient of their mutual relations, do not
conflict with the present declaration, and are not affected by this
declaration. They establish, moreover, that this declaration does not
extend to those questions which under international law are to be
regarded exclusively as the internal ooncern of one of the two States.
Both Governments announce their intention to settle directly all
questions of whatever sort which concern their mutual relations.
Should any disputes arise between them and agreement thereon
not be reached by direct negotiation, they will in each particular case,
on the basis of mutual agreement, seek a solution by other peaceful
means, without prejudice to the possibility of applying, if necessary,
those methods of procedure in which provision is made for such ca.ses
in other agreements in force between them. In no circumstances,
however, will they proceed to the application of force for the purpose
of reaching a decision in such disputes.
The guarantee of peace created by these principles will facilitate
the great task of both Governments of finding a solution for problems
of political, eoonomic and social kinds, based on a just and fair
e.djustment of the interests of both parties.
Both Governments are convinced that the relations between their
countries will in this manner develop fruitfully, and will lee.cl to the
establishment of a neighbourly relationship which will contribute to
the well-being not only of both their countries, but of the other
peoples of Europe as well.

2
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. The. present declaration shall be ratified, and the in!ltruments of
ratificat10n shall. be ?xcha~ged in Warsaw as soon as possible.
. The declaration 1s valid for .a period of ten years, reckoned from
the day of the exchange of the mstruments of ratification
. If the declaration is not denounced by one of the two Governments
six months before the expiration of this period, it will continue in
force, ~ut can ~hen be denounced by either Government at any time
on notice of s~ months being given. Made in duplicate in the
Germ~m and Pohsh languages.

such a size as this any outlet to the sea at all . . . . It is possible
that politicians, particularly by invoking might, may carry out such
violations of national interests; but the more frequently this happens,
the greater becomes the pressur~ for an outlet of the excited and
constrained powers and energies."

Berlin, January 26, 1934.

For the German Gove~nment :
FREIHERR VON NEURATH.
For 't he Polish Government :
JOSEF LIPSKI.

Statements made by Herr Hitler since the German-Polish Agreement
recording his satisfaction at the Improvement tn German-Polish
relations.
No. 2.
Reichstag Speech, May 21, 1935.
(Translation.)
. "Ws recogni~e, with the understanding and the heartfelt friendsh1:p of true Na~10nalists, the Polish State as the home of a great
nationally-conscious people."
'
"The German Reich and, in particular, the present German
Government,. have no. other wish than to live on friendly and peaceable terms with all neighbouring States."

No. S.
Reichstag Speech, March 7, 1986.
(Translation.)
. " ! would _li~e the. Germ~n. people to learn to see in other nations
his~orical realities .which a v1s10nary may well like to wish away, but
which cannot be wished away. I should like them to realise that ·t 1·
ui;ireasonable to try and ?rin~ th~se historical realities into opposi~io ~
wit? the d~mands of their vital mterests and to their understandable
claims to l~ve. I wo.uld therefore like the German people to understand. the .mner motives of National Socialist foreign policy, which
fi.nds it pamful t~at the outlet to the sea of a people of 35 millions is
situate? on ten:it~ry formerly belonging to the Reich.. but which
recogn 1se11 that it is unreasonable arid impossible to deny a State of

No. 4.
Reichstag Speech, January SO, 1987.
(Translation.)
'' By a series of agreements we have removed existing tensions and
thereby contributed considerably to an improvement in the· European
atmosphere. I merely recall our agreement with Poland, which has
worked out to the advantage of both sides . . . . And to my own
fellow-citizens I would say that the Polish nation and the Polish State
have also become a reality . . . . The peoples of these States
(i.e., Italy, Poland and the Balkan States) desire to live and they will
live.''
-------

No. 5. ·
Reichstag Speech, February 20, 1988.
(Translation.)
'' It fills us, in the fifth year following the first great foreign political
agreement of the Reich, with sincere gratification to be able to
establish that in our relationship to the State with which we had
perhaps the greatest differences, not only has there been a detente,
but that in the course of these years a constant improvement in
relations has taken place. I know perfectly well that this was above
all attributable to the circumstance that at the time there was no
Western parliamentarism in Warsaw, but a Polish field-marshal, who
as an eminent personality felt the significance, so important to
Europe, of such a Germano-Polish detente. This good work, which
had been doubted by so many at the time, has meanwhile stood the
test, and I may say that, since the League of Nations finally gave up
its perpetual attempts to unsettle Danzig and appointed in the new
commissioner a man of great personal attainments, this most
dangerous spot from the point of view of European peace has entirely
lost its menacing character. The Polish State respects the ~tional
conditions in this State, and both the city of Danzig and Germany
respect Polish rights. And so the way to a friendly understanding
has b.een successfully paved, an understanding which, starting from
Danzig, has to-day succeeded in spite of the attempts of certain
mischief-makers in finally taking the poison out of the relations
between Germany and Poland and transforming them into a sincere,
friendly co-operation."
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No. 6.
Speech at Nuremberg, September 14, 1938.

(Translation.)
'' In Poland a great patriot and a great statesman was ready to
make an accord with Germany; we immediately proceeded to action
and completed an agreement which was of greater importance to the
peace of Europe than all the chattering in the temple of the League
of Nations at Geneva."

signing it, this great Polish marshal and patriot .rendered. hi.s people
just as great a service as the leaders of the Nat10nal Socialist State
rendered the German people. During the troubled months of the
past year the friendship betwee?. Gen;riany ~nd Pol~,nd was one of
the reassuring factors in the political life of Europe.

Deterioration In European situation resulting from German action
against Czecho-Slovakla on March 15, 1939.

No. 7.
Speech in the Sportpalast, September 26, 1938.
(Translation. )
'' The most difficult problem with which I was confronted was that
of our relations with Poland. There was a danger that Poles and
Germans would regard each other as hereditary enemies. I wanted
to prevent this. I know well enough that I should not have been
successful if Poland had had a democratic Constitution. For these
democracies which indulge in phrases about peace are the most
bloodthirsty war agitators. In Poland there ruled no democracy,
but a man; and with him I succeeded, in precisely twelve months,
in coming to an agreement which, for ten years in the first instance,
entirely removed the danger of a conflict. We are all convinced
that this agreement will bring lasting pacification. We realise that
here are two peoples which must live together and neither of which
can do away with the other. A people of SS millions will always
strive for an outlet to the sea. A way for understanding, then, had
to be found ; it has been found ; and it will be ever further extended.
Certainly things were hard in this area. The nationalities and small
national groups frequently quarrelled among themselves. But the
main fact is that the two Governments, and all reasonable and
clear-sighted persons among the two peoples and in the two countries,
possess the firm will and determination' to improve their relations .
It was a real work of peace, of more worth than all the chattering
in the League of Nations Palace at Geneva."

No. 8.
Reichstag Speech, January SO, 1939.
(Translation.)
'' We have just celebrated the fifth anniversary of the conclusion
of our non-aggression pact with Poland. There can scarcely be any
difference of opinion to-day among the true friends of peace with
regard to the value of this agreement. One only needs to ask
oneself what might have happened to Europe if this agreement, which
brought such relief, had not been entered into five years ago. In

No. 9.
·
Speech by t h.e p rime

M~n~ster
• •

at Birmingham on March 17, 1939.

I HAD intended to-night to talk to you upon a variety of subjects,
upon trade and employment, upon social service,, and upon ~nance.
But the tremendous events which have been takmg place this week
in Europe have thrown everything else into the background! an~ 1
feel that what you, and those who are .no~ in .this hall but ?'re hstenn:~g
to me, will want to hear is some mdicat10n ~f t~e ':iews of His
Majesty's Government as to the nature and the imphcat10ns of those
events.
. .
ld h
· d
One thing is certain. Public opimon i? ~he wor . as receive a
sharper shock than oos ever yet been admimstered to. it, even by the
present regime in Germany. What may be the ultimate effects of
this profound disturbance on men's .mi~ds .cannot yet be foretold, but
I am sure that it must be far-reachmg m its results upon the future.
Last Wednesday we had a debate upon it in the House of Commons.
That was the day on which the German troops entered CzechoSlovakia and all of us, but particularly the Government, were 8:t a
disadvau'tage, because the information t~at we ~ad w~s only partial;
much of it was unofficial. We had no time to .digest it, n;iuch less to
form a considered opinion upon it. And so it ~ecessanly followe~
that I speaking on behalf of the Government, with all the responsibility that attaches to that position, was obliged to confine .myself to
a very restrained and cautious exposition, on what at the time I felt
I could make but little commentary. And, p~rhaps nat~1rnlly, that
somewhat cool and objective statement gave rise to a .misapprehension, and some people thought that because I spoke quietly, becau~e
I gave little expression to feeling, therefore my colleagues and .I did
not feel strongly on the subject. I hope to correct that mistake
to-night.
.
But I want to say something first about an argument which has
developed out of these events and which was used in that debate, and
has appeared since in various organs of the pr~ss. It has ?een
suggested that this .o?cupa~ion of .Czecho-Slovalua was the direct
consequence of the vlSlt which I paid to Germany last autumn, and
[19940]
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that, sinre thr rP.Rnlt of these events has heen to tear up the SP.ttlemt->nt that waR arrived at at Munich, that proves that the wbole
circurnRtant~ef' of those visits were wrong. It is said that, as this was
thP w!n;rmal poli cy of the Prime Minist er, the bll:lme for the fate of
Czed10-Hlovakia must rest upon his shoulders. That is an entirely
unwarrautahlP coutluRion. The facts as they are to-day cannot
char1gt> tht> fa<•ts HB they were last September. If I was right then,
I am .-till right now. Th en there are some people who say : " We
c011Rirl1m-id you were wroug in September, and now we have been
proved to be rigltt."
Let me examine that. When I decided to go to Germany I never
expAct.ed that I was going to escape criticism. Indeed, I did not go
there to get p0pnlarity. I went there first and foremost because, in
what appeared to be an almost desperate situation, that seemed to me
to offer the only d1ance of averting a European war. And I might
remincl yon that, when it was first announced that I was going, not a
voice was raised in criticism. Everyone applauded tl1at effort. It was
only later, when it appeared that the results of the final settlement fell
short of the expectations of some who did not fully appreciate the
facts-it was only then that the attack began, and even then it was
not thP visit, it was the terms of settlement that were disapproved.
Well, I have never denied that the terms wbich I was able to
secure at Munich were not those that I myself would have desired.
But. as I explained then, I had to deal with no new problem. Thi.a
was something that had exist,ed ever since the Treaty of Veniailles-a
problem that ought to have been solved long ago if only t.he statesruen
of the last twenty _vears had taken broader and more enlightened
views of their duty. It bad become like a disease which had been long
neglected, and a surgical operation was necessary to save the life of
the patient.
After all, the first and the most immediate object of my visit was
achieved. Tlie pPace of Europe was saved; and, if it had not been
for llJO::!e visits, bu!J(.lreds of tliousands of families would to-day have
been in mourning for the flower of J:i~urope's best manhood. I would
like once again to e>.pn-'ss my grateful thanks to all those correspondents who bave written me froru all over the world to express their
gratit.ncle and tbeir appreciation of what l did then and of what I have
been trying to do siuce.
Really I have no uetid to defend my visits to Germany last autumn,
for wliat was the alternative? Nothing that we could have done,
nothing tltat France could have done, or Russia conld ba:ve done could
po::!sibly bave saved Czecho-t:Hovakia from invasion aud destruction.
l~ven if we bad su bReq uently goue to war to punish Germany for her
actions, a11d if after the frightful losses · which would have been
iutlicted upon all l'artakers in the war we had been victorious in the
euJ, never could we have reconstructed Czecho-t:ilovakia as she was
framed by tLe Treaty of Versailles.
But l had another purpose, too, in going to Munich. That was
to further the policy which l have been pursuing ever since I have
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been in my present position-a. policy which is sometimes called
European appeasement, although I do not think myself that that
is a very happy term or one which accurately describes its purpose.
If that policy were to succeed, it was essential that no Power should
seek · to obtain a general domination of Europe; but that each one
should be contented. to obtain reasonable facilities for developing
its own resources, securing its own share of international trade, and
improving the conditions of its own people. I felt that, although that
might well mean a clash of interests between different States, nevertheless, by the exercise of mutual goodwill and understanding of what
were the limits of the desires of others, it should be possible to
resolve all differences by discussion and without armed conflict.
I hoped in going to Munich to find out by personal contact what
was in Herr Hitler's mind, and whether it was likely that he wonld
be willing to co-operate in a programme of that kind. Well, the
atmosphere in which our discussions were conducted was not a very
favourable one, because we were in the middle of an acute crisis; but,
nevertheless, in the intervals between more official conversations I
had some opportunities of talking with him and of hearing his views,
and I thought that results were not altogether unsatisfactory.
When I came back after my second visit I told the House of
Commons of a conversation I bad bad with Herr Hitler, of which I
said that, speaking with great earnestness, he repeated what he had
already said at Berchtesgaden-namely, that this was the last of his
territorial ambitions in Europe, and that he had no wish to include
in the Reich people of other races than German. Herr Hitler
himself confirmed this account of the conversation in the speech
which he made at the Sportpalast in Berlin, when he said: " This is
the last territorial claim which I have to make in Europe." And a
little later in the same speech he said : " I have assnred
Mr. Chamberlain, and I emphasise it now, that when this problem
is solved Germany has no more territorial problems in Europe."
And he added: "I shall not be interestP.d in the Czech State any
more, and I can guarantee it. We don't want any Czechs any
more."
And then in the Munich Agreement itBelf, whicn bears Herr
Hitler's signature, there is this clause: " The final determination
of the frontiers will be carried out by the international commission"
-the final dP.termination. And, lastly, in that declaration which he
and I signed together at Munich, we declared that any other question
which might concern our two countries should be dealt with by the
method of consultation.
Well, in view of those repeated assurances, given voluntarily to
me, I considered myself justified in founding a hope upon them that
once this Czecho-Slovakian question was settled, as it seemed Ht
Munich it would be, it would be poBsible to carry farther that policy
of appeasement which I have described. But, notwithstanding, at the
same time I was not prepared to relax precautions until I was
satisfied that the policy had bt3en established and had been accepted
c 2
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by oth'ers, and therefore, after Munich, our defence programme w~s
actually accelerated, and it was expanded so as to remedy certam
weaknesses which had become apparent during the crisis. I 1un
convinced that after Munich the great majority of British people
shared my hope, and ardently desired th~t tl~at po~icy should ~e
carried further. But to-day I share their disappomtment, their
indignation, that those hopes have been so wantonly shattered.
Bow can these events this week be reconciled with those
assurances which I have read out to you? Surely, as a joint
:-1igna.wry of the Munich Agreement, I was entitled..if err f1 !1 l.·r
t.hought it ought to be undone, to that consultation which is provide1J
for in the Munich declaration. Instead of that he has taken the law
into his own h1mds. Before even the Czech President was received,
and confronted with demands which he had no power to resist, the
German troops were on the move, and within a few hours they were
in the Czech capital.
According to the proclamation which was read out in Prague
yesterday, Bohemia and Moravia have been annexed to the German
Reich. Non-German inhabitants, who, of course, include the Czechs,
are placed under the German ProtecLor in the German Protectorate.
They are to be subject to the political, military and economic needs
of the Reich. They are called self-governing States, but the Reich
is to take charge of their foreign policy, their customs and their
excise, their bank reserves, and the equipment of the di::iarmed Czech
forces. Perhaps most sinister of all, we hear again of the appearance
of the Gestapo, the secret police, followed by the usual tale of wholesale arrests of prominent individuals, with consequences with which
we are all familiar.
Every man and woman in this country who remembers the fate
of the Jews and tpe political prisouers in Austria must be filled to-day
with distress and foreboding. Who can fail to feel his heart go out
in sympathy to the proud and brave people who have so suddenly
been subjected to this invasion, whose liberties are curtailed, whose
national independence pas gone? What has become of this declaration of "No further territorial ambition"? What bas become of
the assurance" We don't want Czechs in the Reich"? What regard
had been paid here to that principle of self.determination on which
Herr Hitler argued so vehemently with me at Berchtesgaden when
he was asking for tpe severance of Sudetenland from Czecho-Slovakia
and its inclusion in the German Reich?
Now we are told that this seizure of territory has been necessitated by disturbances in Czecho-Slovakia. We are told that the
proclamation of this new German Protectorate against the will of its
inhabitants has been rendered inevitable by disorders which
threatened the peace and security of her mighty neighbour. If there
were disorders, were they not fomented from without? And can
anybody outside Germany take seriously the idea that they could
be a danger to that great country, that they could provide any
justification for what has happened?

I'.

Does not the question inevitably arise in our minds, if it is so
easy to discover good reasons for ignoring assurances so solemnly
and so repeatedly given, what reliance can be placed upon any otper
assurances that come fr0m the same source?
There is another set of questions which almost inevitably mu.st
occur in our minds and to the minds of others, perhaps even m
Germany herself. Germany, under her present regime, has. sprung
a series of unpleasant surprises upon the world. The Rhmeland,
the Austrian Anschluss, the severance of Sudetenland-all these
things shocked and affronted public opinion throughout the wor.ld .
Yet, however much we might take exception to the ~ethods whi.ch
were adopted in each of those cases, there was somethmg to be said,
whether on account of racial affinity or of just claims ~ long
resisted-there was something to be said for the necessity of a
change in the existing situation.
.
.
But the events which have taken place this week m complete
disregard of the principles laid down by the German Government itself
seem to fall into a different category, and they must cause us all ~o
be asking ourselves : '' Is this the end of an old adventure, or is
it the beginning of a new?"
. .
" Is this the last attack upon a small State, or is it to be followed
by others? Is this, in fact, a step in the direction of an attempt
to dominate the world by force? "
Those are grave and serious questions. I am not going to ans.wer
them to-night. But I am sure they will require the grave and senous
consideration not only of Germany's neighbours, but of others,
perhaps even beyond the confines of Europ~. . Alre~dy there. a~e
indications that the process has begun, and it is obvious that it is
likely now to be speeded up.
·
.
..
We ourselves will naturally turn first to our partners m the Bntish
Commonwealth of Nations and to France, to whom we are so
closely bound, and I have no doubt that others, too, knowing that
we are not disinterested in what goes on in South-Eastern Europe,
will wish to have our counsel and advice.
In our own country we must all review the position with that
sense of responsibility which its gravity demands. Nothing must be
excluded from that review which bears upon the national safety.
Every aspect of our national life must be looked at again from that
anofo. The Government, as always, must bear the main responsibility, but I know that all individuals will wish to review their own
position, too, and to consider again if they have done all they can
to offer their service to the State.
I do not believe there is anyone who will question my sincerity
when I say there is hardly anything I would not sacri~ce for ~eace.
But there is one thing that I must except, and that is the liberty
that we have enjoyed for hundreds of years, and which we will never
surrender. That I, of all men, should feel called upon to make such
a declaration-that is the measure of the extent to which these events
have shattered the confidence which was just beginning to show its
[19940]
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head and which, if it had been allowed to grow, might have made this
year memorable for the return of all Europe to sanity and stability.
It is only six weeks ago that I was speaking in this city, and
that I alluded to rumours and suspicions which I said ought to be
swept away. I pointed out that any demand to dominate the world
by force was one which the democracies must resist, and I add'3d
that I could not believe that such a challenge was intended, because
no Government with the interests of its own people at heart could
expose them for such a claim to the horrors of world war.
And, indeed, with the lessons of history for all to read, it seems
incredible that we should see such a challenge. I feel bound to
repeat that, while I am not prepared to engage this country by new
unspecified commitments operating under conditions which cannot
now be foreseen, yet no greater mistake could be made than to
suppose that, because it believes war to be a senseless and cruel thing,
this nation has so lost its fibre that it will not take part to the utmost
of its power in resisting such a challenge if it ever were made. For
that declaration I am c-0nvinced that I have not merely the support,
the sympathy, the confidence of my fellow-countrymen and countrywomen, but I shall have also the approval of the whole British
Empire and of all other nations who value peace, indeed, but w,ho
value freedom even more.

No. 10.
Speech by the S ecretary of State for Foreign Affairs in the House
of Lords on March 20, 1939.

IT is quite true, as both the noble Lord who spoke first and
the noble Marquess have said, that recent events have been a profound
shock to all thinking people in this country and very far outside
it. It may perhaps be of use if with all brevity I give the Rouse
a short narrative in order to make sure we have the setting correct
of what has actually passed during the last few days. The German
military occupation of Bohemia and Moravia began on the morning
of the 15th March, and was completed, as we know, without serious
incident . . It is to be observed-and the fact is surely not without
significance-that the towns of Mahrisch-Ostrau and Vitkovice were
actually occupied by German S.S. detachm ents on the evening of
the 14th March, while the President and the Foreign Minister of
Czecho-Slovakia were still on their way to Berlin and before any
discussion had taken place. On the 16th March Herr Hitler issued
the decree, to which the noble Marqu ess has just referred, proclaiming
that the form er Czecho-Slovak territory occupied by German troops
belonged henceforth to the German Reich and came under its
protedion under the title of '' The Protectorate of Bohemia and
Moravia."

It is not necessary to recapitulate the terms of that decree-it
has been published-but it should be noted that, while the bead of
the Administration now to be set up is said to bold the rank of Head
of Stat,e, and while the protectorate is said to be autonomous and
self-administering, a Reich protector is resident in Prague with full
powers of veto on legislation. Foreign affairs and the protection c;f
nationals abroad devolve on the German Government, which will also
maintain military garrisons and establishments in the protectorate.
The protectorate is, further , in the German Customs Union, and,
finally, the German Government can issue decrees valid in the
protectorate and take any measures for the preservation of security
.and order. Perhaps I might lfUOte one short article which seems
to me to sum up the situation. It says : -

'' The Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia shall exercise its
sovereign rights in consonance with the political, military and
economic importance of the Reich."
.
As to Slovakia, the independence of Slovakia was proclaimed on the
14th March , but at the request of Dr. Tiso, the head of the Slovak
State, Herr Hitler has undertaken to place Slovakia under German
protecti~n and the mi_litary occupation of the territory by German
troops ts now proceedmg. As regards Ruthenia, the occupation of
Ruthenia. by Hungary, which began on the 14th March, has also proceeded. By the 16th March the Hungarian troops had reached the
Poli~h frontier and had virtually completed the occupation of the
provmce. Therefore , as a result of these several actions, the dismemberment of Czecho-Slovakia may be said now to be complete.
Before I come to some one or two of the things that fell from the
noble Lord who moved, I would like to say something as to the
grounds on which the German Government seek to justify the action
that they have taken. The immediate cause of the present crisis in
Central Europe originated in Slovakia, and it is claimed that the
Genna~ Government WM entitled to intervene on receiving the request
for ass1_stance f,rom the dismissed Slovak Prime Minister. As your
Lo~dships are well aware, there has always been a party in Slovakia
which advocat.ed autonomy. That autonomy was, in fact, achieved
after Munich in agrP.ement between the various Slovak parties and
the Central Government in Prague.
The extremist elements in
Slovakia, _however, were not. satisfied with these arrangements, but on
all the evidence that is available to me I find it impossible to believe
that the sudden decision of certain Slovak leaders to break off from
Pragµe, which wa.s followed so closely by their appeal for protection
to the German Retch, was reached independently of outside influence.
It is said that German intervention in Czecho-Slovakia was
justified owing to the oppression of the Germany minority by the
Czechs .. Bu~, as a. matter of fact again, it was only very shortly before
Herr Hitler s ultimatum to the Czech President that the German
press began to renew its campaign of last summer about the alle ued
Czeeh hmtitlities against German citizens. Actually the position"' of
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the German minority, which is about 250,000, woul~ appear, since
the Munich Agreement, to have been one of what mi~ht be .termed
exceptional privilege. Notwithstanding the right of option which had
been accorded by article 7 of that agreem~nt,. the members o~ t~e
German minority were encouraged to remam m Czecho-Sl~>V.akia m
order that they might form useful centres ?f German ac~lVlt;y and
propaganda; and advice to that effect wae given to the mmonty by
its leader.
It was as a result of the German-Czecho-Slovak Agreement for
the mutual protection of minorities that the German Government
obtained the lecral right to take a direct interest in the treatment of
their minority in Czecho-Slova.kia. That minority at once obtained
the right to set up separate organisations, and the Czecho-Slovak
Government subsequently agreed that the German National Socialist '
Party in Czecho-Slovakia should be given full liberty to pursue its
acth;ities in Bohemia and Moravia. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the bulk of the incidents which occurred before the
German in:vasion were deliberately provoked and that the effects were
greatly magnified. It must be added in fairness. that the. CzechoSlovak authorities received orders to act, and did act, with great
restraint in the face of that provocation. It is not necessary, I think,
to say much upon the assertion that the Czecho-Slovak President
really assented to the subjugation of his people. In view ~f the
circumstances in which he came to Berlin, and of the occupat10n of
Czech territory which had already taken place, I think most sensible
people must conclude that there was little pretence of n~gotiation,
and that it is more probable that the Czech representatives were
presented with an ultimatum under the threat of violence, and that
they capitulated in order to save their people from the horrors of a
swift and destructive aerial bombardment.
Finally, it is said that Germany was in some danger from CzechoSlovakia. Bnt surely the German Government itself can hardly have
expected that that contention could be seriously entertained in .any
quarter. Indeed, if I may sum up my own thought on t~es~ vanous
explorations, I could wish that, mstead of the commumcatio~s .and
explanations which have been issued and which carry scant conviction,
German superior force had been frankly acknowledged as the supreme
arbiter that in .fact it was.
In these circumstances, as you are aware, His Majesty's Government thought fit at once to take certain action. Here I touch a point
which was touched both by the noble Lord who moved and by the
noble Marquess who followed him. His Majesty's Government immedi·ately suspended the visit of the President of the Board of Trade and
the Secretary of the Department of OverReas Trade to Berlin, by
means of which it had been hoped that His Majesty's Government
could directly intervene in those unofficial contacts of industrial representatives which were at that very moment taking place. We felt,
and feel, as I think I said m my statement a few days ago, that in
the circumstances which have arisen any development of our efforts in
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that direction was, as the noble Marquess _.said, frankly out of the
question, and that that and many. other. thi~gs had to be and must.
remain indefinitely postponed. His MaJesty s ~overn.men~, as your
Lordships also know, have recalled to report His MaJesty s Ambassador in Berlin, and he reached this country yesterday.
Further than those two practical steps, we have ~odged .a formal
protest with the German Government in the sense of mformmg them
that we cannot but regard the events of the last few. days as a co~ple~e
repudiation of the Munich Agreement and a demal of the spmt m
which the negotiators of that agreement bound themselves . to
co-operate for a peaceful settlement. . We have also t~ken occas10n
to protest against the change~ effected. m Czec~o-Slovakia by German
military action, and have said that, m our view, those changes ~r&
devoid of any basis of legality. I think, therefore, that we may claun
to have left the German Government in no doubt of the attitude of
His Majesty's Government and although I do not cherish any
exaggerated hopes of what ~ay be t.he effect of protests, I think your
Lordships will feel it abundantly nght that such protestia should be
registered.
.
I have from time to time seen efforts made by German apologists
to justify the action o~ ~heir Go~ernmen~ by some reference to ~he
past history of the British E.mpire. It. ~s not n~ces~ary to remm.d
you that the principle on which the British Empire is .conducted is
education in ·self-government. Wherever we have been m the world,
we have left a trail of freedom and of self-government, and our
record has nothing in common with the suppression of liberty and
independence of people whose political developments had already
brought them to the point of enjoyment of those opportunities for
self-expression. It has also been objected that what. has happened
in Czecho-Slovakia is of no interest or concern to this country. It
is quite true that we have always recognised that, for. reasons. of
geography, if for no other, Germany must from some pomts of view
be more interested in Czecho-Slovakia or South-Eastern Europe than
we are ourselves.
It was the natural field for the expansion of
German trade. But apart from the fact that changes in any part
of Europe produce profound effects elsewhere, the position is entirely
changed when we are confronted with the arbitrary s1:1ppr~ssion of an
independent sovereign State by force, and by the v10lat10n of what
I must regard as the elemen~ary rul.es of international co~duct..
,
It is natural enough that m the hght of these events His MaJesty s
Government should be told, as the noble Lord told them this afternoon, that the policy of Munich was a tragic mistake .. I cann~t •. of
course claim to correct the noble Lord upon an express10n of op1mon
which 'he sincerely holds, but I can correct him, I think, on one
limitAd observation that fell from him. He refeITed to the policy
pursued by the Prime M_inister aR. a persona~ polie~ .. If by tha~ he
means that it was a policy to which the Prime Mmister had given
every onnce of energy, imagination and resolution that he posseSfled ,
I should not disagree with him, but if.he suggests that it was a policy
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that was pursued without the fullest co-operaion of myself !Ml Foreign
Secretary, and of every member of His Majesty's Government, then
I must take leave to oppose to what he said the most emphatic
oontradiction.
My Lords, the Munich Settlement, which was approved by this
Rouse and in another place, was accepted by Hii:i Majesty's Govern.m ent for two purposes, quite distinct. 'l'he first purpose was to effect
:a settlement, as fair as might be in all the extremely difficult circumist.ances of that time, of a problem which was a real one, and of
"hich the treatment was an urgent necest>ity if the peace of Europe
was to be preserved. As to that, I would say, as I have said before
in this House, that I have no doubt whatever that His Majesty's
Government were l'ight, .in the light of all the information available
to them, to take the course they did. The second purpose of Munich
was to build a Europe more secure, upon the basis of freely accepted
consultation as the means by which all future differences might be
adjusted ; and that long-term purpose, my Lords, has been, as we
have come to observA, disastrously belied by events. We are charged
with having too readily believed the assurances which were given by
Herr Hitler-that after Munich he had no further territorial
ambitions, and no desire to incorporate non-German elements in the
Reich. The noble Lord referred to t.he Prime Minister as the
"too-simple Prime Minister." I can assure your Lordships that
neither the Prime Minister nor I, myself, nor any member of His
Majesty's Government, has failed at any moment to be acutely
conscious of the difference between beliefs and hope. It was surely
legitimate and right to have hopes. But we have always acted-and
I challenge any noble Lord to produce any evidence to the contraryin the knowledge that only with time can hope be converted into sure
beliefs.
It is no doubt the case that previous aesurances had been broken,
whatever justification might have been advanced by Herr Hitler, on
the grounds of his mission, as he conceives it, to incorporate
ex-German territory and predominantly German areas in the Reich.
But in his actions until after Munich a case could be made that
Herr Hitler had been true to his own principles, the union of Germans
in, and the exclusion of non-Germans from, the Reich. Those
principles he has now overthrown, and in including 8 million Czechs
under German rule he has surely been untrue to his own philosophy.
The world will not forget that in September 111st Herr Hitler appealed
to the principle of self-determination in the interests of 2 million
Sndeten Germans. That principle is one on which the British Empire
itself has been erected, and one to which accordingly, as your
Lordships will recollect, we felt obliged to give weight in oonsidering
Herr Hitler's claim. That principle has now been rudely contradicted
by a sequence of acts which denies the very right on which the
German attitude of six months ago was based, and whatever may
have been the truth about the treatment of 250,000 Germans, it is
impossible for me to believe that it could only be remedied by th~
subjugation of 8 million Czechs.

What conclusions, as asked the noble Marquess, e.re w~ to draw
from this conquest of Czecho-Slovakia? Are we to believe that
German policy has thus entered upon a new ~has.e? Is Ger.man
policy any longer to be limited to the oonsohdat10n o~ territory
predominantly inhabited by persons of Ger.ma~ race? Or is German
policy now to be directed towards dommation over .non-Germ~u
peoples? These are very grave questions which are bemg asked 1;Il
all parts of the world to-day. The German action in Czecho-Slovak1~
has been furthered by new methods, and th~ world .has lately .seen
more than one new departure in the field of mtern~tional techmque.
Wars without declarations of .war. Pressure exercised under threat
of immediate employment of force. Intervention in the ~nternfi.~
struggles of other States. Countries are now faced wit~ the
encouragement of separatism, not in the interest of separatist or
minority elements but in the imperial intere.s ts of Germany. The
alleged ill-treatment of German minorities in foreign countries which,
it is true, may sometimes, perhaps often, arise from natura! causes,
but which may also be the subject and result of provocation from
outside, is used as a pretext for intervention.
These methods are simple and, with growing experience, quite
unmistakable. Have we any assurance that they will not be
employed elsewhere? Every country which is German:y's neighbo_ur
is now uncertain of the morrow, and every country which values its
nationq,l identity and sovereignty stands warned against the danger
from within inspired from without. During the last few days there
have been ;umours that the German Government were adopting a
harsh attitude in their negotiations with the Roumanian Government
on economic matters. I am glad to say that the Roumanian Government have themselves denied a report that went so far as to speak
of an " ultimatum " ; but even if there is no menace to Roumania.
to-day, or even if that menace has not to-day developed, and even
though it may not develop on these lines, it is not surprising if the
Government of Bucharest, like other Governments, should view
with the gravest misgivings the happenings of these last few days.
For years past the British people have steadily desired to be on
friendly terms with the German people. There is no stronger national
instinct among our people than the instinct that leads them, when
they have a fight, to shake hands and try to make it up. Our
people were not backward in recognising some of the mistakes of the
Versailles Treaty that required remedying, but each time during these
last years that there has seemed a chance of making progress in
understanding, the German Government has taken action which has
made that progress impossible. More especially has that been the
case in recent months. Very shortly after Munich certain measures
were taken by the German Government that gave a profonnd shock
to world opinion. Quite recently it was to be hoped, although there
were many clouds still over and below the horizon, that we could
look forward to closer economic collaboration, and it was in the hope
of developing that economic collaboration into something wider that,
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as your Lordships know, we had· decided on those visits to which I
All that initiative has been frustrated by
the action of the German Government last week and it is difficult
to see when it can be easily resumed.
'
. T~ese affairs, as I said a moment or two ago, have raised
wide issues, and the events in Czecho-Slovakia require His Majesty's
Government and require every free people to rethink their attitude
towards them. Broadly speaking, there have been, at all events since
the war, two conflicting theses as to the best method of avoiding
conflicts and creating security for the nations of the world. The first
thesis is that which upholds the creation of and supports machinery
for consultation, conciliation and arbitration with, if possible, the
sanction of collective force, and involves an invitation to all States,
willing to accept a wide degree of obligation to one another, to agree
that an attack on one should be treated as an attack on all. That,
your Lordships know well enough, has been the thesis expressed in
the Coven~nt of the League of Nations. Perhaps it is true to say that
more precise effect was sought to be given to it in the Geneva Protocol,
and · it has. itself given rise to a number of regional agreements for
mutual assistance between the several Powers concerned. That is the
first thesis.
The second, which has been in conflict, has been upheld by those
~ho consider that systems seeking to provide collective security, ·a3
it has been termed, involved dangerously indefinite commjtments
quite disproportionate to the real security that these commitments
gave. Those who took that view were persuaded that States, conscious
of their own pacific purposes, would be wise to refrain from such
commitments which might draw them into a war in which their own
vital interests were not threatened, and that, therefore, States should
not bind themselves to intervene in conflicts unless they themselves
were directly attacked.
That is the conflict of philosophy of which your Lordships are very
well aw~re, ~ecause in one form or another it has constantly been
debated m this House. I have no doubt that in considering these two
theses the judgment of many has been influenced by the estimate
that they place, rightly or wrongly, upon the probability of direct
attack. If it were possible, in their judgment, to rate that probability
low~ then that ~ow probability of direct attack ~ad to be weighed
agamst what might seem to them the greater nsk of States beino
involved in conflicts that were not necessarily arising out of thei~
own concerns. But if and when it becomes plain to States that there
is no apparent guarantee against successive attacks directed in turn
on all who might seem to stand in the way of ambitious schemes
of domination, then at once the scale tips the other way, and in all
quarters there is likely immediately to be found a very much greater
r~adin~ss to consider whether the acce~tance o_f wider mutual obligations, m the cause of mutual support, is not dictated, if for no other
reason than the necessity of self-defence: His Majesty's Government
have not failed to draw the moral from these events, and have lost
referre~ a moment ago.
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no time in placing themselves in close and practical consultation, not
ouly with the Dominions, but with other Govern_ments concerned upon
the issues that have suddenly been made so plam.
It is not possible as yet fully to appraise the consequences of
German action. History, to which tpe noble Marquess always. refers
us with great profit and enjoyment, records many attempts to impose
a domination on Europe, but all these attempts have, sooner or
later, terminated in disaster for those who made them. r.t _has never
in the long run proved possible to stamp out the spmt of free
peoples. If history is any guide, the ~erman peo~le may yet regret
the action that has been taken in their name agamst the people ?f
Czecho-Slovakia. Twenty years ago that people of Czecho-Slovak1a
recovered their liberties with the support and encouragement of the
greater part of the world. They have now been deprived of them
by violence. In the cou.rse of t~eir long _history. this will not be the
first time that this tenac10us, valiant and mdustr10us peopl~ ha~e lost
their independence, but they have nev~r lost that wh~ch ;s the
foundation of independence-the love of hberty. Meanwhile, JUSt as
after the last war the world watched the emergence of. the Czec.h
nation so it will watch to-day their efforts to preserve mtact their
cultur~l identity and, more important, their spiritual freedom. u:ider
the last and most cruel blow of which they have been the victims.

No. 11.
Question and the Prime Minister's answer in the House of Commons
·
on March 23, 1939.
Mr. Attlee (by Private Notice) asked the Prime Minister wh.ethe; he
has any further statement to make on the European situat10n?
Answer.
The Prime Minister: His Majesty's Government, have already
made clear that the recent actions of the German Governme~t have
raised the question whether that Government is not seekmg Ly
successive steps to dominate Europe, and p~rhaps. even to go further
than that. Were this interpretation of the mtent10ns of the German
Government to prove correct, His Majesty's Government feel bound
to say ihat this would r~use the successf?l !esistance of this and oth~r
countries who prize their freedom, as similar attempts have done m
the past.
I am not yet in a. position to make a statement on the consultations which have been held with other Governments as a result ~f
recent developments. I wish to make it clear, however, that t~ere is
no desire on the part of His Majesty's Government to stand m the
way of any reasonable efforts on the part of Ger~any to _expa~d h~r
export trade. On the contrary, ~e. ~ere on the pomt of d1scussmg. m
the most friendly way the possibility of trade arrangements which
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would ha~e ben?fited both countries when the events took place which:,
~or t~e time bemg at any rate, put a stop to those discussions. Nor
is this. Gove~·nme~t anxious to set up in Europe opposing blocks of
coui:tr.ies ~th different ideas about the forms of their internal
administration. We. are solely concerned here with the proposition
that we .cannot su bruit to a procedure under which independent States
are subJected to such pressure under threat of force as to be obliged
to yield up their independence, and we are resolved by all means in
our power .t~ oppose ~ttempts, if they should be made, to put such a
procedure mto operation.
No. 12.
Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax.

My Lord,
Berlin, May 2~, 1939.
.
I PAID a short visit to Field-Marshal Goring at Karinhall
yesterday.
2. Field-Marsha] G?ring, who had obviously just been talking to
son;ieop.e else .on the subJe.ct, began by inveighing against the attitude
whi~b was b?mg adopted m England towards everything German and
particularly m respect of the gold held there on behalf of the National
Bank of Czecho-Slovakia. Before, however, I had had time to reply,
he. was ~alled to .the tdephone and on his return did not revert to
this specific questio;i; Be complained, instead, of British hostility in
genera~, .o~ our political and ~conomic encirclement of Germany and
the activities of what he described as the war party in England, &c.
~·. I told the field-marshal that, before speaking of British
hostility, he must .understand why the undoubted change of feeli~g
towards Geri;riany m England had taken place. As he knew quite
well th~ .basis of all the discussions between Mr. Chamberlain and
Herr Hitter last year had been to the effect that once the Sudeten
were allowed to enter the Reich, Germany would leave the Czechs
alone a~d wou.ld .do nothing to interfere with their independence.
Herr H1tl?r had .g1.ven a. definite assurance to that effect in his letter
to ~he Pm~e Mm1ster of the 27th September. By yielding to the
advice . of his " wild. men " and deliberately annexing Bohemia and
Moravia, Herr. Hitler had not only broken his word to
Mr. C~am.b erlam b~1t had infringed the whole principle of selfdetermmatio~ on :vhich the Munich Agreement rested.
. 4. At this. pomt the fiel?-ma7s~ial interrupted me with a descripI told Fieldtion of ~r~s1dent ~acha s visit to Berlin.
I
Marshal Gormg that it was not possible to talk of free will h
u:iderst.ood that. he himself had threatened to bombard Prag:a :th
his aeroplanes, if Dr. Hacba refused to sign. The field-marshal did
not d~ny the. fact but explained how the point had arisen
Accordi?g to him Dr. ~a.cha had from the first been prepared to si ~
e".erythmg but had said that constitutionally he could not do ~o
After considerable difficult
without .reference .firs~ to .Prague.
telephonic commumcation with Prague was obtained and the Czecl
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Government had a.greed, while adding that they cou1d not. guar antee
that one Czech battalion at lea.at would not fire on the Germ an troops.
It was, be said, only at that stage that he had warned Dr. H a~ha
that, ii German lives were lost, he would bombard Prague. 1 be
field-marshal also . repeated, in reply to some comment of mine,
the story that the advance occupation of Witkowitz had been effet;t ed
solely in .order to forestall the Poles who, he said, were known ~ have
the intention of seizing this valuable area at th e first opportum ty .
5. I thereupon reminded Field-Marshal Gori ng that, while I
had always appreciated the necessity for th e Czechs, in view of their
geographical position, to live in the friendliest political and economic
relations with Great Germany, he bad perRonally assured me last
The
October that this was all that his Government desired.
precipitate action of Germany on the 15th March, which I aiiain
ascribed to the wild men of the party, had consequently, apart from
everything and everybody else, been a great sbock to me perRonally
and had undone all that I had sought to achieve during my two years
at Berlin. Moreover, however indifferent this might seem to him,
I could not but re.gard the destruction of the independence of the
Czechs as a. major political error, even in Germany's own interests.
6. The field-marshal appeared a little confused at this personal
attack on his own good faith, and assured me that he himself had
known nothing of the decision before it bad been taken. He would
not, he said, have gone to San Remo if he had; nor ha<i his stay
there profited him, as he had hoped, owing to the unexpected amount
of work which had in consequence been thrust upon him. He then
proceeded .to give a somewhat unconvincing explanation, thou gh
similar to that which Baron von Weizsacker bad furnished me with
last March, of the German attempt to come to a satisfactory arrangement with the Czechs and of its failure owing to Czech obstinacy
and the revival of what he calle.d the Benes spirit as the result of
.
American encouragement.
7. As my time was limited, I told Field-Man;hal Goring that I
was well aware of the reasons adduced by his Government to juRtify
its action, but I thought it more important that he himself shonld
understand the British point of view in consequence of it. As the
result of the Prague coup His Majesty's Government and the British
people were determined to resist by force any new aggression. No
one desired an amiable arrangement between Germany an.cl Poland
in respect of Danzig and the Corridor more than ourRelves. But, if
Germany endeavoured to settle these questions by unilateral action
such as would compel the Poles Lo resort to arms to safeguard th eir
independence, we and the French as well as other countries would be
involved, with all the disastrous consequences which a prolonged
Fieldworld war would entail, especially for Germany. &c.
Marshal Goring did not appear to question our readiness to fight and
restricted his reply to an attempt to prove that circumstances in 1939
were different to those in 1914, that no Power could overcome
Germany in Europe, that a blockade this time would prove unavailing,
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that France would not stand a long war, that Germany could do more
harm to Great Britain than the latter to her, that the history of
Germany was one of ups and downs, and that this was one of the
"up" periods, that the Poles had no military experience and that
their only officers of any value were those who had acquired their
training in the German army, that they were not and never had been
a really united nation and that, since France and ourselves could
not, and Russia out of self-interest would not, give them any effective
military assistance, they would be taught a terrible lesson, &c. The
field-marshal used, in fact, all the language w)lich might be expected
in reply to a statement that Germany was bound to be defeated.
While I was perturbed at his reference to the unreality of Polish
unity, which resembled the German arguments last year in regard to
Ozecho-Slovakia, he gave me the impression, by somewhat overstating his case, of considerably less confidence than he expressed.
8. At the end of t·)lis tirade, moreover, he asked me whether
England, "out of envy of a strong Germany," was really bent on
war with her and, if not, what was to be done to prevent it. I said
tLat nobody in their senses could contemplate modern war without
horror, but that we should not shrink from it if Germany resorted to
another act of aggression. If, therefore, war was to be avoided,
patience was necessary and the wild men in Germany must be
restrained. Admittedly p1'esent-day Germany was in a dynamic
condition, whereas England was by tradition the land of compromise.
But compromise had its limits, and I did not see how the situation
could be saved unless his Government were prepared to wait in order
to allow excited spirits to calm down again and negotiations to be
resumed in a better atmosphere.
9. At this point Field-Marshal Goring remarked that if the Poles
tried to seize Danzig nothing would stop the Germans from acting
at once. As my time was short, I made no comment on this but
continued that neither the Prime Minister nor yourself had yet
abandoned hope of a peaceful solution either as between Germany
and Poland or between Germany and Great Britain, but that everything now entirely depended on Germany's behaviour and actions.
10. As I had already got up to go, the conversation then took
a more amicable turn. Though I was in a hurry, he insisted on
showing me with much pride the great structural alterations which
!J.e is making to the house at Karinhall and which include a new
dining-room to hold an incredible number of guests and to be all of
marble and hung with tapestries. He mentioned incidentally that
the rebuilding would not be completed before November. He also
produced with pride drawings of the tapestries, mostly representing
naked ladies labelled with the names of various virtues, such as
Goodness, Mercy, Purity, &c. I told him that they looked at least
pacific, but that I failed to see Patience among them.
I have, &c.
NEVILE HENDERSON.
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German-Polish Dlscusstona.
Explanatory Note.

CERTAIN discussions took place between the German and Polish
Governments at the end of 1938 and in the early part of 1939. The
German and Polish statements regarding these negotiations are to
be found in the annexed documents.
No. 13.
Extract from Herr Hitler's speech to the Reichstag on April 28, 1939.

.
.
(Translation.)
There is little to be said as regards German-Polish relat10ns. Here,
too the Peace Treaty of Versailles-of course intentionally-inflicted
e. ~ost severe wound on Germany. The strange way in which the
r,orridor giving Poland access to the sea was marked out was meant,
above all, to prevent for all time the establ~shment of 8:° understandT~1s problem is-as I have
ing between Poland and Germany.
already stressed-perhaps the most pamful of all problems for
Germany. Nevertheless, I have never ceased to uph?ld the view that
the necessity of a free access to the ~e~ for the. Pohsh ~tate cannot
be ignored, and that as a general prmc1ple, vahd .for this case, too,
nations which Providence has destined or, if you hke, condemned to
live side by side would be well advised not to make life still h~rder f~r
each other artificially and unnecessarily. The late Marshal P1.lsudsk1,
who was of the same opinion, was therefore prepared to go mto the
question of clarifying the atmosphere of German-Polish relations, and,
finally, to conclude an agreement whereby Germany and Poland expressed their intention of renouncing war altogether as a means of
settlina the questions which concerned them both. This agreement
contai~ed one single exception which was in practice conceded to
Poland. It was laid down that the pacts of mutual assistance already
entered into by Poland-this applied to the pact with France-should
not be affected by the agreement. But it was obvious that this could
apply only to the pact of mutual assistance already concluded beforehand and not to whatever new pacts might be concluded in the
futur~. It is a fact that the German-Polish Agreement resulted in a
remarkable lessening of the European tension. Nevertheless, there
remained one open question between Germany and Poland, which
sooner or later quite naturally had to be solved-the question of the
German city of Danzig. Danzig is a German city and wishes to
beloncr to Germany. On the other hand, this city has contracts with
Poland, which were admittedly forced upon it by the dictators of the
But since, moreover, the League of Nations,
Peace of Versailles.
formerly the greatest stirrer-up of trouble, is now represented by a
High Commissioner-incidentally a man of extraordinary tact-the
problem of Danzig must in any case come up for discussion , at the
latest with the gradual extinction of this calamitous institution . I
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regarded the peaceful settlement of this proble~ as a furth~r contribution to a fin al loosening of the European tens10n. For this loos:-ning of the tension is asEmredly not to be achieved through the agitations of insane warmongers, but through the removal of the real elements of danger. After the problem of Danzig had already been
disc ussed several times some months ago, I made a concrete offer
to the Polish Government. I now make this offer known to you,
Gentlemen, and you yourselves will judge whether this offer did not
represent the greatest imaginable concession in the interests of
European peace . As I have already pointed out, I have always seen
the necessity of an access to the sea for this country, and have con~
qnently taken this necessity into consideration. I am no democratic
stateRm~n, but a National Socialist and a realist.
I considered it, however, necessary to make it clear to the Government in Warsaw that just as they desire access to the sea, so GermR.ny
needs access to her province in the east. Now these are all difficult
problems. It is not Germany who is responsible for them, however,
but rather the jugglers of Versailles, who either in their maliciousne~s
or their thoughtlessness placed 100 powder barrels round about lD
Europe, all eqnipped with hardly extinguishable lighted fuses. These
problems cannot be solved according to old-fashioned ideas; I think,
rather, that we should adopt new methods. Poland's access to the
sea by way of the Corridor, and, on the other hand, a German route
through the Corridor· have, for example, no kind of military importance whatsoever. Their importance is e:1:clusively psychological and
To accord military importance to a traffic ronte of
economic.
this kind, would be to show oneself completely ignorant of military
affairs. Consequently. I have had the following prnposal submitted to
the Polish Government : (1) Danzig retnrns as a Free State into the framework of the
German Reich.
(2) Germany receives a route through the Corridor and a railway
line at her own disposal possessing the same extraterritorial status for Germany as the Corridor itself has for
Poland.
In return, Germany is prepared : (1) To recognise all Polish economic :rights in Danzig.
(2) To ensure for Poland a, free harbour in Danzig of any size
desired which would have completely free access to the sea.
(S) To accept at the same time the present bounda:ries between
Germany and Poland and to regard them as ultimate.
(4) To conclude a twenty-five-year non-aggression treaty with
Polan d, a treaty therefore which would extend far beyond
the duration of my own life.
(5) To guarantee the independence of the Slovak State by
Germany, Poland and Hungary jointly-which means in
practice the remmciation of any unilateral German
hegemony in this territory.
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The Polish Government have rejected my offer and ha~e only
declared that they are prepared (~) . to negotiate concerm~g . the
question of a substitute for the Comm1ss1?ner of the Leag-ue of N~!1ons
and (2J to consider facilities for the transit tr~ffic thr?ngh th e Cornd?r.
I baveregretted greatly this incom prehe.n~1ble att1turleof the .Polish
Government, but that alone is not the decisive fact; .the worst is that
now Poland like Czecho-Slovakia a year ago, believes, under the
pressure of ~lying international campaign, that it must call up troops,
although Germany on her part bas not ca.lled up a single man and h.ad
not thought of proceeding in any way agamst ~olan~. AB I have sa.1d,
this is in itself very regrettable and P?stenty ~111 one day . decide
whether it was really right to refuse this suggestion made this once
by me. This-as I have said-was an endeavour on my part to solve
a question which intimately affects the German people by a tr.uly
unique compromise, and to solve it to the advantag~ .of both cou.ntn e~.
According to my conviction Poland was not a g~vmg party m this
solution at all but only a receiving party, beca~se it shoul? be b.eyond
all doubt that Danzig will never become Polish. The mtent10n to
attack on the part of Germany, which was merely invented by the
international press, led as you know to t~e so-called guarantee offer
and to an obligation on the part of the Polis.h °'?vernment for mntual
assistance, which would also, under certam c~rcumstances, corn pel
Poland to take military action against Germany m the event of a co?flict between Germany and any other Power and in which .England, m
her turn woufd be involved. This obligation is contrad1cto~y to the
agreeme~t which I made with Marsh~) Pilsudski s.ome time. a~o,
seeing that in this agreement reference is made excl?s1v.ely to existmg
obligations, that is at that time, namely, to the obhgat1ons of. Pol.and
towards France of which we were aware. To extend these o~hgat10ns
subsequently is contrary to t~e terms of the German-Pohsh n~n
aggression pact. Under these circumstances I should not have ente~ed
into this pact at that time, because what sense can non-aggresR10n
pacts have if one partner in practice leaves open an enormous number
.
. .
.
.
of exceptions.
There is either collective secunty, that lB collective msecur1ty and
continuous danger of war, or clear agreements whit-h, h~wever, .exclude fundamentally any use of arms between the contractmg parties.
I therefore look upon the agree~ent which ~arshal Pil~ud~ki and I
at one time concluded as havmg been umlaterally mfrmged by
Poland and there'l;>y no longer in existence!
J have sent a communication to this effect to the Polish Government However I can only repeat at this point that my decision
does ·not constit~te a modification of my attitude in principle with
regard to the problems mentioned above. Should the Polish G.ove1:1ment wish to come to fresh contractnal arrangements governmg its
relations with Germany, I can but welcome such an idea, provided,
of course, , that these arrangements are based on an absolute!~ clear
obligation binding both parties in equal measure,. ~ermany is perfectly willing at any time to undertake such obhgat10ns and also to
fulfil them.
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No. 14.
German Government Memorandum handed to the Polish Government
on April 28, 1939.
'
(Translation.)
THE German Government have taken note of the Polish-British
declaration regarding the progress and aims of the negotiations
recently conducted between Poland and Great Britain. According
to this declaration there has been concluded between the Polish
Government and the British Government a temporary understanding,
to be replaced shortly by a permanent agreement which will provide
for the giving of mutual assistance by Poland and Great Britain in
the event of the independence of one of tP,e two States being directly
or indirectly threatened.
2. The German Government consider themselves obliged to
communicate the following to the Polish Government : 3. When in 1933 the National Socialist Government set about
the reshaping of German policy, after Germany's departure from the
League of Nations, their first object was to stabilise German-Polish
relations on a new plane. The Chancellor of the German Reich and
the late Marshal Pilsudski concurred in the decision to break with
the political methods of the past and to enter, as regards the settlement of all questions affecting both States, on the path of direct
understanding between them.
4. By means of the unconditional renunciation of the use of
force, guarantees of peace were instituted in order to assist the two
States in the difficult task of solving all political, economic and
cultural problems by means of the just and equitable adjustment of
mutual irtterests. These principles, contained in a binding form in
the German-Polish Peace Declaration of the 26th January, 1934, had
this aim in view [sic J and by their practical success were intended to
introduce an entirely new phase of German-Polish relations. The
political history of the last five years shows that they proved
efficacious in practice for both nations. As recently as the
26th Jannary of this year, on the fifth anniversary of the signature
of the declaration, both sides publicly confirmed this fact, while
emphasising their united will to maintain in the future their adhesion
to the principles established in 1934.
5. The agreement which has now been concluded by the Polish
Government with the British Government is in such obvious contra.diction to these solemn declarations of a few months ago that the
German Government can take note only with surprise and astonishment of such a violent reversal of Polish policy. Irrespective of the
manner in which its final formulation may be determined by both
parties, the new Polish-British Agreement is intended as a regular
pact of alliance, which by reason of its general sense and of the
present state of political relations is directed exclusively against
Germany. From the obligation now accepted by the Polish Governrnent it appears that Poland intends in certain circumstances to takl'
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an active part in any possible German-British ~nflict
the event
of aggression against Germa~y,,. even. should this conflict n~t affect
Poland and her interests. TP,is is a direct and open blow agai~st the
renunciation of all use of force contained in the 1~34 declarat.ion. ·
6. The contradiction between the German-Pohsh Declarat10.n ai:d
the Polish-British Agreement is, however, even more far-reachi~g m
its importance than that. The 1934 declara~i?n was to constitute
a basis for the regulation of all differences an~m~ between the .two
countries, independently of international comphca~10ns and combmations, by means of direct discussion between Berlm and War.saw, to
the exclusion of external influences. Naturally, sucP, a basis ~ust
rest on the mutual confidence of both parties and on the political
loyalty of the intentions of one party with regard t:D the other. . .
7. The Polish Government, howeve1·, by their recen~ dec~s10n
to accede to an alliance directed against Germany, have given it 1o
be understood that they prefer a promise of help by a third Power
to the direct guarantee of peace by the German Government. In
view of this the German Government are obliged to .conclude that
the Polish Government do not at present attach any importanc.e to
seeking a solution of German-Polish problems by means of dir~ct
friendly discussions with the German Government. The Polish
Government have thus abandoned the path traced out in 1934 for
the shaping of German-Polish relations. .
.
.
8. The Polish Government cannot m this connex10n a~pea~ to
the fact that the 1934 declaration was not to ~ffect th~ obhgati~ns
previously accepted by Poland and Germany m relat10n to third
parties, and that the Treaty o.f Alli.ance between P?land and Fra:nce
maintained its value side by side with that declaration. The PohshFrench Alliance already existed in 1934 when Poland and Germany
proceeded to reorganise their relations.
The G~rman Government
were able to accept this fact, since they were entitled ~ expect that
the possible dangers of the Polish-French Alliance, datmg fro~ the
period of the acutest Germ~n-~oli~h differences, would autoIJ?atically
Jose more and more of their sigmficance through the establishment
of friendly relations between Germany and. Poland. H?w.ever, ~he
entry of Poland into relations of alliance with Great Bntam, which
was effected five years after the publication of th~ ?eclarat~on of 193~,
can for this reason in no way be compared pobtrnally with the still
valid Polish-French Alliance. By this new alliance the Polish
Government have ·subordinated themselves to a policy inaugurated
from another quarter aiming at the encirclement of Germany.
9. The German Government for their part have not given the
least cause for such a change in Polish policy. Whenever opportunity offered, they have furnished t~e Poli~h Government'. b?th
publicly and in confidential conversations, with the ~ost bm~mg
assurances that the friendly development of German-Pohsh relations
is a fundamental aim of their foreign policy, and that, in their
political decisions, they will always ;eRpect Poland~s proper. intere~ts.
'rhus the action taken by Germany m March of t1ns year with a view
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to the pacification of Central Europe did not, in the opinion of the
Go~ernment of the Reich, disturb Polish interests in any way. This
act~on led to the creation of a common Polish-Hungarian frontier,
which had constantly been described on Poland's side as an important
political objective.
Moreover, the German Government gave
uneqnivocal expression to their readiness to discuss with the Polis~
Government in a friendly manner all problems which, in the Polish
Government's opinion, might arise out of the changed conditions in
Central Europe.
10. In an equally friendly spirit the German Government tried
to regulate yet another question outstanding between Germany and
Poland, namely, that of Danzig. The fact that this question required
settlement had long been emphasised on the German side, and was
not deniAd on the Polish side. For a long time past the German
Government have endeavoured to convince the Polish Government
that a solution was certainly possible which would be equitable to the
interests of both parties and that the temoval of this last obstacle
would op~n a path for a political collaboration of Germany and
Poland with the most favourable prospects. In this connexion the
German Government did not confine themselves to allusions of a
general nature, but in March of this year proposed to the Polish
Government in a friendly form a settlement of this question on the
following basis:ll. The return of Danzig to the Reich.
An extra-territorial
railway line and autostrada between East Prussia e.nd the Reich. In
exchange, the recognition by the Reich of ·the whole Polish Corridor
and the whole -0f Poland's western frontier; the conclusion of a non. aggreasion pact for twenty-five years; the maintenance of Poland's
economic interests in Danzig and the settlement of the remaining
economic and communications problems arising for Poland out of the
union of Danzig with the Reich.
At the same time, the German
Government expressed their readiness to respect Polish interests in
ensuring the independence of Slovakia.
12. Nobody knowing conditions in Danzig and the Corridor and
th~ p:oblems conn~cted therewith can deny, in judging the matter
obJect1vely, that this proposal constitutes the very minimum which
must be demanded from the point of view of German interests, which
ca~not be renounced. Th~ Polish Government, however, gave a reply
~h1ch, although c?uched m the form of counter-proposals, showed in
it.s essence an ent1:e 1ack of comprehension for the German point of
view and was eq~nvalent merely to a rejection of the German propos~ls. The ~ohsh Government proved that they did not consider
the1~ reply smtable ~or t~e initiation of friendly discussions by proceedmg at the same time, m a manner as unexpected as it was drastic
to effect a par~ial mobi~isa~ion of the Polish army on a large scale'.
By these entirely unJustified measures, the Polish Government
?emon~trated the meaning and object of the negotiations which they
immediately afterwards entered upon with the British Government.
The German Government do not consider it necessary t-0 reply to the
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partial Polish mobilisation by counter-meaRures of a military character.
They cannot, however, disregard without a word the decisions recently
taken by the Polish Government, and are forced, to their own regret,
t-0 declare as follows : (1) The Polish Government did not avail themselves of the opportunity offered to them by the German Government for a
just settlement of the Danzig question, for the final safeguarding of Poland's frontiers with the Reich, and thereby
for a permanent strengthening of the friendly neighbourly
relations between the two countries. The Polish Government even rejected German proposals made with this
object.
(2) At the same time the Polish Government accPpted, with
regard to another State, political obligations which are not
compatible either with the spirit, the meaning or the text of
the German-Polish Declaration of the 2fith January, 1934.
Thereby the Polish Government arbitrarily and unilaterally
rendered this declaration null and void.
•
lS. In spite of this necessary statement of fact, the Government
of the Reich do not intend to alter their fundamental attitude to\\ards
the question of the future of German-Polish relations. Should the
Polish Government attach importance to a new settlement of these
relations by means of a treaty, the German Government are ready to
do this, but on one condition, namely, thflt such a settlement would
have t-0 consist of a clear obligation binding on both parties.
No. 15.
Speech made by M. · Beck, the Polish Minister for Foreign Affairs in .
Parliament on May 5, 1939.
(Translation.)
TEIB session of the Parliament provides me with an opportunity
of filling in some gaps which have occurred in my work of recent
months. The course of international events might perhaps justify
more statements by a Foreign Minister than my single expose in the
Senate Commission for Foreign Affairs.
2. On the other hand it was precisely that swift development of
events that prompted me to postpone a public declaration until such
time as the principal problems of our foreign policy had taken on
a more definite form.
3. The consequences of the weakening of collective international
institutions and of a complete change in the method of intercourse
between nations, which I have reported on several occasions in the
Ilouses, caused many new problems to arise in different parts of the
world. That process and its results have in recent months reached
the borders of Poland.
4. A very general definition of these phenomena may be given
by saying that relations between individual Powers have taken on a
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more individual character, with their own specific features. The
general rules have been weakened. One nation simply speaks more
and more directly to another.
5. As far as we are concerned, very serious events have taken
place. Our contact with some Powers has become easier and more
profound, while in some cases serious difficulties have arisen. Looking
a~ things chronologically, I refer, in the first place, to our agreement
wit~ the United Ki~gdom, with Great Britain. After repeated diplomat!? contacts, designed to define the scope and object of our future
relations, we reached on the occasion of my · visit to London a direct
agreement based on the principle of mutual assistance in the event
of a direct or indirect threat to the independence of one of our
countrie~. The formula of the agreement is known to you from the
declaration of M:r. Neville Chamberlain of the 6th April the text
of which was drafted by mutual agreement and should b~ regarded
as a pact concluded between the two Governments. I consider it
my duty to add that the form and character of the comprehensive
conversations held in London give a particular value to the agreement. I should like Polish public opinion to be aware that I found
on the part of .~ritish statesmen not only a profound knowledge of
the general political problems of Europe, but also such an attitude
to.wards our country as permitted me to discuss all vital problems
with frankness and confidence without any reservations or doubts.
. ~· It was po~sible to establish rapidly the principles of PolishBntish collaboration, first of all because we made it clear to each
other that the intentions of both Governments coincide as regards
fundamental European problems; certainly, neither Great Britain
nor Poland have any aggressive intentions whatever, but they stand
. equally firmly in defence of certain basic principles of conduct in
international life.
7. The parallel declarations of French political leaders confirm
that it is agreed between Paris and Warsaw that the efficacy of our
~efence pact n~t on~y cannot be adversely affected by changes in the
mternational. situation, but, on the contrary, that this agreement
should constitute one of the most essential elements in tpe political
The Polish-British Agreement has been
structure of Europe.
employed by the C~ancellor of .the German Reich as tpe pretext for
umlaterally declarmg non-existent the agreement which the
Chancellor of the Reich concluded witp us in 1934.
8. Before passing to the present stage of this matter, allow me to
sketch a brief historical outline.
9. .The fact that ~ had the honour actively to participate in the
conclu~10n. and execut10n of that pact imposes on me the duty of
analysmg it. The pact of 1934 was a great event in 1934. It was an
attempt to improve the course of history as between two great nations,
a~ attempt to. escape f!om. the .unwholeso~e atmosphere of daily
discord and wider hostile mtent10ns, to rise above the animosity
which had accumulated for centuries, and to create deep foundations
of mutual respect. An endeavour to oppose evil is always the best
form of political activity.
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10. The policy of Poland proved _our respect for that principle in
the most critical moments of recent times.
11. From this point of view, Gentlemen, the breaking o~ of that
pact is not an insignificant matter. However, ever~ treaty l~ worth
as much as the consequences which follow it. A?d. if the pohcy and
conduct of the other party diverges from th~ prmci~les of. the pact,
we have no reason for mourning its slackenmg or d1ssolut10n. The
Polish-German Pact of 1934 was a treaty of mutual respect and good
neighbourly relations, and as such it contributed a positive value to
the life of our country, of Germany and of. the whol.e of ~u~ope.
llut since there has appeared a tendency to mterpret i~ as hmitmg
the freedom of our policy, or as a gro~nd !or dema~dmg from ~s
unilateral concessions contrary to our vital mterests, it has lost its
real character.
The German
12 Let us now pass to the present situation.
Reich· has taken the mere fact of the Polish-British unde!standing
as a motive for the breaking off of the paict of 1~34. Vanous. legal
objections were raised on the German side. I will take the liberty
of referring jurists to the text of our reply to the German
memorandum which will be handed to-day to the German Government. I will' not detain you any longer on the diplomatic form. of
this event, but one of its aspects has a special significance. The Reich
Government, as appears from the text of the Germ~n memorand~m,
made its decision on the strength of press reports, without consultmg
the views of either the British or the Polish Government as to the
character of the agreement concluded. It would not have been
difficult to do so, for immediately on my return from London I
expressed my readiness to receive the Ger~an Ambassador, who has
hitherto not availed himself of the opportumty.
13. Why is this circumstance important? Even for the simplest
understanding it is clear that neither the character nor the purpose
and scope of the agreement influenced this decision, but merely the
fact that such an agreement had been C?ncluded. And thi~ in ~um
is important for an appreciation of the obJects of German policy, s1:i;ice
if, contrary to previous declarations, t~e Government of. the Reich
interpreted the Polish-German declaration of non-aggression of. 1934
as intended to isolate Poland and to prevent the normal fnendly
collaboration of our country with Western Powers, we ourselves
should always have rejected such an interpretation.
14. To make a proper estimate of the situation, we shoul~ first
· of all ask the question, what is the real object of all this? .Without
that question and our reply, we cannot properly appreciate the
character of German statements with regard to matters of concern to
Poland. I have already referred to our attitude towards the West.
There remains the question of the German proposals as to the future
of th'3 Free City of Danzig, the communication of the Reich with
East Prussia through our province of Pomorze, and the further
subjects raised as of common interest to Poland and Germany.
15. Let us, therefore, investigate these problems in tum.

so
16. .As to Danz!g, first some general remarks. The Free City
It has
of. Danz~g was not mvented by the Treaty of Versailles.
ex~st.e? for many .centuries as the result--to speak , accurately, t1.nd
reJe<·tmg .the emot10nal factor-of the positive interplay of Polish and
German mterests. The German merchants of Danzig ensured the
development and prosperity of that city, thanks to the overseas trade
of P~lcmd. Not only the development, but the very raison d' ~tre of
the city has been due to the formerly decisive fact of its situation at
the. month of our onl~ great river, and to-day to its position on the
~am waterwa1 and railway line connecting us with the Baltic. This
IS a t.rut? which no new f~rmulre can obliterate. The population of
Danzig. 1s to-day predommantly German, but its livelihood and
proMpenty depend on the economic potential of Poland.
17. What conclusions have we drawn from this fact? We have
stood and stand firmly on the ground of the rights and interests of
our .sea-borne trade and our maritime policy in Danzig. While
seekmg reasonable and conciliatory solutions, we have purposely not
endeavoured to exert any pressure on the free national, ideological
and cultural development of the German majority in the Free City.
18. ~ shall not prolong this speech by quoting examples. They
are snffic10ntly well-known to all who have been in any way concerned with the question. But when, after repeated statements by
Germ~n statesmen, who had respected our standpoint and expressed
the ~ew that '' this provincial town will not be the object of a
confhct .between Poland and Germany," I hear a demand for the
annexat10n of Danzig to the Reich, when I receive no reply to our
p_roposal of the 26th March for a joint guarantee of the existence and
nghts of the Fre~ City, and subsequently I learn that this has been
~egard ed as a. reJection of negotiations-I have to ask myself what
'
is the real obJect of all this?
. 19. Is it the freedom of the German population of Danzig, which
is not threatened, or a .matter of pr~stige--or is it a matter of barring
Polaud from the Baltic, from which Poland will not allow herself
·
to be barred?
2.0. The same considerations apply to communication across our
provmce of Pomorze. I insist on the term " province of Pomorze "
Th~ word '.' corri~or " is an artificial invention, for this is an ancie~t
Pohsh terntory with. an insignificant percentage of German colonists.
21. We ha.ve gi.v~n the German Reich all railway facilities, we
have ~l~owed its citiz~ns to travel without customs or passport
formal.1t10s from the Reich to East Prussia. We have suggested the ,
extens10n of similar facilities to road traffic.
_22. And here again the question arises-what is the real obJ"ect
·
of it all?
23. .we. have. no int~rest in obstructing German citizens in their
commumcation with their eastern province. But we have, on the
oth~r hand, no reason whatever to restrict our sovereignty on our own
terntory.
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24. On the first and second points, i.e., the question of the
future of Danzig and of communication across Pomorze, it is still a.
matter of unilateral concessions which the Government of the Reich
appear to be demanding from us . . A self-respecting nation does not
make unilateral concessions. Where, then, is the reciprocity? It
appears somewhat vague in the German proposals. The Chancellor of
the Reich mentioned in his speech a triple condominium in Slovakia.
I am obliged to state that I heard this proposal for the first time in
the Chancellor's speech of the 28th April. In certain previous
conversations allusions were merely made to the effect that in the
event of a general agreement the question of Slovakia coul~ be
discussed. We did not attempt to go further with such conversat10ns,
since it is not our custom to bargain with the interests of others . .
Similarly, the proposal for a prolongation of the pact of nonaggression for twenty-five years was also not advanced in any
concrete form in any of the recent conversations. Here alRo unofficial
hints were made, emanating, it is true, from prominent representatives
of the Reich Government. But in such conversations various other
hints were made which extended much further than the subjects
under discussion. I reserve the right to return to this matter if
necessary.
25. In liis speech the Chancellor of the Reich proposes, as a
concession on his part, the recognition and definite acceptance of the
present frontier between Poland and Germany. I must point out
that this would have been a question of recognising what is de jure
and de facto our indisputable property. Consequently, this proposal
likewise cannot affect my contention that the German desiderata
regarding Danzig and a motor road constitute unilateral demands.
26. In the light of these explanations, the House will rightly
expect from me an answer to the last passage of the German memorandum, which says : " Should the Polish Government attach
importance to a new settlement of Polish-German relations by means
of a treaty, the German Government are prepared to do this." It
appears to me that I have already made clear our attitude, but for the
sake of order I will make a resume.
27. The motive for concluding such an agreement would be the
word "peace," which the Chancellor emphasised in his speech.
28. Peace is certainly the object of the difficult and intensive
work of Polish diplomacy. Two conditions are necessary for this word
to be of real value: (1) peaceful intentions, (2) peaceful methods of
procedure. If the Government of the Reich is really guided by those
two pre-conditions in relation to this country, then all conversations,
provided, of course, that they respect the principles I have already
enumerated , are possible.
29. If such conversations took place, the Polish Government will,
according to their custom, approach the problem objectively, having
regard to the experience of recent times, but without withholding
their utmost goodwill.
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Peace is a valuable and desirable thing.
Our generation,
which has shed its ?lood in several wars, surely deserves a period of
p~ace. But peace, hke a!most everything in this world, has its price,
~igh but definable: "VY,e m Pola~d do not reco.gnis~ the conception of
p~ace at any price.. ~he~e is onl)'. one thmg m the life of men,
nat10ns and States which is without price, and that is honour.

No. 16.

Memrrandum communicated to the German Government by the Polish
Government on May 5, 1939, in reply to the German Government
memorandum of April 28, 1939. •
(Translation. )
As appears from the text of the Polish-German Declaration of the
26th Jan~ary, 1934'.t and ~rom the course of the negotiations which
precede? its conclus10n, this declaration had as its object to lay the
foundat10ns for a new framing of mutual relations based on the
following two principles : (a) The renunciation of the use of force as between Poland and
Germany, and
(b) The friend.ly settlem~nt by means of free negotiations of any
content10us quest10ns which might arise in the relations
between the two countries.
.The ~oli~h Government have always understood in this manner
their obhgat10ns under the declaration, and it is in this spirit that
they have always been prepared to conduct neighbourly relations with
the German Reich.
~· Th~ Polish Government had foreseen for several years that
~he diffi~ult1es encou~tered by the League of Nations in carrying out
~ts funct10ns at Danzig would create a confused situation which it was
rn Poland's and Germany's interest to unravel. For several years the
Polish Government had given the German Government to understand
that frank conversations should be held on this subject. The German
Gov.ernment, h~wever, avoided these and confined themselves to
stat~ng that Poh.sh-Germa~ relations should not be exposed t.o difficultrns by quest10ns relatmg to Danzig.
Moreover, the German
Government more than once gave assurances t.o the Polish Government regarding t~e Free City of Danzig.
It is sufficient here to'
quote the declarat10n made by the Chancellor of the Reich on the 20th
February, 1938.
The . Chancello.r made .publicly in the Reichstag the following
declaration regardmg Danzig : "The Polish Stat~ respects the national conditions in this
State, and the Free. City and Germany respect Polish rights. It
has thus been possible to clear the way for an understanding
" No. 1'l.
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which, while arising out of the question of Danzig, has to-day in
spite of the efforts of certain disturbers of the peace succeeded in
effectively purifying relations between Germany and Poland and
has transformed them into sincere and friendly collaboration.''
It was only after the events of September, 1938, that the Germa,n
Government suggested the opening of Polish-German conversations
regarding the alteration in the situation in Danzig and regarding the
transit routes between the Reich anJ East Prussia. In this connexion
the German memorandum of the '28th April, 1939, refers to t.be
suggestion put forward by the HeicL Minister for Foreign Affain. iu
his conversation of the 2lst March, 1939, with the Polish Ambassador
in Berlin. In this conversation emphasis was laid on the German
side on the necessity for a rapid settlement of these questions which
was a condition of the Reich maintaining its proposals in force in
their entirety. The Polish Government, animated by the desire to
maintain good relations with the Reich, although surprised at the
pressing form in which these proposals were put forward, and by the
circumstances in which they were advanced, did not refuse conversations although they considered the German demands thus couched to
be unacceptable.
In order to facilitate endeavours to reach an amicable solution of
the question, the Polish Government on the 26th March, 1939, formulated their point of view in writing to the German Government,
stating that they attached full importance to the maintenance of good
neighbourly relations with the German Reich. The Polish point of
view was summarised in the following points : (a) The Polish Government propose a joint guarantee by ·Poland

and Germany of the separate character of the Free City of
Danzig, the existence of which was to be based on c-0mplete
freedom of the local popuh1tion in internal affairs and on the
assurance of respect for Polish rights and interests.
(b) The Polish Government were prepared to examine together
with the German Government any further simplifications
for persons in transit as well as the technical facilitating of
railway and motor transit between the German Reich and
East Prnssia. The Polish Government were inspired by
the idea of giving every possible facility which would permit
the citizens of the Reich to travel in transit across Polish
territory, if possible without any hindrances. The Polish
Government emphasised that their intention was to secure
the most liberal treatment possible of the German
desiderata in this respect with the sole reservation that
Poland could not give up her sovereignty over the belt
of territory through which the transit routes would run.
Finally, the Polish Government indicated that their attitude
in the question of facilitating communications acroRs
Pomerania depended on the attitude of the Reich regarding
the Free City of Danzig.
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In formulating the above proposals the Polish Government act;ed
in the spirit of the Polish-German Declaration of 1,934 which, by providing the direct exchanges of views on questions of interest to both
countries, authorised each State to formulate its point of view in the
course of negotiations.
The Polish Government received no formal reply to their counterproposals for a month, and it. was only on the 28th April, 1939, that
they learnt from the Chancellor's speech and from the German
Government's memorandum that the mere fact of the formulation of
counter-proposals instead of the acceptance of the verbal German
snggestions without alteration or reservation had been regarded by the
Reich as a refusal of disrnssions.
It is clear that negotiations in which one State formulat;es demands
and the other is to be obliged to accept those dem ands
unaltered are not negotiations in the spirit of the declaration of 1934
and are incompatible with the vital interests and dignity of Poland.
In this connexion it should be pointed out that the Polish Government were unable at that time to express an opinion regarding the
Polish-German-Hungarian guarantee of the independence of Slovakia
which was alluded to in a general way in the German memorandnm
an<l more precisely stated in the Chancellor's speech of the 28th April,
tn39, since a proposal of this description and in this form bad never
been made to them before. It is, moreover, difficult to imagine how
snch guarantee could be reconcile<! with the political and military
protectorate of the Reich over Slovakia which had been announced
a few days previously before the German Reich formulated its
proposals towards Poland.
3. ThP Polish Government cannot accept such an interpretation
of the declaration of l\,134 as would be equivalent to a renunciation of
the right to conclude political agreements with third States and,
consequently, almost a renunciation of independence in foreign policy.
The policy of the German Reich in recent years bas clearly indicated
that the German Government have not drawn conclusions of this
sort from the drclaration as far as they themselves were concerned.
The obligationR publicly accepted by the Reich towards Italy and the
German-Slovak Agrnement of March, Hl39, are clear indications of
such an interpretation by the German Government. of the declaration
of 1984. 'rhe Polish Government must here recall that in their
rPlations with other States they give and require full reciprocity as
being the on!)' possible foundation of normal relations between States.
'l'he Polish GovPrnment reject as completely without foundation
all accus::itions rega rding the alleged incompatibility of the AngloPolisb M11t11al Gnarar 1tee of April, 1989, with the Polish-German
Declaration of l !IH4. This guarantee has a purely defensive character
and in no way thrPatP.ns the German Reich, in the same way as the
Polish-French Alliance, whose compatibility with the Declaration of
1984 has heen reeognisP<l by the German Reich. The declaration
of Hl84 in itfl introd1wtory pani.graphs clearly stated that both
GovtJmllleHts have "dtJL:ided to bai:>e tpeir mutual relations on the
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principles laid down in the Pact of Paris of the 27th August! i.ns."
Now the Pact of Paris, which constituted a general renm1c1at~on of
war as an instrument of national policy, just as the de~lara.t10n of
1934 constit.ut.ed such renunciation in bilateral Pohsh-_Gennan
relations, contained the explicit reservation t~at " ~ny s~gnatory
Power which shall hereafter seek to promote its nat10nal mteres~s
by resort to war should be denied the benefits. f~rmshed by this
treaty.'' Germany accepted this princiJ?le in s1gnmg the Pact , of
Paris and re-affirmed it in the declaration of 1934, tog~ther with
other principles of the Pact of Paris. It appears from thrn that thde
declaration of 1934 would cease to be binding on Poland sho~l
Germany have recourse to war in violati~n of .t~e Pact of Pa~1s.
Poland's obligations arising out of the Pohsh-Bnt1sh_ understand~ng
would come into operation in the event of German act10n .threatenmg
the in<lependence of Great Britain,_ and, eonsequently, m the ve~y
circum8 tances in which the declaration of Hl84 and the Pact of Pans
had ceased to be binding on Poland as regards ?ermai:iy.
.
ThP German Government in making a compla.mt agamst t~e Pohsh
Government for und ertaking obligations to guara~t.ee . the m<lependence of Great Britain and in regarding this as _a v~olat10n by Poland
of the declaration of Hl34, ignore their own obhgat1011s towards lta~y
of which the Chancellor spoke on the 30tb J anuary , ~~H9, .and m
particular their obligations towards Slovakia contamed m the
aareement of the 18tb and ~Srd March, 1939. The German guarant;es of Slovakia did not. exclnde Poland [ R1.c], and,. in<l eed, ~s ~ppe~rs
from the provisions of the above agreement rngar<lmg the <l1s~r1Lut10n
of garrisons and military fortifications in Western Slovakia, were
directed primarily against Poland.
4. It appears from the above that ~he ~overnment . ~f the
German R.eich bad no justification for their umlateral dec1?1on to
regard the declaration of 1!:134 as not bin?i~~· The pact _w~s, mde~d,
conclurled for ten years without any poss1b1lity of d.e~nuc1at10n <lurmg
that time. It should be pointed out that the decis10n to. regard the
1934 Dt>claration as not binding took place after the previous r~f?~al
of the German State to accept explanations as t,o the corupat1b1hty
of the Anglo-Polish gu"arantee with the l!-134 Declaratio~, which it
was the intention of the Polish Government to furmsh to the
representative of the Reich in Warsaw.
.
5 Although the Polish Government do not share the view of the
Ger~an GovPrnment that the treaty of 1~84 has heen violated by
Poland, nevertheless, should the German G0Vf1rnment attach
importance to the fresh regul~tion, by mea_ns of a tr~ aty, of PolishGerman rela.tions on a good neighbourly basis, the Poltsh Government
would be prepared .to entertain suggesti?ns of th!s kind wit~ the
reservation of their fundalllental observat10ns contawed above m the
preseut ruellloraudum.
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Anglo-Polish Agreement.

an assurance that the Polish Government .would consider themselves
under an obligation to render assistance to His Majesty's Government under the same conditions as those contained in the temporary
assurance already given by His Majesty's Government to Poland.
Like the temporary assurance, the permanent agreement would
not be directed against any other country but would be designed to
assure Great Britain and Poland of mutual assistance in the event
of any threat, direct or indirect, to the independence of either. It
was recognised that certain matters, including a more precise
definition of the various ways in which the necessity for such
assistance might arise, would require further examination before the
permanent agreement could be completed.
It was understood that the arrangements above mentioned should
not preclude either Government from making agreements with other
countries in the general interest of the consolidation of peace.

No. 17.

Statement by the Prime Minister in the House of Commons on
March 31, 1939.
The Prime Minister (Mr. Chamberlain): The right hon. gentleman the leader of the Opposition asked me this morning whether I
could make a statement as to the European situation. As I said this
morning, His Majesty's Government have no official confirmation of
the rumours of any projected attack on Poland and they must not,
therefore, be taken as accepting them as true.
I am glad to take this opportunity of stating again the general
They have constantly
policy of His Majesty's Government.
advocated the adjustment, by way of free negotiation between the
parties concerned, of any differences that may arise between them.
They consider that this is the natural and proper course where
differences exist. In their opinion there should be no question
incapable of solution by peaceful means, and they would see no
jnstification for the substitution of force or threats of force for the
method of negotiation.
As the House is aware, certain consultations are now proceeding
with other Governments. In order to make perfectly clear the
position of His Majesty's Government in the meantime before those
ronsultations are concluded, I now have to inform the House that
during that period, in the event of any action which clearly threatened
Polish independence, and which the Polish Government accordingly
considered it vital to resist with their national forces, His Majesty's
Government would feel themselves bound at once to lend the Polish
Government all support in their power. They have given the Polish
·
·
Government an assurance to this effect.
I may add that the French Government have authorised me to
make it plain that they stand in th.e same position in this matter as
do His Majesty's , Government.

- - - - - - - - - - - -No. 18.

Anglo-Polish communique issued on April 6, 1939.
The conversations with M. Beck have covered a wide field and
shown that the two Governments are in complete agreement upon
·
certain general principles.
It was agreed that the two countries were prepared to enter into
an agreement of a permanent and reciprocal character to replace the
present temporary and unilateral assurance given by His Majesty's
Government to the Polish Government. Pending the completion of
the permanent agreement, M. Beck gave His Majesty's Government

No. 19.

Agreement of Mutual Assistance between the United Kingdom and
Poland.-Lonclon, August 25, 1939.
THE Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
.,
Northern Ireland and the Polish Government:
Desiring to place on a permanent basis the collaboration between
their respective countries resulting from the assurances of mutual
assistance of a defensive character which they have already
exchanged;
Have resolved to conclude an Agreement for that purpose and
have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries :
The Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland :
The Rt. Hon. Viscount Halifax, K.G., G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E.,
Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs;
The Polish Government :
His Excellency Count Edward Raczynski, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Polish Republic in
London;
Who, having exchanged their Full Powers, found in good and
due form, have agreed on the following provisions:ARTIOLE 1.
Should one of the Contracting Parties become engaged in
hostilities with a European Power in consequence of aggression by
the latter against that Contracting Party, the other Contracting Party
will at once give the Contracting Party engaged in hostilities all the
support and assistance in its power.
D
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2.

(1) The provisions of Article 1 will also apply in the event of any

action by a European Power which clearly threatened, directly or
indirectly, the independence of one of the Contracting Parties, and
was of such a nature that the Party in question considered it vital to
resist it with its armed forces.
(2) Should one of the Contracting Parties become engaged in
hostilities with a European Power in consequence of action by that
Power which threatened the independence or neutrality of another
European State in such a way as to constitut~ a clear menace to the
security of that Contracting Party, the provisions of Article 1 will
apply, without prejudice, however., to the rights of the other
European State concerned.
ARTICLE

3.

Should a European Power attempt to undermine the independence
of one of the Contracting Parties by processes of economic penetration
or in any other way, the Contracting Parties will support each other
in resistance to such attempts. Should the European Power concerned thereupon embark on hostilities against one of the Contracting
Parties, the provisions of Article 1 will apply.
ARTICLE

4.

The methods of applying the undertakings of mutual assistance
provided for by t;h.e present Agreement are established between the
competent naval, military and air authorities of the Contracting
Parties.
ARTICLE 5.
Without prejudice to tpe foregoing undertakings of the Contracting
Parties to give each other mutual support and assistance immediately
on the outbreak of hostilities, they will exchange complete and speedy
information concerning any development which might threaten their
independence and, in particular, concerning any development which
threatened to call the said undertakings into operation.
ARTICLE

6.

(1) The Contracting Parties will communicate to each other the

terms of any undertakings of assistance against aggression which they
have already given or may in future give to other States.
(2) Should either of the Contracting Parties intend to give such an
undertaking after tpe coming into force of the present Agreement, the
other Contracting Party shall, in order to ensure the proper
functioning of the Agreement, be informed thereof.
(3) Any new undertaking which the Contracting Parties may enter
into in future shall neither limit their obligations under the present

Agreement nor indirectly create new obligations between the
Contracting Party not participating in tpese undertakings and the
third State concerned.
AR1'IOLE 7.
Should the Contracting Parties be engaged in hostilities in consequence of the application of the present Agreement, they will not
conclude an armistice or treaty of peace except by mutual agreement.
ARTICLE

8.

(1) The present Agreement shall remain in force for a period of

five years.
(2) Unless denounced six months before the expiry of this period
it shall continue in force, each Contracting Party having thereafter
the right to denounce it at any time by giving six months' notice to
that effect.
(3) The present Agreement shall come into force on signature.
In faith whereof the above-named Plenipotentiaries have signed
the present Agreement and have affixed thereto their seals.
Done in English in duplicate, at London, the 25tb August,
1939. A Polish text shall subsequently be agreed upon between the
Contracting Parties and both texts will then be authentic.
(L.S.)
(L.S.)

HALIFAX.
EDWARD RACZYNSKI.

Developments In Anglo-German Relations.

No. 20.
Speech by Herr Hitler at Wilhelmshaven on April 1, 1939.

(Translation.)
GERMANS! Volksgenossen und Volksgenossinnen I
Whoever wishes to estimate the decline and regeneration of
Germany must look at the development of a city like Wilhelmshaven.
A short time ago it was a dead spot almost without any title to
existence, without any prospect of a future; to-day it is filled again
with the hum of work and production. It is good if one recalls aaain
0
to memory this past.
When the city experienced its first rise to prosperity, this
coincided with the regeneration of the German Reich after its battle
for unification. This Germany was a Germany of peace. At the
same time as the so-called peace-loving virtuous nations were carrying
on quite a number of wars, the Germany of that time had only one
aim, namely, to preserve peace, to work in peace, to increase the
(19~40)
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prosperity of her inhabitants and t)lereby to contribute to human
culture and civilisation.
'!'his peace-time Germany tried with unceasing _industry, with
genius and with perservance to set up its inner life and to assure
for itself a proper place in the sun through participation in peaceful
rivalry with other nations.
In spite of t)le fact that this Germany was for decades t)le surest
guarantor of peace and devoted herself only to her own peaceful
business, other nations, and particularly their statesmen, could not
refrain from persecuting this regeneration with envy and hate and
finally answering it with a war.
We know to-day from )listorical records how the encirclement
policy of that time had been systematically pursued by England. We
know from numerous establis)led facts and publications that in that
land one was imbued with the conception that it was necessary to
crush Germany militarily because its annihilation would assure to
every British citizen a larger measure of this world's goods.
Certainly Germany at that time committed errors. Its worst error
~as to see this encirclement and t-0 take no steps in time to avoid
~t. The only r?proach which we can level at the regime of that day
is the fact tpat it )lad full knowledge of the devilish plan for a surprise
att~ck_ on _the Reich, and even so was unable to make up its mind to
avoid m time such an attack, but allowed this encirclement to mature
right up to the outbreak of the catastrophe:
The result was the World War.
In this wa1· the German people, although they were in no way
armed the best., fought ,heroically. No nation can claim for itself
the glory of having beaten us to our knees, least of all those whose
statesmen to-day are boasting.
Germany at that time remained unbeaten and unvanquished on
land, sea and in the air. And yet we lost the war. We know the
power which at tha~ time vanquished Germany. It was the power
o~ fals~hood, the poison of a propaganda which did not shrink from
distort10n and untruthfulness and which caught the German Reich
·
because it was unprepared and defenceless.
When the Fourteen Points of President Wilson were announced
~any Geri;nan " Volksgeno ssen," particularly the leading men of th~
time, saw m t)lose Fourteen Points not only the possibility for ending
the World War but for a final pacification of all nations of this world.
There w~uld come a pea~e of _reconc~liation and understanding, a
p~ace which ~ould r?c:ogmse neither VIctors nor vanquished, a peace
without. w~r i~demmties, ~ peac~ of equal rights for all, a peace of
equal. d1stn?ution of colomal terntory and of equal consideration for
colomal desiderat~. A peace which would finally be crowned with a
league of fre~ nat10ns. A peace which, by guaranteeing equal rights
would make it appear superfluous for nations in future still t-0 endure
the bur~en of armament which, as is known, previously weighed down
so heavily on them.
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Disarmament, therefore, and in fact disarmament of all nations.
Germany was to give a good example by taking the lead and all
undertook t-0 follow her disarmament.
The era of so-called secret diplomacy was to come to an end as
well. All problems were to be discussed and negotiated openly and
freely.
The right of self-determination for nations was to be finally
established and be regarded as the most important factor.
Germany believed these assurances. Relying on these declarations Germany laid down her weapons. And then a breach of faith
began such as world history has never seen.
At the moment when our people had laid down their arms a period
of blackmail, oppression, pillage and slavery began.
No longer any word of peace without victors and vanquished,
but a sentenoe of oondemnation for the vanquished for time without
end.
No longer any word of equal rights, but rights for one side and
absence of rights and injustice for the other. One robbery after
an-Other, one blackmail after another were the results.
·No man in this democratic world bothered about the suffering
of our people. Hundreds of thousands fell in the war, not through
enemy action, but through the hunger blockade. And when the war
came to an end this blockade was continued still for months in order
to bring still further pressure on our nation. Even the German
prisoners of war had to remain in captivity for indefinite periods.
The German colonies were stolen from us, German foreign securities
were simply confiscated, and our mercantile marine was taken away.
ThEm came financial pillage such as the world has never up to
this day seen. Payments were imposed on the German people which
reached astronomical figures, and about which English statesmen
said that they could only be effected if the whole German nation
reduced its standard of living to the utmost and worked fourteen
hours a day . .
What German spirit and German diligence had created and saved
in decades was now lost in a few years. Millions of Germans were
torn away from the Reich, others were prevented from returning
into the Reich. The League of Nations was made not an instrument
of a just policy of understanding, but a guarantor of the meanest
dictate that human beings had ever thought out.
A great people was thus raped and led towards the misery that
all of you know. A great people was deprived of its rights by breach
of promise and its existence in practice was made impossible. A
French statesman gave sober expression to this by declaring :
" There are 20 million Germans too many in the world! "
There were Germans who, in despair, committed suicide, others
who lethargically submitted to their inevitable fate, and others again
who were of the opinion that there was nothing left to do but to
destroy everything ; others again ground their teeth and clenched their
D S
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fists in impotent rage, others again believed that the past must
be restored as it had been.
Every individual had adopted some sort of attitude. And I at ,
that time, as the unknown soldier of the World War, took up my
position.
It was a short and simple programme ; it ran : removal of the
domestic enemies of the nation, termination of the internal division
of Germany, co-ordination of the entire national force of our people
in a new community, and the smashing of the Peace Treaty in one
way or another ("so oder so! ") For as long as this dictate of
Versailles weighed upon the German people, it was actually doomed
to go under.
When other statesmen talk about the necessity of justice reigning
in this world, then I may tell them that their crime is not justice,
that their dictate was neither rightful nor legal, and that the
permanent vital rights of peoples come before this dictate.
The German people was created by Providence, not in order to
obey a law which suits Englishmen or Frenchmen, but to stand up
for its vital right. That is what we are there for I
I was determined to take up this struggle for standing up for
German vital rights. I took it up first of all within the nation.
The place of a number of parties, classes and associations has now
been taken by one single community, the community of the German
people!
It is the duty of us all to realise this community and to continue
to intensify it. In the course of this time I have had to hurt many
an individual. But I believe that the happiness shared to-day by
the entire nation must more than compensate every individual for
the things which were dear to him and which he individually had
to give up.
You have all sacrificed your parties, your clubs, your associations,
but you have instead received a great and strong Reich!
And this Reich is to-day, thank God, sufficiently strong to take
under its protection your rights. We are now no longer dependent
upon the favour or disfavour of other States or their statesmen.
When over six years ago I came into power, I took over a pitiful
heritage. The Reich appeared to possess no possibilities for existence
for its citizens. At that time I began work with the only capital which
I possessed. It was the capital of your power to work! It was your
power to work, my "Volksgeno ssen," that I began to put into use. I
had not foreign exchange and no gold ; I only had one thing : my faith
and your work!
We have now founded a new economic system, a
system which is called : capital is power to work, and money is
covered by our production.
We have founded a system based upon
the most noble principle in existence, namely, form your life yourself!
Work for your existence! Help yourself, then God will also help you!
We thus began a gigantic work of reconstruction, supported by
the confidence of the nation, fill ed with faith and confidence in its
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permanent values. In a few years we tore Germany from its despair.
The world did not help us in doing so!
If an English statesman to-day believes that all problems can and
must be solved by frank discussion and negotiations, then I would
like to say to this statesman : an opportunity to do so existed for fi~t~en
years before our time! If the world to-day says that one must dlVlde
the nations into virtuous and non-virtuous categories- and that the
English and French belong in the first place to the virtuous nations
and the Germans and Italians to the non-virtuou s-then we can only
answer : the decision as to whether a nation is virtuous or not virtuous
can hardly be made by a mortal human being, and should be left to
God!
Perhaps this same British statesman will reply : God has already
delivered judgment, for he has given to the virtuous nations onequarter of the globe and has taken away everything from the nonvirtuous ! In answer to that, one may be permitted to ask : by what
means have the virtuous nations acquired this quarter of the globe?
And the answer must be, they have not been virtuous methods!
For 300 years this England has acted only as an unvirtuous
nation, and now in old age she is beginning to talk about virtue. It
was thus possible that during the British non-virtuous period 46
million Englishmen have conquered almost a quarter of the world,
while 80 million Germans, on account of their virtue, have to exist at
the rate of 140 to the square kilometre.
Yes, twenty years ago the question of virtue was not yet quite
clear in the minds of British statesmen, in so far as it touched
conceptions of property. At that time it was still thought to be
compatible with virtue simply to take away from another people the
colonies which it had acquired by contract or by purchase because
one had the power to do so.
A power which now it is true is to count as something disgusting
and contemptible. In this respect, I can only say one thing to
these gentlemen : we do not know whether they believe that sort
of thing themselves or not. We assume, however, that they do not
believe it. For if we were to assume that they realiy believed it
themselves, then we would lose every feeling of respect for them.
For fifteen years Germany had borne this fate patiently. I also
tried at the beginning to solve every problem by discussion. At every
problem I made offers, and they were every time refused! There
can be no doubt that every people possesses sacred interests, simply
because they are identical with its life and its vital right.
If a British statesman to-day demands that every problem
concerning vital German interests should first be discussed with
England, then I could make precisely the same claim and demand
that every British problem must first be discussed with us.
Admittedly, this Englishman would answer : Palestine is none of
your business! But, just as Germany has no business in Palestine,
so has England no business in the German Lebensraum ! And if
the problem is claimed to be a question of general rights, then I
[19940]
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can only agree to this opinion if it were regarded as universal
and obligatory. One says we had no right to do this or that. I
would like to ask a counter-question : what right-just to quote only
one example-has England to shoot down Arabs in Palestine, only
because they are standing up for their home? Who gives England
the right to do so?
We at any rate have not slaughtered thousands in Central Europe,
but have solved our problems in a peaceful and orderly manner 1
There is one thing, however, that I must say : the German people
of to-day, the German Reich of the present time, are not willing
to sacrifice vital interests, and they are also not willing to stand up
to rising dangers without taking action! When the allies at one
time changed the map of Europe with no consideration for expediency,
justice, tradition or even common-sense, we did not have the power
to prevent them from doing so. But if they expect the Germany of
the present day patiently to allow vassal States, whose only duty
consists in their being set to work against Germany, to carry on as
they like until the day comes when their services are to be actively
employed, then they are confounding present-day Germany with the
Germany of pre-war days. Those who declare that they are prepared
to pull chestnuts out of the fire for these Great Powers must also expect
to burn their fingers in the course of the process.
We have really no feelings of hatred for the Czech people, we have
lived together for years. English statesmen do not know that. They
have n-0 idea that the Hradschin was built not by an Englishman but
by Germans, and that the St. Veit's Cathedral was also not built by
Englishmen but by Germans. Frenchmen also were not aetive there.
They do not know that already, at a time when England was still very
small, homage was done to a German Emperor on this hill, an,d that,
a tholliland years before I did so myself, the first German King stood
there and received the homage of this people. This the English do
not know, they cannot know it and they need not know it.
It is sufficient that we know it, and that it is true that for a
thousand years this area belonged to the Lebensraum of the German
people. We would, nevertheless, have had nothing against an independent Czech State if this State had not, firstly, oppressed Germans,
and, secondly, if it had not been an instrument for a future attack ·on
Germany.
But when a former French Air Minister writes in a newspaper that
it is the task of this Czechia, because of her splendid geographical position, to strike at Germany's industry by air attacks in a war, then one
will understand that it is not without interest to us, and that we drew
certain conclusions therefrom.
It would have been a rpatter for England and France to defend
this air base. It was our affair, at any rate, to prevent the possibility
of such an attack taking place . I believed that I could achieve this
end in a natural and simple way. It was not until I saw that such
an attempt was doomed to fail, and that the anti-German elements
would once more gain the upper hand, and it was not until I also

saw that this State had for a long time lost its inner capacity to live
and that it had already coltapsed, that I re-enforced ancient German
right and reunited what had to be united by history, geographical position and all rules of common-sense.
Not for the purpose of suppressing the Czech people! It will have
more freedom than the oppressed peoples of the virtuous nations !
I have, so I believe, thereby rendered a great service to peace, for
I have in good time made valueless an instrument that was designed
to become effective in time of war against Germany.
If people now say that this is the signal for Germany's desire to
attack the whole world, then I- do not believe they mean it seriously;
such a statement could only be the expression of the very worst of
consciences. Perhaps it is anger at the failure of a far-reaching plan;
perhaps it is belief that the premises can thereby be created for a new
policy of encirclement? Whatever the case may be, I am convinced
that I have thereby rendered a great service to peace.
And it is from this conviction that I determined three weeks ago
to give the coming Party Rally the name of '' Party Rally of Peace.''
For Germany does not dream of attacking other nations.
What we do not, however, desire to renounce is the extension of
our economic relations. To this we have a right, and I do not accept
orders in this respect from any statesman inside or outside Europe!
The German Reich is not only a great producer, but also a
tremendous consumer. In the same way as we become an unreplaceable commercial partner as consumer, so are we suited a.s a
producer honestly to pay what we consume.
We do not dream of waging war on other nations, subject, of
course, to their leaving us in peace also. The German Reich is, however, in no case prepared permanently to tolerate intimidation, or
even a policy of encirclement.
I once concluded an agreement with England-the Naval Agreement. It is based on the ardent desire, shared by us all, never to be
forced to fight a war against England. This desire can, however, only
If it no longer exists in England, then the
be a reciprocal one.
practical premises for the agreement have been removed. Germany
would accept even a situation of this kind with calm composure! We
are so sure of ourselves because we are strong, and we are strong
because we are united, and also because we keep our eyes open! And
in this town more than elsewhere I can only urge you to look at the
world and ·all happenings therein around us with open eyes. Do not
deceive yourselves regarding the most important prerequisite which
exists in life, namely, the necessary power at one's own disposal. He
who does not possess power loses the right to live ! We have had
fifteen years' experience of such a condition. That is why I have
made Germany strong again and why I have created a defence force
on land, on the waters and in the air.
But when there is talk in other countries of present rearmament
and of continued and still greater rearmament, then I can only say
to thes.e statesmen : it will not be me whom they will tire out!
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I am determined to continue to march along this road, and I am
convinced that we shall advance faster than the ot.hers. No Power
in the world will ever wheedle our arms from us by mere words. But
should anyone at any time show any desire to me~sure his strei;igth
against ours by force, then the German people will always be m a
position and ready and determined to do the same !
And our friends think just as we do, especially the State with
which we are closely bound and with which we march, now, and in
all circumstances and for all time. When hostile journalists do not
know what else t~ write about, then th.ey write of cracks in the Axis.
They can be at ease.
This Axis is the most natural political instrument in the world.
It is a political combination of ideas which owes its existence not only
to reason and the desire for justice, but also to strength inspired by
idealism.
This structure will hold out better than the present alliances of
non-homog€neous bodies on the other .side. For if anybod~ tells 1?-e
to-day that there are no differences m world outlook or ideologies
between England and Soviet Russia, I can only say : I congratulate
.
,yon, Gentlemen.
I believe we shall not have long to wait before we see that the
unity in world outlook between Fascist Italy and National ~ocialist
Germany is, after all, different from that between democratic Great
Britain and the Bolshevik Russia of Stalin.
But if there should really be no ideological difference between
them, then I can only say : how right is, after all, my attitude
Why two
towards Marxism, communism and to democracy!
apparitions, when after all they are made of the same substance?
We are experiencing in these days a very great triumph and a
feeling of deep inner satisfaction. A country that was also devas~ted
by bolshevism, in which hundreds and thousands of human. bemgs,
women, men, children and old. people, were slaughtered, has liberated
itself, and liberated itself in spite of ideological fr~ends of bolshevism
who sit in Great Britain, France and other countnes.
We can only too well understand this Spain in her struggle, and
we greet her and congratulate her on her victory. We Germans can
say so with special pride, for many young German men have done
their duty there.
They have helped as volunteers to break a tyrannical regime and
to recover for a nation its right to self-determination. We are glad
to see how quickly, yes, how extremely quickly, here also a change
in the world outlook of the suppliers of war material to the Red side
has come about, how extensively one now suddenly understands
National Spain and how ready one is to do business with this National
Spain, perhaps not ideological business, but at least economic
business!
This also is an indication of the direction developments are taking.
For I helieve that all States will have to face the same problems that

we once had to face. State after State will either succumb to the
Jewish Bolshevik pest or will ward it off. We have done so, and we
have now erected a national German People's State.
This People's State desires to live in peace and friendship with
every other State, it will, however, never again permit itself to be
forced to its knees by any other State.
I do not know whether the world will become Fascist ! I do not
believe that the world will become National Socialist! But that the
world will in the end ward off this worst form of bolshevistic threat in
existence, of that I am absolutely convinced.
And, therefore, I believe in a conclusive understanding among
peoples which will come sooner or later. There is no point in bringing
about co-operation among nations, based upon permanent understanding, until this Jewish fission-fungus of peoples has been removed.
To-day we must depend upon our own power! And we can be
satisfied with results of this confidence in ourselves ! At home and
abroad!
When I came into power, Germany was torn and impotent at
home, and abroad a toy of foreign will. To-day we have order at home
and our economy is flourishing. Abroad we are perhaps not popular,
but we are respected. That is the decisive factor. Above all, we have
given millions of our " Volksgenossen " the greatest happiness they
could have wished for : their home-coming into our Great German
Reich. And, secondly, we have given great happiness to Central
Europe, namely, peace, peace protected by German power. And this
power shall not be broken again by any force in the world. That shall
be our oath.
We thus realise that the "Volksgeno ssen," more than 2 million
in number, who died in the Great War, did not die in vain. From
their sacrifice a new Great German Reich has arisen. From their
sacrifice this strong young German Reich of the '' Volk '' has been
called to life and has now sfood its test in life.
And in the face of this sacrifice, ·we would not fear any sacrifice
if it should ever become necessary. This the world should take
,
note of!
They can conclude agreements, make declarations, as many as
they like : I put my trust not in scraps of paper, but I put my trust
in you, my "Volksgeno ssen."
Germans have been the victims of the greatest breach of promise
of all time. Let us see to it that our people at home may never again
become easy to break up, then no one in the world will ever be able
to threaten us. Then peace will be maintained for our people or, if
necessary, it will be enforced. And then our people will flourish and
.
prosper.
diligence, and
its
capability,
its
genius,
its
place
to
able
be
will
, It
its perseverance at the disposal of the work of peace and home culture.
That is our desire; it is that which we hope and in which we believe.
'l1wenty years ago the party was founded, at that time a very small
structure. Recall the distance covered from that time until to-day.
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Recall the extent of the miracle that has been worked upon us. And
have faith, therefore, by the very reason of our miraculous progress, in
the further road of the German people in the coming great future !
Germany: Sieg-Heil! Sieg-Heil! Sieg-Heil!

accepted the decision given by Germany and Italy. No, the agreement reached between Mr. Chamberlain and myself did not relate
to this problem but exclusively to questions which ~ef~r to the mutual
relationship between England and Germany. This .is clearly ~hown
by the fact that such questions are to be treated m future m the
spirit of the Munich Agreement and of the Anglo-Germa~ Naval
Agreement, that is, in a friendly spirit by way of consultation. If,
however, this agreement were to be applied to every future German
activity of a political nature, England too should not t.ake any step,
whether in Palestine or elsewhere, without first consultmg Germany.
It is obvious that we do not expect this ; likewise we refuse to gratify
any similar expectation of us. Now, if Mr. Chamberlain concludes
from this, that the Munich Agreement is for this reason annulled,
as if we had broken it, then I shall take cognisance of the fact
and proceed accordingly.
During the whole of my political activity I have always expounded
the idea of a close friendship and collaboration between Germany and
England. In my movement I found innumerable oth~rs of like min~.
Perhaps they joined me because of my attitude in this matter. This
desire for Anglo-German friendship and co-operation conforms not
merely to sentiments which result from the racial origins of our two
peoples, but also to my realisation of the importance for the whole
of mankind of the existence of the British Empire. I have never
left room for any doubt of my belief that the existence of this empire
is ,a n inestimable factor of value for the whole of human cultural and
econ01nic life. By whatever means · Great Britain has acquired her
colonial territories-and I know that they were those of force and
often brutality~nevertheless, I know full well that no o~her empire
has ever come into being in any other way, and that m the final
resort it is not so mu~h the methods that are taken into account
in history as success, and not the success of the methods as sue~,
but rather the general good which the methods yield. Now there is
no doubt that the Anglo-Saxon people have accomplished imm~asur
able colonising work in the world. For this work I have a smcere
ad.m.iration. The thought of destroying this Jabour appeared and
still appears to me, seen from a higher human point of v_iew, as
nothing but the effiuence of human wanton destructiveness.
However, this sincere respect of mine for this achievement does not
mean forgoing the securing of the life of my own people. I regard
it as impossible to achieve a lasting friendship between the German
and Anglo-Saxon peoples if the other side does not recognise that
there are German as well as British interests, that not only is the
preservation of the British Empire the meaning and purpose of the
lives of Britishers, but also that for Germans the freedom and
preservation of the German Reich is thei: life. purpose. A. genuine,
lasting friendship between these two nat10?s is only conceivable on
the basis of mutual regards. The English people rules a great
empire. It built up this ei;ripire at a time when the German pe~ple
was internally weak. Prev10usly Germany had been a great empire.

No.

21.

Extract from speech by Herr Hitler to the Reichstag on April 28, 1989.

(Translation. )
I believe that it is a good thing for millions and millions of
people that I, thanks to the last-minute insight of responsible men
on the other side, succeeded in averting such an explosion, and found
a solution which I am convinced has finally abolished this problem
of a source of danger in Central Europe.
The contention that this solution is contrary to the Munich
Agreement can neither be supported nor confirmed. This agreement
could, under no circumstances, be regarded as final, because it
admitted that other problems required and remained to be solved.
We cannot really be reproached for the fact that the parties
concerned-and this is the deciding factor-did not turn to the four
Powers, but only t-0 Italy and Germany; nor yet for the fact that
the State as such finally split up of its own accord, and there was,
consequently, no longer any Czecho-Slovakia. It was, however,
understandable that, long after the ethnographic principle had been
made invalid, Germany should take under her protection her interests
dating back a thousand years, which are not only of a political but
also of an economic nature.
The future will show whether the solution which Germany has
found is right or wrong. However, it is certain that the solution
is not subject to English supervision or criticism. For Bohemia and
Moravia, as the remnants of former Czecho-Slovakia, have nothing
more whatever to do with the Munich Agreement. Just as English
measures in, say, Northern Ireland, whether they be right or wrong,
are not subject to German supervision or criticism, this is aleo thp
case with these old German electorates.
However, I entirely fail tA.J understand how the agreement reached
between Mr. Chamberlain and myself at Munich can refer to this
case, for the case of Czecho-Slovakia was settled in the Munich
protocol of the four Powers as far as it could be settled at all at
that time. Apart from this, provision was merely made that if the
interested parties should fail to come to an agreement they should
be entitled to appeal to the four Powers, who had agreed in such a
case to meet for further consultation after the expiration of three
months. However, these interested parties did not appeal to the
four Powers at all, but only to Geq:nany and Italy. That this was
fully justified, moreover, is proved by the fact that neither England
nor France have raised any objections thereto, but have themselves
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A_t one .time she ruled the Occident. In bloody struggles and religious
d1ss~ns10ns,. and . as a result of internal political disintegration, this
empire declmed i~ power a~d greatness, and finally fell into a deep
sleep. But as this old empire appeared to have reached its end the
seeds. of its rebirth were springing up. From Brandenburg' and
!'russ1a there arose a new Germany, the second Reich, and out of
it ha~ grown at last the German People's Reich. And I hope that all
En.ghsh. p~ple und.e:stand that we .do :r:ot posses~ the slightest feeling
of mfenor1ty to Britishers. Our h1stoncal past is far too tremendous
for that!
England has given the world many great men and Germany no
fewer. The severe struggle for the maintenance of the life of our
pe~ple has in the course of three centuries cost a sacrifice in lives
which far exceeds that which other peoples have had to make in
·
asserting their existence.
If Germ~ny, a country. that was for ever being attacked, was not
able to reta!n her P?ssessions, but was compelled to sacrifice many
of her p:ovmces, ~lus was due only to her political misdevelopment
and her impotence as a result thereof! That condition has now been
overcome: . There~ore, we Germans do not feel in the least inferior
to th~ Bnt1sh nation. Our self-esteem is just as great as that of an
Enghs?man for England. In the history of our people, now of
ap~ronmately two thousand years' standing, there are occasions and
actions e°:ough to fill us with sincere pride.
Now, if England cannot und~rstand our point of view, thinking
perchance she may look upon Germany as a vassal State then our
love and fri endly feelings have, illdeed, been wasted on' England.
We shall. not despair or lose heart on that account, but--relying on
the consciousness of our own strength and on the strength of our friends
-;-we sh~Il t~e? find wa.ys .and means to seeure our independence
without impamng our d1gmty.
I have bear.d the statement of the British Prime Minister to the
effect that ~e is not able to put any trust in German assurances.
Under t~e circumstances I consider it a matter of course that we no
longer. w1s? to e~pec~ him or the British people to bear the burden
of a situation which is only conceivable in an atmosphere of mutual
confidence. When Germany became National Socialist and thus
paved t~e way. for her national resurrection, in pursuance of mv
nnswervmg policy of friendship with England, of my own accord
1 made the proposal for a voluntary restriction of German naval
11.rmaments. That restriction was, however, based on one condition
namely, the will and the conviction that a war between Enaland
and .G~rm~ny ~ou~d never again be possible. This wish anl' thiR
conviction is alive m me to-day.
. I am, how~ver, now compelled to state that the policy of England
is both unof?.c1.ally. and officially leaving no doubt about the fact that
snch a conv1ctio:i ~s no lon~er shared in London, and that, on tbe
contrary, the op1mon prevails there that no matter in what conflict
Germany should some day be entangled, Great Britain would always
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have to take her stand against Germany. Thus a war against
Germany is taken for granted in that country. I most profoundly
regret such a development, for the only claim I have ever made, and
shall continue to make, on England is that for a return of our
colonies. But I always made it very clear that this would never
become the cause of a military conflict. I have always held that the
English, to whom those colonies are of no value, would one day
understand the German situation and would then value German
friendship higher than the possession of territories which, while
yielding no real profit whatever to them, are of vital importance to
Germany.
Apart from this, however, I have never advanced a claim which
might in any way have interfered with British interests or have become
a danger to the Empire and thus have meant any kind of damage
to England. I have always kept within the limit of such demandR
as are intimately connected with Germany's living space and thus the
eternal property of the German nation. Since England to-day, both
by the press and officially, upholds the view that Germany should
be opposed under all circumstances, and confirms this by the policy
of encirclement known to us, the basis for the Naval Treaty has
been removed. I have therefore resolved to send to-day a communication to this effect to the British Government. This is to us not a
matter of practical material importance-for I still hope that we shall
be able to avoid an armaments race with England-but an action of
self-respect. Should the British Government, however, wish to enter
once more into negotiations with Germany on this problem, no one
would be happier than I at the prospect of still being able to come
to a clear and straightforward understanding.
No. 22.

Memorandum from the German Government denouncing the AngloGerman Naval Agreement.
(Translation.)
• WHEN in the year 1935 the German Government made the
British Government the offer to bring the strength of the German
fleet to a fixed proportion of the strength of the naval forces of the
British Empire by means of a treaty, it did so on the basis of the firm
conviction that for all time the recurrence of a warlike conflict
between Germany and Great Britain was excluded. In voluntarily
recognising the priority of British interests at sea through the offer
of the ratio 100 : 35 it believed that, by means of this decision,
unique in the history of the Great Powers, it was taking a step which
would lead to the establishment of a friendly relationship for all time
This step on the part of the' Berman
between the two nations.
on the British Government for
conditional
naturally
Government W88
their part also being determined to adopt a political attitude which
would assure a friendly development of Anglo-German relations.
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On this basis and under these conditions was the Anglo-German
Naval Agreement of the 18th June, 19'35, brought into being. This
was expressed in agreement by both parties on the conclusion of the
agrnement. Moreover, last autumn after the Munich Conference the
German Chancellor and the British Prime Minister solemnly confirmed
in the declaration, which they signed, that they regarded the agreement as symbolical of the desire of both peoples never again to wage
war on one another.
The German Government has always adhered to this wish and is
still to-day inspired by it. It is conscious of having acted accordingly
in its policy and of having in no case intervened in the sphere of
!1nglish intereats or of having in any way encroached on these
iµterests. On the other hand it must to its regret take note of the
fact that the British Government of late is departing more and more
from the course of an analogous policy towards Germany. As is
clearly shown. by the political decisions made known by the British
Government m the last weeks as well as by the inspired antiGerman attitude of the English press, the British Government is now
governed by the opinion that England, in whatever part of Europe
Germany might be involved in warlike confl.ict, must always take up
an attitude hostile to Germany, even in a case where English interests
are not touched in any way by such a confl.ict. The British Govern~ent t~u~ regards war by England against Germany no longer as an
impossibhty, but on the contrary as a capital problem of English
foreign policy.
By means of this encirclement policy the British Government
has unilaterally deprived the Naval Agreement of the 18th June
1935, of its basis, and has thus put out of force this agreement a~
well as the complementary declaration of the 17th July, 1937.
The same applies to Part III of the Anglo-German Naval Agreement of the 17th July, 1937, in which the obligation is laid down to
make a mutual Anglo-German exchange of information. The
execution of this obligation roots naturally on the condition that a
r~lationship of open confidence s~ould exist between two partners.
Smc~ the .Germa~ ~over;iment to its regret can no 19nger regard this
relationship as existmg, it must also regard the provisions of Part III
referred to above as having lapsed.
The qualitative provisions of the Anglo-German Agreement of the
17th July, 1937, remain unaffected by these obeervations which have
been forced upon the German Government against its will. The
German Government will abide by these provisions also in the future
and so make its contribution to the avoidance of a general unlimited
race in the naval armaments of the nations.
Moreover, the German Government, should the British Government desire to enter into negotiations with Germany, in regard to the
future problems here arising, is gladly ready to do so. It would
welcome it if it then proved possible to reach a clear and categorical
understanding on a surf' basis.
Berlin, April 27, 1939.

No. 23.
Viscount Halifax to Sir N. Henderson (Berlin).
Foreign Office, June 16, 1939.
Sir,
THE German Ambassador called at the Foreign Office this
morning to sign a technical agreement of no great importance between
the two Governments; and I had a few moments' conversation with
him afterwards. In part this followed the familiar line of assertion
on .his part of the effect that was being produced in Germany by
encirclement. The Ambassador expressed the view that,.just as the
old phrase " The Fleet in being" suggested pressure even without
overt action, so now the regrouping of Powers that we were
organising was, in fact, designed to operate as coercive pregsure on
Germany, and it was this which was resented. His Excellency said,
and made the same observation at a later stage in our conversation,
that much of the feeling at the present time was due to all the
discussion about our anti-aggression negotiations with Russia. In
his view the situation would be easier when these negotiations were
settled one way or the other. I thought this observation perhaps not
without significance.
. 2. I replied by saying that, if anybody was encircling Germany,
it was herself by the policy that she persisted in pursuing. Whatever might be thought about the policy now being pursued by this
country, it seemed to us quite plain that the German Chancellor had
broken the china in Europe and it was only he who could put it
together again. We repeatedly made efforts from this side to open the
way to a diminution of tension and improvement of relations but
this had so far elicited nothing in the nature of response from 'Herr
·Hitler.
3. I told Herr von Dirksen that I hoped he would let me know
if at any time he had anything that he might wish to communicate
to me that he thought of value, and he replied bv exnrec:ising a similar
wish that I would not hesitate at any time to send for him.
I am, &c.
HALIFAX.

No . 24.
Memora~dum

from His Majesty's Government of June 23, 1939,
replying to the German memorandum• denouncing the AngloGerman Naval Agreement.
General Considerations.

IN their memorandum of the 27th April last the German Government state that, in making their offer in 1935 to limit themselves
to a percentage of the British naval forces, they did so " on a basis
* No. 22.
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of the firm conviction that for all time the recurrence of a warlike
conflict between Germany and Great Britain was excluded.'' . .
2. The German Government justify their action in termmatmg
the Anglo-German Naval Agreement of 1935, the Supplementary
Declaration of 1937, and Part III of the Naval Agreement of 1937,
on the ground that the attitude of His Majesty's ~overnme~t in the
United Kingdom showed that they now held the ':ew th~t, m w~at
ever part of Europe Germany might be involved m w~rhke conflict,
Great Britain must always be hostile to Germany e~en m cases where
English int~rests were not touched b~ such a co~flict..
,
3. The question whether the attitude of His MaJ~sty s ~ove~n
ment can in any case justify the German ~overnment m. termmatmg
these instruments without, at least, previous consultation between
the two Governments is dealt with hereafter. It is not the case that
in whatever part of Europe Germany might be inv~lved in w~rlike
conflict Great Britain must always take up an. attitude hostile l:O
Germany. Great Britain could only be hos~ile to _Germany if
Germany were to commit an act of aggress10n against another
country; and the political decisions, to which it is under~tood ~he
German Government refer in their memorandum, mvolvmg
guarantees by Great Britain to certain countries, could only operate
if the countries concerned were to be attacked by Germany.
4. In the memorandum from the German Government the clall_n
is made to describe British policy as a policy of encirclement. This
description is without any justification, and i.ndicates a misunderstanding and misreading of British purposes which must be corrected.
5. The action recently taken by the German Government to
incorporate certain territories in the Reich, whatever may have
been held by them to be the justifying reasons, has undoubtedly
resulted in a great increase of anxiety in many quarters. The
actions subsequently taken by the United Kingdom Govern!11ent ?ave
no other purpose than to contribute to the. removal .of this anxiet~,
by assisting smaller nations to feel secure m. the enJoyment ?f . ~heir
independence, to which they have the same 17ght as Great ~ri.tam or
Germany herself.
The commitmen~s which Grea~ '!3ntam has
recently undertaken in pursuance of this purpose are lumted, and as
stated above could only become effective if the countries concerned
were the victims of aggression.
6. Nor have His Majesty's Government either the intention or
the desire t-0 restrict the development of German trade. On the
contrary, under the Anglo-German Payments Agreement a considerable supply of free exchange has been. made availa~le to Germany
for the acquisition of raw materials. This agreement is as favourable
to Germany as any which has been concluded, and His Majesty's
Government would look forward to further discussion of measures
for the improvement of Germany's economic position, if o?11y the
essential pre-condition could be secured, namely, the establishment
of mutual confidence and goodwill which is the necessary preliminary
to calm and unprejudiced negotiation.
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7. The consistent desire of His Majesty's Government, far from
being the promotion of a war with Germany, has been and is to
establish Anglo-German relations on the basis of the mutual recognition of the needs of both countries, consistently with due regard for
the rights of other nations.
8. But, while for these reasons His Majesty's Government cannot
agree that there has been any change in their policy or attitude
which ~ould justify the recent action of the German Government,
they must add that in their view the main object of the AngloGE'rman Naval Agreement was to introduce an element of stability
into the naval situation and to avoid unnecessary competition in
armaments.
The Anglo-German Naval Agreement of 1935.
9. For this reason the Agreements contained no provision for
unilateral denunciation at the instance of one of the parties alone,
but clearly contemplated termination or modification only by mutual
consultation-a procedure which His Majesty's Government regret
that the German Government have not seen their way to adopt in the
present case. The Agreement of 1935, indeed, was expressly stated
to be permanent in character, and His Majesty's Government would
draw the attention of ~be German Government to the actual terms
of the Exchange of Notes of the 18th June, 1935, which constituted
the Anglo-German Naval Agreement of that year, from which both
the character of the Agreement and the circumstances in which its
modification was contemplated are made absolutely clear.
10. In the opening Note, Sir Samuel Hoare referred to the conversations which had taken place '' the primary purpose of which
has been to prepare the way for the holding of a general conference
on the subject of the limitation of naval armaments." Re then
ref erred to the German proposal for a ratio of 100 : 35 between the
fleets of the British Commonwealth and Germany and said that " His
Majesty's Government regard this proposal as a contribution of the
greatest importance to future naval limitation." He expressed the
belief that the Agreement would '' facilitate the conclusion of a
general agreement on the subject of naval limitation between all the
naval Powers of the world.''
11. In his reply of the same date, Herr von Ribbentrop recapitulated the terms of Sir Samuel Hoare's Note and confirmed that it
correctly set forth the proposal of the German Government. He
expressed the opinion that the . Agreement '' will facilitate the
conclusion of a general agreement on this question between all the
naval Powers of the world.''
12. The wording of the notes thus shows clearly that the Agreement was regarded as a contribution to the solution of the problem
of naval limitation. If the German Government now allege that the
Agreement has a different meaning, His Majesty's Government must
observe that such an allegation finds no warrant in the terms of t.he
Agreement itself, comprehensive and detailed though they were.
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13. The Agreement was equally clear on the subject of its
duration. In Sir Samuel Hoare's Note it is stated to be "a permanent
and definite Agreement as from to-day." Herr von Ribbentrop in
his reply stated that the German Government also regarded it '' as
a permanent and definite agreement with effect from to-day.''
14. In paragraph 2 (a) of the Notes it is stated that "the ratio
of 85: 100 is to be a permanent relationship, i.e., the total tonnage
of the German Fleet shall never exceed a percentage of 85 of the
aggregate tonnage of the naval forces of the members of the British
Commonwealth.
15. In paragraph 2 (c) of the Notes it is stated that "Germany
will adhere to the ratio 85: 100 in all circumstances, e.g., the ratio
If the
will not be affected by the construction of other Powers.
general equilibrium of naval armaments, as normally maintained in
the past, should be violently upset by any abnormal and exceptional
construction by other Powers, the German Government reserve the
right to invite His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom to
examine the new situation thus created." This was the only provision which contemplated any general modification (i.e., apart from
the special case of submarines) of the terms of the Agreement; and
it will be observed that the only condition foreseen that might entail
modification was a violent disturbance of the , general equilibrium of
Moreover, under the terms of the Agreement
naval armaments.
modification could even then only take place after the situation had
been examined in consultation with His Majesty's Government.
16. The German Government, however, do not"lnaintain that
such a condition in fact exists. Still less have they invited His
Majesty's Government to examine the situation before taking their
action. That such consultation was essential is further clear from
paragraph 8 of the Notes, which states that His Majesty's Government
recognised Germany's right to depart from the 85 per cent. ratio in
the circumstances contemplated by paragraph 2 (c) "on the understanding that the 85 : 100 ratio will be maintained in default of agreement to the contrary between the two Governments.''
17. Even if the memorandum which the German Government
have now addressed to His Majesty's Government is intended to be
read, not as a denunciation, but as a statement of the opinion of the
German Government that His Majesty's Government have so acted
as to cause the Agreement to lose its force, His Majesty's Government
cannot admit that such a plea could properly be advanced without any
prior consultation between the two Governments as a reason for noncompliance with the express terms of the Agreement.

contemplated by the so-called " escalator clauses " which are not here
relevant. Apart from these, the Agreement is expressed to "remain
in force until the 31st December, 1942."
19. This Agreement is, moreover, complementary to the London
Naval Treaty of 1986, to which France, Italy and the United States
are also parties, and to similar agreements between His Majesty'a
Government and other naval Powers. All these instruments have as
their object the avoidance of a useless and expensive competition in
naval armaments. This may arise by one country producing special
types of ships to which others feel they must reply; or by uncertainty
as to the actions and intentions of others and the suspicion that large
numbers of ships are being built which must then be matched by
competitive building on the part of those affected. The qualitative
limits of these agreements are therefore designed to prevent uselesB
competition in types, and the provisions for exchange of information
are designed to destroy unfounded suspicions of excessive building.
Even if the relations between two countries were not good, this would
not appear to His Majesty's Government to afford ground for terminating an agreement which eliminates unprofitable competition,
and prevents a wasteful race in armaments which can benefit neither
party.

Th e Anglo-German Naval Agreement of 1937.

18. Considerations of a similar character apply to the German
aetion regarding Part III of the Anglo-German Naval Agreement of
the 17th July, 1937. This Agreement also makes no provision for
unilateral denunciation or modification apart from the special cases

9ualitative limitation.
20. It is in the light of these considerations, presumably, that
the German Government desire the " qualitative provisions of the
Anglo-German Agreement of the 17th July, 1937, to remain unaffected." In principle, His Majesty's Government would share this
desire : but they are bound to point out that the retention of the
qualitative provisions alone will not suffice to create that feeling of
mutual security, to which it was the purpose of the Anglo-German
Agreement to contribute, and of which the provisions for the exchange
His Majesty's Government
of information were the expression.
would, however, at all times be reaqy to consider with the German
Government the possibility in the words of their Note of reaching " a
clear and categorical understanding " on a sure basis.
21. From the terms in which the German Government announced
their decision to retain the qualitative limits of the 1937 Agreement, it
is not clear what are the exaet limitations by which they consider
The qualitative
themselves to be bound in the matter of cruisers.
limits of cruisers are fixed by Article 6 (1) of the Anglo-German
Agreement of 1937 as 8,000 tons displacement with guns not exceeding 6·1-inch calibre, and it is by this limit that all signatory Powers
Although
of the London Naval Treaty of 1936 are also bound.
Article 6 (2) of the Anglo-German Agreement of 1937 permitted Germany under certain circumstances to increase her 8-inch gun cruiser
tonnage, she was in practice precluded from building more than five
such cruisers by the limits of her quota under the 1935 Agreement.
Now that the German Government have terminated the latter Agreement, the position with regard to cruiser limits is no longer clear, but
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it is presumed that the limit to which the German Government intend
to adhere is that of 8,000 tons and 6·1-inch guns. The German
Government are requested to confirm this assumption.
22. The past forecasts of strength at the end of 1942 and 1943
that His Majesty's Government have made to the German Government have been given solely for the purpose of implementing the provisions of the 1935 Agreement. It is clear that no further forecasts
will be necessary since they were designed merely to allow Germany
to make full US€ of her 1935 quota. But if Germany is to be no longer
bound to the limit of 35 per cent. specified in the Agreement, it should
be clearly understood that His Majesty's Government can no longer
be bound by their past forecasts of strength, which must therefore be
considered to be cancelled.
23. In the last paragraph of their memorandum the German
Government declare that they are ready to enter into negotiations in
regard to future problems, if His Majesty's Government desire to do
so. As indicated above, there results from the recent German action
a. situation which is in ~om? respects uncertain, and an exchange of
views would help to clarify it. For instance, besides the question of
tonnage and gun limits for cruisers, it is desirable to know whether
the Ge~man Government intend to regard themselves as bound by all
the articles of the Agreement of 1937 other than those in Part III.
24. I~, ?owever, what the German Government contemplate is
the. negotiation of another Agreement to replace those provisions
which they have now terminated, His Majesty's Government would
be glad to receive some indication of the scope and purpose which the
German Government would consider appropriate t6 such an Agreement.
25. In particular His Majesty's Government desire to know first
when, in the German view, discussions for the conclusion of s~ch a~
Agi:eement should take place. Secondly, His Majesty's Government
desire to know how the German Government would propose to ensure
that any action in the shape of denunciation or modification of the
new Agreement during the terms of its validity should carry the
consent of both parties.

No. 25.
Speech by the Secretary of Stute for Foreign Affairs at Chatham House
on June 29, 1939.

WHEN I look back to the speE:ch which I delivered at the Chatham
House Dinner in June a year ago, I am conscious, as we all are, of
the great changes that have taken place. A year ago we had undertaken no specific commitmentE on the Continent of Europe, beyond
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those which ha.d then existed for some considerable time and are
familiar to you all. To-day we are bound by new agreements for
mutual defence with Poland and Turkey: we have guaranteed assistance to Greece and Roumania against aggression, and we are now
engaged with the Soviet Government in a negotiation, to which I hope
there may very shortly be a successful issue, with a view to associating
them with us for the defence of States in Europe whose independence
and neutrality may be threatened. We have assumed obligations, and
are preparing to assume more, with foll understanding of their causes
and with full understanding of their consequences. We know that,
if the security and independence of other countries are to disappear,
our own security and our own independence will be gravely threatened.
We know that, if international law and order is to be preserved, we
must be prepared to fight in its defence.
In the past we have always stood out against the attempt by any
single Power to dominate Europe at the expense of the liberties of
other nations, and British policy is, therefore, only following the
inevitable line of its own history, if such an attempt were to be made
What matters is,
again. But it is not enough to state a policy.
firstly, to convince the nation that the policy is right, and secondly, to
take the steps necessary for that policy to succeed. I believe that at
no time since the War has there been such national unity on the main
essentials of our foreign policy, and that with this spirit of unity
goes a deep and widespread determination to make that policy
effective. But I believe, too, that among all classes of our people
who, in virtue of their common citizenship, are being called upon to
defend their country, and the causes for which it stands, there is an
increasing desire to look beyond the immediate present, and to see
before them some goal for which they would willingly sacrifice their
leisure and, if need be, their lives.
We are already asking for great sacrifices from all ages and classes
in the call for national service. In one way and another, every man
and woman has a part to play, and I know is prepared to do so. The
immense effort that the country is making in equipping itself for
defence at sea, in the air and on land is without parallel in peace
time. We have an unchallengeable Navy. Our Air Force, still undergoing an expansion which has outstripped all expectations of a few
months ago, has now nothing to fear from any other. I have little
doubt that its personnel, in spirit and in skill, is superi1Jr to all others.
Our army, once derided, but which survived to prove its worth so that
it made a boast of that derision, is, no doubt, small in comparison
with that of some other countries. But, as happened once before we
are creating here also a powerful weapon for the defence of our ~wn
liberty a?d that of other peoples. With every week that passes, that
effort gams momentum, and on every side of life, political, administrative, industrial, we have abundant evidence of how firmly this
national effort is driven and supported by the people's will. Behind
all our military effort stand the British people, more united than
ever before, and at their service their wealth and inilustrial resources.
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'rhese, again, are the object of contemptuous reference, but they have
been earned by the labour, skill and courage of our people. None of
this formidable array of strength will be called into play except in
defence against aggression. No blow will be struck, no shot fired.
Of the truth of that, everyone in this country is convinced. I believe,
myself, that most. people in other countries really accept it in spite
of the propaganda that dins into their ears the contrary. What is
also now fully and universally accepted in this country, but what may
not even yet be as well understood elsewhere, is that, in the event
of further aggression, we are resolved to use at once the whole of our
strength in fulfilment of our pledges to resist it.
These great changes in our national life could not, indeed, be
brought about, were they not backed by deep conviction, which is
immensely strengthened by what we hear and read almost daily from
other parts of the world. We are often told that, though once we
were a great nation, our ways are now old-fashioned, and that our
democracy has no life in it. We read the mischievous misrepresentations of our actions and of our motives, which some people in
countries holding a different international philosophy from our own
think fit to make. We read them with resentment, knowing that they
are false and knowing that those who make them know it, too. These
things do not pass unnoticed here, nor, I may say, do provocative
insults offered to our fellow-countrymen further afield. I can say at
once that Great Britain is not prepared to yield either to calumnies
or force. It may afford some satisfaction to those who have
pronounced our nation to be decadent to learn that they themselves
have found the cure-and one most effective. Every insult that is
offered. to our people, every rude challenge that is made to what we
value and are determined to defend, only unites us, increases our
determination and strengthens our loyalty to those others who share
our feelings and aspirations. Over a large part of the world the old
standards of conduct and of ordinary human decency, which man had
laboriously built up, are being set aside. Things are being done to-day
which we can hardly read without amazement; so alien are they to
our conception of how men should deal with their fellow-men. Rules
of conduct between nations are overridden with the same callous
indifference as rules of conduct between man and man.
The first thing, therefore, which we have to do is to see that our
own standards of conduct do not deteriorate. On that point there
must be-and I know there is-complete national unity. We respect
our fellow-men. We know that without that there can be no real
self-respect either for individuals, or, in the long run, for nations.
The day that we lose our respect for our fellow-men, our democracy
would have lost something on which its vitality depends, and would
justly become what our critics like to think it, moribund and dead,
for it would, indeed, have lost the right to live. If, then, we hold
fast to these principles, what is the application of them to our foreign
policy? At a time when our aims are being constantly misrepresented, it is perhaps well to restate them boldly and with such

plainness of speech as I can command. And I would try to deal
briefly both with our aims in the immediate present, and our aims
in the future; what we are doing now and what we should like to see
done as soon as circumstances make it possible.
Our first resolve is to stop aggression. I need not recapitulate
the acts of aggression which have taken place, or the effect they have
had upon the general trust that European nations feel able to place
in words and undertakings. For that i:eason, and for that reason
alone, we have joined with other nations to meet a common danger.
These arrangements we all know, and the world knows, have no
purpose other than defence. They mean what they say-no mo_re
and no less. But they have been denounced as aiming at the
isolation-or, as it is called, the encirclement--Of Germany and Italy,
and as designed to prevent them from acquiring 'the living space
necessary for their national existence. I shall deal with these charges
to-night, and I propose to do so with complete frankness.
We are told that our motives are to isolate Germany within a
ring of hostile States, to stifle her natural outlets, to cramp and
throttle the very existence, of a great nation. What are the facts?
They are very simple and everybody knows them. Germany is
isolating herself, and doing it most successfully and completely. She
is isolating herself from other countries economically by her policy
of autarky, politically by a policy that causes constant anxiety to
other nations, and culturally by her policy of racialism. If you
deliberately isofa,te yourself from others by your own actions you can
blame nobody but yourself, and so long as this isolation continues,
the inevitable consequences of it are bound to become stronger and
more marked. The last thing we desire is to see the individual
German man, or woman, or child suffering privations ; but if they do
so, the fuult does not lie with us, and it depends on Germany and
Germany alone whether this process of isolation continues or not,
for any day it can be ended by a policy of co-operation. It is well
that this should be stated plainly so that there may be no misunderstanding here or elsewhere.
I come next to L ebensraum. This word, of which we have not
heard the last, needs to be fairly and carefully examined. Every
developed community is, of course, faced with the vital problem of
living space. But the problem is not solved simply by acquiring
more territory. That may indeed only make the problem more acute.
It can only be solved by wise ordering of the affairs of a country at
home, and by adjusting and improving its relations with other
countries abroad. Nations expand their wealth, and raise the
standard of living of their people by gaining the confidence of their
neighbours, and thus facilitating the flow of goods between them.
The very opposite is likely to be the consequence of action by one
nation in suppression of the independent existence of her smaller
and weaker neighbours. And if Lebensraum is to be applied in that
sense, we reject it and must resist its appliMtion. It is noteworthy
that this claim to '' living space '' is being put forward at a moment
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when Germany has become an immigratio~ country, importing
workers in large numbers from Czecho-Slo~akia, Holland and Italy
to meet the needs of her industry and agriculture. How then can
Germany claim to be over-populated? Belgium and Holland, and t:<>
a less extent our own islands, have already prove~ that what iA
called over-population can be prevented by pr?~uctive ~ork. The
wide spaces and the natural resources of the British Empir~ and the
United States of America were not able to save them from w;despread
distress during the great slump of 1929 to 1932. Economically the
world is far too closely knit together for any one country to hope to
profit itself at the expense of its neighbour!:!, and no ~ore than a~y
other country can Germany hope to solve her economic problems m
isolation. It is no doubt impossible at present for us to foresee. t~e
day when all trade everywhere will be complete!~ .free. .But it is
possible to make arrangements, given the opportunities,. which would
grnatly enlarge the area of freedom. Through co:operation-and we,
for our part, are ready to co-ope~ate-there is ample . SC?pe ~or
extending to all nations. the. o~por~um~y of a large~, economic life ,';"ith
all that this means, which is implied m th~ term . Lebensraum.
If the world were organised on such lmes, neither Germany nor
Italy need fear for her own safety, and no nation could fail. to yrofit
from the immense material benefits which the gener-al applicatlo~ of
science has brought within universal reach. B~t n~ su~h society
of nations can be built upon force, in a world which. hves m f~ar .of
violence and has to spend its substance in preparmg to resist it.
It is idl~ to cry peace where there is no peace, or to pr~tend to re~ch
a settlement unless it can be guaranteed by the re uchon .of ,war!ike
prepara:tions, and by the assured recognhion of ever~ nation s right
to the free enjoyment of its independence. At this moment t.he
doctrine of force bars the way to settlement, and fill.s the worl~ with
envy, hatred, malice and all uncharitableness. But if the doctrme of
force were once abandoned, so that the fear of war that stal~s the
world was lifted, all outstanding questions would become easier to
solve. If all the effort which is now devoted to th.e senseless
multiplication of armaments, with t~e consequent mcrease of
insecurity and distrust, were to be applied to the common peaceful
development of resources, the peoples of the world would soon find
an incentive to work toaether for the common good; they would
realise that their true int~rests do not conflict, and that progress .and
well-beina depend upon community of 1aim and effort .. The nations
would th:n be in a position to discus~ wi~h rea~ promise of ~uccess
both political grievances and economic difficulties, whether m the
international or colonial field.
This brings me to say something ab?ut the pri;iciples of . ~ur
colonial administration. There was a time when m the British
Empire, as elsewhere, colonies were regarded merely as a source of
wealth and a place of settlement for Europeans. You have onl:f to
read any of the colonial literature of those days to see for how little
counted the rights and welfare of the natives. But during the last.
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half century a very different view has gained ground, a view which
has been finely expressed in Article 22 of the Covenant, namely; that
the well-being and development of "people not yet able to stand by
themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modern world '' is
'' a sacred trust of civilisation.''
That trust has been steadily fulfilled since the War in the case
of the Mandated Territories, on which the operation of the provisions
of Article 22 of the Covenant has conferred immense benefits. The
British Commonwealth is fully aware of the heavy responsibility
resting upon it to see that, through respect for these principles,
continuity and development is assured to the native populations. The
mandatory system, in fact, derives from exactly the same inspiration
as that which governs British colonial administrative policy. We have
applied the same principles to India and Burma, where they are now
steadily at work on a scale that twenty or thirty years ago would have
seemed far beyond the bounds of reasonable expectation. Within
the last few vears we have seen the transformation of Eire into a
separate and· independent member of the British Commonwealth,
enjoying with our other partners of the Empire full Dominion status.
For many years we tried, as the phrase went, to hold Ireland, under
the mistaken belief, which is to-day invoked to justify the subjection
of Czecho-Slovakia, that it was indispensable to our national security.
But we have now realised that our safety is not diminished, but
immeasurably increased, by a free and friendly Ireland. And so both
here and in every country for which we have been responsible we
have steadily moved in one direction. The whole picture is a
significant and faithful reflection of British thought, projected into
political form, and expressing itself, through history and now, in the
development of institutions. We recognise, as the United States have
recognised, that self-government should be the ultimate goal of
colonial policy, a goal which is near or distant, according to the
capacity of the peoples concerned to manage their own affairs. In
one of your own studies, " The Colonial Problem," the type of
research which enhances the name and reputation of Chatham House,
you have considered the question whether colonies pay. You drew .
attention to the benefits of cheap imports which the consumers of a
country possessing colonies obtain as the result of the relatively low
cost of production of certain commodities in colonial territories. But
under an international system, under which the present trade barriers
were to a great extent abolished, those benefits, already shared as they
are to a considerable extent by many countries not possessing colonies,
would be shared still more widely. On all side1:1 there could be more
free and ready access to markets and raw materials of the world;
wider channels of trade down which would flow the goods which
nations require to buy and sell. Such are some of the possibilities
within everybody's reach.
1 How does all this affect our wider problems?
One of the most
significant facts in world history is the extent to which the principle
of trusteeship has come to be adopted in the British Commonwealth i
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during the last thirty yee.re, and there is surely something here that
can be used for the great benefit of mankind. Can we not look
forward to a time when there may be agreement on common methods
and aims of colonial development, which may ensure not only that the
universally acknowledged purpose of colonial administration will be
to help their inhabitants steadily to raise their level of life, but also
that colonial territories may make a growing contribution . to the
world's resources? On such an agreed foundation of purpose we hope
that others might be prepared with us to make their contribution to
a better world. If so, I have no doubt that in the conduct of our colonial
administration we should be ready to go far upon the economic side,
as we have already done on the political side, in making wider
application of the principles which now obtain in the mandated
territories, including, on terms of reciprocity, that of the open door.
Whatever may be the difficulties of the colonial problem, or of any
other, I would not despair of finding ways of settlement, once everybody has got the will to settle. But, unless all countries do, in fact,
desire a settlement, discussions would only do more harm than good.
It is, moreover, impossible to negotiate with a Government whose
responsible spokesmen brand a friendly country as thieves and blackmailers and indulge in daily monstrous slanders on British policy in
all parts of the world. But if that spirit, which is clearly incompatible with any desire for a peaceful settlement, gave way t-0
somethipg different, His Majesty's Government would be ready to
pool their best thought with others in order to end the present state
of political and economic insecurity. If we could get so far, wpat an
immense stride the world would have made! We should have
exorcised the anxiety which is cramping and arresting business
expansion and we should have brought back an atmosphere of
confidence among nations and assurance for the future among the
youth of this and every other European country. Our next task
would be the reconstruction of the international order on a broader
and firmer foundation. That is too large a topic for me to embark
upon this evening, but I should like to commend it to your thinking.
We must ask ourselves how far the failure of the League was due
to shortcomings in the Covenant itself, or how far it was the absence
of some of the greatest countries at every stage of its history that has
crippled both its moral authority and strength. Is it beyond the
political genius of mankind to reconcile national individuality with
international collaboration? Can human purpose rise high enough
to solve the riddle? An examination of the history of the Covenant
may perhaps disclose that some of its obligations were too loose and
others too rigid. It has been suggested, for instance, that some
system of specific regional guarantees for the preservation of the peace
would be more effective than the indefinite but universal obligations
of Articles 10 and 16, and it is not impossible that the grouping of
the Powers as it exists to-day, instead of dividing Europe, might be
so moulded as to become the embryo of a better European system.

That is one side of the problem. But it is not enough to devise
measures for preventing the use of force to change the status quo ,
unless t,here is also machinery for bringing about peaceful ehang
For a living and changing world can never be held in iron clam
and any such attempt is the high road to disaster. Changes in
relations, needs, ·and outlook of nations are going on all the time.
And there is no more urgent need, if we are ~ver to find a workable
system of international organisation, than to invent peaceful means
by which such changes can be handled. To-day w,hen the European
nations, forgetful of $eir common civilisation, are arming to the
teeth, it is more important than ever that we should remind ourselves
European minds
of the essential unity of European civilisation.
With the same background of
meet across political frontiers.
knowledge, with the same heritage of culture, they study the same
problems; the work of the great masters of science, and literature or
art is the common property of all peoples; and thinkers in every land
exchange knowledge on equal and friendly terms. Truly is a
divided Europe a house divided against itself. Our foreign policy
must, therefore, constantly bear in mind the immediate present and
the more distant future, the steps we are now taking and the goal
to which they are meant to lead.
I have strained your patience, but if you will allow me a few
moments more I will endeavour to pick up the threads of my thought
and perhaps make a few points more explicit. British policy rests
on twin foundations of purpose. One is determination to resist force.
The other is our recognition of the world's desire to get on with the
constructive work of building peace. If we could once be satisfied
that the intentions of others were the same as our own, and that we
all really wanted peaceful solutions-then, I say here definitely, we
could discuss t,he problems that are to-day causing the world anxiety.
In such a new atmosphere we could examine the colonial problem,
the questions of raw materials, trade barriers, the issue of
Lebensraum, the limitation of armaments, and any other issue that
affects the lives of all European citizens.
But that is not the position which we face to-day. The threat
of military force is holding the world to ransom, and our immediate
task is-and here I end as I began-to resist aggression. I would
emphasise that to-night with all the strength at my command, so
that nobody may misunderstand it. And if we are ever to succeed
in removing misunderstanding and reaching a settlement which the
world can trust, it must be upon some basis more substantial than
verbal undertakings. It has been said that deeds, not words, are
necessary. That also is our view. There must be give and take in
practical form on both sides, for there can be no firm bargains on the
basis of giving something concrete in return for mere assurances.
None of us can in these days see very far ahead in the world in
which we live, but we can and must always be sure of the general
direction in which we wish to travel. Let us, therefore, be very sure
that, whether or not we are to preserve for ourselves and for others
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the things that we )lold dear, depends in the last resort upon
ourselves, upon the strength of the personal faith of each one of us,
and upon our resolution to maintain it.

Deterioration In the local situation at Danzig.

No. 26.
Note from the President· of the Danzig Sena·te to t.he P~lish Comm_issioner-General of June S, 1989, about the question of Polish
Customs Inspectors.

(Translation.)
Mr. Minister,
.
SEVERAL months ago I had tne h~nour to ~aw your attention to
the fact that the ever-increasing number of Pohs~ Custom~ Inspect.ors
was not compatible with the execution of thell" prescr~bed duties.
Since the latest additions there are now well over 100 Polish Customs
Inspectors in Danzig territory. Th~ir beh~viour, _both in th~ir offi~ial
and their private life, has given rise to m~ea~mg C?mplamt. T_he
Danzig population, like the German population, m their local_ front.ier
intercourse feel themselves constantly offended by the w~y m w~ich
the Polish Customs officials perform their duty and by their behaviour
inp~~~
.
.
I have no fear that incidents on the part of the population might
arise on that account. Still less is the safety of the Polish officials in
any way endangered. I have there~ore t~ken steps to ensure that
they may, as hitherto, perform their duties absolutely safely and
without hindrance. I believe, however, that ways and means must
be found to eliminate the constant friction and tension.
.
For all these reasons I consider it necessary forthwith to re~t:ict
the activity of the Polish Customs Inspectors. to a general supervision
in conformity with the agreement. In particular, I must urge that
their official activities be confined to the offices, and not performed
outside of them. I can also no longer permit the Danzig Customs
officials to take instructions, even in the form of suggestions, from. the
Polish Customs officials. I will, however., see that questions
addressed to officials will be answered officially.
I have directed the President of the Customs Administration of the
Free City to instruct his officials accordingly. I have the ho-?-our,
Mr. Minister, to request you to inform Y?ur Gove:nment accordmg~y
and to exert your influence towards meetmg the wishes of the Danzig
Government.
I avail myself of this opportunity to rev~rt to our conversa_ti?n of
the Sth February last. At that time~ explamed to you, lvir. Mmis~er,
that I would give instructions to abstam for the pres~nt fr~m swearmg
in the customs officials, and that, should the occasion anse, I would
communicate with you before administering the oath.
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I have the honour to inform you, with reference to the contents
of my letter of the 3rd January last (pages 2 and 3), that I have now
left it to the discretion of the Finance Department 0f the Senate to
administer the oath to the customs officials if they regard it as
desirable.
I have, &c.
GREISER.
No. 27.
Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic.)
Warsaw, June 11, 1939.
FOLLOWING is full summary of note, as published here, addressed
on lOth June bv Polish Commissioner-General to President of Danzig
Senate in reply to latter's note of 3rd June* : 2. President of Senate's complaint of behaviour of Polish
Customs Inspectors on and off duty is not supported by any proofs and
must be regarded as unfounded. On the other hand, behaviour of
certain Danzig elements, including Customs officials, has be.en highly
provocative, as Commissioner-General has frequently P?mte~ ~ut
orally and in writing. Polish Inspectors have reacted with d1gmty
and moderation and refused to be provoked. The Polish Government
still expect Senate to take measures to sec~re perso~al safety . cf
Polish Customs Inspectors to allow free execution of their duty, with
reference to Point 3 of Polish-Danzig Agreement of 1922, which lays
down that Polish officials in Danzig should receive the same treatment
as corresponding Danzig officials.
S. As regards alleged excessive number of Polish · Customs
officials Polish Government, on the contrary, consider it at present
rather insufficient. This can be shown by present state of affairs as
regards handling . of goods in Danzig harbour and passenger traffic
between Danzig and Poland, and is partly due to obstruction
encountered by officials in execution of their duty.
4. Polish Government, moreover, cannot agree to any restriction
of activity of Polish Inspectors as foreoost in note of Danzig Senate.
Present treaty arrangements would not permit of Inspectors merely
exercising general supervision within customs offices, a restriction
which would be cont.rary to Sections 1 and 4 of Article 204 of the
Warsaw Treaty of the 24th October, 1921. In this connexion Polish
note also quotes Article 10 of Polish-Danzig Customs Agreement of
the 6th August, 1934, which lays down that Danzig officials shall
conform to instructions of Polish Customs Inspectors in connexion
wi1th manifest cases of smuggling.
5. Polish Government must regard Senate as fully responsible
for any disputes which may arise in this last connexion, and must
regard as illegal and contrary to treaty obligations any attempts by
• No. 26.
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Danzig Customs authorities arbitrarily to restrict ~olish right~ of
control. Instructions given to Danzig Customs officmls as _de~cnbed
in Senate's note must be regarded as a violat~o~ of _the prmc1ple. of
collaboration between Danzig Customs Admmi.stration a;n? Pohs_h
Inspectors. Latter have been ~ns~ructed _to conti~ue exerclSl~g th~ir
functioning within the same hmits-wh1ch are m conf?rmity with
treaty situation~as in th~ past twen~y years, and ~ope IB e~~ressed
that they will not meet with obstruct:on ~rom Danzig aut?onties ..
6. As regards question of swearmg-m Customs o~cmls! Polish
note refers to written communications of Senate on this subJeCt and
to Commissioner-General's interviews with President. Should Sena·te
not take account of fully justified demands of Polish Government,
and should they proceed to swearing-in of officials in spite of
assurance by President of Senate that this would not ~ake place except
·a fter consultation with Commissioner-General, Polish Government
will have to consider question of strengthening ~u~toms control,_ si:r:ice
Danzig Customs officials will in future be givmg ~ less bmd:ng
guarantee of their respect for, and proper execution of, Pohsh
Customs regulations.
.
. .
7. Essence of whole question is that territory of Free City is part
of Polish Customs Territory, both legally and in virtue of tre~ty
obligations. Authorities must therefore be assured of thorough-gomg
execution of their Polish customs policy and regulations on extern~l
frontier of their Customs territory. Hence any measures by Danzig
authorities which threaten to obstruct, if only in part, the functioning
of the Polish Customs system can only provoke reaction by Polish
Government in the form of measures designed fully to protect
Poland's rightful interest.
.
8. Polish Government desire, as before, to regulate all vital
questions concerning Free City of Danzig in agreement with J?anzi_g
Senate. In the situation recently created, however, they consider it
their duty to warn the Senate that any shortcoming~ ~r ob~tructions
in functioning of Polish Customs system and adrmmstrat1on must
react unfavourably on the economic interests of Danzig and its
population, a consequence which Polish Government desire to avoid.

barracks in Danzig itself and 2,000 in new buildings which were being
constructed at Praust.
_2 .. As regards the general situation in Danzig it was perhaps
a little better. There had been some fifty cases of Danzig officials
refusing to carry out the instructions of the Polish Customs
Inspectors during . the past fortnight, but durin.g the past few days
there had been no cases of this kind. This may be due to the fact
that the arms for the Freicorps were being surreptitiously introduced
into the Free City from East Prussia during the past fortnight and
that presumably now that the arms were in Danzig there is less
occasion for contravention of the Polish Customs regulations.
S. M. Arciszewski did not think that Germany would go to the
length of risking a general war in connexion with Danzig, but felt that
she would gradually strengthen her position there, weaken any
authority that Poland might still have there and hope that Poland
would finally be reduced to such a state of economic exhaustion that
she would have to accept some solution as regards Danzig which
would be favourable to Germany. Further, Germany would in the
meantime, no doubt, assiduously propagate the idea that Great
Britain arid France would not implement tb.eir guarantee as regards
Danzig and thereby endeavour still further to undermine Polish
morale.

No. 28.
Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic.)
Warsaw, June 27, 1939.
I ASKED the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs this morning what
information he had regarding the constitution of the Freicorps at
Danzig. He told me that according to Polish information a corps
of 4,000 was being formed of whom 2,000 would be quartered at

No. 29.
Mr. G. Shepherd to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic.)
Danzig, June 28, 1939.
IN contrast to calm in Warsaw, the last week has been
increasingly eventful here.
·
2.. For the past fortnight the S.A: men have. been nightly
preparmg defences around the Free .City, and on the night 0f
26th-27th June were ordered to stand by for a possible emergency,
perhaps in connexion with celebration in Gdynia of Polish Feast of
the Seas or because Polish frontier on Danzig-Gdynia road was closed
to traffic from midnight on 26th-27th June until 4 P.M. on 27th June
presumably in connexion with completion of anti-tank defences. '
S. The approaches for a pontoon bridge are in active construction
on both sides of the Vistula.
4. On 2Srd June Danzig members of German Automobile Club
received an urgent request to complete and return a questionnaire
regarding their cars.
5. All Danzig owners of motor lorries, trucks, &c., were recently
ordered to leave them over-night at military police barracks for
inspection after which each vehicle was numbered and returned to its
owner.
6. To-day several hundred draught and saddle horses have been
similarly ordered to barracks nominally for inspection, but as some
of them have come from distant parts of the Free City, it seem~
[19940]
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possible that they may be retained, especially as car-loads of saddles
have also been delivered there.
7. Formation of Freicorps is proceeding rapidly.
8. In addition to unusually heavily advertised programme of
week-end events, nearly 1,000 S.S. men from E~st Prussia and a
number of high S.S. officers from Germany ar~1ved here alm?st
unannounced on 25th June ostensibly for sportmg contests wit)l
local S.S.
9. Dr. Boettcher was absent from Danzig and presumably in
Berlin on 26th June and 27th June.
10. In a speec)l on 25th June Herr Forster sa~d: "Before us
lies a new era and for Germany a great epoch. Durmg recent weeks
our Danzig has become the -centre of political events. We are all
aware that we are in the final throes of our fight for freedom. The
Free State of Danzig has taken the longest time. To-day everyone
knows that the Free State will soon come to an end and we also know
how it will end.''
.
11. A considerable number of visiting S.S. men remained here
when others left last Sunday night. Those remaining are reputed
tO have performed their military service in Germany and t;o _be
members of Adolf Hitler's Verfiigungstruppen. They are readily
distinguishable by their deportment and slightly different uniforms
from local S.S. men.
About 300 of them are in military police
barracks which are now very full, and others are in other former
local ba;racks which are capable of accommodating from 1,000 to
1,500 men, and have hitherto been occupied by Danzig social welfare
organisation which is being transferred to an hotel that )las been
requisitioned for the purpose. According to sub-editor of Dantziger
Vorposten, the largest youth hostel in the world, which is
approaching completion here, is to be used as a barracks.
rn. A number of workmen's dwellings at Praust are said to have
been requisitioned for st.orage of ammunition, and ~J'. Argenti.ne
colleague informs me that he saw a number of m1htary police
equipped with gas masks.
.
13. All Danzig civil servants and students are required to remam
within the Free City during their vacations, and the latter must
devote their holidays to harvesting. All categories of military police
have been kept in barracks yesterday and to-day, and to-night
members of various National Socialist organisations are apparently
again standing by, as remarkably few of them are visible about the
City.
No. 30.
Viscount Halifax to Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw).

(Telegraphic.)
Foreign Office, June SO, 19S9.
You should at once seek interview with Minister for Foreign
Aff airs and ask him how the Polish Government propose to deal with
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the situation whic)l appears to be impending. It would aeem tha.t
Hitler is laying his plans very astutely so as to present the Polish
Government with a fait accompli in Danzig, to which it would be
difficult for them to react without appearing in the role of aggressors.
I feel that the moment has come where consultation between the
Polish, British and French Governments is necessary in order that
the plans of the three Governments may be co-ordinated in time.
It is in the view of His Majesty's Government essential that these
plans shall be so devised as to ensure that Hitler shall not be able
so to manage matters as to manamvre the Polish Government into
the position of aggressors.

No. Sl.
Mr. G. Shepherd to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic.)
Danzig, June SO, 19S9.
HonsEs continued to arrive yesterday, and about 600 of them a,re
being kept in barracks at which large quantities of hay have also
been delivered.
2. For the last few nights the two great shipyards here which
normally work all night were closed under strict guard and all
workmen evacuated from them.
·
S. As from to-night Danzig and suburbs were to be blacked out
until further notice and, in case of air raid alarm, all inhabitants
were ordered to take refuge in their cellars or public shelters. This
order was cancelled this afternoon.
·
4. Former loc1tl barracks are now occupied by large number
of . young . ~en with o?vious military training who wear
uniforms s1m1lar t;o Damag S.S. but with deathshead emblem
on the r~ght co;llar and "Heimwehr Danzig" on sleeves.
~urtyard is occupied by about fifteen military motor lorries (some
with trailers) with East Prussia licences and covered with tarpaulins,
also by about forty field kitchens.
5. Two thousand men are working twenty-four hours a day in
three shifts on construction of barracks at Matzkshuter to accommodate 10,000 men. Work is stated to be well advanced.
.
6. AU dressmakers here are said to be working on bedding
clothing, &c., ~or barracks and their occupants.
'
7. ~t has ~ust been .announced that Tiegenmorse- Einlage section
of D~nzig-Elbm~ road is closed for major repairs until lst August,
and lt seems unlikely that pontoon bridge will be ready before that
date.
.s. My p~rsonal impression is that extensive military preparations
which .are bemg pr~ssed forward so feverishly are part of large-scale
operations but not ~n~ended for use before August, unless unexpected
developments precipitate matters and that emergency defensive
[19940]
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measures referred to in paragraphs l, 2 and S of this telegram,
may be due to fear lest those preparation~ should .cause t~e Poles
to substitute a sudden offensive for defensive measures which they
have hitherto adopted.

mainly hoping to provoke and intimidate Poland. They would not
succeed, and it must be clear to them now that any actual aggression
would be met by the solid block of Great Britain, France and Poland.
8. He had not changed his attitude one jot since he spoke with
you and the Prime Minister in London. He still desired peaceful
and normal relations with Germany.

No. S2.
Mr. Norton to Viscount Halifax.

No. SS.

Warsaw, July l, 19S9.
(Telegraphic.)
YouR telegram of SOth June.*
.
I read M. Beck the gist of your telegram. M. Beck said that
he would first give me a piece· of informa~ion. German Government
yesterday notified the Polish Government m proper legal manner that
the Konigsb erg would visit Danzig ~or th:ee days on 25th. August.
Polish Government were at once passmg this o~ ~ the Danzig Senate
with all courtesy adding that they had no obJ ~C~10n.
2. Passing to the substance of your Lordships mess~ge, M. Beck
asked me to assure you that he entirely shared your view a~ to the
necessity of foreseeing a situa~ion in wh~ch Pola~d nnght. be
manamvred into a dilemma of either acceptmg a fait accompli or
appearing to be aggressive.
.
s. He therefore was fully in favour of ~n exchange of ~ews. He
was, however, leaving Warsaw this evenmg for forty-ei~ht hours
and would prefer to go into the matter more thoroughly with me on
Tuesday when he had thought things over especially as he had only
returned yesterday from a week's leave.
.
4. He said that reading between the lmes o.f your .message ~e
felt you might be thinking of a joint demarche m. Berlm .. He did
not at first sight think the time had come for this. . It nnght put
us all into a position where we had to pro.ceed more vi.gorously than
seemed wise to either of our two countries.
5. I asked whether he thought Great Britai~'s .action wo?ld be
better taken with the Danzig Senate . He was mchrn~d to thmk so
but preferred not to commit himself at the moment.
6. He asked me to assure you that despite some pe?ple's ideas
of Polish rashness, the Polish Government were determu~ed not to
be scared by any psychological terrorism into imprudent action. Only
last night there had been a rumou: (the for~y-ninth of its kind) that
the Germans were going to march mto Danzig at once. He had s~en
the Polish Chief of Staff and it had been decided that not one Polish
soldier was to be moved. H e had gone to bed and slept p~a?e.full!.
7. I asked if it was not the case that recent Nazi activities m
Danzig were creating a worse military position for Poland. M. Beck
replied that it was in a sense true, but a war was i;iot won by a few
thousand •' tourists.'' The Germans knew that quite well and were

Mr. G. Shepherd to Viscount Halifaz.

1

* No. 30.

(Telegraphic.)
Danzig, July 1, 1939.
YESTERDAY morning four German army officers in mufti arrived
here by night express from Berlin to organise Danzig Heimwehr.
2. All approaches to hills and dismantled fort, which constitut;e
a popular public promenade on western fringe of the city have been
closed with barbed wire and '' Verboten '' notices.
S. The walls surrounding the shipyards bear placards "Comrades,
keep your mouths shut lest you regret consequences."
4. Master of a British steamship w4ilst he was roving Konigsberg
from 28th June to 30th June observed considerable military activity,
including extensive shipment of camouflaged covered lorries and
similar material by small coasting vessels.
On 28th June four
medium-sized steamers loaded with troops, lorries, field kitchens, &c.,
left Konigsberg ostensibly returning to Hamburg after manoeuvres
but actually proceeding to Stettin.
Names of steamers were
Hohenhorn, with heavy derricks each capable of lifting about 50
tons, Sharhorn, Tilsit and Utlandhorn, all modern well-equipped
vessels, each about 5 ,OOO tons gross.

No. 34.
Mr. Norton to Viscount Halifaz.
Warsaw, July S, 1939.

(Telegraphic.)
FROM the austere calm which continues to prevail in Polish official
circles and generally throughout Poland, it would appear that gradual
remilitarisation of Free City of Danzig has not yet attained dimensions sufficiently serious to alarm Polish Government.
2. They are, of course, aware that the process is intended to
facilitate a coup by Herr Hitler should he decide on one.
3. Their attitude to this latter possibility seems to be as
follows:(a) They are strengthening their powers of defence ceaselessly
and to the extent of their financial ability ;
(b) They have no intention of provoking a quarrel or of showing
wealrness;
[19940]
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(c) If their rights in Danzig and the Corridor are seriously
threatened they will reply by counter-measures pro·
portionate to the circumstances ;
(d) That Herr Hitler will think twice before challenging the antiaggression front openly ;
(e) If he does so, Poland will put up the best show she can.
4. This attitude may seem over-simplified, but at least it is comprehensible, restrained, and well-calculated to counteract German
technique of " psychological terrorism."
5. It is unfortunately inevitable that the initiative should rest
with the would-be aggressor.

British Attitude towards developments in Danzig.
~.o.

35.

Statement by the Prime Minister in the House of Commons on
July 10, 1939.
Mr. Harold Macmillan asked the Prime Minister whether His
Majesty's Government will issue a declaration to the effect that any
change in the present status of Danzig, other than by an agreement
to which the Polish Government is a party, whether brought about
externally by military action on the part of Germany or internally by
a movement initiated or supported by the German Government, will
be regarded as an act of aggression on the part of Germany and,
therefore, covered by the terms of our ~pledge to Poland?
Lieut .-Commander Fletcher asked the Prime Minister whether any
attempt to alter the existing regime at Danzig by aggression from
outside or penetration from within will be regarded as within the
terms of our pledge to maintain the independence of Poland; and has
a communication been made to the Polish Goverment in these
terms?
Mr. A. Henderson asked the Prime Minister whether he has any
statement to make on the present situation in Danzig?
Mr. V. Adams asked the Prime Minister whether he has any
further statement to make on the attitude of His Majesty's Government towards the position of Danzig?
Mr. Thurtle asked the Prime Minister whether he is now
satisfied that the bead of the German Government no ·longer has any
doubt of the intention of this country to discharge to the full the
undert aking it has given to Poland; or has he under consideration
any further action with a view to removing any possible doubt or
misunderstanding which may still exist?
The Prime Minister: I would ask hon. Members to be good enough
to await thf> statement which I propose to make at the end of
questions.
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LaterThe Prime Minister: I have previously stated that His Majesty's
Government are maintaining close contact with the Polish and French
Governments on the question of Danzig. I have nothing at present
to add to the information which has already been given to the House
about the local situation. But I may, perhaps, usefully review the
elements of this question as they appear to His Majesty's Government.
Rac~ally pa:izig ~s, almost wholly, a German city; but the
prospenty of its mhabitants depends to a very large extent upon Polish
trade. The Vistula is Poland's only waterway to the Baltic, and the
~rt at its mouth is therefore of vital strategic and economic
~mporta:r;ice to her. Another Power established in Danzig could, if
it so desired, block Poland's access to the sea and so exert an economic
and mil~tary stranglehold upon her. Those who were responsible
for frammg the present statute of the Free City were fully conscious
of these facts, and did their best to make provision accordingly.
~or8<?ver, the~e is no question of any oppression of the German populat10n m Danzig. On the contrary, the administration of the Free
City is in German hands, and the only restrictions imposed upon it
are not of a kind to curtail the liberties of its citizens. The present
settlement, though it may be capable of improvement, cannot in itself
be regarded as basically unjust or illogical. The maintenance of the
s~atus quo had in fact been guaranteed by the German Chancellor
himself up to 1944 by the ten-year Treaty which he had concluded
with Marshal Pilsudski.
Up till last March Germany seems to have felt that, while the
position of Danzig might ultimately require revision, the question was
neither urgent nor likely to lead to a serious dispute. But in March,
when the German Government put forward an offer in the form of
certain desiderata accompanied by a press campaign, the Polish
Government realised that they might presently be faced with a
unilateral solution, which they would have to resist with all their
~orces. .They had before. them the events which had taken place
m Austna, Czecho-Slovakia and the Memelland. Accordingly, they
refused to accept the German point of view, and themselves made
suggestions for a possible solution of the problems in which Germany
was interested. Certain defensive measures were taken by Poland
on the 23rd March and the reply was sent to Berlin on the
26th March. I ask the House to note carefully these dates. It has
been freely stated in Germany that it was His Majesty's Government's guarantee which encouraged the Polish Government to take
the action which I have described. But it will be observed that our
guarante~ was i;ot given until the Slst March. By the 26th March
no mention of it, even, had been made to the Polish Government.
Recent occurrences in Danzig have inevitably given rise to fears
that ~t is intended ~ settle her . future status by unilateral action,
orgamsed by surreptit10us methods, thus presenting P oland and other
Powers with a fait accompli. In such circumstances any action taken
E 4
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by Poland to restore the situation would, it is suggested, be represented as an act of aggression on her part, and if her action were
supported by other Powers they would be accused of aiding and
abetting her in the use of force.
If the sequence of events should, in fact, be such as is contemplated on this hypothesis, hon. Members will realise, from what
I have said earlier, that the issue could not be considered as a purely
looal matter involving the rights and liberties of the Danzigers, which
incidentally are in no way threatened, but would at once raise graver
issues affecting Polish national existence and independence. We have
guaranteed · to give our assistance to Poland in the case of a clear
threat to her independence, which she considers it vital to resist with
her national forces, and we are firmly resolved to carry out this
undertaking.
I have said that while the present settlement is neither basically
unjust nor . illogical, it may be capable of improvement. It may be
that in a clearer atmosphere possible improvements could be
discussed. Indeed, Colonel Beck has himself said in his speech on
the 5th May that if the Government of the Reich is guided by two
conditions, namely, peaceful intentions and peaceful methods of
procedure, all conversations are possible. In his speech before the
Reichstag on the 28th April the German Chancellor said that if the
Polish Government wished to come to fresh oontractual arrangements
governing its relations with Germany ,he could but welcome such an
idea. He added that any such future arrangements would have
to be based on an absolutely clear obligation equally binding on both
parties.
His Majesty's Government realise that recent developments in
the Free City have disturbed oonfidence and rendered it difficult at
present to find an atmosphere in which reasonable counsels can
prevail. In face of this situation, the Polish Government have
remained calm, and His Majesty's Government hope that the Free
City, with her ancient traditions, may again prove, as she has done
before in her hist-0ry, that different nationalities can work together
when their real interests coincide. Meanwhile, I trust that all
concerned will declare and show their determination not to allow
any incidents in connection with Danzig to assume such a character
as might oonstitute a menace to the peace of Europe.
No. 36.
Sir N . Henderson to Viscount Halifax.
Berlin, July 15, 1939.
My Lord,
I TOOK the opportunity of a visit to the State Secretary yesterday
to mention to him that I had been informed that one of the UnderSecretaries at the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Dr. Keppler, had said
that Herr Hitler was convinced that England would never fight
over Danzig.
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2. I said to Baron von Weizsacker that when I was in London l
had assur.ed your Lordship and the Prime Minister that Herr Hitler
could.not possibly be in any doubt as to the facts of the case, namely,
that, if Germany by unilateral action at Danzig in any form compelled
the Poles to resist, Britain would at o:nce oome to their assistance.
He (~aron von Weizsacker) could not himself be under any misapprehens10n on the subject, and it seemed to me ,highly undesirable that
a member of ,his Department should talk in this misleading fashion.
That sort of remark would be repeated in London, and would once
more make His Majesty's Government wonder what further steps
they oould take to convince Herr Hitler that they were in earnest.
It was solely because they doubted whether Herr Hitler was correctly
informed on this point that they continued to reiterate their
determination to resist force by force in future. If Herr Hitler wanted
He had only to tell the Danzigers to
war, it was quite simple.
proclaim the re-attachment of the Free City to Germany. Obviously
that would put the onus of action on the Poles, but not even that
would cause us to hesitate to support them, if Germany attacked
them, since we would realise quite well that .the Senate at Danzig
would only adopt such a resolution on the direct order of the
Chancellor.
3. Baron von Weizsacker observed that he was not so certain that
the Senate would not act one day of its own accord. I told him that
I could not possibly believe that, especially as I clearly realised that
the Senate would have already so acted if it had not been for
Herr Hitler's orders to the contrary. That he had given those orders
was one of the chief grounds for my belief that Herr Hitler still sought
a peaceable solution of this question. Nor did the State Secretary
demur to this.
4. As regards my general observations, Baron von Weizsacker said
that Dr. Keppler, who had been in the early days a kind of economic
~dviser of Herr Hitler's and still saw him occasionally at long
~tervals, was an. honest man, who was also in fairly close relations
with Herr von Ribbentrop. There were, Baron von Weizsacker said
so many distinctions about a statement to the effect that England
w!mld not ~o to war over Danzig. Anybody, including Herr Hitler
hims~lf, mig?t well say that England did not wish to fight about
Danzig,_ and it ~ould be true. Nor did Germany. Anybody, including
Herr Hitler, might say that one day Danzig would revert without war
to Germany,. and that mig?t eq~ally be true as the result of a pacific
settlement with the Poles m their own true interests.
5. I admitted t?at there were possibilities of twisting the facts.
Yet these wE:re, I said, plain enough, and His Majesty's Government
could never be reproached this time, as they had been in 1914 of not
having made their position clear beyond all doubt. If Herr' Hitler
wanted war, he knew exactly how he could brina it about. Baron von
Weizsacker replied to this that he would also d;'aw a distinction about
the position in 1914. He had never reproached Sir Edward Grey for
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not having publicly announced Briti~h int.entions at tl:iat time. The
fault, in ,his opinion, had been that His MaJesty's Government had n?t
made them known privately to the German Government ~ef?re it
was too late. Why did His Majesty's Governme~t to-day msist ~11
the time upon these public utterance~? ~f somet~mg had to be s~1d
to Herr Hitler, why could it not be said pnvate~y without all the wo.rld
being kept informed? That had been the m1St~ke last y~ar durmg
the Czech crisis. Public warnings only made it more difficult for
Herr Hitler to h eed them.
6. Though I appreciate personally the force ?f t~is hint of the
State Secretary's in favour of the private con;imumcation rather th~n
the public warning, I confined myself to rep~ymg that.one of our roam
causes for anxiety in England was our belief that disagreeab~e facts
were withheld from Herr Hitler by those who were responsible for
making them known to him. To this Baron von Weizsacker replied
that, while he could not tell me what reports the Chancellor read or
did not read Herr Hitler was influenced by nobody, but regarded
situations as 'a whole and was guided solely by his own appreciations
of them.
I have, &c.
NEVILE HENDERSON.

Temporary easing In the Danzig situation.

No. 37.
Mr. Shepherd to Viscount Halifa.x.

(Telegraphic.)
. Danzig , ~u~y 19, 1939.
GauLEITER FoRSTER visited the · High Commissioner at noon
to-day. The latter has sent .me, in a pers~ma~ and confid~ntial form,
notes of conversation, of which the followmg is a translation : The Gauleiter told me tpe result of his interview with German
Chancellor was as follows : 1. There is no modification of German claims regarding Danzig
and the Corridor as formulated in Chancellor's speech t:.o Reichstag.
2. Nothing will be done on t,he German side to provoke a
conflict on this question.
S. Question can wait if necessary until next year or even longer.
4. The Gauleiter said that the Senate would henceforth seek
intervention of High Commissioner in difficult questions which might
arise between the Senate and Polish representative . . This would,
he said, terminate a war of notes which only poisons the situation,
but he added t,hat '' a single press indiscretion to the effect that. t~e
Senate and German Government are having recourse to pohtics
would immediately terminate practice and more direct and consequently more dangerous method would again be applied.'' He said
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verbatim : '' We are having recourse to High Commissioner and not
to Geneva itself.''
5. He requested High Commissioner to intervene officially at
once in the matter of military trains not announced beforehand.
Non-observance of this rule, which was established by an exchange
of letters between the Senate and Polish representative in 1921, would
have effect beyond local Danzig question and would, for example,
entail a modification of German usage announcing to Polish
Government visit of warships to port of Danzig. In addition,
according to information at disposal of Senate, there were SOO men al
Westerplatte in place of 100 agreed to. Herr Forster gave his word
of honour that there were at Danzig only a few anti-aircraft guns,
anti-tank guns and light infantry guns-no heavy guns, not an
invading German soldier-nobody but Danzigers and four German
officers. He claimed that a sharp watch at' the frontier was necessary
by the extensive importation of weapons for S,000 Polish reservists
resident in the district.
6. Herr Forster will publish an article which he had already read
to me confidentially on the occasion of our last interview, when he
said he would submit the question of publication to the Chancellor's
decision. This article underlines point of view ·announced in
Reichstag speech. Herr Forster declared that if repercussion
of his article is not violent and if there is no incident, this
will put an end to all Danzig-Polish polemics and press would be
ordered to drop the subject of Danzig completely.
7. If there is a detente in situation, all military measures now
ta.ken in Danzig would be dropped.
'8. The Gauleiter promised his loyal collaboration.
9. High Commissioner would be happy if it were possible to
obtain from Poland a positive reaction in any formal matter which
might arise in the near future so that new methods may be given a
good initiation.
10. The Gauleiter said that Herr Hitler would have liked to take
an opportunity to talk to the High Commissioner about the Danzig
situ3!tion, but that Herr von Ribbentrop, who was present at the interview at Obersaizberg, had raised objections to which the Chancellor
replied evasively : " Well, it will be a little later, I will let you know."

No. SS.
Viscount Halifa.x to Mr. Norton (Warsaw).

(Telegraphic.)
Foreign Office, July 21, 1939.
DANZIG telegram of 19th JulJ. •
I am most anxious .that this tentative move from German side
should not be compromised by publicity or by any disinclination on
part of Polish Government to discuss in friendly and reasonable
* No. 437.
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sp~rit any coi:icr.ete question which may be taken up by Senate through
·
High Comm1ss10ner.
2. Unless you see most serious objection, please approach
M. Beck in following sense.
3. ~is. Majesty's Government have _learnt with great regret of
~urt~er mcident, but they hope that Polish Government will handle
it with same restraint and circumspection which they have hitherto
shown, more especially as there is some reason to think that German
policy is now to work for a detente in the Danzig question. It is
nevertheless essential not to destroy possibility of better atmosphere
at outset, and I trust that more care than ever will be taken on Polish
side. to avoi~ pr?vocation ii:i any sphere and to restrain press. Above
all, if any sign is forthcommg of more reasonable attitude on the part
o~ Sen~te or German Government, it is important that from Polish
side this should not be made occasion for provocative assertions that.
German Government are weakening. Moreover, I hope that if Senate
show any sig~ of desiring. to improve atmospher~ by discussing
CJ<?ncrete quest10ns, the Polish Government for their part will not
·
be slow to respond in a friendly and forthcoming manner.
.4. For your own i~formation, I hope to arrange that we shall
be mfor~ed t~rough High Commissioner and His Majesty's ConsulGeneral m Danzig when any concrete question is to be taken up by
High Commissioner at the request of Senate and of course of the
dis~ussions, in ?rder that _we may have an ~pport~ty of discreetly
urgmg moderat10n on Polish Government.
5. Finally, when newspaper article referred to in telegram under
reference appears, please do what you can to ensure that Polish
Governm~nt and press treat it calmly, perhaps on the lines that it
does not mtroduce an:y n~w element into the situation. You might
also say that the publicat10n of th~ proposed article does not modify
impression of His Majesty's Government that Senate and the German
Government, in fact, desire a detente and an improvement in the
atmosphere.
6.. Whatever may be the import of this German move, position
of ~ohsh Government cannot be worsened in any respect by doing
their utmost to make a success of procedure proposed by Gauleiter
to High Commissioner.
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detente. They are inspired by the same principles as your Lordship ,
since it was in everyone's interest that temperature shoul? be allowed
to fall. Polish Commissioner in Danzig had received formal
instructions to deal with each question in a purely practical and
objective manner . Even shooting of Polish Cus~ms guard, wh~ch
Polish Government now considered to have been deliberate, was bemg .
treated as a local incident .
3. The most important question was whether new German
tendency reported by M. Burckhardt was a manoouvre or . not.
M. Beck was naturally suspicious since Poland had much experience
of German mentality and Germans real interest must be by any and
every means to attempt to separate Poland from Great Britain. At.
one moment they tried to achieve this by threats, at another by
talk of appeasement. In actual fact Polish Government ha.d not
received the slightest concrete sign of a desire for a relaxat10n of
tension. For example, remilitarisation of Danzig was proceeding
and identifications of fresh German troops· on Polish frontier had
been received. Marshal Smigly-Rydz had not decided to counter these
for the moment since amongst other things Poland was not so rich as
to be able to spend money for military purposes freely.
4. Words let fall by Herr Forster were not in themselves
sufficient evidence of German intentions. Herr Forster had within
the last few days complained to M. Burckhardt about Polish intention
to put armed guards on their railways in Danzig.
M. Burckhardt had said that such complaint had better be made
by Herr Greiser. Latter had at once said that he had no evidence
of any such Polish intention. M. Beck feared that this allegation by
Herr Forster was only a pretext for increasing militarisation of
Danzig.
5. All in all M. Beck, while entirely understanc;ling and sharing
your Lordship's general desire, did not at presenf see any facts on
which to base a forecast of German change of policy.
6. He said incidentally that he had not given up the idea that
demarche in the form of warning to Danzig Senate, supported by
French and British representations, might be advisable.

No. 40.
No. 39.
Mr. Norton to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic.)
Warsaw, Ju ly 25, 1939.
YouR telegram of 21st July.•
I developed your Lordship's ideas to M. Beck this morning.
~- M. Beck asked me to assure you that Polish Government
were always on the look-out for signs of a German wish for a
* No. 38.

Mr. F. M. Shepherd to Viscount Halifax.
Danzig, July 25, 1939.
,
(Telegraphic.)
HERR FoRSTER informed High Commissioner yesterday that Danzig
question could, if necessary, wait a year or more, and said that
military precautions . now being taken would be liquidated in the
middle of September.
2. Meanwhile, there is increasing amount of horse and motor
transport visible, and frequent reports reach me of men being called
up and of arrival of men and material from East Prussia. While I
cannot at present confirm these reports, it would be unwise to ignore
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them. Ther~ are numerous warehouses and Qther buildings in Danzig
where material could be stored and men housed.
S. I learn that a certain Major-General Eberhard is now in
command hero.

No. 4la.

No. 41.

Sir H. K ennard to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic.)
'
Warsaw, July Sl, 1989.
I Aslt'Et> Minister for Foreign Affairs to-day what impressions he
had brought back from his visit to Gdynia and how far he thought
that the d~tente at Danzig, fore!lhadowed in the conversation between
the Gauleiter and t~e High Commissioner, should be taken seriously.
2. M, Beck aa1d that, unfortunately, there were rio indications
that ~he Danzig Senatil intended to behave more reasonably. They
had JUSt deruanded that the Polish customs police who accompany
the customs officials on their duties should be withdrawn, dmipite the
fact th.a~ they have been employed in Dan1,iig by the Polish customs
authorities for some years past.
S. ~t was IX?ssible that the remilitariBation of Danzig was not
proceedtng so actively, and he had no inforrnation as to the intention
of th~ German Government to send a General Officer Commanding t.-0
Danzig.
4. He, further, bad no information of a serious increase in
Getman concentrations on the Polish frontier, but he was somewhat
~rturbed by the reports which he had received from sorne eight
Polish Consular representatives in Germany to the effect that an
intensive o:IB-ci~l · propag~nda is ~'Ow being conducted in Germany
demonstrating the necessity of an isolated war e.aainst Poland without
an~ British or French i.ntetvention. This, coupled with the notices
wh1.ch have been sent t? Ge~tnM reservists who are tK> be called up
du.ring the se~nd fol'tntght m August, was somewhat ominous. He
said t.hat an tntensiv~ propaganda was also being conducted in East
Prussia, where reservists up to 58 years old were being called up.
5. M. J?eck. d_id not ~hink that the moment had yet come t.o
convey a senous JOmt warnmg tt> the Danzig authorities and felt that
it would be well to await further developments and se~ how far the
Ga~l eiter's suggestion o~ a d~tente was to be taken seriously.
6 .. Th~ most essentl'al thmg was to show by every possible means
the sohdanty of the three Governments of Great Britain France and
Poland in their resistance to German aggression in any f~rm.

Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic.)
Warsaw, August 2, 1939.
I mscussED the situation at Danzig at some length informally
with the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs t.-0-day and asked him more
especially for information regarding the controversy respecting the
reduction of the Polish customs personnel in the Free State.
M. Arciszewski said that three years ago there had only been about
thirty Polish customs inspectors, and that in view of the numerous
cases of smuggling and so forth, some eighty frontier guards had
been added for the purpose of surveillance. The frontier guards
wore a different uniform from the customs inspectors, and he thought
that provided the Danzig Senate were acting in good faith and any
concession would not be interpreted as a sign of weakness., it might
be possible to come t.-0 some arrangement by which the customs
officials and frontier guards should wear the same uniform and the
number of the latter might be somewhat reduced. He did not think
that any threat of a customs union with Germany should be taken
too seriously as hitherto the Senate had never risked coming too far
into the open. He admitted that the general situation might become
critical towards the end of this month. He agreed that it was very
difficult to fix a limit at which the Polish Government must react
seriously t.-0 the accentuation of the surreptitious methods by which
Germany was endeavouring to bring about a fait accompli at Danzig,
but he still thought that she would hesitate before going to the length
where a serious crisis must develop.
He admitted that the situation might develop -within a few hours
from the political to the military phase, but felt tbat the military
preparations at Danzig were to some extent exaggerated. If the
Reich really did not wish or intend to participate in a European war
over the Danzig question, and there were real signs of a detente, it
might be possible to r esumA conversations, but he thought that Herr
Forster's assertions were . in the present circumstances only a
manreuvre, and that until there were serious indications that the
German Government's intentions were reasonable, it would not be
possible to discuss any practical solution.

Further deterioration In the situation at Danzig.
No. 43.

Mr. Norton to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic.)
Warsaw, August 4, 1939.
M. BECK to-night, through his " chef de cabinet," informed me
that at four customs posts on Danzig-East Prussian frontier Polish
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customs inspectors were to-day informed that by decision of Danzig
Senate the:f would P.enceforth not be allowed to carry out their duties.
2: Pohs~ Government take a very serious view of this step
Previous action of Danzig Senate has been clandestine b t thi · ·
s is
' u
an open challenge to Polish interests
d
instruct
been
S.. Polish Commis~ioner-General . has therefore
to ~ehver a no~e to-mght requesting immediate confirmation th~t
Pohsh cu.stoms mspectors will be allowed to carry out th · d t"
and war;nmg to S_enate that if they are interfered with Polis~rGo~::~~
ment will react. m the strongest manner. A reply. is requested by
·
to-morrow evenmg, 5th August.
4. " Chef de cabinet " could not say what steps the Polish
~overn~ent would take. M. Beck proposed to give me further
·
mformat10n to-morrow morning. Meanwhile he was m t
os ailXlous
'
,
th t H" M ·
is aJesty s Government sP.ould be informed at once of the
a.
serious turn events have taken.
5. Polish note is, I gatper, not being published nor its contents
revealed to press.
· ·
6. M. Burckhardt is being informed by the Polish Comm1ss1onerGeneral.

No. 45.

No. 44.
Mr. F. M. Shepherd to Viscount Halifax.
Danzig, August 4, 1939.
..
(Telegraphic.)
P?LISH representative saw the High Commissioner this morning
on _his retur? from Warsaw and read . to him a translation of a note
which he will hand to ~~e Senate this af temoon. It is polite but
firm, and ends ~n a conci~iatory note. Referring to the threat to open
th~ ~ast Prus.sian frontier M. Chodacki requested the High Commissioner to give the President of the Senate a personal messa e to
g
the .effect that su~h a move would be for Poland a casus belli.
. 2_. The President of the Senate complained to the High Comm~ss10ner that ~auleiter had not passed on to him the desire of the
Fuhrer t~ termma!-8 the war of n~tes and to work towards a detente.
Herr 0reiser was mcensed at havmg been placed in a false pos"t"
and said he would not have sent his notes of 29th July had he ibon,
een
kept au courant.
. 3. The. P:esident and Polish representative will meet at tP.~
High Comm1Rs10ner's house on 7th August.

Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax .
Warsaw, August 9, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)
PoLISH attitude. towards the dispute over recent Danzig attempt to
eliminate Polish customs inspection has been firm but studiously
moderate. There was at first no attempt to represent the Danzig
Senate as having climbed down, but, as was inevitable, the papers
have since ·reproduced comment to this effect from the French and
British press. The Polish Government said little to the .press about
what really passed, a~d even now nothing has been said of any time
limit. Polish attitude to diplomatic conversations is also moderate.
2. It is true that on 7th August the independent Conservative
Czas, in a commentary on Marshal Smigly-Rydz's speech, said that
Poland was ready to fight for Danzig, and that if a fait accompli were
attempted, then guns would fire. It also emphasised at length the
Marshal's insistence that Poland had no aggressive intentions (the
German press does not seem to be interested in that point).
3. The Polish Telegraph Agency to-day-in a message from its
German correspondent-replies to attacks of Deutches NachrichtenBiiro and German press, pointing out that one sentence in the article
in Czas had been singled out to give a distorted picture of Polish
opinion in order to represent Poland as a potential aggressor.
'' Polish provocations '' was the term used in Germany to describe
Poland's attempts to defend her just interests. "A volley fired by
German guns will be the closing point of the history of modern
Poland," that was the pious desire of " peaceful and persecuted
The message concluded by emphasising again that
Germany.''
everyone knew that Poland had no aggressive intentions.
4. I fear that at times of strong national feeling it is almost
inevitable that occasional remarks like that of Czas should occur in
the press. Experience shows that the Germans can wax indignant
And the
with anyone and on any subject if Goebbels so desires.
, " provocation " of one article in a small and independent Warsaw
newspaper compares strangely with the official utterances of Dr .
Goebbels and Herr Forster in Danzig and t.he daily military and civil
violation of all the treaties on which Poland's rights are based.
5. Possibly the German campaign is intended to cover up the
Senate's withdrawal in Danzig, where the situation is regarded as
somewhat easier.
6. I shall, of course, continue to urge moderation here, both in
official and press declarations.
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No. 46.

No. 47.

Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax.

Sir H . Kennard to Viscount Halifax.

('l'elegraphic.)

Warsaw, August 10, 1939.
for Foreign Affairs communicated to me to-day the
text of a communication which was made to Polish Charge d' Affaires
at Berlin by State Secretary yesterday and of reply of the Polish
Government which was made this afternoon. (Text of these communications, which are strictly confidential and are not being
published at present, will be found in my immediately following
telegram.*) Both these communications were made verbally though
notes were taken of their contents in either case.
2. M. Beck drew my attention to the very serious nature of
German demarche as it was the first time that the Reich had directly
intervened in the dispute between Poland and Danzig Senate. He
had already, through Polish Ambassador in London, warned your
Lordship briefly of what he had communicated to me, but he asked
me to request you to consider whether you could take any useful
action in Berlin to reinforce Polish attitude. He would leave it to
your Lordship to decide the nature of any such action, but would be
glad in any case to learn your views as to the significance of this
demarche on the part of the Reich. M. Beck has made a similar
communication to my French colleague.
S. He further told me that the High Commissioner had communicated to him the tenor of a conversation which M. Burckhardt
had had with Herr Forster this morning. Conversation was relatively
moderate, and Herr Forster said Herr Hitler had told him that no
incident should take place .at Danzig at present time in view of
gravity of the situation. Herr Forster said that he intended in his
declaration which he is to make to-night to deal with aggressive tone
of Polish press.
4. M. Beck finally said that P.e felt that a serious political crisis
would develop during the last fortnight of this month, which while it
need not necessarily lead to war would require very careful handling.
No further military measures were being taken by the Polish Government for the moment, but he would at once inform me if they became
necessary.
5. M. Beck stated that while he had not thought it necessary to
refer, in his reply to the German Government, to the specific question
of Polish customs inspectors, he could have refuted German allegations as the Polish Government had documentary proof that Danzig
customs officials had definite instructions from authorities to inform
Polish inspectors that they could no longer carry out their functions.
MINIS'.l'ER

• No. 47.

(Telegraphic.)
·
Warsaw, August 10, 1939.
MY immediately preceding telegram.*
Following is translation of German note verbale :"German Government have learnt with lively surprise of
tenor of note addressed by Polish Government to Senate o.f Free
City of Danzig, in which Polish Government demand m the
form of an ultimatum cancellation of an all~ged measure ~hose
existence was based on incorrect rumours. This measure, d?s1gned
to prevent activity of Polish customs inspectors, was not, m fact,
decreed by Senate. In case of refusal the threat was expressed
that measures of reprisal would be taken.
.
'' The German Government are compelled to call attention
to the fact that repetition of such deman~s having t~e nature of an
ultimatum and addressed to the Free City of Danz1.g as well a~ of
threats of reprisals, would lead to an a~gravat1on ?f.. Pohs~
German relations , for consequences of which respons1b1hty ".'ill
fall exclusively on Polish Government, Germ~D: ?ov.ern~ent bemg
obliged to disclaim here and nGw any respons1b1hty i~ this respe.ct.
'' Further the German Government call attention of Polish
Government to the fact that steps which latter have taken to
prevent export of certain Danzig ~oods to Poland are of ~uch a
na.ture as to cause heavy ,economic losses to tpe population of

Da~~i§hould Polish ~vernment persist in mah~t~ining su~h
measure's the German Government 'are of the @pmion that m
present stat-e oi affaiirs the Free City of Danzig would have no
choice but' to seek other -opportwiities of re:xporting, .and, ·consequently, ·also of importing goods."
2.

Following is translation of Polisb reply:-

" The Government of Polish Republic have learnt with
liv€liest surprise of declaration made on 9t~ Augu~t, 1939, .by
State Secre·t ary at German Ministry. for For~1gn A~;rs to P~lish
Char,ge d' Affaires ad faiterim at Ber~m regarding .ex1stmg r.eiat1~ns
betwMn Poland and the Free City of Danz1g.
Th.e ~ol;sh
Govermnent indeed perceive no juridical basis capable of 3ustifymg
intervention of Germany in these relations.
"If exchanges of views regarding the Dan2.:ig ,problem have
taken place between Polish Government and German Government
• Ne.4.6..
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these exchanges were solely based on goodwill of Polish Government and arose from no obligation oi any bOrt.
" In reply to above-mentioned declaration of the German
Government the Polish Government are obliged to warn the
German Government that in future, as hitherto, they will react
to any attempt by authorities of the Free City which might tend
to compromise the rights and interests which Poland possesses
there in virtue of her agreements, by employment of such means
and measures as they alone shall think fit to adopt, and will
consider any future intervention by German Government to
detriment of these rights and interests as an act of aggression.''

No. 48.
Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic.)
Berlin, August 16, 1939.
STATE Secretary, whom I visited yesterday evening, said at once
that the situation had very gravely deteriorated since 4th August.
When I last saw him he had regarded the position as less dangerous
than last year ; now he considered it no less dangerous and most
urgent. Deterioration was due firstly to -Polish ultimatum to Danzig
Senate of 4th August, and secondly to last sentence-which he
quoted-of Polish reply to German Government of lOth August, but
also in general to the unmistakable set policy of persecution and
extermination of the German minority in Poland.
I told Baron von Weizsacker that there was quite another side to
the case. Polish note of 4th August had been necessitated by the
succession of measures, and particularly military ones, undertaken
in Danzig with view to undermining the Polish position there;
Polish reply ·Of lOth August had been provoked by German verbal
note of 9th August, and moreover only described as aggression "acts
to the detriment of Polish rights and interests '' ; and Polish
Ambassador had only the day before complained to me of the number
of cases of persecution of Polish minority in Germany.
State Secretary replied with some heat that though isolated cases
of persecution of Poles had occurred, there was absolutely no
comparison between t,hem and what was being done in Poland.
Hitherto, he said, not too much stress had been laid in the German
papers on what was happening in this respect, but there was a limit
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to everything and that limit had now been reached. As he put it
the bottle was full to the top. (In other words Herr Hitler's patience
was now exhausted.)
·
He admitted the militarisation of Danzig, but said that its object
had been entirely defensive in order to protect the town against
what should have been its protector.
As regards the Polish note of lOth August he said that if any
German intervention to the detriment of Polish rights and interests
in Danzig was to be regarded as an act of ~ggression, it ~ean~ asking
Germany to disinterest herself altogether m the Free City, smce the
whole basis of her former negotiations with Poland had been with
a view to modifying the position there in favour of Germany. It
was a claim which made the whole situation intolerable and even
His Majesty's Government had admitted that there might be
modifications to be made.
I told Baron von Weizsacker that the trouble was that Germany
could never see but one side to any question, and always wanted
everything modified in her favour. We disputed with acrimony about
the rights and wrongs of the case without either apparently convincing
the other. With these details I need not trouble you.
I eventually said that what was done could not now be undone.
We seemed to be rapidly drifting towards a situation in which neither
side would be in a position to give way and from which war would
ensue. Did Herr Hitler want war? I was prepared to believe
that Germany would not yield to intimidation. Nor certainly could
His Majesty's Government. If Germany resorted to force, we would
resist with force. There could be no possible doubt whatsoever about
that. The position }lad been finally defined in your Lordship's
speech at Chatham House on 29th June and by the Prime Ministe.r's
statement in the House of Commons on lOth July. From that
attitude we could not deviate.
·
In reply to a suggestion of mine, State Secretary observed that
whereas it might just have been possible before 5th August, it was
absolutely out of the question now to imagine that Germany could
be the first to make any gesture. Even apart from the recent Polish
ultimatum and the verbal note about aggression, a German initiative
could hardly have been possible in view of Colonel Beck's speech
on 5th May in which he had deigned to say that if Germany
accepted the principles laid down by him Poland would be ready to
talk, but not otherwise. That was language which Germany could
not admit. I made the obvious retort. State Secretary's only reply
was that the fact remained that to talk of a German initiative now
was completely academic.
Baron von Weizsacker then proceeded to say that the trouble was
that the German Government's appreciation of the sitqation was
totally different from that of His Majesty's Government. Germany,
with innumerable cases of the persecution of Germans before her
eyes, could not agree that the Poles were showing calm and restraint :
Germany believed that Poland was deliberately running with her
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eyes shut to ruin: Germany was convinced tpat His Majesty's
Government did not realise whither their policy of encirclement and
blind assistance to Poland were leading them and Em-ope : and that
finally his own Government did not, would not and could not believe
that Britain would fight under all circumstances whatever folly the
Poles might commit.
I told Baron von Weizsacker that the last was a very dangerous
theory and sounded like Herr von Ribbentrop who had never been able
to understand the British mentality. If the Poles were compelled by
any act of Germany to resort to arms to defend themselves there was
not a shadow of doubt that we would give them our full armed support.
We had made that abundantly clear and Germany would be making
a tragic mistake if she imagined the contrary.
State Secretary replied that he would put it difierently (and he
gave me to understand that the phrase was not his own). Germany
believed that the attitude of the Poles would be or was such as to
free the British Government from any obligation to follow blindly
every eccentric step on the part of a lunatic.
I told the State Secretary toot we were talking in a circle. The
Polish Government had shown extreme prudence hitherto, and would,
moreover, take no major step without previous consultation with us ;
just as in accordance with their military agreement I understood that
the German Government would take no irrevocable step without prior
consultation with the Italian Government. His Majesty's Government had given their word and must be sole judges of their action.
It was consequently hypothetical to speak of "under all circumstances " <>r of blindly " following P-0land's lead."
Baron von Weizsacker's reply was that Poland had not consulted
His Majesty's Government either before M. Chodacki, who could not
have .so acted without previous authority from Colonel Beck, had
addressed his ultimatum to Danzig Senate, or before replying to the
German verbal note -0f 9th August. Yet, in his opinion, both these
were major steps fraught with the most serious consequences. Re
admitted that some of the Poles were, or wished to be., prudent, but
they were, unfortunately, not the rulers of Poland to-day. The real
policy -0f Poland, over which His Majesty's Government had no control and <>f which they probably were ignorant, was the th?fsands of
cases -0f persecution and excesses against Ge1·mans in Poland. It was a
policy based on the Polish belief in the unlimited support of the British
and French Governments. Who, he asked, could now induce the
Poles to abandon such methods? It was those methods, combined with
the P-0lish press articles, which encouraged them, which made the
situation no longer tenable and so extremely dangerous. The matter
· bad since 4th A11gust changed to one of tbe utmost seriousness and
urgency. Things had drifted along till now, but the point had been
reached when they couJd drift no longer.
There is no d-0ubt that Baron v-0n Weizsacker was expressing, as
he assured me very solemnly that he was, the considered views of his
Government and the position as he himself sees it. Re told me.
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t sa anything for certain, that
though he admitted that he could ~~ . 1act attend the Tannenberg
it was likely that Herr Hitler ;;o~ he i~inted that things might not
celebration on 27th Au~us\ t i~ nothing happens betwee~ no,w and
only depend on a apeec .
e
t there on H err Hitler s part
th en I fear that we must at least .e~~~ ~ay well be difficult for him
a warlike pronouncement from whrnW ~izsacker himself observed, the
later to withdraw. As Baron von
n worse than last year as
.
.
espect was eve
situat10n m one r
· ome out to Germany·
Mr Chamberlain could not aga.m c
l Baron von Weizsacker's
.I was impressed by one thmgd name ~~nfident and professed to
detachment ar.id ~alm. . He seeme v~~es would n'ot only be entir~ly
believe that Russian assistance to th1d even in the end join in .sha~1?g
negligible, but that. the
wou insistence on the inevitability
in the Polish spoils. Nor i my .
of British intervention seem to move him.

u.s.s:d

No. 49.
Explanatory Not e on

· 1t M.. Burclcha.rdt on
Herr Hitler's Meeting wit
August 11, 1939.

. . tation from Herr Hitler to visit
M. BuRCKHARDT accepted ~nm~~;~ardt accordingly had a converhim at Berch~esgaden .. M.
"th Herr Hitler on the llth A?gus.t,
sation of a private ?har~c~er Wld ·stood that the Danzig quest10n m
in the course .of which it is u·nl e~uropean situation was discussed
its relationship to the genera
between them.
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No. 51.
No. 50.
Viscount Halifax to Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw).

(Telegraphic.)
Foreign Office, Av,gust 15, 1939.
I HAVE the impression that Herr Hitler is still undecided and
anxious to avoid ' war and to hold his hand if he can do so
without losing face. As there is a possibility of him not forcinrr
the. issue, it is evidently essential to give him no excuse fo~
a.ctmg, whether or. not conversations about Danzig at some future
time may be possible. It therefore seems of the first importance
to endeav?ur to get the local issues (customs inspectors, margarine
and herrmgs) settled at once, and not to let questions of
procedure or '' face '' at Danzig stand in the way. It also seems
essential tha~ the Polish Government should make every effort to
moderat~ thei~ press'. even 'in the face of a. German press campaign
and to mtensify their efforts to prevent attacks on their German
minority.
2. In dealing with local Danzig issues, I would beg M. Beck
to work through the intermediary of the High Commissioner, or at
all events after consultation with him, rather than direct with the
Senate. I should like M. Beck to treat M. Burckhardt with the fullest
C?nfid.ence, as in my opinion he is doing his best in a very difficult
situation.
. 3. While the present moment may not be opportune for negotiations on general issues as opposed to local differences the Polish
Government would in my judgment do well to continu~ to make it
plain that, provided essentials can be secured, they are at all times
:eady to examine the possibility of negotiation over Danzig if there
is a prospect of success. I regard such an attitude as important from
the point of view of world opinion.
. 4. Before speaking to M. Beck on the above lines, please concert
~ith yo~r F~ench colleague who will be receiving genfl"ally similar
mstructions m order that you may take approximately the same
line with M. Beck.

Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic.)
. War~aw! August 15, 1939.
I SPOKE to the Minister for Foreign Affairs m the sens~ of your
telegram of 15th August.* M. Beck agreed .that Herr Hitle_r. was
probably still undecided as to his course of action. ~erman military
activity was nevertheless disturbing, though he did not take too
alarmist a view at present.
2. M. Beck agreed that an effort should be mad.a to settle local
issues in Danzig and said that he was endeavouni:g to separate
economic from political questions with a view to sett~mg the for~er
quickly and equitably. He hoped that to-mo.rrow s conversation
between Polish Commissioner-General and President of the Senate
might lead to some results.
.
3. M. Beck said that if he could not arrive at a direct .settlement of new incident which had occurred he would mvoke
M. Burckhardt's intervention.
.
.
4. This incident was as follows : Three Pohsh customs. mspectors,
while making their round of harbour in. a moto: boat, discovered a
German vessel entering the harbour without. hghts, a;id, as they
suspected smuggling of munitions, turne~ thei: search~ght on h~r.
On landing, they were arrested by Dan~ig pol:ce. Pohsh Comrmssioner-General has sent in a note dema~dmg their :elease, though not
in unduly energetic language. If he did not re.ce:ve. a reply shortly
he would invite High Commissioner to settle this mcident.
5. As regards press, he remarked that it was not the Poles but
the British and other foreign press who first sugges~ed ~hat firmness
of the Polish Government had caused the Senate to yrnld m the matter
of Polish customs inspectors.
* No. 50.

Treatment

ot German minority In Poland.
No. 52.

Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic.)
Warsaw, Au.gust 24, 193~.
WHILE I am of course not in a position to check all the allegations
made by the German press of minority persecution~ he_re, I am
satisfied from enquiries I have made that the campaign is a gross
distortion and exaggeration of the facts.
.
.
2. Accusations of beating with chains, throwmg on barbed wire,
being forced to shout insults against Herr Hitler in chorus'. &c., are
merely silly, but many individual cases specified have been disproved.
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3. M. Karletan, for instance, arrested in connexion with murder
of Polish policeman on 15th August, was alleged by German press to
have been beaten to death and his wife and children thrown out of
t~e. win~ow .. M ~nchester Guardian correspondent tells me tha.t he
vlSlted him m prison on Sunday and found him in good health. He
had no~ been beaten or ph1sically injured at all. Story about wife
and child was equally devoid of any foundation whatever.
. 4. It is true that many .of the German minority have left Pola:Qd
illegally, but I hear both from the Acting British Consul at
Katowice and from British Vice-Consul at Lodz that the Germans
themselves have told many to leave. There was an initial exodus
last May. Many subsequently asked to come back, but the Poles were
not anxious to have them, as they had no doubt been trained in
propaganda, sabotage and espionage activities, such as Jungdeutsche
Partei in Ratowice have been conducting. In Lodz area some of
those who left recently raised all the money and credit they could
before leaving, and tpe Voivode told Vice-Consul on 20th August that
from evidence available he was satisfied that German Consulate had
transferred these funds to Germany and was no doubt privy to their
~epar~ure .. Many of those who left, especially from Lodz, are of the
intelligentsia, and they are said to include Herr Witz leader of
Volks?un~. British Vice-Consul at Lodz says many German
orgams~t10ns ~ave been closed there, but they were notorionsly
~nductmg Nazi pr?paganda, and Polish authorities could not ignore
it alt<;>geth~r. I thi~k, howe_v~r, many Ge~mans have lost their jobs,
especially m factories of mihtary or semi-military importance, and
some 2,000 workmen have left Tomasz6w.
5. Many ~f those who left their homes undoubtedly did so
because they WlBhed to be on German side of the front ill event of
war, and in general there is by common consent less individual
friction with members of the minority now than last May.
6. Ministry .for Foreign Affa~rs tell me that figure of 76,000
refugees quoted m German press is a gross exaggeration. I should
say 17,000 was the absolute maximum. Gazeta Polska correspondent
in. Berlin has ~sked to be shown refugee camps of the 76,000 and
apparently received no answer.
7. In Si~e~ia the frontier is not fully open, but a special frontier
card system is i? .force a.i;id considerable daily traffic is possible. The
German authorities havmg closed frontier in Rybnik area where
Poles cross to Poland, Polish authorities closed it elsewhere where
Germans cross into Germany. In view of revelations of activities of
Jungdeutsche Pa.rtei, the Polish authorities feel greater control of
frontier traffic is in any case necessary.
8. Polish press has recently published many complaints of
wholesale removal of Poles from frontier districts in Silesia and East
~russia to ~he i~te~·ior of C?-ermany, smashing of property, especially
m Allenstem district, closmg of all Polish libraries in Silesia and
other fori:is of persecution. According to semi-official Gazeta Polska,
from Apnl to June there were recorded 976 acts of violence against

the minority, and since then the number of cases is stated to have
increased beyond all bounds. For the last two days, however, no
further information has been published, as M. Beck has damped the
press down.
9. In genere.l, responsible organs of the Polish press have not
published violent tirades, still less claimed German territory for
Poland, and A.B.C., recently quoted in Germany, is e. violent
Opposition newspaper will little reputation and less influence.

No. 53.
Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax .
Warsaw, August 26, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)
SERIES of incidents again occurred yesterday on German frontier.
2. Polish patrol met party Germans 1 kilometre from East
Prussian frontier near Pelta. Germans opened fire . Polish patrol
replied, killing leader, whose body is being returned.
3. German bands also crossed Silesian frontier near Szczyglo,
twice near Rybnik and twice elsewhere, firing shots and attacking
blockhouses and customs posts with machine guns and hand grenades.
Poles have protested vigorously to Berlin.
4. Gazeta Polska, in inspired leader to-day, says these a.re more
than incidents. They a.re clearly prepared acts of aggression of paramilitary disciplined detachments supplied with regular army's arms,
and in one case it was a regular army detachment. Attacks more or
less continuous.
5. These incidents did not cause Poland to forsake calm and strong
attitude of defence. Facts spoke for themselves and acts of aggression
came from German side . This was best answer to ravings of German
press.
6. Ministry for Foreign Affairs state uniformed German detachment has since shot Pole across frontier and wounded another.

No.

54.

Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax.
Warsaw, August 26, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)
MmrsTRY for Foreign Affairs categorically deny story recounted by
Herr Hitler to French Ambassador that twenty-four Germans were
recently killed at Lodz and eight at Bielsko. Story is without any
foundation whatever.
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No. 55.
Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax.
Warsaw, August 27, 1939.
(T.elegraphic.)
So far as I can judge, German allegations of mass ill-treatment of
German minority by Polish authorities are gross exaggerations if not
'
complete falsifications.
. . 2. The~~ is no sign of any loss of control of situation by Polish
civil authorities. Warsaw (and so far as I can ascertain the rest of
Poland) is still completely calm.
3. Such allegations are reminiscent of Nazi propaganda methods
regarding Czecho-Slovakia last year.
.4 .. In any case it .is purely and simply deliberate German provocati?n m accordance with fixed policy that has since March exacerbated
fe.elmg ~etween the two nationalities. I suppose this has been done
with. obJe?t. of (a) creating war spirit in Germany, (b) impressing
pubhc opm10n abroad, (c) provoking either defeatism or apparent
aggression in Poland.
5. It h~s signally failed to achieve. either of the two latter objects.
6. It is noteworthy that Danzig was hardly mentioned by
Herr Hitler.
7. German . t~eatment of Czech Jews and Polish minority is
apparently negligible factor compared with alleged sufferings of
Germans in Poland, where, be it noted, they do not amount to more
than 10 per cent. of population in any commune.
8. In face of t)lese facts, .\t can hardly be doubted that if
Herr Hitler decides on war, it is for the sole purpose of destroying
Polish independence.
9. I shall lose no opportunity of impressing on Minister for
Foreign. Aff~irs nece.ssity of do~ng everything possible to prove that
.
Herr Hitler s allegat10ns regardmg German minority are false.

Developments leading Immediately to the outbreak of hostilities
between Great Britain and Germany on September 3, 1939.

No. 56.
L etter of .(iugust 22, 1939, from the Prime Minister to the
German Chancellor.

10 Downing Street, August 22, 1939.
Your Excellency,
YoUR Excellency will have already heard of certain measures taken
by His Majesty's Government, and announced in the press and on the
wireless this· evening.
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These steps have, in the opimon of His Majesty's Government,
been rendered necessary by the military movements which have been
reported from Germany, and by the fact that apparently the announcement of a German-Soviet Agreement is taken in some quarters in
Berlin to indicate that intervention by Great Britain on behalf of
Poland is no longer a contingency that need be reckoned with. No
greater mistake could be made. Whatever may prove to be the nature
of the German-Soviet Agreement, it cannot alter Great Britain's
obligation to Poland which His Majesty's Government have stated in
public repeatedly and plainly, and which they are determined to
fulfil.
It has been alleged that, if His Majesty's Government had made •
their position more clear in 1914, the great catastrophe would have
been avoided. Whether or not there is any force in that allegation,
His Majesty's Government are resolved that on this occasion there
shall be no such tragic misunderstanding.
If the case should arise, they are resolved, and prepared, to employ
without delay all the forces at their command, and it is impossible to
foresee the end of hostilities once engaged. It would be a dangerous
· illusion to think that, if war once starts, it will come to an early end
even if a success on any one of the several fronts on which it will be
engaged should have been secured.
Having thus made our position perfectly clear, I wish to repeat to
you my conviction that war between our two peoples would be the
greatest calamity that could occur. I am certain that it is desired
neither by our people, nor by yours, and I cannot see that there is
anything in the questions arising between Germany and Poland which
could not and should not be resolved without the use of force, if only a
situation of confidence could be restored to enable discussions to be
carried on in an atmosphere different from that which prevails to-day.
We have been, and at all times will be, ready to assist in creating
conditions in which such negotiations could take place, ancf in which
it might be possible concurrently to discuss the wider problems
affecting the future of international relations, including matters of
.
interest to us and to you.
The difficulties in t}le way of any peaceful discussion in the
present state of tension are, however, obvious, and the longer that
tension is maintained, the harder will it be for reason to prevail.
These difficulties, however., might be mitigated, if not removed,
provided that there could for an initial period be a truce on · both
sides-and indeed on all sides-to press polemics and to all
incitement.
If such a truce could be arranged, then, at the end of that period,
during which steps could be taken to examine and deal with complaints made by either side as to the treatment of minorities, it is
reasonable to hope tpat suitable conditions might have been established for direct negotiations between Geri:nany and Poland upon the
issues between them (with the aid of a neutral intermediary, if both
sides should think that that would be helpful).
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. But I am bound to say that the
ld b
brmging such negotiations to successf~ .:ou
le sl~nder hope of
stood beforehand that any settlement
i sue un ess it were underbe guaranteed by other Powers
.reach~d w?uld, when concluded,
be ready, if desired ·to make s~ch His t~Je~ty s Government would
effective operation ~f such guarant:°n n ution as they could t.-0 the
At this moment I confess I ca~s~
catastrophe that will involve E
. ee no other way to avoid a
I ·
urope m war
n view of the grave consequenc t h . . .
.
from the action of their rulers I es o umamty' which may follow
• weigbh with the utmost deliberation ~~~s~~s~1e;~~n Exche~lehnclyhwill
put efore you.
·
s w ic.
ave
Yours sincerely,
NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN.

No. 57.
Sir N . Henders011 to

v·iscount

H az·ifax (received August 24)

(Telegraphic.)
,
.
·
Two difficulties were raised last ni h Berlin, ~~gust 2S, 1939.
was actually ananged In fi t
~ t before vlSlt to Herr Hitler
1
not be ready to wait u~til Her;sv p ~tbt was asked whether I would
coul? not wait as my instructionso~er~ toe~~roj'ls return. I said that I
possible. An hour or so later I
an etter myself as soon as
on the telephone asking for gist w~\r~~g up again ~y State Secretary
of some private letter addressed t~
e~~t~d refernng to publication
von Weizsacker that I had no recollect~~ i er a~t y~ar. I told Baron
letter last year and assured h. th t ~of pubhcat10n of any private
lishing this one As regards i~ . a ~· e~e was no intention of pubthree main poi~ts were 1 t:ime . mist~r's l,etter I said that its
determined to fulfil their ~~r
His Ma1esty s Government was
prepared, provided a peace ifa wn~ to Poland, (2) that they were
problems affecting our two ~ m~~p ere was created, to discuss all
truce they would welcome d~:c~ie~~ and. (S) that during period of
Germany in regard to minorities.
iscuss1ons between Poland and
.State Secretary appeared to
d
.
satisfactory, but deferred a final ~~~~ t~ese replies . as likely to be
that hour he telephoned me to sa th ~r til.l 8 A.M. this morning. At
confirmed and that he wo Id y a an angements made had been
leaving Berlin at 9. SO A.M. u accompany me to Berchtesgaden,
We arrived Salzburg soon after 11 A
gaden, where I was received b He
. ..M. and motored to Berchtesderived impression that at y h rr Hitle~ shortly after 1 P . M. I had
mosp ere was hkely to b
.
an d th at probability was that · t .
e most unfriendly
' m erview would be exceedingly brief.
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In order to forestall this I began conversation by stating that I had
been instructed to hand to Chancellor personally a letter from Prime
Minister on behalf of His Majesty's Government, but before doing so
I wished to make some preliminary remarks. I was grateful to his
Excellency for receiving me so promptly as it would have been
impossible for me to wait for Herr von Ribbentrop's retu~ inasmuch
as the fact was that His Majesty's Government were afraid that the
situation brooked no delay. I asked his Excellency to read the letter,
not from the point of view of the past, but from that of the present and
the future. What had been done could not now be undone, and there
could be no peace in Europe without Anglo-German co-operation. We
had guaranteed Poland against attack and we would keep our word.
Throughout the centuries of history we had never, so far as I knew,
broken our word. We could not do so now and remain Britain.
During the whole of this first conversation Herr Hitler was excitable and uncompromising.
He made no long speeches but his
language was violent and exaggerated both as regards England and
Poland. He began by asserting that the Polish question would have
been settled on the most generous terms if it had not been for England's
unwarrantied support. I drew attention to the inaccuracies of this
statement, our guarantee having been given on Slat March and Polish
reply on 26th March. He retorted by saying that the latter had been
inspired by a British press campaign, which had invented a German
threat to Poland the week before. Germany had not moved a man
any more than she had done during the similar fallacious press campaign about Czecho-Slovakia on the 20th May last year.
He then violently attacked the Poles, talked of 100,000 German
refugees from Poland, excesses against Germans, closing of German
institutions and Polish systematic persecution of German nationals
generally . He said that he was receiving hundreds of telegrams daily
from his persecutied 'compatriots. He would stand it no longer, &c.
I interrupted by remarking that while I did not wish to try to deny
that persecutions occurred (of Poles also in Germany) the German
press accounts were highly exaggerated.
He had mentioned the
castration of Germans. I happened to be aware of one case. The
German in question was a sex-maniac, who had been treated as he
deserved. Herr Hitler's retort was that there had not been one case
but six.
His next tirade was against British support of Czechs and Poles .
He asserted that the former would have been independent to-day if
England had not encouraged them in a policy hostile to Germany .
He insinuated that the Poles would be to-morrow if Britain ceased
to encourage them to-day.
He followed this by a tirade against
England, whose friendship he had sought for twenty years only to see
every offer turned down with contempt. The British press was also
vehemently abused.
I contested every point and kept calling his
statements inaccurate but the only effect was to launch him on some
fresh tirade.
Throughout the conversation I stuck firmly to point (1) namely
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our determination to honour our obligations to Poland; Herr Hitler
on the other hand kept harping on point (S), the Polish persecutiou
of German nationals. Point (2) was not referr8d to at all anl
apparently did not interest him. (I had been warned that it would
not.)
Most of the conversation wa.s recrimination, the real points being
t~ose stre~sed in his reply in regard to the threat to Poland if persecut10ns contmue and to England and France if they mobilise to such an
extent as to constitute a danger to Germany.
At the end of this first conversation Herr Hitler observed, in reply
to my repeated warnings that direct action by Germany would mean
war, that Germany had nothing t.o lose and Great Britain much · that
he did not .desire war but would not shrink from it if it was nece;sary;
and that his people were much more behind him than last September.
I replied that I hoped and was convinced that some solution was
still possible without war and asked why contact with the Poles
could not be renewed. Herr Hitler's retort was that, so long as
England gave Poland a blank cheque, Polish unreasonableness would
render any negotiation impossible. I denied the '' blank cheque '' but
this only started Herr Hitler off again and finally it was agreed that
he would send or hand me his reply in two hours' time.

No. 58.
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was that it was England who was fighting for lesRer races ~her.earl
he was fighting only for Germany : the Germans. would ~his time
fight to the last man: it would have been different m 1914 if he had
been Chancellor then.
f · d h' to
He spoke several times of his repeated offer~
n en s 1P
England and their invariable and contemptuous reJection. I refer:ed
t~ Prime Minister's efforts of last year and his desire for co-opera~10.n
with Germany. He said that he had believed in Mr. Chamberlam 8
ood will at the time, but, and especially s~ce encirclement effor~s
~f last few months, he did so no longer. I pomt.ed out f~llacy of t~s
view but his answer was that he was now finally convmced of t e
rightness of views held formerly to him by others that England and
Germany could never agree.
b
d h t •t
In referring to Russian non-aggression pact he ~ serve . t a 1
was England which had forced him into agreement with Russia. .He
did not seem enthusiastic over it but added that once he ?lade ag~ee
ment it would be for. a long period. (Text of agreement signed to- ay
confirms this and I shall be surprised if it ~s not supplemented later
b something more than mere non-aggress1on)._ . .
.
y I took iine at end that war seemed to me qmte mev1table if Herr
Hitler persisted in direct action against Poland and expre.s~ed reqret
at failure of my mission in general to Berlin and of my v1s1t to h1.m.
Herr Hitler's attitude was that it was England's fault and that nothmg
short of complete change of her policy towards ~ermany could now
ever convince him of British desire for good relations.

o!

Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax (received August 24).

(Telegraphic.)
Berlin, August 24, 1939.
FOLLOWING is continuation of my telegram of the 2Srd August.•
After my first talk yesterday I returned to Salzburg on understanding that if Herr Hitler wished to see me again I would be at his
disposal or, if he had nothing new to say, he could merely send me his
reply to Prime Minister by hand.
As in the event he asked to see me, I went back to Berchtesgaden.
Re was quite calm the second time and never raised his voice once.
q<>nversation lasted from 20 minutes to half an hour but produced
httle new, except that verbally he was far more categoric than in
written reply as to his determination to attack Poland if '' another
German were ill-treated in Poland."
I spoke of tragedy of war and of his immense responsibility but
his answer was that it would be all England's fault. I refuted this
only to learn from him that England was determined to destroy and
exterminate Germany. He was, he said, 50 years old: he preferred
war now to when he would be 55 or 60. I told him that it was absurd
to talk of extermination. Nations could not be exterminated and
peaceful and prosperous Germany was a British interest. His answer

No. 59.
Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax (received S·SO P.M.).
. )
Berlin, August 24., 1939.
(Telegraph lC.
.
d l' d
I HA VE hitherto not made particular referenc~ .to th~ un er me
.
· Herr Hitler's reply• to the Prime Mm1ster m regard to
portion m
·· h
d F
I
German general mobilisation as a counter to B nt1s
an
renc 1
mobilisations.
.1 •
d I t- d J •
2 When Herr Hitler gave me his reply, reauJUSte , ~s ,e um
what. exactly was intended by this sentenc~, as I would, I said, rego.r~
e. general German mobilisation as the equivalent to war. The ~nswer
I ot was confused, as was the actual. ~er~an text.. But. the gist. was
tb~t if the French and British mobihsat10ns convmced Herr. ~itl~r
that the Western Powers meant to attack him he would mo~1~1se. m
~elf-defence. I pointed out that any British mi~itary . mob1hsat1on
would in any case fall far short of what already existed m Ge;manj'
Herr Hitler's reply was that this sentence was more parti~ular
intended as a warning to France, and ~hat, as I gathered, the Frenc
Government was being or would be so mformed.

h

* No. 57.

* Given in italics in No. 60.
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3. I. fee~ that the main objects of inserting this underlined
pat~sa~: md his letter was (a) to indicate that Germany could not be
~f innd a the ; Hand ( b) to sei;e as an excuse for general mobiliseition

given had, ):i.owever, dispelled Polish inclination to negotiate on e
basis of this kind which would have been tolerable for Germany also.
4. The unconditional assurance given by England to Poland
. that she would render assistance to that country in all circumstances
regardless of the causes from which a conflict might spring, could
only be interpreted in that country as an encouragement thenceforward t-0 unloosen, under cover of such a charter, a wave of
appalling terrorism against the one and a half million German
inhabitants living in Poland. The atrocities which since then have
been taking place in that country are terrible for the victims, but
intolerable for a Great Power such as the German Reich which is
expected to remain a passive onlooker during these ·happenings.
Poland )las been guilty of numerous breaches of her legal obligations
towards the Free City of Danzig, has made demands in the character
of ultimata, and has initiated a process of economic strangulation.
5. The Government of the German Reich therefore recently
caused the Polish Government to be informed that it was not prepared
passively to accept this development of affairs, that it will not tolerate
further addressing of notes in the character of ultimata to Danzig,
that it will not tolerate a continuance of the persecutions of the
German minority, t):i.at it will equally not tolerate the extermination
of the Free City of Danzig by economic measures, in other words,
the destruction of the vital bases of the population of Danzig by a
kind of Customs blockade, and that it will not tolerate the occurrence
of further act.s of provocation directed against the Reich. Apart from
this, the questions of the Corridor and of Danzig must and shall be
solved.
6. Your Excellency informs me in the name of the British
Government that you will be obliged to render assistance t-0 Poland in
any such case of intervention on the part of Germany. I take note of
this statement of yours and assure you that it can make no change in
the determination of the Reich Government to safeguard the interests
of the Reich as stated in paragraph 5 above. Your assurance to the
effect that in such an event you anticipate a long war is shared by
myself. Germany, if attacked by England, will be found prepared
and determined. I have already more than once declared before the
German people and the world that there can be no doubt concerning
the determination of the new German Reich rather to accept, for
however long it might be, every sort of misery and tribulation than to
sacrifice its national interests, let alone its honour.
7. The German Reich Government has received information t;o
the effect that the British Government has the intention to carry out
measures of mobilisation which, according to the statements contained
in your own letter, are clearly directed against Germany alone. This is
said t-0 be true of France as well. Since Germany has never had the
intention of taking military measures other than t.hose of a defensive
character against England or France, and, as has already been
emphasised, has never intend ed, and does not in the future intend,
to attack England or France, it follows that this 1mnouncement as
(19940]
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an w en

err Hitler decides on it.

No. 60.

Communication from the German Chancellor to the Prime Minister
banded to His Majesty's Ambassador on August 23, 1939.
'
(Translation.)
Your Excellency,
. T~u British Ambassador has just handed to me a communication
~ which your Excellency draws attention in t):i.e name of the British
ovhsrnment to .a number of points w):i.ich in your estimation are
of t e greatest importance.
I may be permitted to answer your letter as follows :.....,...
1. . Germany. ).ias never sought conflict with England and has
never mterfered m English interests. On the contrary, she has for
years endeavoured-although unfortunately m· vai·n to
·
E l d' f . d h.
~.
win
~g an s nen s 1p. On t):ns account she voluntarily assumed in a
wide ~rea of ~~rope t?e limit~tions on her own interests which from
a.ffinational-pohtical pomt of view it would have otherwise been very
d i cult to tolerate.
2: The <!er~an Reich, however, like every other State possesses
certam defimte mterests which it is impossible to renounce Th
do not exte~d beyond the limits of the necessities laid down by for~:~
German history and deriving from vital economic re-re uisites
SoI?e of th~s.e questions held and still hold a significa~ce b;th of ~
national-poht~cal and ~ psychological character which no German
Government is able to ignore.
To these questions belong the German City of Danzig and th
co~nected problem of the Corridor. Numerous statesmen bistorian:
an men of letters even in England have been consciou~ of this at
r~y ra.te ue to a few .years ago. I would add that all these territories
ymg m t e a!oresaid German sphere of interest and in articular
tho~e lands whic):i. returned to the Reich eighteen months agi received
their .cultural development at the hands not of the En lish but
exc~usively of the Germans and this, moreover, already fro~ a time
datmg back over a thousand years.
f t~· ger~any was prepared to settle the questions of Danzig and
o · e
rn or by the method of negotiation on the basis of a robosal of truly unpar~lleled magnanimity. The allegations dissemin~ted
Y Ei;igland regard~ng a ~erman mobilisation against Poland the
assertion of aggressive designs towards Roumania Hunaa
&'
well as the so-called guaranteP declarations which' were ~u6;eq:~~tr;
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confirmed by you, Mr. Prime Minister, in your own letter, can only
refer to a contemplated act of menace directed against the Reich. I

Art. 6. The present Agreement shall be concluded for a period
of ten years on the understanding that, in so far as one of the
Contracting Parties does not give notice of termination one year
before the end of this periq_d, the period of validity of this Agreement
shall automatically .be regarded as prolonged for a further period of
five years.
Art. 7. The present Agreement shall be ratified within th e
shortest possible time. The instruments of ratification shall be
exchanged in Berlin. The Agreement takes effect immediately after
it has been signed.
For the German Reich Government :
RIBBENTROP.

therefore inform your Excellency that, in the event of these military
announcements being carried into effect, I l!hall order immediate
mobilisation of the German forces.
8. The question of the treatment of European problems on a

peaceful basis ~s not a decision which rests on Germany but primarily
on those who smce the crime committed by the Versailles dictate have
stubbornly and consistently opposed any peaceful revision. Only after
a change of spirit on the part of the responsible Powers can there be
any real change. in the relationship between England and Germany.
I have all my .li.fe fo~ght for Anglo-German friendship; the attitude
adopted by Bnt1sh diplomacy-at any rate up to the present-has
however, convinced me of the futility of such an attempt. Should
there be any change in this respect in the future nobody could be
happier than I.
ADOLF HITLER.

For the Government of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics :
MOLOTOV.
Moscow, August 23, 1939.

No. 61.
Non-Aggression Pact between Germany and t_he Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics.

(Translation.)
THE Government of the German Reich and the Government of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, guided by the desire to
stre~gthen. t~e cause o~ peace between Germany and the Union of
Soviet Sociahst Republics, and taking as a basis the fundamental
regulations of the Neutrality Agreement concluded in April 1926
between Germany .and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, have
reached the followmg agreement : Article 1. The two Contracting Parties bind themselves to refrain
from any act o~ force, any aggressive action and any attack on one
another, both smgly and also jointly· with other Powers.
Art: 2. In th~ even~ of one of the Contracting Parties becoming
the obJe~t of warhke action on the part of a t)lird Power, the other
Contractmg Party shall in no manner support this third Power. ·
. Art. S. T~e Gov?rnments of the two Contracting Parties shall
m future. rem~m contmuo~sly in touch with one another, by way of
con.su~t~t10~, m order to mform one another on questions touching
their JOIDt mterests.
. Art. 4. ~either of the two Contracting Parties shall participate
m ~ny groupmg of Powers which is directed directly or indirectly
agamst the other Party.
Art. 5. .In the event of disputes or disagreements arising between
the Contra?tmg Parties on questions of this or that kind, both Parties
woul~ clarify th efi P disputes or disagreements exclusively by means
of fn~ndl y Axchange of opinion or, if necessary, by arbitration
COmlllltt('eS..

No. 62.
Mr. F. M. Shepherd to Viscount Ha lifax.
Danzig, August 26, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)
FOLLOWING is translation of decree of Senate dated 23rd August : " Decree: Article 1.-Gauleiter of Danzig is Head of State
(' Staatsoberhaupt ') of the Free City of Danzig.
"Article 2.-This decree comes into force on 23rd August,
1939."
Following are translations of letters dated 24th August (a) from
President of Senate to Herr Porster, and (b) of latter's reply:" (a) At its meeting yesterday the Senate passed a resolution
according to which you have been declared Staatsoberhaupt of the Free City of Danzig as from yesterday. A
copy of the certified resolution is enclosed. In addition,
a legal decree has been prepared to-day and signed making
the above-mentioned resolution of the Senate operatiYe.
By means of these two acts of the Government the D?.nzi g .
Constitution bas been altered in the above-ment10neil
sense. The Senate has authorised me to request you, Herr
Gauleiter, to accept this office forthwith in order in these
difficult but wonderful last decisive days outwardly to give
expression to the unity between party and State, which has
so often been stressed and which inwardly bas always
existed.
F 3
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" (b) I have ta~en oognisance of the oontents of your letter of

the 24th mstant and of the enclosed certified oopy of the
decree regarding the Staatsoberhaupt of the Free City of
Danzig, of 23rd. August, 1939, and of the copy of the
Senate s resolution of the 23rd August, 1939, which was
also enclosed. It, of course, goes without savina that in
~y ~apacity as Leader ?f the N.S.:p.A.P. of th~ Danzig
district I am prnpared m days which are so fateful for
Danzig also to conduct t)J.e affairs of the State. With this
dec~ee _Promu.lgated on the 23rd August, 1939, a state of
affairs is officially sanctioned which, since the accession to
power by the National Socialists in 1933 has in practice
'
been in force."

No. 63.
Sir H. Kennard to

V~scount

Halifa:e.

Warsaw, August 24, 1939.
(Telegraphic.) .
FOLLOWING is translation of_Polish note to t)J.e Danzig Senate : -

.'' Herr St~atsr~t Boettcher to-day informed Councillor of the
Polish Commissariat-General of the resolution of the Senate of
the. J!ree City conferring on Gauleiter Forster the functions and
P?S1t10n .of th.e head of the State (' Staatsoberhaupt ') of the Free
City, this bemg confirm~d in to-day's Danzig press. I address
myself to th~ Senate of the Free City as the body which, in
accor?ance with the legally binding Constitution of the Free City,
exercises supreme authority in that territory, in order to make
on behalf of my Government the following declaration : '' My Government sees n~ legal foundation for the adoption
by the Sen~te of the ~ree City of a resolution instituting a new
State. f~ct10n for which .tP.ere is no provision whatever in the
the Free C1~y, .and ~which, as would appear, the
Const1~u.t10n
author~ties hitherto fi:inctionmg m the Free City would be
subordmated. The Pohsh Government reserve the right to adopt
a further attitude in this respect.
'' In this connexion the Polish Government consider it necessary to remind the authorities of the Free City that they have
already more. t~an onc.e warn~d the Senate of the Free City in
the most dec1s1ve ~ashior: agamst a policy of fait accompli, the
C?i:sequence .of which might be most serious and the responsibility for which would fall exclusively upon the authorities of the
Free City of Danzig."

o!

No . . 64.
Speech by the Prime Minister in the House of Commons on
August 24, 1989.
WHEN at the beginning of this month Hon. Members separated
for the summer recess, I think there can have been few among us
who anticipated that many weeks would elapse before we should find
ourselves meeting here again. Unfortunately, those anticipations
have been fulfilled, ~nd tP.e Government have felt obliged to ask that
Parliament should be summoned again, in order to take such new
and drastic steps as are required by the gravity of the situation. In
the last debate which we had upon foreign affairs, which took place
on the 31st July, I observed that the Danzig situation required very
careful watching. I expressed my anxiety about the pace at which
tJle accumulation of war weapons was proceeding t)J.roughout Europe.
I ref erred to the poisoning of public opinion by the propaganda
which was going on, and I declared that if that could be stopped
and if some action could be taken to restore confidence, I did not
believe there was any question which could not be solved by peaceful
discussion. I am sorry to say that there has been no sign since of
any such action. On the contrary, the international position has
steadily deteriorated until to-day we find ourselves confronted with
the imminent peril of war.
At the beginning of August a dispute arose between the Polish
Government and the Danzig Senate as to the position and functions
of certain Polish Customs officials. It was not a question of major
importance. Many more acute difficulties have been easily settled
in the past under less tense conditions and even in this case
discussions had actually begun between the parties last week. While
those discussions were in progress, the German Press opened a
violent campaign against the Polish Government. They declared that
Danzig could not be the subject of any conference or any compromise
and that it must come back to the Reich at once and unconditionally.
They went further. They linked up with the Danzig question the
question of the Corridor. They attacked the whole policy and the
attitude of the Polish Government, and they published circumstantial
accounts of t·Jie alleged ill-treatment of Germans living in Poland.
Now we have no means of checking the accuracy of those stories, but
we cannot help being struck by the fact that they bear a. strong
resemblance to similar allegations that were made last year in respect
of the Sudeten Germans in Czecho-Slovakia. We must also remember that there is a large Polish minority in Germany and that the
treatment of that minority has also been tJle subject of bitter
complaints by the Polish Government.
There is no subject which is calculated to arouse ill-feeling in any
country more than statements about the ill-treatment of people of
their own race in another country. This is a subject which providef'
F 4
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the most inflammable of all materials, the material most likely to
cause a general conflagration. In those circumstances one cannot
but deeply regret that suc'):1 incidents, which, if they were established,
would naturally excite sympathy for the victims and indignation
against the authors of this alleged ill-treatment, should be treated in
a way which is calculated still further to embitter the atmosphere
and raise the temperature to the danger point. But I think it will be
agreed that, in face of this campaign, declarations by Polish statesmen pave shown great calm and self-restraint. The Polish leaders,
while they have been firm in their determination to resist an attack
They have
upon their independence, have been unprovocative.
always been ready, as. I am sure they would be ready now, to discuss
differences with the German Government, if they could be sure that
those discussions would be carried on without threats of force or
yiolence, and with some confidence that, if agreement were reached,
its terms would be vespected afterwards permanently, both in the
letter and in the spirit. This Press campaign is not the only
symptom which is ominously reminiscent of past experience. Military
preparations have been made in Germany on such a scale that that
country is now in a C<lndition of complete readiness for war, and at
the beginning of this week we had word that German troops were
beginning to move towards the Polish fronti er. It then became
evident that a crisis of the first magnitude was approaching, and the
Government resolved that the time pad come when they must seek
the approval of Parliament for further measures of defence.
That was the situation on Tuesday last, when in Berlin and
Moscow it ~as announced that negotiations had been taking place,
and were hkely soon t-0 be concluded, for a non-aggression pact
between those two countries. I do not attempt to conceal from the
House that ~hat announcement came to the Government as a surprise,
and a surprise of a very unpleasant character. For some time past
there had been rumours about an impending change in the relations
between Germany and the Soviet Union, but no inkling of that
change had been conveyed either to us or t-0 the French Government
by the Soviet Government. The House may remember that on the
31st July I remarked that we had engaged upon steps almost unprecedented in character. I said that we had shown a great amount of
trust and a strong desire to bring the negotiations with the Soviet
Union to a successful conclusion when we agreed to send our soldiers,
sailors and airmen to Russia to discuss military plans together before
we had any assurance that ~'e should be able to reach an agreement
on political matters. Well, Sir, nevertheless, moved by the observation of the Russian Secretary for Foreign Affairs, that if we could
come to a successful conclusion of our military discussions, political
agreement should not present any insuperable difficulties we sent
'
the Mission.
The British and French Missions reached Moscow on the
· l~th A_ugust. They were warmly received, in friendly fashion, and
d1scuss10ns were actually in progress and had proceeded on a basis
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of mutual trust when this bombshell was flung down. It, to say the
least of it, was highly disturbing to. learn that ~bile these conversations were proceeding on that basis, the Soviet Governme~t were
secretly negotiating a pact with Germany for. purposes ~hich, . on
the face of it, were inconsistent with the obJects o~ their foreign
policy, as we had understood it .. I. d~ not pr,°pose this; afternoon to
pass any final jndgment upon this mmdent: rhat, I thi~k, w~uld
premature until we have had an opportumty of consultmg with t~c,
F'rench Government as to the meaning and the con~equenc~s of th1s
agreement, the text of which was published 01:lly this mornmg. But
the question that the Government had t.o conside: when they _lear~ed
of this announcement was what ·effect, if any, this changed situat10n
would have upon their own policy. In Berlin the a~nounce~en_t was
hailed with extraordinary cynicism, as a great diplomatic victory
which' removed any danger of war, since we and France. would no
longer be likely to fulfil our obligations to Poland. We felt it our first
.
.
duty to remove any such dangerous illusion.
The House will recollect that the guarantee which we had given to
Poland was given before any agreement with Russia was talked of,
and that it was not in any way made dependent upon any such
agreement being r~ach~d. Ho:v, then, could we, with honour, go ~ack
upon such an obhgahon, which we had so often and so plamly
repeated? Therefore, our first act was to is.sue a sta~ement that our
obligations to Poland and to other countries remamed unaffected.
Those obligations rest upon ~gree.d sta.teme~ts ma~e to t?e House
of Commons to which effect is bemg given m treaties which are at
present in ~n advanced stage of neg?tia~ion. Those treaties,. when
concluded, will formally define our obhgat10ns, but they do .not. m any
way alter, they do not add to or snbtract from, the obhgat10ns of
The
mutual assistance which have already been accepted.
communique which we issued to the Press after the meeting ?f the
Cabinet this week spoke also of certain measures of defe~ce which we
had adopted. It will be remembered that, as I have said, Ge~~any
has an immense army of men already under _arms a~d that military
preparations of all kinds have been and are bemg earned on on a vast
.
scale in that country.
The measures that we have taken up to now are of a precaut10nary
and defensive character, and to give effect to our determination to
put this country in a state of prepa;edness to meet ~ny e~ergency,
but I wish emphatically to repudiate any sugge~t10n, if such a
suggestipn should be made, that these measures imply an act of
menace. Nothing that we have done or that we propose to do menaces
the legitimate interests of Germany. It is not ~n act of menac~ to
prepare to help friends to defend themse~ves _agamst for~e. If neighbours wishing to live together peacefully m friendly re~at10ns find that
one of them is contemplating apparently an aggresBlve act of force
against another of them and is making open preparations for action,
it is not a menace for th~ others to announce their intention of aiding
the one who is the subject of this threat.
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Th.ere is another action which has been tF~keri to-day in the
financial sphere. Hon. Members will have seen the announcement
t~1at the Bank Rate, which h.as remained at 2 per cent. for a long
tune p~st, has to-.da:r been raised to 4 per cent., and the House will
recognise that th~s is a normal protective measure adopted for the
pu~pose .of defend~ng our reso?rc~s in a period of uncertainty. There
is m this connexion !l' contnbutwn to be made by British citizens
gen~rally. The public ~an. best co:operate in reducing as far as
possibl.e any demands which mvolve directly or indirectly the purchase
of foreign exchange; next by scrupulously observing the request of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer that capital should not at present be sent
or moved out of th~ country.; and, finally, by holding no more foreign
assets t~an are strictly required for the normal purpose of business.
. In v:ew ~f the attitude in Berlin to which I have already referred,
His MaJesty s ~overnment felt that it was their duty at this moment
to.leave ~o P?ssible lo~phole for misunderstanding, and so that no doubt
might exist i? the i:und of .the German Government, His Majesty's
Ambassador m Berlm was mstructed to seek an interview with the
German q~ancellor and to hand him a message from me on behalf
of the British Govern~ent . That message was delivered yest.erday
and the reply was rece1ved to-day. The object of my communication
to .the German Chancellor was to restate our position and to make
<J...uite . sure that there _was no misunderstanding. His Majesty' 8
Government ~elt that this w~s all the more necessary having regar<l
to reP?rts whwh we had received as to the military movements taking
place m Germany and as to. the t~en projected German.Soviet Agrcemen~. I . therefore made lt plain, as had been done in the com·
mumque lSSued. after . the C~binet meeting on Tuesday, that if the
case should anse His MaJesty's Government were resolved and
prepared to employ wit~out delay all the forces at their command.
On numerous occasions I have stated my conviction that war
betwe~n our two countries, admitted on all sides to be the greatest
calamity t~at could occur, i~ not ~esired ~itber by our own people
or the Gelman people. With this fact in mind I informed the
Germ.an Ch~~cellor that, in our view, there wa,s nothing in the
questions ansmg between Poland and Germany which could not be
a.nd ~hould not be, resolved without the use of force,. if only ~
situat10n of. coz;i.fidence. could be restored. We expressed our willing·
ness to assist m creatmg the conditions in which such nPgotiatious
e<;>uld ~ake place. The present state of tension creates great
difficulti~s, and I expressed the view that if there could be a Lruce
on. all sides ~. press polemics and ~ll other forms of incitf> ment.
smtable condrt10ns might be established for direct negotiations
b.etween Germany and Poland upon the points at issue. The negotiat~ons could, of course •. deal also with the complaints ma.de OD either
side about the protection of minorities.
The German Chancellor's reply includes what amounts to a
~·e -sta~ement of the German thesis that Eastern Europe is a sphere
m whwh Germany ough t t-0 have a free hand. If we-this is the
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thesis-or any country having less direct interest ch?ose to. inter~ere,
the blame for the ensuing conflict will be ours. Th1s thesis en~1rely
misapprehends the British position. We do not seek to clam~ a
special position for ourselves in Eastern Europe. We do not thmk
of askina Germany to sacrifice her national interests, but we cannot
agree th~t national interests can only be secured by the shedding. of
blood or the destruction of the independence of other States. With
regard to the relations between Poland and G~rmany, t~e G~rman
Chancellor in his reply to me has referred agam to the s1tuat1on at
Danzig, drawing attention to . the position of that .city and of the
Corridor, and to the offer which he made early th1s year to settle
these questions by methods of negotiation. I have repeated!~ refuted
the allegation that it was our guarantee to Poland that decided the
Polish Government to refuse the proposals then made. That
guarantee was not, in fact, given until after the Polish refu~al had
been conveyed to the German Government. In view of the dehcacy of
the situation I must refrain for the present from any further comment upon the communications which have just passed between the
two Governments. Catastrophe has not yet come upon us. We must,
therefore, still hope that reason and sanity may find a way to reassert
themselves. The pronouncement we made recently and what I have
said to-d.ay reflects, I am sure, the views of the French Governme°:t,
with whom we . have maintained the customary close contact m
.
pursuance of our well established cordial re~a~ions.
Naturally our minds turn to the Domm10ns. I appreciate very
warmly the pronouncements made by Ministers in other pa;--ts of the
British Commonwealth. The indiootions that have been given from
time to time in some cases as recently as yesterday, of their sympathy
with ou~ patient efforts in the cause of peace, and of their attitude in
the unhappy event of their proving unsuccessful, are a source of .profound encouragement to us in these critical times. The House will, I
am sure share the appreciation with which His Majesty's Government h~ve noted the appeal for peace made yesterday by K~ng
Leopold in the name of the heads of the Oslo States, after the meetmg
in Brussels yesterday of the representatives of those States. It will be
evident from what I have said that His Majesty's Government share
the hopes to which that appeal gave expression, and earnestly trust
that effect will be given to it.
The Foreign Secretary, in a speech made on the 29th June to the
Royal Institute of Inte;nation~l Affairs,•~et out the funda~ental bases
His observations on that ~ub)ect were, I
( British foreign pohcy.
0
believe, received with general approval. The first ba~1s .1s our determination to resist methods of force. The second basis .1s our recognition of the world desire to pursue the constructive work of
building peace. If we were once satisfied, my noble l~ riend
said, that the intentions of others were the same as. our own,
and if we were satisfied that all wanted peaceful solut10ns, then,
*No. 25
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No. 65.
Speech by the Secretary of State for Foreign A ff airs in the
House of Lords on August 24, 1939.
.
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force of arms. This country has stood for t}l.e maintenance of the
·independence of those States who both valued their liberties and
were ready to defend them, and have endeavoured to uphold the
principle that changes w)J.ich must inevitably take place in the
relations between nations can and should be effected peacefully and
by free negotiation between those concerned.
His Majesty's Government accordingly entered, into consultation
with the countries who felt themselves to be more immediately
threatened, for the sole purpose of concerting resistance to further
aggression if such should be attempted. His Majesty's Government
at the same time endeavoured to make clear their attitude both by
word and deed so that no doubt might anywhere exist as to the
policy which they were determined to pursue. They introduced
compulsory service and made efforts unprecedented in times of peace
to expand and equip the armed forces of the Crown and to place
both the civil and military defences of the country in a state of full
preparedness. The declarations of policy which have been made in
this House and in another place have sought to set out both general
principles of British policy and also the attitude of His Majesty's
Government to particular questions, such as Danzig, which have from
time to time held the forefront of the stage. The declarations which
were thus made and the action which was taken met, I think, with
the general approval both of Parliament and people.
Before the adjournment early this month my right honourable
friend the Prime Minister said that the situation, in which the
accumulation of the weapons of war was going on at such a pace,
was one which could not but be regarded with anxiety. He referred
to the bad feeling which was being created by poisonous propaganda,
and said that if that could be stopped and if some action could be
taken to restore .confidence in Europe, there was no question which
should not be capable of solution by a peaceful means. Of such action,
however, there has unhappily been no sign, and since the House
adjourned the international situation has deteriorated, until to-day
we are confronted with the imminent peril of war.
At the beginning of August furtl:wr differences arose between the
Polish Government and the Danzig Senate concerning the position
and functions of the Polish Customs Inspectors in the Free City.
These differences were relatively unimportant in themselves and in
an atmosphere of less tension would no doubt have been capable of
being settled amicably, as similar differences have been settled in
the past. Discussion of the questions at issue was in fact proceeding
at the end of last week. But while efforts were being made to set
the machinery of negotiation in motion, the German press opened
a violent campaign against the Polish Government. This campaign,
as noble Lords may have noticed, was not confined solely, or even
principally, to the question of Danzig. On this question it was
stated that there could be no compromise : Danzig must return
unconditionally to the Reich. With it was linked the que::; :ion of the
so-called Corridor,. and the attack on Poland has extended to cover
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great degree of trust, and a strong desire to bring their negotiations
with the Soviet Government to a. successful issue, when, before any
agreement had been finally reached on political matters, they a.greed
to send a Military Mission to Moscow to discuss military plans. - The
Military Missions of France and this country reached Moscow on
the llth August; and t}J.e conversations were proceeding to all
appearance on a basis of mutual confidence, and it is, I do not conceal
from your Lordships, certainly disturbing to learn that while these
conversations were taking place the Soviet Government were secretly
negotiating a pact with Germany for purposes which, on the face of
it, were inconsistent with the objects, as we had understood them,
of their foreign policy.
I would not now pass any final judgment on this matter. That
would be premature until we have had time to consult with the
French Government as to the meaning and the consequences of the
agreement, the actual text of which has been published this
morning, but one matter forces itself upon the immediate attention
of His Majesty's Government. They had to consider what effect this
changed situation should have on their policy. In Berlin the agreement was somewhat cynically welcomed as a great diplomatic victory
which removed the danger of war, since, so it was alleged, Great
Britain and France would no longer fulfil their obligations to Poland,
and His Majesty's Government felt it their first duty to remove this
dangerous illusion. It should be recalled, if it is not in mind, that
our guarantee to Poland was given before any agreement with Russia
was in prospect, and without condition that such agreement should
be reached. His Majesty's Government therefore at once issued a
statement that their obligations to Poland and other countries
remained unaffected; and throughout these days, as noble Lords will
imagine, we have been in close and constant contact with the French
Government, whose attitude is identical with our own. Our obligations rest on the agreed statements which were made in this House
and in another place, and which are binding. Effect is being given
to them in treaties, which are in an advanced stage of negotiation,
and these treaties will formally define the mutual obligations of the
parties, but they neither add to nor subtract from the obligations
of mutual assistance which have been already accepted.
Certain necessary measures of precaution have already been taken.
Some of these measures have already been announced, and other
steps will be taken, as judged necesE:ary, as soon as the legislation
is passed, which I understand it is proposed to invite your Lordships
to consider this afternoon. There is another action which has been
taken to-day in the financial sphere. Your T.Jordships will have see11
the announceront that the bank rate, which has remained for a long
time past at 2 per cent., has to-day been raised to 4 per cent. The
House will recognise that this is a normal protective measure, which
is adopted for the purpose of defending our resources in a period
of uncertainty. There is, in this connection, a contribution to be
made generally by British citizens. The public can best co-operate
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. by reducing, so far as possible, any demands which involve, directly
or indirectly, the purchase of foreign exchange; next, by scrupulously
observing the Chancellor of the Exchequer's request that capital
should not at present be sent or moved out of the country; and,
finally, by holding no more foreign assets than are strictly required
for the normal purpose of business.
My Lords, I have said that His Majesty's Government have tried
to make their position quite clear, but, in order that no possible
doubt might exist in the mind of the German Government, His
Majesty's Ambassador in Berlin was instructed yesterday to seek an
interview with Herr Hitler and t-0 give him a message on His
Majesty's Government's behalf. The object of this message to the
German Chancellor was to restate our position and to make quite
sure that there was no misunderstanding. His Majesty's Government,
as I have suggested, felt that that was all the more necessary having
regard to the reports which we have received as to the military movements in Germany and as t.o the then projected German-Soviet
Agreement. My right honourable Friend the Prime Minister,
therefore, on behalf of His Majesty's Government, made it plain, as
had, indeed, been made plain in the statement issued after the
meeting of the Cabinet on Tuesday last, that if the case should arise
His Majesty's Government were resolved and prepared to employ
without delay all the forces at their command.
On numerous occasions the Prin1e Minister has stated his
conviction, which is shared, I would suppose, by all people of this
country, that war between the British and the German peoplesadmitted on all sides to be the greatest oolamity that could oocurwas not desired either by our people or by the German people. And
the Prime Minister further informed the German Chancellor that we
did not see that there was anything in the questions arising between
Germany and Poland which could not and should not be resolved
without the use of force, if only a situation of confidence could be
restored. We have expressed our willingness to assist in creating the
conditions in which such negotiations could take place. It was
obvious that the present state of tension created great difficulties, and
the Prime Minister expressed the view that, if there could be a truce
on all sides to press polemics and all incitements, a suitable condition
might be est.ablished for direct negotiations between Germtlny and
Poland upon the points between them. The negotiations could, of
course, also deal with the complaints made on either side about the
treatment of minorities.
'.!.'he German Chancellor's reply includes what amounts to a
re-statement of the German thesis that Eastern Europe is a sphere
in which Germany seeks to have a free hand; if we or any country
having less direct interests choose to interfere, the blame for the
ensuing conflict will be ours. The British position is, of course, that
we do not in any way seek to claim a special position for ourselvas;
we do not think of a~king Germany to 86crifice her national interests,
but we do insist that the interests of othAr RtatP.e should be respected .
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and among those principles I place high the renunciation of forcible
solutions and the respect for the pledged word in international
relationships. And, fundamentally, it is those principles which are
to-day as we see it in danger, and it is those principles which we
consider it vital to try and protect.
'l'here are some who say that the fate of European nations is no
conc~rn of ours, and that we should not look far beyond our own
frontiers. But those who thus argue forget, I think, that in failing
to. up.hold th~ libert.ies of others we run great risk of betraying the
principle of liberty itself, and with it our own freedom and independence. We have built up a society with values which are accepted
not only in tliis country but over vast areas of the world. If we
st~nd by and .see t_hes~ values set at nought the security of all tl:wse
thmgs ?n which hfe it.self depends seems, t;o my judgment, t;o be
ull:dermmed, and that is a fundamental matter on which I scarcely
thmk that there will be any difference of opinion. I have no doubt
that those with whom rest the issues of peace and war will measure
thei~ . respansibilities to . prese~t and future generations before
precipi~atmg a ~truggle m wh~ch many nations of Europe must
immediately be mvolved, of which the duration cannot be foreseen,
and by which even those who stand aside from active participation
will be vitally and dangerously affected. And I would earnestly hope
that in face cif all the certain consequences of a resort to force
and befor~ any ~tep is. take,n which cannot be retraced, reason ma;
yet prevail. His MaJesty s Government have noted with warm
appr~ciation the appeal for peace made by King Leopold after the
meetmg at B;ussels ;}'.'esterday in tlie name of the head1:1 of the Oslo
States. It will be evident from what I have said that His Majesty's
Govern!'llent share the hopes to which that appeal gave such moving
expression, an~ ear~estly trust that effect may be given to it.
.MY L?rds, i:'1 tb!s moment of anxiety I trust that the ground on
which 1:!1s MaJest! s Government have determined to take their
sta~d w.ill ~eet with the approval of all parties in this House. J
believe it will, and I do not doubt that the Government may rely on
the support o~ the wh~le country in any measures necessary to defend
the cause of JUSt dealing between the nations and to preserve secure
the place of honourable freedom in the world.

No. 66.
Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax (received 8

P.M.)

Warsaw, Au9ust 24, 1939 .
(Telegraphic.)
. M. BECK t?ld me ~~at be considered situation most grave.
Attitude of Danzig antbor1tie11 was becoming more provocative, though

he had no intention for the moment of actually breaking off negotia·
.
tions regarding customs inspectors and so forth.
2. M. Beck has, as requested, instructed Polish Ambassador ff
Berlin to seek immediate interview with State Secretary, and, unless
he found attitude of Herr von Weizsiicker unsatisfactory, he ~o~ld
attempt to examine all points at issue with a view ~o ascertammg
whether anything can be done to relieve present tension. .
s. M. Beck referred to certain incidents on the frontier, and I
asked him more especially whether one which has cai;tsed gr~at
indignation here was true : it was reported in the press this mormng
that body of Polish frontier guard shot on. 16.th August was re.turned
in a state of shocking and gruesome mutilation. M.. B.eck said that
the facts were as stated in the press and that Commiss10ner-~eneral
was protesting to Danzig Senate without, however, demandmg any
reply.
4. As far as I can see, calm prevails, and M. Beck has assu~ed
me that strict orders have been given to prevent. all:y p;ovocative
action either of military or any other nature. Frontier is still cover~d
by ordinary frontier guards, an~ there. would seem from M. Beck s
attitude no necessity for warmng wluch, ~everth.eless, I and my
French colleague have given him to do nothmg which would further
aggravate present critical state of affairs.

No. 67 ,

Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax.

(Despatched at 2 · 35 A.M. on August 25 and received at
9 ·SO A.Ill. on August 25.)
Warsaw, August 24, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)
.
.
.
MY telegram of 24th Au~ust. •
The Minister for Foreign Affairs mform~ me that ~?l.ish
Ambassador in Berlin had an interview with Field-Marshal Gormg
this afternoon. The interview was most cordial and he told me the
Marshal expressed his regret that his policy of maintaininE? friendly
relations with Poland should have come to nought and admitted that
he no longer had influence to do much in the matt€r. The Marshal
had, however, no concrete suggestion to !'llake beyond what had struck
M. Beck as a most significant remark which he ,request€d me to C?nvey
to you most confidentially. The .Marshal stated that the question ?f
Danzig and so forth were relatively small matters, but the m~m
obstacle to any diminution of the tension between the two countries
was Poland's alliance with Great Britain.
2. M. Beck had consulted the President and Marshal SmiglyRydz, and it had been decided that if the German uovernment should
* No. 66.
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put forward this suggestion in any other way the answer would be
categorically in the negative. M. Beck feels that the German Government may make every effort to secure a free hand in Eastern Europe
by such methods and he feels that it should be clearly understood
that Poland will not be drawn into any intrigue of this nature.
S. I asked M. Beck about the proposed interview between M.
Lipski and the State Secretary. M. Beck said that Herr von
We~zsacker was in Berchtesgaden and would probably not return
until the end of the week, but that M. Lipski had asked for an
interview and was awaiting reply.

No. 68.
Supplementary Communication from the German Chancellor handed
to His Majesty's Ambassador on August 25, 1939.

THE following is a translation of the text of a verbal communication
made to Sir Nevile Henderson by Herr Hitler at his interview on the
25th August : '' By way of introduction the Fuhrer declared that the British '
Ambassador had given expression at the close of the last conversation to the hope. that, after all, an understanding between Germany
and England IDight yet be possible. He (the Fuhrer) had therefore
turned things over in his mind once more and desired to make
a move as regards England which should be as decisive as the
move as regards Russia which had led to the recent agreement.
Yesterday's sitting in the House of Commons and the speeches of
Mr. Chamberlain and Lord Halifax had also moved the Fuhrer
to talk once more to the British Ambassador. · The assertion that
Germany affected to conquer the world was ridiculous. The British
Empire ~mbraced 40 million square kilometres, Russia 19 million
square kilometres, America 9t million square kilometres, whereas
Ge:many embra~ed. less than 600,000 square kilometres. It is
qmte clear who it is who desires to conquer the world.
'' The Fuhrer makes the following communication to the
British Ambassador : " 1. Poland's actual provocations )lave become intolerable. It
makes no difference who is responsible. If the Polish Government
denies responsibility, that only goes to show that it no longer itself
possesses any influence over its subordinate military authorities.
In the preceding night there had been a further twenty-one new
frontier incidents; on the German side the greatest discipline had
been maintained. All incidents had been provoked from the Polish
side.' Furthermore, commercial aircraft had been shot at. If the
Polish Government stated that it was not responsible, it showed
that it was no longer capable of controlling its own people.
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"2. Germany was in all the circumstances determined .to
abolish these Macedonian conditions on her eastern frontier
and, what is more, to do so in the interests of quiet and order, but
also in the interests of European peace.
"3. The problem of Danzig and the Corridor mu.st be solved.:The British Prime Minister had made a speech which was i:ot m
the least calculated to induce any change in the German attitude.
At the most, the result of this speech could be a bloody and
incalculable war between Germany and England. Such a war
would be bloodier than that of 1914 to 1918. In contrast to the
last war, Germany would no longer. ?ave to fig~t ~n two .fronts.
Agreement with Russia was unconditional and sigmfied a ch~nge
in foreign policy of the Reich which ~ould last a very lo;ig time.
Russia and Germany would never agam take up a~ms agai~st each
other. Apart from this, the agreements reached with Russia w~uld
also render Germany secure economically for the longest possible
period of war.
" The Fiihrer had always wanted an Anglo-German understanding. War between England and Germany could at the best
bring some profit to Germany but none at all to F.ngland.
"The Fuhrer declared that the German-Polish problem must
be solved and will be solved. He is, however, prepared and determined after the solution of this problem to approach England once
more with a large comprehensive offer. He is a ~n of gre~t
decisions, and in this case also he will be capable of bemg great m
his action. He· accepts the British Empire and is ready to pledge
himself personally for its continued existence and to place the
power of the German Reich at its disposal if" (1) His colonial demands which are limited and c.an ~e
negotiated by peaceful methods are fulfilled and m this
case he is prepared to fix the longest time limit.
'' (2) His obligations towards Italy are not touched; in other
words, he does not demand that England gives up her
obligations towards Fr-ance and similarly for his own
part he cannot withdraw from his obligations towards
Italy.
'' (3) He also desires to stress the irrevocable determination of
Germany never again to enter into conflict with Russia.
The Fiihrer is ready to conclude agreementfl with
England which, as has already been emphasised, would
not only guarantee the existence of the British Empire
in all circumstances as far as Germany is concerned,
but also if necessary an assurance to the British Empiro
of German assistance regardless of where such e.ssistance
should be necessary. The Fuhrer would then also be
ready to accept a reasonable limitation of e.rmaments
which corresponds to the new political situation, and
which is economically tolerable. Finally, the Fuhrer
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renewed his assurances that he is not interested in
Western problems and that a frontier modification in
the West does not enter into consideration. Western
fortifications which have been constructed at a cost of
milliards were final Reich frontier on the West.
'' If the British Government would consider these ideas n
blessing for Germany and also for the British Empire might
result. If it rejects these ideas there will be war. In no case
would Great Britain emerge stronger; the last war proved this.
'' The Fiihrer repeats that he is a man of ad infinitum
decisions by which he himself is bound and that this is his last
offer. Immediately after solution of the German-Polish question
he would. approach the British Government with an offer."

No. 69.
Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax (received 7

P.M.).

(Telegraphic.)
Berlin , August 25, 1939.
IN my immediately preceding telegram* I give text of a verbal
communication which Chancellor ma.de to me this morning. He was
absolutely calm and normal and spoke with great earnestness and
apparent sincerity. Minister for Foreign Affairs wa.s present but took
practically no part in the conversation.
2. Herr Hitler began by saying that he had always and still
desired good relations with Great Britain, and his conscience compelled him to make this final effort to secure them. It was his last
attempt. He suggested that I should fly to England myself in order
in put the case to His Majesty's Government.
3. Conversation lasted an hour, my attitude being that Russian
Pact in no way altered standpoint of His Majesty's Government, and
that I must tell him quite honestly that Britain could not go back
on her word to Poland and t):iat I knew ):iis offer would not be
considered unless it meant a negotiated settlement of the Polish
question. Herr Hitler refused to guarantee this on grounds that
Polish provocation might at any mornent render German intervention to protect German nationals inevitable. I again and again
returned to this point but always got the same answer.
4. I told Herr Hitler that I could not discuss rights and wrongs of
mutual provocation and incidents : that was for the Polish Ambassador
to discuss with Herr von Ribbentrop and I suggested that he should
do so. ·Herr Hitler's reply was that M. Lipski had seen FieldMarshal Goring, but had not been able to propose anything new.
5. I told Herr Hitler that we could not abandon Poland to her
fate, but I made the entirely personal suggestion that M. Beck and
* Conyoyinll'. the substance of No. 68.
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Herr von Ribbentrop should meet somewhere and disc~ss t,be w~y
out which alone might save Europe from war. Herr Hitl er 8 rep Y
was that he had invited M. Beck to come and talk the ma~ter ove~
last March only to have his invitation flatly refused. Only m~~rvend
tion by Herr von Ribbentrop in the discussion was to .~nfirm t is an
to say that M. Lipski~ who had had to convey this messa?e, was
obliged to put it in other words tO soften the abruptness of it.
Id
6. When I kept saying that His Ma~esty's Government co_u
not in my opinion consider his offer unless ~t mea~t at .t~e same ~!11~
a peaceful settlement with Poland, Herr Hi,t;erHaaid d: •t~/~~ t :d
it useless then do not send my offer at all.
e a mi e
e g
intentions of M. Beck and M. Lipski, but sai~ they had. no control
over what was happening in Poland. Only si~ns of el:cit~ment on
Herr Hitler's part were when he referred t:o Pohsh persecutions. He
mentioned that Herr von Ribbentrop on his return to Germa!1Y fr?m
Russia had had to fly from Konigsberg over the sea to avoid bemg
shot at by the Poles, who fired at every German aeropl~ne that flew
over normal routes across Polish territory. He also said that there
had been another case of castration.
.
7. Among various points mentioned by Herr Hitler were : that the
onl winner of another European war would be Japan; ~hat he ~as
by ~ature an artist not a politician, and that o~ice the Polish question
was settled he would end his life as an _artist a~d not as a. ~ar
monger; he did not want to turn Ge:many mto nothmg but a military
barracks and he would only do so if forced to do so ; that once the
Polish question was set~led h~ ~imself would settle down; th.at he
had no interest in makmg Bntam break her word to Po~and, that
he had no wish to be small-minded in an! settlement with Poland
and that all he required for an agreement w1tb her was a gesture from
Britain to indicate that she would not be unreasonable.
s. After I had left, Herr von Ribbentrop sent Dr. Schmidt to t~e
Embassy with te:x:t of verbal statement and also a I?ess~ge from him
t-0 the effect that Herr Hitler had always and still w1~hed f_or a,n
agreement with Britain and begg~g me to urge His MaJesty B
· Government to take the offer very seriously.

No. 70.
Viscount Halifax to Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw).

(Telegraphic.)
Foreign Office, August 25, 1939, 11 P .M.
PLEASE-sound Polish Government on proposal for corps of neutral
observers which, if accepted, would, of course, only come. in:io operation if and when it was found possible to start any negotiations.
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No. 71.

5. As regards Danzig, M. Beck did not . from ~s la'.·es!
information anticipate fait accompli there tiO-day or m very 1mmediat
future For the moment all was quiet there as far as he k~ew ...
6 · I again emphasised to his Excellency importance of ?is giv~ng
suffic.ient warning to His Majesty's Governmen~ of any act10n which
Polish Government or army contemplated t~kmg as. result of a~y
agam promised tiO do this,
Iai't accomp z·i at Danzig · His Excellency
where
·
• ht
•
.
arise
though he made reservation that situat10n mig
immediate action would be necessary.

Viscount Halifax to Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw).
Foreign Office, August 26, 1939, 5 P.M.
(Telegraphic.)
IT is clear that Horr Hitler is laying chief emphasis on ill-treatment of German minority, and may use this at any moment as an
excuse for taking some irrevocable action.
2. Is it not possible for Polish Government to adopt suggestion
that they should approach German Government with enquiry as tiO
whether they would contemplate making exchange of populations an
element to be considered in any negotiation? It is true this would
afford no immediate safeguard as it is a remedy that would take some
time to apply, but it would be a pledge that Polish Government
recognise the difficulty and are genuinely seeking means to overcome
it, and it would give Polish Government some definite and new point
on which to open up negotiation.
3. If action is to be taken by the Polish Government in this sense
it ought to be done immediately.

No. 72.
Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax (received 5 ·5

P.M.)

Warsaw, August 27, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)
Youn telegrams of 25th and 26th August.•
I discussed questions of exchange of populations and neutral
observers with M. Beck this morning.
2. As regards first, he said that in principle he saw no objection
and was prepared to convey to German Government that he was
ready to consider such a proposal, possibly not directly to State
Secretary, but in such a manner that )le was sure it would reach the
highest authorities.
3. As regards question of neutral observers, he had again consulted President of the Council, but )le would let me know his decision
in the course of the day.
4. As he told me that the Pope had during the night, through the
Nuncio, asked if there was anything he could do, I suggested t,o
M. Beck that he should inform His Holiness that he was prepared
to consider an exchange of populations and also use of neutral
observers in order to demonstrate that German accusations of maltreatment were completely without foundation. The Pope .could then
communicate these proposals to the German Government with
approval of Polish Government. M. Beck seemed to consider this
favourably and promised he would give it his immediate consideration. I warned him that there was no time to lose.
• Nos. 70 and 71.

No. 73.
Viscount Halifax to Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw).
Foreign Office, August 28, HJ39,. 2 .P.M:
T l a hie)
( e ~~~ ~roposed reply to Herr Hitler• draws a. clear disti~c\~o~
between the method of reaching agreement on . German- o is
differences and the nature of the solution to be am:ved at: As. to
the method we wish to express our clear view that direct discuss10n
on equal terms between the parties is the proper mean.a.
2 Polish Government enjoy protection of Anglo-P.ohsh .Treaty.
3° His Majesty's Government have already made it plam and are
re e~tin in their reply to Herr Hitler to-day that anY, settleme.nt
o/ Ger!an-Polish differences must safeguard Poland s essential
interests and must be secured by international guaran:ee.,
4. We have, of course, seen r.epor~s ?f ~err Hitle~ s rep1Y to
M Daladier but we should not consider mt1mat10n by Po~1sh Governm~nt of th~ir readiness to hold direct discussio?s as m any way
im lying acceptance of Herr Hitle.r's .demands,. w~1ch would, as made
] ~ above have to be examined m hght of pnnc1ples we ?ave stated.
p ai~. As p~iish Government appe~r ~n their ;eply ~o P~es1dent Roosevelt to accept idea of direct negot1at10ns, His .MaJe~ty s Gov~rnme~t
earnestly hope that in the light of the cons~derat10ns .set orth m
fore oing paragraphs Polish Government will authonse them to
info~ German Government that Poland is r eady to enter at once
into direct discussion with Germany.
6. Please endeQ.vour to see M. Beck at once and telephone
reply.
• No.U.
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No. 74.

Reply of His Majesty's Government dated August 28, 19~\J, to the
German Chancellor's Communications of August 23 and 25, 1939.*

His Majesty's Government have received the message conveyed
to them from the German Chancellor by His Majesty's Ambassador
in Berlin, and have considered it with the care which it demands.
They note the Chancellor's expression of his desire to make
friendship the basis of the relations between Germany and the British
Empire and they fully share this desire. They believe with him that
if a complete and lasting understanding between the two countries
could be established it would bring untold blessings to both peoples.
2. The Chancellor's message deals with two groups of
questions : those which are the matters now in dispute between
Germany and Poland and those affecting the ultimate relations of
Germany and Great Britain. In connexion with these last, His
Majesty's Government observe that the German Chancellor has
indicated certain proposals which, subject to one condition, he would
be prepared to make to the British Government for a general understanding. These proposals are, of course, stated in very general
form and would require closer definition, but His Majesty's Government are fully prepared to take them, with some additions, as subjects
for discussion and they would be ready, if the differences between
Germany and Poland are peacefully composed, to proceed so soon
as practicable to such discussion with a sincere desire to reach
agreement.
3. The condition which the German Chancellor lays down is that
there must first be a settlement of the differences between Germany
and Poland. As to that, His Majesty's Government entirely agree.
Everything, however, turns upon the nature of the settlement and
the method by which it is to be reached.. On these points, the
importance of which cannot be absent from the Chancellor's mind,
his message is silent, and His Majesty's Government feel compelled
to point out that an understanding upon both of these is ess~ntial
to achieving further progress. The German Government will b<J
aware that His Majesty's Government have obligations to Poland by
which they are bound and which they intend to honour. They could
not, for any advantage offered to Great Britain, acquiesce in a settlement which put in jeopardy the independence of a State to whom
they have given their guarantee.
4. In the opinion of His Majesty's Government a reasonable
solution of the differences between Germany and Poland could and
should be effected by agreement between the two countries on lines
which would include the safeguarding of Poland's essential interests,
and they recall that in his speech of the 28th April last the German
Chancellor recognised the importance of these interests to Poland.
• Nos. 60 and 68.
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But as was stated by the Prime Minister in his letter to the
Germa~ Chancellor of the 22nd August, His Majesty's Government
consider ·it essential for the success of the discussions which would
precede the agreement that it should be understood beforehand th~t
any settlement arrived at would be guarnnt~ed bJ: other Powers. H~s
Majesty's Government would be ready if desired to make their
contribution to the effective operation of such a guarantee.
In the view of His Majesty's Government it follows that the next
step should be the initiation of di:ect ~iscussions. between the ~er~an
and Polish Governments on a basis which would mclude the pnnciples
stated above, namely, the safeguarding o~ Polan~'s essential interests
and the securing of the settlement by an mternat10nal guarantee. .
They have already received a definite assurance from the Polish
Government that they are prepared to enter into discussions on this
basis, and His Majesty's Government hope the G_erman Government
would for th eir part also be willing to agree to this c?urse ..
If as His Majesty's Government hope, such discussion led to
agree~ent the way would be open to the negotiation of ~ha.t wider
and more complete understanding between Great l3r1tarn and
Germany which both countries desire. ·
. 5. His Majesty's Government awee with the Germa_n Ch~nce~lor
that one of the principal dangers m the German-Polish situation
arises from the reports concerning the treatment of minorities. The
present state of tension, with its concomitant frontier incidents,
reports of maltreatment and inflammatory propaganda, is a constant
danger to peace. It is manifestly a matter of the utmost ur~e.ncy
that all incidents of the kind should be promptly and ng1dly
suppressed and that unverified reports shoul~ not be allo\\:ed to
circulate, in order that time may be afforded, without provocat1011 on
either side, for a full examination of the possibilities of settlement.
His Majesty's Government are confident that both the Governments
concerned are fully alive to these considerations.
6. His Majesty's Government have said enough to make their
own attitude plain in the particular matters at issue between Germany
and Poland. They trust that the German Chancellor will not think
that because His Majesty's Government are scrupulous concerning
thei; obligations to Poland, they are not anxious to use all their
influence to assist the achievement of a solution which may commend
itself both to Germany and to Poland.
That such a settlement should be achieved seems to His Majesty's
Government essential, not only for reasons directly arising in regard
to the settlement itself, but also because of t)le wider considerations
of which the German Chancellor has spoken with such conviction.
7. It is unnecessary in the present reply to stress the advantage
of a peaceful settlement over a decision to settle the questions at
issue by force of arms. The results of a decision to use force have
been clearly set out in the Prime Minister's letter to the Chancellor
of the 22nd August, and His Majesty's Government do not doubt
that they are as fully recognised by the Chancellor as by themselves.
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. On the other hand, His Majesty's Government, noting witl:i
mte~est t~e Germar;i qhar;icellor's reference in the message now under
considerat10n to a hmitat10n of armaments, believe that, if a peaceful
settlement can be obtained, the assistance of the world could confidently be anticipated for practical measures to enable the transition
from preparation for war to the normal activities of peaceful trade to
be safely and smoothly effected.
8. A just settlement of these questions between Germany and
P~land may open the way to world peace. Failure to reach it would
rm.n ~he ;hopes of. better understanding between Germany and Great
Bntam, would brmg the .two countries into conflict, and might well
plunge the whole world mto war.
Such an outcome would be a
calamity without parallel in history.

to him that it was his dearest wish). To-day the wh~le British public
was behind the Prime Minister. The recent vote m the Rous~ of
Commons was an unmistakable proof of that fact. ~he .Pnme
Minister could carry through his policy of an understandrng if, but
only if, Herr Hitler were pre~ared to co-~perate. There was absol~t:-ly
no truth in the idea sometimes held m Germany th.at the British
Cabinet was disunited or that the country was not unammous. It was
now or never, and it rested with Herr Hitler. If he w~s prepared
to sacrifice that understanding in order to make war or lffimod~rate
demands on Poland, the responsibility was his. We offered fr~end
ship but only on . the basi~ of a peaceful and freely negotiated
solution of the Polish question.
. .
.
.
5. Herr Hitler replied that he would be w1llmg to negotiate, if
there was a Polish Government which was prepare? to be re~son~ble
and which really controlled the country. He expatiated on ~isdom~s
of the Poles referred to his generous offer of March last, said that it
could not b~ repeated and aisserted t~at nothing el~e tha-? the return
of Danzig and the whole of the Comdor would satisfy him, toget~er
with a rectification in Silesia, where 90 per cent. of the populat10n
had voted for Germany at the post-war pleb~sci.te but w~e~e, as a
result of Haller-Korfanti coup, what the Plebiscite Commission had
allotted had nevertheless been grabbed by Poland.
6. I told Herr Hitler that he must choose between England and
Poland. If he put forward ~moderate. dem~nds there was ?o hope
of a peaceful solution. Comdor was mhabited al.most entrr~ly by
Poles. Herr Hitler interrupted me here by observ1~g that this was
only true because a million qerm~ns had b~en dnver;i out. of that
district since the war. I agam said the ch01ce lay with him. He
had offered a Corridor over the Corridor in March, and I must
honestly tell him that anything more than that, if that, would have no
hope of ~cce~tance. I ~eg~ed ~i~ very earnestly to reflect before
raising his price. He said his ongma~ offer had been cont~mptuously
refused and he would not make it agam. I observed that 1t ~ad been
made in the form of a dictate and therein lay the whole difference.
7. Herr Hitler continued to argue that Poland could ?-eve: be
reasonable : she had England and France behind her, and lmagrned
that even if she were beaten she would later recover, th.ar;iks. t-0
their help, more than she might lose. ~e. spoke of annihilatmg
Poland. I said that reminded me of s1m1lar talk l~st year of
annihilation of the Czechs. He retorted that we were mcapable of
inducing Poland to be reasonable. I said that it was just because we
remembered the experience of Czecho-Slovakia last year that we
hesitated to press Poland too far to-day. Nevertheless, we reserved
'to ourselves the right to form our own judgment as to what was or
what was not reasonable so far as Poland or Germany were concerned.
We kept our hands free in that respect.
8. Generally speaking, Herr Hitler kept harping on Poland, and
I kept on just as consistently telling Herr Hitler that he .had to
choose between friendsh ip with England which we offered him and

No. 75.
Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax (received
2·35 A.M. August 29).

(Telegraphic.)
Berl'in, August 28, 1939.
I SAW the Chancellor at 10·30 this evening. He asked me to
come at 10 P . M., but I sent word that I could not have the translation
ready before the later hour. H err von Ribbentrop was present, also
Dr. Schmidt. Interview lasted one and a quarter hours.
2. Herr Hitler began by reading the German translation. When
he had finished, I said that I wished to make certain observations
from notes which I had made in the conversations with the Prime
Minister and His Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.
In the first place I wished to say that we in England regarded it as
absurd .that Britain s~ould be supposed by the German Government
~o consider the crushmg of Germany as a settled policy. We held
it to be no less astonishing that anyone in Germany should doubt
for ~ m~ment that we would not fight for Poland if her independence
or vital mterests were menaced .
3 .. Our word was our word, and we had never and would never
break it. In the old days Germany's word had the same value, and
I quoted a passag~. fro~ a Germa°: book (~hich Herr Hitler had read)
about Marshal Bluc~er s exhortat10n to his troops when hurrying to
the su ~port of W ellmgton at Waterloo : " Forward, my children, I
have given my word to my brother Wellington, and you cannot wish
me to break it."
. 4. Herr Hitler at once ~ntervened to observe that things were
d1fforent 125 years ago. I. said not so far as England was concerned.
He want~d, I s~id? Britain's fi:i endship. What value would · be place
on our fnendsh1p if we began it by disloyalty to a friend? Whatever
some yeopl.e might say, the British people sincerely desired an understandrng wit~ Germany, and no one more so than the Prime Minister
(Herr von R1bbentrop remarked that Mr. Chamberlain had onoe said
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tlXcessive demands on Pol,a nd which would put an end to all hope of
British friendship. If we were to come to an understanding it would
entail sacrifices on our part. If he was not prepared to make sacrifices
on his part there was nothing to be done. Herr Hitler said that he
had to satisfy the demands of his people, his army was ready and
eager for battle, his people were united behind him, and he could not
tolerate further ill-treatment of Germans in Poland, &c.
9. It is unnecessary to recall the details of a long and earnest
conversation in the course of which the only ocr,asion in which
Herr Hitler became at all excited was when I observed that it waR
not a question of Danzig and the Corridor, but one of our determinn.tion to resist force by force. This evoked a tirade about the
Rhineland, Austria and Sudeten and ·t heir peaceful reacquisition by
Germany. He also resented my references to 15th March.
10. In the end I asked him. two straight questions. Was he
willing to negotiate direct with the Poles and we.a he ready to discuss
the question of an exchange of populations? He replied in t,he
affirmative as regards the latter (though I have no doubt th81t he was
thinking at the same time of a rectification of frontiers). As regards
the first, he said he could not give me an answer until after he had
given reply of Ilia Majesty's Government the careful consideration
which such a document deserved. In this connexion he turned t-0
Herr von Ribbentrop and said: "We must summon Field-Marshal
Goring to discuss it with him.''
11. I finally repeated to him very solemnly the main note of the
whole conversation so far as I was concerned, namely, that it Jay
with him as to whether he preferred a unilateral solution which would
mean war as regards Poland, or British friendship. If he were
prepared to pay the price of the latter by a generous gesture as
regards Poland, be could a·t a stroke change in bis favour the whole
of public opinion not only in England but in the world . I left no
doubt in his mind as to what the 6lternative would be, nor did he
dispute the point.
12. At the end Herr von Ribbentrop asked me whether I could
guarantee that the Prime Minister could carry the country with him
in a policy of friendship with Germany. I said there was no possible
doubt whatever that he could and would, provided Germany
co-operated with him. Herr Hitler asked whether England would be
willing to accept an alliance with Germany. I said, speaking
personally, I did not exclude such a possibility provided the dovelopments of events justified it.
13. Conversation was conducted in quite e. friendly atmosphere,
in spite of absolute firmness on both sides. Hen Hitler's general
attitude we.s that be coul<l give me no real reply until he had carefully
studied the answer of His Majesty's Government. He said that he
would give me a written reply to-morrow, Tuesday. I told him that
r would await it, but was quite prep1ned to wait. Herr Hitler's
RnRwer was that there wns uo t.ime to wait.

14. I did not refer to the question of a truce. I shall raise that
point to-morrow if bis answer affords any re~l g~·~und for hope ~hat
he is prepared to abandon war for the sake of Bntish understandmg.

No. 76.
Sir N. Hend erson to Viscount Halifax (received 4·55 P.M.) .
Berlin, August 29, 1989.
(Telegraphic.)
FoLLowrno are additional points in amplification of my telegram
of 28th August,* : Herr Hitler insisted that he was not bluffing, and that people
would make a great mistake if they believed that he was. I replied
that I was fully aware of the fact and that. we were not bluffing
either. Herr Hitler stated that be fully reahsed that that was the
case. In answer to a suagestion by him that Great Britain might
offer somethina at once i~ the way of colonies as evidence of her
good intention~, I retorted that concessions were easier of realisation
in a good rather than a bad atmosphere.
* No. 75.

No. 77.
·

Speech by the Prime Minister in the House of Commons on
August 29, 1939.

The Prime Minister (Mr. Chamberlain): Since the House met on
Thursday last there has been little chan?e in the. main features of
the situation. The catastrophe, as I said then, is not yet on us,
but I cannot say that the danger of it has yet in any way re~eded.
In these circumstances it might perhaps have seemed that it was
unnecessary to ask the Rouse to meet again before the .date w~ich
had been fixed but in times like these we have felt that it was right
that the House' should be kept as far as possible continuously inform~d
of all the developments in the situation as they took place. That .will
continue to be the principle which will guide us in further meetmgs
.
of this House.
There is one thing that I would like to say at this moment with
regard to the press. I think it is necessary . once mor~ ~ ur~e
the press to exercise the utmost restrai~t, at a time when it is qm~e
possible for a few thoughtless words m a paper, perhaps .not ;.>f
particular importance, to wreck the wh?le of t~e efforts wh~ch are
being made by the Government to obtam a sat1sfoctor! solut10.n .. I
have heard that an account purporting to be o. verbatim de.e cnption
of the communication of the British Government to Herr Hitler w&a
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telegraphed to another country last nigbt or this morning. Such
an account could only be au invention from beginning to end. It is,
I think, very unfortunate that journalists in the exercise of their
profession should take such responsibilities upon themselves,
responsibilities which affect not only themselves, but the inhabitants,
perhaps, of all the countries in the world.
I hope that it will not be necessary this afternoon to have any
long Debate. I will attempt to give the House an account of the
events of the last few days, but, of course, there has been no
change in the policy of the Government, and, therefore, there would
not appear to be any necessity for any lengthy discussion. On the
day after the House adjourned-on Friday, that is-we received
information in t,he course of the morning that the German Chancellor
had asked the British Ambassador in Berlin to call upon him &t
half-past one that day, and in the course of the afternoon we were
told by telephone that Sir Nevile Henderson had had an interview
lasting about an hour and a half with Herr Hitler, that he was
sending us an account of that interview, and that Herr Hitler had
suggested to him that it would be a good thing if he were to fly over
to this country the next morning in order to give us a verbal and more
extended account of the conversation. We received the record of the
interview from our Ambassador on that evening, on Friday evening,
but it was not completely deciphered until after midnight, and I did
not myself see the whole of it until the next morning, Saturday
morning. On Saturday Sir Nevile Henderson arrived by plane from
Berlin shortly before lunch, and we understood from him that in
Berlin it was not considered to be necessary that he should go back
the same day, as the German Government were very anxious that we
should give careful study to the communication he had to make to
us. Accordingly, we devoted the whole of Saturday and the Sunday
morning to a very careful, exhaustive and thorough consideration of
the document which was brought to us by the British Ambassador u.nd
of the reply that we proposed to send back, and our final answer was
taken by the Ambassador yesterday afternoon, when he flew back to
Berlin and delivered it to the Chancellor last night.
.
I should be glad if I could disclose to the House the fullest information as to the contents of the communications exchanged with
Herr Hitler, but hon. members will understand that in a situation of
such extreme delicacy, and when issues so grave hang precariously
in the balance, it is not in the public interest to publish these confidential communications or to comment on them in detail at this
stage. I am, however, able to indicate in quite general terms some of
the main points with which they deal. Herr Hitler was concerned
to impress upon His Majesty's Government his wish for an AngloGerman understanding of a complete and lasting character.
On the
other hand, he left His Majesty's Government in no doubt of his
views as to the urgency of settling the German-Polish question. His
Majesty's Government have also frequently expressed their desire
to see the realisation of such an Anglo-German understanding, and
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as soon as circumstances permit they wQuld naturally welcome an
opportunity of diBBUssing with Germany the several issues e. settlement of which would have to find a place in any permanent agreement. But everything turns upon the manner in which the immediate differences between Germany and Poland can be handled and the
nature of the proposals which might be made for any settlement. We
have made it plain that our obligations to Poland, cast into formal
shape by the agreement which was signed on 25th August, on Friday
last, will be carried out. The House will remember that the Government have said more than once, publicly, that the German-Polish
differences should be capable of solution by peaceful means.
Meanwhile, the first prerequisite, if there is to be any general and
useful discussion, is that the tension created by frontier clashes and
by reports of incidents on both sides of the border should be
diminished. His Majesty's Government accordingly hope that bot.Li
Governments will use their best endeavours to prevent the occurrence
of such incidents, the circulation of exaggerated reports, and all othAr
activities that result in dangerous inflammation of opinion. His
Majest;Y's Government would hope that if an equitable settlement
of Polish-German differences could be reached by free negotiation,
this might in turn lead on to a wider agreement which would accrue
to the lasting benefit of Europe and of the world at large. At this
moment the position is that we are waiting for the reply of Herr
Hitler to our communication. On the nature of that reply depends
whether further time can be given for the exploration of the situation
and for the operation of the many forces which are working for
peace. A waiting period of that kind is often very trying, but
nothing, I think, can be more remarlmble than the calm which
cha.racterise·s the attitude of the whole British people. It seems
to me that there are two explanations of that attitude. The first it:i
that none of us has any doubt of where our duty lies. There is ~o
difference of opinion among us; there is no weakening of our determination. The second explanation is our confidence that we are
ready for any eventuality.
The House might like to hear one or two particulars of the
preparations which have been made. Obviously, there are many
things which I cannot very well say here because they could not
be confined to those whom I see before me. My statement must,
therefore, be in very general terms. Some of the measures which
we had to take, such as those in connexion with requisitioning,
necessarily must cause some degree of inconvenience to the public. I
am confident that the people of the country generally recognise that the
nation's needs must now be paramount and that they will submit
willingly, and even cheerfully, to any inconvenience or hardships
that may be involved. At any rate, we have not had to begin here
by issuing rationing cards. To deal first with the active defence of
the country, the air defence of Great Britain has been placed in a
state of instant readiness. The ground anti-aircraft defences have
been deployed and they are manned by territorial anti-aircraft units.
The regular squadrons of the Royal Air Force have been brought up
[19940]
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to wo.r. strengtL Ly the addition of the necessary reservists, including
a ~ortion of the Volunteer Reserve. The fighter and general reconnaissance squ~drons of the Auxiliary Air Force have been called up
and are standmg ready and the balloon barrage is in position. Tho
Observe: Corps a~e at their posts, and, indeed, the whole warning
system is ready mght and day to be brought into instant operation.
Th.e coast defenc~s a.re rea<ly !'tnd are manned by 't he coast defence
umts of the Terntonal Army. Arrangements have also been mado
for the protection by the National Defence companies, by the Militia
~nd by units of the Territorial Army of a very large number of
important points whose safety is essential for the national war effort.
As to the Navy, the House will remember that in July last it was
announced. that the Reserve Fleet would be called up at the beginning
of August m order to take part in combined Fleet and Air exercises.
For that purpose a number of reservists were called up under the
provisions of the Reserves and Auxiliary Forces Act. As a result,
th~ .Navy was in an advanced state of preparedness when the present
cns1R arose, and the whole of our fighting Fleet is now ready at a
~oment's notice to take up the dispositions which would be necessary
m war. A number of other measures ,have been taken during the
past week to increase the state of our naval preparedness. I need
not go into all the details, but the naval officers in charae of the
var~ous C?mmercial ports have been appointed and have taken up
their duties, and the naval ports and bases have been put into an
advanced state of preparedness. As hon. members will be aware
the Admiralty has also assumed control of merchant shipping, actin~
un~er t~e pow~rs conferred by the Emergency Powers Act, and
wntte~ rnstruct10ns have ~lready been issued to merchant shipping
on various routes. A considerable number of movements have been
carried out of units of t)le armed land forces both at home and overseas.. These movements are part of prearranged plans to provide
that rn order to ensure a greater state of readiness a number of units
should, if possible, move to their war stations before the outbreak
of war. The Civil Defence r egional organisation has been placed on
war footing. Regional commissioners and their staffs are at their
·
war stations.
The main responsibility for the organisation of Civil Defence
measures generally rests wit,h the local authorities. Instructions
have been sent to the local authorities to complete all the preparatory
steps so that action can be taken at the shortest notice. Plans for
the evacuation of sc,hool children, mothers with young children,
expectant mothers and blind persons from certain congested areasplans which pave involved an immense amount of detailed thinkingare ready. Those who have to carry out those plans have been
:ecalled for duty, school teachers in evacuation areas have been kept
rn easy reach of school assembly points since Saturday, and a
rehe.arsal of the arrangements for evacuating school children was
earned out yesterday. Nearly a week ago local authorities were
warned to make arrangements for the extinction of public liahtino
c
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and to prepare the necessary aids to movement when the lightiug
has. been extinguished. Arrangements have been completed for
calhng up at very short notice of the personnel of the Air-Raid
Precautions Service, and duty officers are available throughout the
twenty-four hours at key posts. The last item I mention is that the
necessary preliminary steps )lave been taken to prepare hospitals for
the reception of casualties.
I have given a number of instances of steps which have been
taken ?ver and above the measures which have already been put into
operat10n. A complete and continuous survey is being carried out
over the whole range of our defence preparations, and preparatory
1?-easures are bein~ taken in order to ensure that further precauhon~ry measures, if and when they should be found necessary, can
be given effect to as rapidly as possible. The instances I have given
to t~e House ~re merely illustrations of the general . state of
readmess, of which the House and the country are aware. I think
that. they justify and partly account for the general absence of fear,
or, m.deed, of any violent emotion. The British people are said
sometn;nes to be slow to make up their minds, but, having made them
up, t~ey do not readily let go. The issue of peace or war is still
unde~ided, and w~ still will hope, and still will work, for peace; but
we will abate no Jot of our resolution to hold faAt to the line which
·
we have lai d down for ourselves.
No. 78.
Reply of the German Chancellor to the Communication of August 28,
1939,. from His Majesty's Government.* This reply was handed
to Sir N. Henderson by H err Hitler during the evening of
August 29, 1939.

(Translation.)
TIIE British Ambassador in Berlin has submitted to the British
Government suggestions which I felt bound to make in order(1) to give expression once more to the will of the Reich Government for sincere Anglo-German underAtanding, co-operation and friendship ;
(2) to leave no room for doubt as to fact that such an understanding could not be bought at the price of a renunciation
of vital German interests, let alone the abandonment of
demands which are based as much upon common human
justice as upon the national dignity and honour of our
people.
The German Government have noted with satisfaction from the
reply of the British Government and from t,he oral explanations
given by the British Ambassador that the British Government for
their part are also prepared to improve the relationship between
•No. 74.
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Germany and England and to develop and extend it ·in the l!lenae
of the German suggestion.
In this connexion, the British Government are similarly convinced that the removal of the Germe.n-PolisP, teneion, which he.e
become unbearable, is the pre-requisite for the realisation of this
hope.
Since the autumn of the past year, and on the last occasion in
March, 1939, there were submitted to the Polish Government
proposals, both oral and written, which, having regard to the friendship then existing between Germany and Poland, offered the possibility
of a solution of the questions in dispute acceptable to both parties.
The British Government are aware that the Polish Government saw
At
fit, in March last, finally to reject these proposals.
the same time, they used this rejection as a pretext or an
occasion for taking military measures which have einoo been continuously intensified. Already in the middle of last month Poland
was in effect in a state of mobilisation. This was accompanied by
numerous encroachments in the Froo City of Danzig due to the
instigation of the Polish authorities; threatening demands in the
nature of ultimata, varying only in degree, were addressed to that
City. A closing of the frontiers, at first in the form of a measure
of customs policy but extended later in a military Bense affecting
also traffic and communications, was imposed with the object of
bringing about the political exhaustion and economic destrnction of
this German community.
To this were added barbaric actions ol maltreatment which cry
to Heaven, and other kinds of persecution of the large German
national group in Polan d which extended even to the killing of
many resident Germans or to their forcible removal under the most
cruel conditions. This state of affairs is unbearable for a Great
Power. It has now 'forced Germany, after remaining a passive
onlooker for many months, in her turn to take the necessary steps
for the safeguarding of justified German interests. And indeed the
German Government can but assure the British Government in the
most solemn manner that a condition of affairs has now been reached
which can no longer be accepted or observed with indifierence.
The demands of the German Government are in conformity with
the revision of the Versailles Treaty in regard to this territory which
faas always been recognised as being necessary: viz., return of Danzig
an d the Corridor to Germany, the safeguarding of the existence of
the German national group in the territories remaining to Poland.
The German Government note with satisfaction that the British
Government also are in principle convinced that some solution must
be found for the new situation which has arisen.
They further feel justified in assuming that the British Government too can have no doubt that it is a question now of conditions
for the elimination of which there no longer remain days, still les~
For in the disorganised state of
weeks, but perhaps only hours.
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affairs obtaining in Poland, the possibility of incident,s

!n:.,.rv~trlng,

which it might be impoeaible for Germany to t-0lerate, mut1t at &ny
IQoment be reckoned with.
While the British Government may still beli8'" that these grave
difierences ce.n be resolved by way of direct negotiations, the German
Government nnfortnnately can no longer share this view as a. matoor
of course. For they have made the attempt to embark on euch
peaceful negotiations, but, insooad of receiving any support from the
Polish Government, they were rebuffed by the suduen introduction of
measures of a military character in favour of the development alluded
to above.
The British Government attach importance to two considerations :
(1) that the existing danger of an imminent explosion should be
eliminated as quickly as possible by direct negotiation, and (2) that
the existence of the Polish State, in the form in which it would
then oontinue to exist, should be adequately safeguarded in the
economic and political sphere by means of international guarantees.
On this subject the German Government makes the following
declaration : -

.

Though sceptical as to the prospects of a successful outcome, they
are nevertheless prepared t.o accept the English proposal and t-0
They do so, as has alree..dy been
enter into direct discussions.
emphasised, solely as the result of the impression made upon them
by the written statement received from the British Government that
they too desire a. pact of friendship in accordance with the general
lines indicated to the British Ambassador.
The German Government desire in this way to give the British
Government and the British nation a proof of the sincerity of
Germany's intentions to enter into a lasting friendship with Great
Britain.
The Government of the Reich felt, however, bound to point out
to the British Government that in the event of a territorial
rearrangement in Poland they would no longer be able to bind themselves to giv~ guaran~ees or to p~rticipate in guarantees without the
U.S.S.R. bemg associated therewith.
For the rest, in making these proposals the German Government
have never had any intention of touching Poland's vital interests or
The
questioning the existence of an independent Polish State.
German Government, accordingly, in the.se cireumstancee agree to
accept the British Government's offer of their ~ood offices in securing
the despatch to Berlin of a Polish Emissary with full powers. They
count on the arrival this Emissary on Wednesday, the BOth August

1939.

ot

,

The German Government will immediately draw up propose.ls for
e. solu~on acceptable to ~~em.selves and will, if possible, place these at
the disposal of the British Government before the arrival of the
Polish negotiator.
[19940]
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No. 79.
Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax (received 9·15 P.M.).
Berlin, August 29, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)

HERR HITLER handed me German reply at 7·15 this evening.
Translation of full text will follow as soon as possible.
2. In reply to two British proposals, namely, for direct GermanPolish negotiations and international guarantee of any settlement,
German Government declares : (1) That, in spite of its scepticism as to the prospect of their
success, it accepts direct negotiation solely out of desire to
ensure lasting friendship with Britain, and
(2) In the case of any modifications of territory German Government cannot undertake or participate in any guarantees
without consulting the U.S.S.R.
3. Note observes that German proposals have never had for their
object any diminution of Polish vital interests, and declares that
German Government a~cepts mediation of Great Britain with a view
to visit to Berlin of some Polish plenipotentiary. German Government, note adds, counts on arrival of such plenipotentiary to-morrow,
Wednesday, SOth August.
4. I remarked that this phrase sounded like an ultimatum, but
after some heated remarks both Herr Hitler and Herr von Ribbentrop
assured me that it was only intended to stress urgency of the moment
when the two fully mobilised armies were standing face to face.
5. I said that I would transmit this suggestion immediately to
His Majesty's Government, and asked whether, if such Polish plenipotentiary did come, we could assume that he would be well received
and that discussions would be conducted on footing of complete
equality. Herr Hitler's reply was "of course."
6. German demands are declared to be revision of Versailles
Treaty; namely, return of Danzig and the Corridor to Germany,
security for lives of German national minorities in the rest of Poland ;
note concludes with statement that the German Government will
immediately elaborate proposals for an acceptable solution, and inform
British Government, if possible, before arrival of Polish plenipotentiary.
No. 80.
Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax (received 10·25 P.M.).
Berlin, August 29, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)
INTERVIEW this evening was of a stormy character and Herr Hitler
Ear less reasonable than yesterday. Press announcement this evening
that five more Germans had been killed in Poland and news of Polish
mobilisation had obviously excited him.
2. He kept saying that he wanted British friendship more than
anything in the world, but he could not sacrifice Germany's vital
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interests therefor, and that for His Majesty's Government to make a
bargain over such a matter was an unendurable proposition. All
my attempts to correct this complete misrepresentation of the case did
not seem to impress him.
3. In reply to his reiterated statement that direct negotiations
with Poland, though accepted by him, would be bound to fail, I told
his Excellency that their success or failure depended on his goodwill
or the reverse, and that the choice lay with him. It was, however,
my bounden duty to leave him in n0 doubt that an attempt to impose
his will on Poland by force would inevitably bring him into direct
conflict with us.
4. It would have been useless to talk of a truce, since that can
only depend on whether M. Beck or some other Polish representative
came to Berlin or not.

No. 81.
Viscount Halifax to Sir N. H enderson (B erlin).
Foreign Office, August 30, 1939, 2 A.M.
(Telegraphic.)
WE shall give careful consideration to German Government's
reply,• but it is, of course, unreasonable to expect that we can produce
a Polish represent,ative in Berlin to-day, and German Government
must not expect tliis.
It might be well for you at once to let this be known in proper
quarters through appropriate channels. We hope you may teceive
our reply this afternoon.
* No. 78.

No. 82.
Sir N. Hend erson to Viscount Halifax (received 1 P.M .).
Berlin, Aug1ist 30, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)
YouR message• was conveyed to the Minister for Foreign Affairs
at 4 A.III. this morning. I had made similar observation to Herr Hitler
yesterday evening, his reply being that one could fly from Warsaw
to Berlin in one and a half hours.
2. I repeated the message this morning by telephone to State
Secretary, who said that it had already been conveyed to Herr Hitler.
He added that something must be done as soon as possible.
3. While I still recommend that the Polish Government should
swallow this eleventh-hour effort to establish direct contact with
Herr Hitler, even if it be 0nly to convince the world that they were
prepared to make their own sacrifice for preservation of peace, one
can only conclude from the German reply that Hen Hitler is
• No. 81.

[l!Hl40J
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determined to achieve his ends by so-called peaceful ~air means if he
can, but by force if he cannot. Much, of course, ma.y also depend on
detailed pio.n referred to in the last paragraph of the German reply.
4. Nevertheless, if Herr Hitler is allowed to continue to have the
initiative, it seems to me that resu.lt can only be either war or once
again victory for him by a display of force and encouragement thereby
to pursue the same course again next year or the year after.

public opinion is clearly in favour of direct negotiations on equal
terms and is behind Poland's resistance to a dictated settlement.
4. I am of course expressing no views to the Polish Government, nor a~ I commu'rucating to them Herr Hitler's reply* till I
receive instructions .wp,i.ch I trust will b~ without delay.
"No. 78.

No. 85.
Viscount Halifax to Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw).

No. 83.

Foreign Office, August 30, ~939, 5 ·so. P.111.
may be improved if strict ins~ruct1?i;is are given. ~r
confirmed by Polish Government to all t):leir military and mv1l
authorities : (1) Not to fire on fugitives or members of the German minority
who cause trouble, but to arrest them;
(2) To abstain themselves from personal violence to members of
German minority, and to prevent similar violence on the
. .
. .
part of the population ;
(3) To allow members of the German mmonty wis):nng to leave
Poland to pass freely ;
(4) To stop inflammatory radio propaganda.
Please inform M. Beck, adding that I realise that Herr Hitler
is using reports to justify immoderate acti?n, but I am anxious to
deprive him of this pret~xt. I am reques~mg German Government
to reciprocate; and warnmg them th~t P~hsh Governm~nt .can only
be expected to maintain such i~str::ict10ns if no provocat10n is offered
by members of t)le German mmonty.

(Telegraphic.)

Viscount Halifax to Sir N. Henderson (Berlin) .
Foreign Office, August 30, 1939, 2·45 P.111.
(Telegraphic.)
WE are considering German note* with all urgency and shall send
official reply later in afternoon.
We are representing at Warsaw how vital it is to reinforce all
instructions for avoidance of frontier incidents, and I would beg you
to confirm similar instructions on German side.
I welcome the evidence in the exchanges of views, which are
taking place, of that desire for Anglo-German understanding of
which I spoke yesterday in Parliam~nt.
•No. 78.

No. 84.
Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax (receiv ed lU

ATMOSPHERE

A.ht. }.

Warsaw, August 30, 1939.
·
(Telegraphic.)
I FEEL sure that it would be impossible to induce the Polish
Government to send M. Beck or any other representative immediately
to Berlin to discuss a settlement on basis proposed by Herr Hitler.
They would certainly sooner fight and perish rather than submit to
s~ch h~miliation, especially after examples of Ozecho-Slovakia,
Lithuama and Austria.
. . 2~ I w_ould suggest that if negotiations are to be between equals
it is essen~ial that they should take place in some neutral oountry or
even possibly Italy, and that the basis for any negotiations should
be some compromise between the clearly defined limits of March
proposals on the German side and status quo on the Polish side.
S, Considering that the Polish Government, standing alone and
when they were largely unprepared for war, refused the March terms
it would surely be impossible for them to agree to proposals which
appear to go beyond the March terms now that they have Great
Fritam as their ally, France has confirmed her support and world

No. 86.
Sir H. K ennard to Viscount Halifax (received 8·15

P .M.).

Warsaw, August 30, 193.9.
(Telegraphic.)
M. BEOK has asked me to say : 1. His Majesty's Government may ~est a~solutely ass~ed that
Polish Government have no mtent10n of provokmg any
incidents. On the other hand, they point out that German
provocation at Danzig is becoming more and more
intolerable.
2. In connexion with proposed British answer to H err Hitler,
Polish Government feel sure that His Majesty's Government
will not express any definite views on problems concerning
Poland without consulting Polish Government.
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No. 87.
Viscount Halifax to Sir N. Henderson (Berlin) .
(Telegi:aphic).
'Foreign Office, August SO, 1939, 5·30 P.M.
. IN mforrnmg Germa1:' Government of the renewed representations
which have been made m Warsaw, please make it clear that Polish
Gover~m~nt can only be expected to ma.i.ntain an attitude of complete
restr~mt if Germa1? Government reciprocate on their side of frontier
and if no provocation is offered by members of German minority in
Poland. Reports are current that Germans have committed acts of
sabotage which would justify the sternest measures.

No. 88.
Viscount Halifax to Sir N. Henderson (Berlin).
(Telegraphic.)
Foreign Office, August SO, 1939, 6 · 50 P.M.
.WE understand that German Government are insistinCY that a
Pohsh representative with full powers must come to Berlin t~ receive
German proposals.
2. We cannot advise Polish Government to comply with this
procedure, which is wholly unreasonable.
3. Could you not suggest to German Government that they adopt
the_ normal procedure, when their proposals are ready, of inviting
Pohsh . A_mbassador ·to call and handing proposals to him for
transz;rii~s10n to Warsaw and inviting suggestions as to conduct of
negotiat10ns.
. 4. Germ.an Government have been good enough to prmnise they
will com.mumcate proposals also to His Majesty's Government. If
latt.er thm~ they offer reasonable basis they can be co-unted on to do
their best m Warsaw to facilitate negotiations.

No. 89.
Reply of His Majesty's Government to the German Chancellor's
C?mmumcation of August 29, 1939. • . This reply was handed by
Sir N. Henderson to Herr v8n R1.bbentrop at Midnight on
August 30, 1939.
His Majesty's Government appreciate the frieRdly reference in
the Declaration contained in the reply of the German Government to
the latter's desir~ for an Anglo-German understanding and to their
stat.emen~ of the m.fl.uence whie):i. this consideration has exercised upon
their policy.
2. His Majesty's Government repeat that they reciprocate the
German Government's desire for improved relations, but it will be
* No. 78.
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recognised that they could not sacrifice the interests of other friends
in order to obtain that improvement. They fully understand that
the German Government cannot sacrifice Germany's vital interests,
but the Polish Government are in the same position and His
Majesty's Government believe that the vital interests of the two
countries are not incompatible.
3. His Majesty's Government note that the German Government
accept the British proposal and are prepared to enter into direct
discussions with the Polish Government.
4. · His Majesty's Gove:rnment understand that the German
Government accept in principle the condition that any settlement
should be made the subject of an international guarantee. The
question of who shall participate in this guarantee will have to be
discussed further, and His Majesty's Government hope that to avoid
loss of time the German Government will take immediate steps to
obtain the assent of the U .S.S.R., whose participation in the
guarantee His Majesty's Government have always assumed.
5. His Majesty's Government also note that the German Government accept the position of the British Government as to Poland's
vital interests and independence.
6. His Majesty's Government must make an express reservation
in regard to the statement of the particular demands put forward by
the German Government in an earlier. passage in their reply. They
understand that the German Government are drawing up propo~als
for a solution. No doubt these proposals will be fully examined during
the discussions. It can then be determined how far they are compatible with the essential conditions which His Majesty's Government
have stated and which in principle the German Government have
expressed their willingness to accept.
7. His Majesty's Government are at once informing the Polish
Government of the German Government's rep1y. The method of
contact and arrangemenffi for discussions must obviously be agreed
with all urgency between the German and Polish Governments, but in
His Majesty's Government's view it would be impracticable to establish contact so early as to-day.
8. His Majesty's Government fully recognise the need for speed
in the initiation of discussion, and they share the apprehensions of
the Chancellor arising from the proximity of two mobilised armies
standing face to face. They would accordingly most strongly urge
that both parties should undertake that, during the negotiations, no
aggressive military movements will take place. His Majesty's
Government feel confident that they could obtain such an undertaking from the Polish Government if the German Government would
give similar assurances.
9, Further, His Majesty's Government would suggest that a
temporary modus vivendi might be arranged for Danzig, which might
prevent the occurrence of incidents tending to render German-Polish
relations more difficult.
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No. 90.
Viscount Halifax to Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw}.

(Sent to Sir H. Kennard on August 30 and acted on in the early
morning of August Sl.)
(Telegraphic:)
Foreign Office, August SO, 1989.
MY telegram to Berlin gives the text of the reply of His Majesty's
Government• to the German communication t which has been
repeated to you.
2. Please oommunicate it to M. Beck. In doing so, you
should point out that, whilst the first part of the German Government's reply consists of an indefensible and misleading presentation
of the German case, the really important part of the reply consists
of Germany's acceptance of the proposal for direct discussion, of the
suggestion of the proposed international guarantee, and Germany's
assertion that she intends to respect Poland's vital interests.
S. It is perhaps unnecessary to take exception at this stage to
much that finds place in the German reply, of which His Majesty's
Government would be as critical as, they have no doubt, would be the
Polish Government, but His Majesty's Government have made an
express reservation in regard to statement of the particular demands
put forward in the German note. The point that seemed to call for
immediate comment was the German demand that a Polish representative should present himself at Berlin to-clay . M. Beck will see
the line we took last night on this (Bee my telegram to Berlin:):) and
the further reference we have made to point in our reply to German
Gove.rnment's latest communication. German Government are now
drawmg up proposals for a solution, and it will be in the light of these,
and of other developments, that the decision as to future procedure,
including place and conditions of discussion, will have to be taken.
4. M. Beck will see from the reply of His Majesty's Government that the proposal has been made for a military standstill during
discussions, to which His Majesty's Government earnestly hope that
the Polish Government will have no objection.
5. His Majesty's Government would be glad to have the views
of the Polish Government urgently. In view of the fact that the
Polish Government have authorised His Majesty's Government to say
that they are prepared to enter into direct discussions with the
German Government, His Majesty's Government hope that, provided
method and general arra:c.gement for discussions can be satisfactorily
agreed, Polish Government will be prepared to do so without delay.
We regard it as most important from the point of view of the internal
situation in Germany and of world opinion that, so long as the
Germani. Governmant profess themselvea ready to negotiate, no
opportunity should be given them for placing the blame tor a conflict
on Poland.
• No. 89.
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No. 91.
Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifa:e (received 2·45 A.M. August 31).
.
Berlin, August 30, 1939.

(Telegraphic.) H
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• No. 85.

No. 92.
. N Henderson to Viscount Halifax (received 9·30 A.M. August 31).
Su .
egg
.
Berlin, August SO, 1~ · ,
(TelegraphicH.)
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.
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14.6

too closely the sixteen or more articles which it contained. Though
I cannot therefore guarantee accuracy the main points were : restoration of Danzig to Germany; southern boundary of Corridor to be line
Marienwerder, Graudenz, Bromberg, SchOnlanke; plebiscite t-0 be hold
in the Corridor on basis of population on lst January, 1919, absolute
majority to decide; international commission of British, French,
Italian and Russian members to police the Corridor and guarantee
reciprocal communications with Danzig and Gdynia pending result
of the plebiscite; Gdynia t;o be reserved to Poland; Danzig to be purely
commercial city and demilitarised.
3. When I asked Herr von Ribbentrop for text of these proposalE>
in accordance with undertaking in the German reply of yesterday, he
asserted that it was now too late as Polish representative pad not
arrived in Berlin by midnight.
4. I observed that to treat matter in this way meant that request
for Polish representative to arrive in Berlin on 30th August constituted, in fact, an ultimatum in spite of what he and Herr Hitler
had assured me yesterday. This he denied, saying that idea of an
ultimatum was figment of my imagination. Why then I asked could
he not adopt normal procedure and give me copy of proposals and ask
Polish Ambassador to call on him, just as Herr Hitler had summoned
me a few days ago, and hand them to him for communication to
Polish Government? In the most violent terms Herr von Ribbentrop
said that he would never ask the Ambassador to visit him. H e hinted
that if Polish Ambassador asked him for interview it might be
different. I said that I would naturally inform my Government so
b.t once. Whereupon he said while those were his personal views ho
would bring all that I had said to Herr Hitler's notice. It was for
Chancellor to decide.
·
5. We parted on that note, but I must tell you that
Herr von Ribbentrop's whole demeanour during an unpleasant interview was aping H err Hitlot at his worst. H e inveighed incidentally
against Polish mobilisation, but I retorted that it was hardly
surprising since Germany had also mobilised as Herr Hitler himself
had admitted to me yesterday.
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No. 94.
Viscount Halifax to Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw).
.
Forei n Office, August 31, 1.939, 12 n~on.

(Telegraphic.)
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-·-------No. 95.

No. 93.
Sir H. Kennard to Viscount H alifax (received 8 A.M.) .

(Telegraphic. )
Warsaw, August 31, 1939.
I HAVE communicated to M. Beck the reply of His Majesty's
Government to Herr Hitler and made the comments therein in tho
sense of your telegram of SOth August.• M. Beck stated that before
giving me a definite reply he would have to consult his Government but
he could tell me at once that he would do everything possible to facili* No .•90,

(Te1egra p

.
H at
l'fa'"'
Viscount
""' to Sir H. K ennard (Warsaw) .
.
Foreign Office, August SI, 1939, 1 ·45
h )

P.JIC.

h A
t•
.
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* No. 92.
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No. 96.
Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax (received 7·15 P.11r.).
Warsaw, August 31, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)
lib telegram of 31st August.•
M. Beck h~s just hande~ ~e . in wr!ting ~olish reply to my
demarche last mg~tt; translat10n is ID my immediately following telegram .::: He particularly asked that it should be treated as most
confidential.
2. ~ asked M. ~eck what steps he proposed to take in order
to es~abhsh contact with the German Government. He said he would
now IDst:uct M. ~ipski to seek an interview either with the MinistP.r
for Foreign. :1ffairs or State Secretary in order to say Poland had
accepted British propo~als. I ur~ed him t.o do this without delay.
. 3. I then ~sked him what attitude Polish Ambassador would adopt
if Herr von Ribb~ntrop or whoever he saw handed him the German
proposals. He said t~at 11~ . Lipski would not be authorised to accept
sue~ a document as, ID view of past experience, it might be accompanied by some sort of ultimatum. In his view it was essential that
contact shou!d be made in the first instance, and that then details
shoul~ ~e discussed as to where, with whom, and on what basis
negotiat10ns should be commenced.
4 .. As regards Danzig he pointed out that the situation there was
be?OmIDg extremely serious. Polish officials were being arrested,
~·ailwaJ'.' traffic was suspended, and he thought it essential that
imme~iate steps should be taken to s,ecure a modus vivendi as a result
of which those arrested would be released and railway traffic would be
resumed. He suggested M. Burckhardt might be able to effect this.
5. Ile confirmed that no other serious incidents bad occurred
but stated that he feared that in connexion with any neaotia.tions h~ ·
would have to appeal to the intervention of Hi~ Majesty's
Government.
6. He added that if invited to go to Berlin he would of course
not go, as he had no intention of being treated like President Hacha.
* No. 93.

t i.e., the night of August 30/:Jl.
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No. 97.

No. 97.
Sir ll. Kennard to Viscount Halifax (receiv ed 6·30

P .M .).

Warsaw, August 31, 1939.
(Tel~graphic.) .
~OLLown:o is text of Poland's reply dated 31st August, 1939 : -

(1) Pohs~ Government confirm their readiness which has
p~eviously been expressed for a direct exchange of views
with the German Government on the basis proposed by

'' (2)

" (3)

" (4 )

" (5)

British Government and commnnice.ted to me by ~~rd
IIalifax's telegram of 28th August addressed to t.be British
.
.
Ambassador·, Warsnw.*
Polish Government are also prepared on a rec1proca~ h.as1s
to give a formal guarantee tlrnt in the e:vent of negotiat1.ons
takina place Polish troops will not v101ate. the frontiers
of th~ German Reich provided a correspondmg guarantee
is given regarding non-vi~lation of frontiers of Poland by
.
.
troops of the German Reich·.
In the present situation it is also essential ~.o create a ~1mple
provisional modus vfoendi in the J!ree City of .Danzig.
As reO'ards the suO'aestions commumcated to Polish Government on 28th A~gust through the interme~iary of the
BritiSh Ambassador at Warsaw, an explanat10n of whnt
th e British Government understands by international
guarantee would be required in regard to relations between
Poland and the German Reich. In default of an answer
to this fundamental question the .Polis~ Government ar.e
obliged completely to reserve their at~1t.u<le towar?s thrn
matter until such ti"me as full ~xplanat10ns are received.
Polish Government express hope that in the event of conversations with the German Reich being initiated, they wi:I
continue to be able to take advantage of gooa oflkrs .of His
:Majesty's Government. ''.
• Conveying the substance of No. H.

No 98.
Mcssa qc 1c71ich was communicated to JJ.M. Ambas gador i,n B erlin
by the State Secretary on Aug1lst 31, 1939, at 9·15 P.M.

.
(Translation.)
His Majesty's Government informed the German Government, m
a note dated the 28th August, 1939, * of their readiness to offer their
mediation towards direct ne()'otiations between Germany and Poland
over the ·problems in disput:, In so doing they made it abundantly
clear that they, too, were aware of the urgent need for progres~ in
view of the oontinuous incidents and the general European tens10n.
In a reply dated the 29th Angust, t the German Government, in spite
of being sceptical as to the desire of the Polish. Gover~ment to come to
an tmderstanding, declared themselves ready m the mteres~s o~ peace
to accept the British mediation or suggestion. After cons1dermg all
the circumstances prevailing at the time, they considered it necessary
in t-heir note to point out that, if the danger of a catastrophe was to
be avoided, then action must be taken readily and without delay. In
thi s sense they declared themselves ready to receive a personage
*No. 74.

t No. 78.
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appointed by the Polish Government up io the evening of the
SOth August,. with the proviso that the latter was, in fact, empowered
not only to discuss but to conduct and conclude negotiations.
Further, the German Government pointed out that they felt able
t·o r;nake the basic. points regarding the offer of an understanding
available to the Bnt1sh Government by the time the Polish negotiator
arrived in Berlin.
Instead of a statement regarding the arrival of an authorised
Polish personage, the first answer the Government of the Reich
received to their readiness for an understanding wa,s the news of the
of the
Polish mobilisation, and only towards 12 o'clock on the niaht
0
SOth ~u.gust, 19~9, did they receive a somewhat gener<ti. l assurance
of Bnt1sh readmess to help towards the commencement of
negotiations.
Although the fact that the Polish negotiator expected by the
Gove.r~ment ~f the . Reich. did .not arrive removed the necessary
condit10n for mformmg His MaJesty's Government of the views of
the German Government as regards possible bases of negotiation
since .H~s Majesty's Government themselves had pleaded for direct
negotiat10ns between Germany and Poland, the German Minister for
]foreign Affairs, Herr von Ribbentrop, gave the British Ambassador
?n the o.ccasion of the presentation of the last British note precise
mformat1on as to the tex·t of the German proposals which would be
regarded as a basis of negotiation in the event of the arrival of the
Polish plenipotentiary.
The Government of the German Reich considered themselves
entitle~ to cl.aim that in ~bese circumstances a Polish personage
would immediat.ely be nommated, at any rate retroactively.
1'.'or the Reich Government. cann~t b? _expected for their part
c?ntmually not only to emphasise their w1llmgness to start negotiat1.ons, but actually to be ready to do so, while being from the Polish
side merely put off with empty subterfuges and meaningless
<leclarations.
It has once more been made clear as a result of a demarche which
h~s meanwhile been made by the Polish Ambassador . that the latter
himself has no plenary powers either to enter into any discussion or
'
even to negotiate.
The Fuhrer and the German Government have thus waited two
days in vain fo~ the arrival of a Polish negotiator with plenary powers.
In these crr~umsta;ice~ the German Government regard their
pr?posals as havmg this time. too been to all intents and purposes
reJect~d, al~hough they conSidered that .these proposals, in the
form m which they were ma.de known to the British Government
also, were more than loyal, fair and practicable.
The Reich Gover~m~nt co~sider it timely to inform the public
of the ba.ses for negotiat10n which were communicated to the British
Ambassa~or b.y the 1'_fii;iistel' for Foreign Affairs, Herr von Ribbentrop.
The situation existmg between the German Reich and Poland is
at the moment of such a kind that any further Incident can lead tG
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an explosion on the part of the military forces which have t,aken up
their position on both sides. Any peaceful solution must be framed
in such a way as to ensure that the events which lie at the root of this
situation cannot be repeated on the next occasion offered, and that
thus not only the East of Europe, but also other territories shall not
be brought into such a state of tension. The causes of this development lie in: (1) the impossiblG delineation of frontiers, as fixed by the
Versailles dictate; (2) the impossible treatment of the minority in
the ceded territories.
In making these proposals, the Reich Government are, therefore,
actuated by the idea of finding a lasting solution which will remove
the impossible situation created by frontier delineation, which may
assure to both parties their vitally important line of communication,
which may-as far as it is at all possible-remove the minority
problem and, in so far as this is not possible, may give .t he minorities
the assurance of a tolerable future by means of a reliable guarantee of
their rights.
The Reich Government are content that in so doing it is essential
that economic and physical damage done since 1918 should be exposed
and repaired in its entirety. They, of course, regard this obligation
as being binding for both parties.
These considerations lead to the following practical proposals : (1) The Free City of Danzig shall return to the German Reich
in view of its purely German character, as well as of the unanimous
will of its population;
(2) The territory of the so-called Corridor which extends from the
Baltic Sea to the line Marienwerder-Graudenz-Kulm-Bromberg
(inclusive) and thence may nm in a westerly direction to SchOnlanke,
shall itself decide as to whether it shall belong to Germany or Poland;
(3) For this purpose a plebiscite shall take place in this territory.
The following shall be entitled to vote : all Germans who were either
domiciled in this territory on the lst January, 1918, or who by that
<lato have been born there, and similarly of Poles, Kashubes, &c.,
domiciled in this territory on the above day (the lst January, 1918) or
born there up to that date. Tpe Germans who have been driven from
this territory shall return to jt in order to exercise their vote with a
view to ensuring an objective plebiscite, and also with a view to ensuring the extensive preparation necessary therefor. The above territory
shall, as in the case of the Saar territory, be placed under the supervision of an international commission to be formed immediately, on
which shall be represented the four Great Powers-Italy, the Soviet
Union, France and England. This commission shall exercise .all the
rights of sovereignty in this territory. With this end in view, the
territory shall be evacuated within a period of the utmost brevity, still
to be agreed upon, by the Polish armed forces, th,e Polish police, and
the Polish authorities ;
(4) The Polish port of Gdynia, which fundamentally constitutes
Polish ~vereign territory so far as it is confined territorially to
the Pohsh settlement, shall be excluded from the above territory.
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The exact frontiers of this Polish port should be determined between
Germany and Poland, and, if necessary, delimited by an international
committee of arbitration;
(5) With a view to assuring the necessary time for the execution of
the extensive work involved in the carrying out of a just plebiscite,
this plebiscite shall not take place before the expiry of twelve months ;
· (6) In order to guarantee unrestricted communication between
Germany and East Pru.ssia and between Poland and the sea during
this period, roads and railways shall be established to render free
transit traffic possible. In this connexion only such 00.xes as are
necessary for the maintenance of the means of communication and for
the provision of traru;port may be levied;
(7) The question as to th~ party to which the area belongs is to be
decided by simple majority of the votes recorded;
(8) In order to guarantee to Germany free communication with
her province of Danzig-East Prussia, and to Poland her connexion
with the sea after the execution of the plebiscite.-regardleas of the
results thereof-Germany shall, in the event of the plebiscite area
going to Poland, receive an extra-tenitoris.l traffic zone, approximately
in a line from Biitow to Danzig or Dirschau, in which to lay down
an autobahn and a 4-track railway line. The road and the railway
shall be so constructed that the Polish lines of communication are
not affected, i.e., they shall pass either over or under the latter. The
breadth of this zone shall be fixed at 1 kilometre, ap.d it is to be
German sovereign territory. Should the plebiscite be favourable to
Germany, Poland is to obtain rights, analogous to those accorded to
Germany, to a similar extra-territorial communication by road· and
railway for the purpose of free and unrestricted communication with
her port of Gdynia ;
·
(9) In the event of the Corridor returning to the German Reich,
the latter declnres its right to proceed to an exchange of population
with Poland to the extent to which the nature of the Corridor lends
itself thereto;
(10) Any special right desired by Poland in the port of Danzig
would be negotiated on a basis of territory against similar rights to
be granted to Germany in the port of Gdynia;
(11) In order to remove any feeling in this area that either side
was being threatened, Danzig and Gdynia would have the character
of exclusively mercantile towns, that is to say, without military
installations and military fortifications;
(12) The peninsula of Hela, which as a result of the plebiscite
might go either to Poland or to Germany, would in either case have
similarly to be demilitarised;
(13) Since the Government of the German Reich has the most
vehement complaints to make against the Polish treatment of
minorities, and since the Polish Government for their part feel
obliged to make complaints against Germany, both parties declare
their agreement to have these complaints laid before an international
committee of enquiry, whose task would be to examine all complaints

as regards economic or physical damage, and any other ads ?f
terrorism. Germany and Pola.nd undertak~ to m~ke ~ood economic
or other damage done to minorities on either side smce the y~ar
1918, or to cancel expropriation as the case may b,e, or to provide
complete compensatio~ to the ~S0?-8 affected for this and any other
encroachments on therr econonuo life ;
(14) In order to free the Germans who may be Mt ~ Poland ~nd
the Poles who may be left in Germany from the f eehng of b~mg
outlo.wed by all nations, and in order to render the-:n se~ure aga~nst
being called upon to perform action or to render services mcompatible
with their national sentiments, Germany and Poland agree to
guarantee the rights of both minorities by means of the most comprehensive and binding agreement, in order to guarantee to t~ese
minorities the preservation, the free developmen.t and .pra.ct1cal
application of their nationality (Vo~t~m), and m particular. to
permit for this purpose such orgamsat1on as they may consider
necessary. Both parties undertake not to call upon members of tho
minority for military service ;
(15) In the event of agreement on the basis of these proposals,
Germany and Poland declare themselves ready to decree and to carry
out the immediate demobilisation of their armed forces ; .
.
(16) The further measures necessary for the more rapid execution
of the above arrangement s!iall be agreed upon by botP, Germany
and Poland conjointly.

No. 99.
Viscount Halifax to Sir N. Henderson (Berlin).
(Telegraphic.)
Foreign Office, August Sl, 1989, 11 P.M.
PLEASE inform GerIDAil Government that we understand that
Polish Government are taking steps to establish contact with them
through Polish Ambassador in Berlin.
2. Please also ask them whether they agree to the necessity ~or
securing an immediate provisional modus vivendi as regards Danzig.
(We have already put this point to German Government.) Would
they agree th~t M. Burckha:dt mi~ht be employed for this purpose
if it were po~Slble to secure his services?
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No. 100.
No. 101.

Viscount Halifax to Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw).

(Telegraphic.)
Foreign Office, September 1, 1939, 12 · 50 A.M.
Youn telegrams of Slst August•:1. I am glad to learn that Polish Ambassador at Berlin is being
instructed to establish contact with German Government.
2. I fully agree as to the necessity for discussing detailed
arrangements for the negotiations and as to the undesirability of a
visit by M. Beck to Berlin.
S. On the other hand, I do not see why the Polish Government
should feel difficulty about authorising Polish Ambassador to accept
a document from the German Government, and I earnestly hope that
they may be able to modify their instructions to him in this respect.
There was no mention of any ultimatum in the report on the German
proposals which has been furnished to us, and the suggestion that
the demand for the presence of a Polish plenipotentiary at Berlin
on SOth August amounted to an ultimatum was vigorously repudiated
by Herr von Ribbentrop in conversation with His Majesty's
Ambassador. If the document did contain an ultimatum, the Polish
Government would naturally refuse to discuss it until the ultimatum
was withdrawn. On the other hand, a refusal by them to receive
proposals would be gravely misunderstood by outside opinion.
4. I should have thought that the Polish Ambassador could
surely be instructed to receive and transmit a document and to say
(a) if it contained anything like an ultimatum, that he anticipated
that the Polisp Government would certainly be unable to discuss
on such a basis, and (b) that, in any case, in the view of the Polish
Government, questions as to the venue of the negotiations, the basis
on which they should be held, and the persons to take part in them,
must be discussed and decided between the two Governments.
5. If negotiations are initiated, His Majesty's Government will at
all times be ready, if desired, to lend any assistance in their power
to achieve a just settlement.
6. As regards an international guarantee, this will no doubt have
to be fully discussed. What His Majesty's Government pad in
mind was a guarantee of the full and proper observance of any
settlement reached.
7. As regards Danzig, we fully share the view of M. Beck as
to the importance of establishing some modus vivendi. We have
already made a suggestion in this sense te the German Government
and will in the light of paragraph 4 of your telegram of Slst Augustt
do so again. If German Government agree, I will at once approach
M. Burckhardt.
8. Please speak to M. Beck immediately in the above sense.

Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax (dated 7 ·43 P.M. September 1 and
received 2 A.M. September 2).
.
Warsaw, ·September 1, 1939.

(Telegraph\c.)

f ist September•
already called
·
·
d
I view of
at 6·30 ~.M. ~ester ay.l dn t d
German mvas1on of Po an a awn
m~ to take the action suggested.

~ou;,r ~r;:;: ~ad

was decypbered at 4 .A.M. t?-?ay.
on the
this fact, w ic was
to-day it was clearly useless for
' '

* No.100.

No. 102.
Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax (received
12·10 A.M . September 1).
.
Berlin, A,ugust SI, 1939.

(Telegraphic.) .
t'
f.
text of commnnication handed b.y
FOLLOWING is trans1a ion romM. . t
for Foreign Affairs this
Polish Ambassador to German
m1s er
evening : . h th p lish Government
'' During the cou.r~e of th~n:::!ntt ne~s ~ the exchange of
received .from .the Bntish Gove overnment regarding the poseiinformatio:i with. the ~ermb atn G the Government of the Reich
bility of dtrect discussion e ween
and the Polis? Government. t
eighing favourably the British
''The P~ltsh Govet:n~en f::!a~ answer in this matter will be
Government s sugges ion ' a
.
''
communicated to them in the immediate future.
I understand that no discussion took place.

0

No. 103.

t No. 96.

'-,

Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax (rec eived i1~ the early ho11rn
of September 1, 1939).
Berlin, S eptember I, 1939;
was made to the Ministry for Foreign
WRITTEN commumca~10n in the sense of paragraph 2 of your
Affairs early this mornmg
telegram of Slst August.•

(Telegraphic.)

.

.

* No. 99.

* Nos. 96 and 97.

Germh~nhForeif~1~~~:~Yr
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No. 104.

No. 105.

Explanatory Note upon the actual Course of. E;enta .

. T~ reply to the ~erman Government of 2Sth August was, before
its d el1v~ry, communicated to the French and Polish Governments.
:'he Polish Government authorised His Majesty's Government to
inform. the ~erman. Gov~rnment that Poland was ready at once to
enter into direct discu~s:ons with Germany. It will be seen that
pa~agraph 4 of tl;e Bnt1sh reply of 28th August made plain the
attitude of .t~e Polish Government on this point.
The Bntrnh reply was handed to Herr Hitler at 10·30 P.M. on
28th August, and he promised to give a written reply the following
day.
The German r eply in writing was handed to His Majesty's
A_mbas.sador at 7·15 P.M. on 29th August. Apart from the complete
distort10n of events leading up to the crisis, the German Government's
reply dem~nded the arrival in Berlin of a Polish emissary with full
powers during the course of the following day.
The :eply of the. Briti~h Government is self-explanatory. It was
commum~ated by His Ma3esty's Ambassador to the German Minister
fo! Foreig,n Affairs at midnight on SOth August. Herr von
Ribbent!op s. reply was to produce a long document which he read
o~t. rapidly m German. It was appa!ently th_e sixteen-point plan
v.hich the German Government have smce published. When Sir N.
Henderson a~ked .for the text of these proposals in accordance with
t~e undertaking in the German reply of 29th August Herr von
Hib~entrop asserted th_at it :was no~ too late as the Polish plenipotentiary bad not arrived m Berlin by midnight, as had been
demand~d by th~ German Government in their communication of
the prev10us evening.
. The Poli~h Go~ernmerit on learning of these developments
mformed His Ma3esty's Government durina the afternoon of
Slst August that they would authorise their Ambassador to inform
the German Government that Poland had accepted the British
proposals for negotiations.
_ Th~ Poli~h Ambassado7 in Berlin .CM. Lipski) was not received by
!lerr ~· On Ribbentrop until the evening of Slat August. After this
mterv1~w the ~er:nan Gove:·nment broadcast their proposals
forthwith. M. Lipski at once tned to establish contact with Warsaw
but was unable to do so because all means of communication between
Poland and Germany had been closed by tpe (Jerman Gove~·nment.

Speech by the Prime Minister in the House of Commons
September 1, 1939.

on

The Prime Minister (Mr. Chamberlain) : I do not propose 1io say
many words to-night. The time bas come when action rather than
speech is required. Eighteen months ago in this House I prayed that
the responsibility might not fall upon me to ask this country to accept
the awful arbitrament of war. I fear that I may not be able to avoid
that responsibility. But, at any rate, I cannot wish for conditions in
which such a burden should fall upon me in which I should feel clearer
than I do t;o-day as to where my duty lies. No man can say that the
Government could have done more to try to keep open the way for an
honourable and equitable settlement of the dispute between Germany
and Poland. Nor have we neglected any means of making it crystal
clear to the German Government that if they insisred on using force
again in the manner in which they had used it in the past we were
resolved to oppose them by force. Now that all the relevant ? ocument.s are being made public we shall stand at the bar of history
knowing that the responsibility for this terrible catastrophe lies on
the shoulders of one men-the German Chancellor, who has not
hesitated to plunge the world into misery in order to serve his own
senseless ambitions.
I would like to thank the House for the forbearance which they
have shown on two recent occasions in not demanding from me information which they recognised I could not give while these negotiations were still in progress. I have now had all the corresp0ndence
with the German Government put into the form of a White Paper.
On account of mechanical difficulties I am afraid there are still but a
few copies available, but I understand that they will be coming in in
relays while the House is sitting. I do not think it is necessary for
me to refer in detail now to these documents, which are already past
history. They make it perfectly clear that our object has been to try
and bring about discussions of the Polish-German dispute between the
two countries themselves on terms of equality, the Aettlement to be
one which safeguarded the independence of Poland and of which the
due observance would be secured by international guarantees. 'l'here
is just one passage from a recent communication, which was dated
the SOth August, which I should like to quote, because it shows how
easily the final clash might have been avoided had there been the least
desire on the part of the German Government to arrive at a peaceful
settlement. In this document we said : "His Majesty's Government fully recognise the need for speed
in the initiation of discussions and they share the apprehenoions
of the Chancellor arising from the proximity of two mobilioed
They would accordingly most
armies standing face to face.
strongly urge that both parties should undertake that during the
negotiations no aggressive military moyements should take place.
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.
His Majesty's Government feel confident that th
ey could obtarn
such an undertakina from th p li h G
over:iment if. the German
Government would ~ive sun· i'lea o s
r assurances. '
o
1'hat telegram, which was repeated to p 0 1 d
an , brought an instantaneous reply from the Pol' h G
overnment, dated the Slst August,
is
in which they said : -

·
,
.'' The Polish Government ar 180
prepared on a reciprocal
.e a
basis to give a formal a
place that Polish troop~wfllnn~: ~? {~e ~~enft of r_iegotiations taking
Reich. provided a corres ondin 10 a e e :ont.1ers of the ~erman
is given regardmg the
non-violation of the froEtiers ~ iu~randtebe
0 an
Y troops of the German
Reich.''
G
We never had any reply from the G
tion, one which, if it had been erman over~ment to that suggescatastrophe which took place th• follo'_Ved, might have saved the
cast last night, which recited the 1;6 m~fnn:ngf hin the Germa~ broads to t . e proposals which they
have put forward there occurred th~
1s sen ence : '
" In these circumstances the Re· h G
overnment considers its
ic
proposals rejected."
I must examine that statement Im
11
circumstances. To begin with· let m ust te h the House what are the
e say t at the text of these pro.
posals has never been 1
The history of the matt: ~:1~~~cat~ b.j; Ge;many to Poland at all.
replying to a Note which we had· sen~ tout~ ay, ~he 29th August, in
em, t e. Germ~n Government said, among other thin s that
up proposals for a solution acg~ptable ttheythwouldl immediately draw
o emse ves and
.
" ·11 .f
d.
WI ' I possible, place these at th
Government before the arrival of th ~ l .isgosal of the British
It will be seen by examination of th We . o is negotiator."
e h1te Paper that the German
Government had stated that th
plenipotentiary from Poland in Beyr counte~ upon the arrival of a
~~· m on t e SOth, that is to say, on
the following day. In the
these proposals The nextmean ~me, ofh course, we were awaiting
Herr von Ribbe~trop, the Ger~:em?g'. .w en our Ambassador saw
the latter that when these propos:isF~~:.:g~ ~ecretary, he urged upon
YA fbr we had heard no
more about them-he should invite the p 0
i.s . m ass~dor to call and
should hand him the proposals for t
Thereupon, reports our Ambassado~an;m1ss10n to his ~overnment.
Herr von Ribbentrop said he would ' n the most violent terms
him. He hinted that if the Pol' ~e~er bsk t~e Ambassador to visit
m assa or asked him for an
interview it might be different. is
.
.
Th~ House will see that this was on W ednesda
y mg?t, which,
according to the German statement of 1 t . h .
. . as :r;ug t, is now claimed to be
the final date after which
It is plain, therefore, that ~e~gao~~a~f~ wit: ~oland was acce~table.
wrong because she had not b W d msdo re~t Poland as m the
e nes ay mght entered upon
Y

rh

discussions with Germany about a set of proposals of which she had
never heard.
Now what of ourselves? On that Wednesday night, at the interview to which I have just referred, Herr von Ribbentrop produced a
lengthy document which he read out in German, aloud, at top speed.
Naturally, after this reading our Ambassador asked for a copy of the
document, but the reply was that it was now too late, as the Polish
representative had not arrived in Berlin by midnight. And so, Sir, we
never got a copy of those proposals, and the first time we heard them
-we heard them-was on the broadcast last night. Well, Sir, those
are the circumstances in which the German Government said that
they would consider that their proposals were rejected. Is it not clear
that their conception of a negotiation was that on almost instantaneous demand a Polish plenipotentiary should go to Berlin-where
others had been before him-and should there receive a statement
of demands to be accepted in their entirety or refused? I am not
pronouncing any opinion upon the terms t)lemselves, for I do not feel
called upon to do so. The proper course, in our view-in the view
of all of us-was that these proposals should )lave been put before
the Poles, who should have been given time to consider them and to
say whether, in their opinion, they did or did not infringe those vital
interests of Poland whiC')l Germany had assured us on a previous
Only last night the Polish
occasion she intended to respect.
Ambassador did see the German Foreign Secretary, Herr von
Ribbentrop. Once again he expressed to him what, indeed, the
Polish Government had already said publicly, that they were willing
to negotiate with Germany about their disputes on an equal basis.
What was the reply of t)le German Government? The reply was that
without another word the German troops crossed the Polish frontier
this morning at dawn and are since reported to be bombing open
towns. [An Hon. Member : " Gas? "] In these circumstances there
is only one course open to us. His Majesty's Ambassador in Berlin
and the French Ambassador have been instructed to hand to the
·
German Government the following document : '' Early this morning the German Chancellor issued a proclamation to t)le German Army which indicated clearly that he
was about to attack Poland; Information which has reached His
Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and the French
Government indicates that German troops have crossed the Polish
frontier and that attacks upon Polish towns are proceeding. In
these circumstances it appears to the Governments of the United
Kingdom and France that by their action the German Government have created conditions, namely, an aggressive act of force
against Poland threatening the independence of Poland, which
call for the implementation by the Governments of the United
Kingdom and France of the undertaking to Poland to come to
her assistance. I am accordingly to inform your Excellency that
unless the Germ.an Government are prepared to give His Majesty's
Government satisfactory assurances that the German Government
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have suspended all aggressive action against Poland and are prepared promptly to withdraw their forces from Polish territory,
· HiR Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom will without
hesitation fulfil their obligations t-0 Poland.''
[An Hon. Member: "Time limit?".] If & reply to this last
warning is unfavourable, and I do n.ot suggest that it is likely to be
otherwise, Hie Majesty's Ambassador is instructed to ask for his
passports. In that case we a.re ready. Yesterday, we took further
steps towards the completion of our defensive preparations. This
morning we ordered complete mobilisation of the whole of the Royal
N1nry, Army and Royal Air Force. We have also taken a number of
other measures, both at home and abroad, which the House will not
perhaps expect me to specify in detail. Briefly, they represent the
final steps in accordance with pre-arranged plans. These last can be
put into force rapidly, and are of such a nature that they can be
deferred until war seems inevitable. Steps have also been taken
under the powers conferred by the House last week to ea.feguard the
position in regard to etocks of commodities of various kinds.
The thoughts of many of us must at this moment inevitably be
turning baok to 1914, and to a comparison of our position now with
that which existed then. How do we stand this time? The answer
is that all three Services are ready, and that the situation in all
directions is far more favourable and reassuring than in 1914, while
behind the fighting Services we have built up a vast organisation of
Civil Defence under our scheme of Air Raid Precautions. As regards
the immediate man-power requireme.nts, the Roya.I Navy, the Army
and the Royal Air Force are in the fortunate position of having
almost as many men as they can oonveniently handle at this moment.
There a.re, however, certain categories of service in which men are
immediately required, both for Military and Civil Defence. These
will be announced in detail through the Press and the B.B.O. The
main and most satisfactory point to observe is fhat there is to-day
no need to make an appeal in a general way for recruits suoh as was
issued by Lord Kitchener 25 yea.re ago. That appeal has been
anticipated by many months, and the men are already available.
So much for the immediate present. Now we must look to the
future. It is essential in the face of the tremendon8 task which
confronts us, more especially in view of our past experiences in this
matter, to organise our man-power this time npon as methodical,
equitable and economical a basis as possible. We, t:horefore, propose
immediately to introduce legislation direeted to that end. A Bill will
be laid before you wkich for all practical purposes will amount .to an
expansion of the Military Training Act. Under itB operation all fit
men botween the ages of 18 and 41 will be rendered liable to military
service if and ·when called upon. It is not intended at the outset that
any considerable number of men other than those already liable shall
be called up, and steps will be taken to ensure that the man-power
0S'Bentially required by industry shall not be taken away.
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Speech by Herr Hitler to the Reichstag on September 1, 1939.

(Translation.)
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Customs measures destined to ruin Danzig's trade, then the Reich
could not remain inactive. I left no doubt that people who wanted
to compare the Germany of to-day with the former Germany would be
deceiving themselves.
An attempt was made to justify the oppression of the Germans
by claiming that they had committed acts of provocation. I do not
know in what these provocations on the part of women and children
consist, if they themselves are maltreated, in some cases killed. One
thing I do know-that no gre81t Power oon with honour long stand by
passively and watch such events.
I made one more final effort to accept a proposal for mediation on
the part of the British Government. They proposed, not that they
themselves should carry on the negotiations, but rather that Poland
and Germany should come into direct contact and once more to pursue
negotiations.
I must declare that I accepted this proposal, and I worked out a
basis for these negotiations which are known to you. For two whole
days I sat with my Government and waited to see whether it was
convenient for the Polish Government to send a plenipotentiary or
not. Last night they did not send us a plenipotentiary, but instead
informed us through their Ambassador that they were still considering
whether and to what extent they were in a position to go into the
British proposals. The Polish Government also said that they would
inform Britain of their decision.
Deputies, if the German Government and its Leader patiently
endured such treatment Germany would deserve only to disappear
from the political stage. But I o.m wrongly judged if my love of peace
o.nd my patience are mistaken for weakness OT even cowardice.
I, therefore, decided last night and informed the British Government
that in these circumstances I can no longer find any willingness on
the part of the Polish Government to conduct serious negotiations
with us.
These proposals for mediation have failed because in the meanwhile there, first of all, came as an answer the sudden Polish general
mobilisation, followed by more Polish atrocities. These were again
repeated last night. Recently in one night there were as many as
twenty-one frontier incidents; last night there were fourteen, of
which three were quite serious. I have, therefore, resolved to speak
t-0 Poland in the same language that Poland for months past has use.d
towards us. This attitude on the parit of the Reich will not change.
The other European States understand in part our attitude.
I should like here above all to thank Italy, which throughout has
supported us, but you will understand that for the carrying on of this
struggle we do not intend to appeal to foreign help. We will carry out
The neutral States have assured us of their
this task ourselves.
neutrality, just a.a we had already guaranteed it to them.
When statesmen in the West declare that this affects their
It cannot for a
.interests, I can only regret such a declaration.
moment make me hesitate to fulfil my duty. What more i& wanted?
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I have solemnly assured them, and I repeat it, that we ask nothing of
these Western States and never will ask anything. I have- declared
that the frontier between France and Germany is a final one. I have
repeatedly o.ffered friendship and, if necessary, the closest co-operation to Britain, but this cannot be offered from o:qe side only. It must
find response on the other side. Germany has no interests in tha
West, and our west.em wall is for all time the frontier of the Reich on
the west. Moreover,' we have no aims of any kind there for the future.
With this assurance we are in solemn earnest, and as long as others
do not violate their neutrality we will likewise take every care to
respect it.
I am happy particularly to be able to tell you of one event. You
know that Russia and Germany are governed by two different
doctrines. There was only one question that had to be cleared up.
Germany has no intention of exporting its doctrine. Given the fact
that Soviet Russia has no intention of exporting its doctrine to
Germany, I no longer see any reason why we should still oppose one
another. On both sides we are clear on that. Any struggle between
our people would only be of advantage to others. We have, therefore,
resolved to conclude a pad which rules out for ever any use of
violence between us.
It imposes the obligation on us to consult
together in certain European questions. It makes possible for us
economic co-operation, and above all it assures that the powers of both
these powerful States are not wasted against one another. Every
attempt of the West to bring about any change in this will fail.
At the same time I should like here to declare that this political
decision means a tremendous departure for the future, and that it is
a final one. Russia and Germany fought against one anotJ:i.er in the
- World War.
That shall and will not happen a second t.ime.
In
Moscow, too, this pact was greeted exactly as you greet it. I can only
endorse word for word the speech of the Russian Foreign Commissar,
Molotov.
I am determined to solve (1) the Danzig question; (2) the question
of the Corridor; and (3) to see to it that a change is made in the
relationship between Germany and Poland that shall ensure a
peaceful co-existence. In this I am resolved tO continue to fight
until either the present Polish Government is willing to bring about
this change or until another Polish Government is ready to do so.
I am i-esolved to remove from the German frontiers the element of
uncertainty, the everlasting atmosphere of conditions resembling
civil war. I will see to it that in the East there is, on the frontier, a
peace precisely similar to that on our other frontiers.
In this I will take the necessary measures to see that they do not
contradict the proposals I have already made known in the Reichstag
itself to the rest of the world, that is to say, I will not war against
women and children. I have ordered my air force to restrict itself to
attacks on military objectives. If, however, the enemy thinks he can
from that draw carte blanche on his side to fight by the other methodi:i
he will receive an answer that will deprive him of hearing and sight.
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This night for the first time Polish regular soldi.ers fired on our
own territory. Since 5 ·45 A.M. we have been returnmg the fire, a;nd
from now on bombs will be met with bombs. Whoever fights with
poison gas will be fought with poison gas. Whoever departs from the
rules of humane warfare can only expect that we shall do the same.
I will continue this struggle, no matter against whom, until the safety
of the Reich and its rights are secured. ·
For six years now I have been working o? the bu~lding · up of the
German defences. Over 90 milliards have m that time been spent
on the building up of_these defence forc~s. They are now ~he be.3t
equipped and are above all comparison with what they were m 1914.
My trust in them is unshakable. When I called u~ these forces and
when I now ask sacrifices of the German people and if necessary every
sacrifice, then I have a right to do so, for I also am to-day ab.solutely
ready, just as we were formerly, to make every personal sacnfice.
I am askina of no German man more than I myself was ready
throughout fou~ years at any time to do. 'fhere will be no ?ardship5
for Germans to which I myself will not submit. My whole hfe henceforth belongs more than ever to my people. I am from now on just
first soldier of the German Reich. I have once more put on that coat
that was the most sacred and dear to me. I will not take it off again
until victory is secured, or I will not survive the outcome.
Should anything happen to me in the struggle th~n my first
successor is Party Comrade Goring; should . anythmg Lappeu
to Party Comrade Goring my next successor 1s Party Comrade
Hess. You would then be under obligation to give to them
as Fuhrer the same blind loyalty and obedience as to myself. Shou!d
anything happen to Party Comrade Hess, then by law the Senate w1.ll
be called, and will choose from its midst the most worthy-that is
to say the bravest-successor.
.
As a National Socialist and as German soldier I enter upon
this struggle with a stout heart. My whole life bas been nothing but
one long struggle for my people, for its restoration, ~nd. for <;termany.
There was only one watchword for that struggle : faith m this people.
One word I have never learned: that is, surrender.
If, however, anyone thinks that we are facin~ a ~~rd ti~e, I
should ask him to remember that once a Pruss1an Kmg, with a
ridiculously small State, opposed a Rtronger coalition, and in threa
wars finally came out successful because that State had that stout
heart that we need in these times. I would, therefore, like to assure
all the world that a November 1918 will never be repeated in German
history. Just as I myself am ready at any time to stake my lifeanyone can take it for my people and for Germnny-so I ask the
same of all others.
Whoever however, thinks he can oppose this national command,
whether dir~ctly or indirectl:f, shall fall. We ~a''.e nothin~ to ?o
with traitors. We are all faithful to our old prmciple. It 1s qu1Le
unimportant whether we ourselves live, ?ut it ~s essent.ial that or~r
people shall live, that· Germany shall live. '.Ihe sacrifice th at 16
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demanded of us is not greater than the sacrifice that
If we form a community
many generations have made.
closely bound together by vows, ready for anything, resolved
never to surrender, th en our will will master every hardship and
difficulty. And I would like to close with the declaration that I once
made wh en I began the struggle for power in the Reich. I then said :
'' If our will is so strong that no hardship and suffering can subdue it,
then our will and our German might shall prevail."

No. 107.

Il err Hitler's Proclamation to the German Army on September 1,
1939.
(Translation.)
'1 HE Polish State has refused the peaceful settlement of relations
which I desired, and has appealed to arms. Germans in Poland are
persecuted with bloody terror and driven from their houses. A series
of violations of the frontier, intolerable to a great Power, prove that
Poland is no longer willing to respect the frontier of the Reich.
In ord er to put an end to this lunacy, I have -no other choice than
to meet force with force from now on. The German Army will fight
the battle for the honour and the vital rights of reborn Germany with
hard determination. I expect that every soldier, mindful of the
great traditions of eternal German soldiery, will ever remain conscious that he is a representative of the National-Socialist Greater
Germany. Long live our people and our Reich!
1

No. 108.

Proclamation by H err Forst er and Exchange of Telegrams between
H err Forst er and H err Hitler, September l, 1939.
HERR FoRsTER's proclamation to the people of Danzig, as given
over the German wireless, was as follows : (Translation.)
" Men and women of Danzig : The hour for which you have
been longing for twenty years has come. This day Danzig has
returned to the great German Reich. Our Fiihrer, Adolf Hitler,
has freed us.
"The Swastika flag, the flag of the German Reich, is flying
to-day for the first time from the public buildings of Danzig. It
also flies from the former Polish buildings, and everywhere in the
harbour, the towers of the ancient town hall and St. Mary's
Ohurcb. 'l'he l;> ~lls ring in Danzig's hour of liberation.

'' We thank Ofil' God that He gave the Fuhrer the power and
the opportunity of freeing us from the evil of the Versailles
Diktat. We Danzigers are happy to be able to become now
Men and women of Danzig, we wish to
citizens of the Reich.
stand together in this solemn hour and stretch ou.t our ban? a~d
take a solemn oath to the Fiihrer to do everythmg that lies m
our power for our glorious Greater Germany. Lo?g live Gen;nan
Danzig, which has been liberated and returned agam to the Reich !
Long live our great German fatherland ! "
Herr Forster also sent the following telegram to Herr Hitler:-(Translation.)
"My Fiihrer, I have just signed the following constitu tional
law concerning the reunion of Danzig with the Reich, and I have
put it into force : •' The constitutional law concerning the reunion of the Free
City of Danzig with the German Reich from September 1 : " Article 1. The Constitution of the Free City of Danzig is
cancelled with immediate effect.
'' Art. 2. All legislative and executive power is in the hands
of the head of the State.
" Art. S. The Free City of Danzig with its territory and pOp\1lation shall immediately form part of the territory of the Germ an
Reich.
"Art. 4. Until the Fiihrer makes a definite decision about
the introduction of German Reich law, all legal }11'1> '• isions of the
Constitution remain in force as they are at the moment of th e
issue of this constitutional law.
"I ask you, my Fiihrer, in the name of Danzig and its popul ation, to agree to this constitutional law and to carry out the reThe
incorporation of Danzig by a law of the German Reich.
eternal gratitude and everlasting faith of Danzig is devotedly
pledged to you, my Fiihrer."
Herr Hitler sent the following telegram in reply:(Translation.)
" I accept the proclamation of the Free State of Danzig concerning the return to the German Reich.
"I thank you, Gauleiter Forster, and all Danzig · men and
women for the resolute loyalty which you and they have preRerved
for so many years. Greater Germany greets you with overflowing
heart. The law for reunion is ratified forthwith. I appoint you
herewith as head of the civil administration of Danzig."
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No. 109.

No. 111.

Viscount Halifax to Sir N. Henderson (Berlin).

Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax (received 10·30 P.M.) .

Foreign Office, September 1, 1939, 4 ·45 P.M .
(Telegraphic.)
MY immediately following telegram contains the text of a communication that you should, in conjunction with your French
colleague, make at once to the German Government.
2. You should ask for immediate reply and report result of. your
interview. I shall then send you further instructions.
3. In reply to any question you may explain that the present
communication is in t)le nature of warning and is not to be considered
as an ultimatum.
4. For your own information. If the German reply is unsatisfactory the next stage will be eit)ler an ultimatum wit,h time limit or
an immediate declaration of war.

No. 110.
Viscount Halifax to Sir N. Hend erson (Berlin).
Foreign Office, September 1, 1939, 5 ·45 P.M.
(Telegraphic.)
PoLLOWINO is text referred to in my immediately preceding
telegram:On the instructions of His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, I )lave the honour to make t)le ionowing
communieation : Early this morning the German Chancellor issued a proclamation
to the German army which indicated clearly that )le was about to
attack Poland.
Information which has reached His Majesty's Government in the
United Kingdom and the French Government indicates that German
troops )lave crossed the Polish front.ier and that attacks upon Polish
·
towns are proceeding.
In these circumstances, it appears to the Governments of the
United Kingdom and France that by their action the German
Government have created conditions (viz., an aggressive act of force
against Poland t)lreatening the independence oi .Poland) which call
for the implementation by the Governments of the United Kingdom
and France of the undertaking to Poland to come to her assistance.
I am accordingly to inform your Excellency that unless the
German Government are prepared to give His Majesty's Government satisfactory assurances that the German Government have
suspended all aggressive action against Poland and are prepared
promptly to withdraw their forces from Polish territOry, His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom will without ,hesitation fulfil
tb flir obligations to Poland.

·

Berlin, S eptember 1, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)
.
.
YouR telegrams of lst September.•
I was received by Herr von Ribbentrop at 9 · 30 this evemng, and
handed him the communication from His Majesty's Government.
After reading it, he said that he wished to state that it. was not Germany who had aggressed Poland, that on ~he contrary it ':as Poland
who had provoked Germany for a long time pas~; that it was the
Poles who had first mobilised and that yesterday it was Poland that
had invaded German territory with troops of the regular army.
I said that I was instructed to ask for immediate answer. The
Minister replied that he would submit the British communication to
the Head of the State.
I replied that I realised that this would .be nece~sary, ai:i~ that
I was at his disposal at whatever time he might be m a posit10n to
,
.
. .
give the Chancellor's answer.
Herr von Ribbentrop then remarked that if His MaJesty s Government had been as active, vis-a-vis Poland, as they had been
vis-a-vis Germany, a settlement would have been reached at an early
d" t 1
·
stage.
French Ambassador saw He1T· von Ribbentrop imme ta e y ·
.
after and received an identic reply.
As I was leaving Herr von Ribbentrop gave me long explanation
of why he had been unable to ~ive 1?-e text of German proposals two
nights ago. I told him that )11s attitude on that occasion had been
most unhelpful and had effectively prevented me from making a last
effort for peace, and that I greatly deplored it.
He was courteous and polite this evening. I am inclined
to believe that Herr Hitler's answer will be an attempt to avoid war
with Grea~ Britain and France, but not likely to be one which we can
accept.
• N os. 109 and 110.

No. 112.

Sir H. K ennard to Viscount Halifax (receiv ed 2 P.M.).
~arsaw, September 1, 1~39.
(Telegraphic.)
MINISTER for Foreign Affairs has JUSt telephoned to me m the
middle of an air raid to beg me to point out to your Lordship that •
various cases of armed German aggression, which have occurred this
morning on Polish soil, cannot be taken longer as mere isolated cases
but constitute acts of war. Various open towns have been bombed
from the air, with heavy civilian casualties , and his Excellency drew
H 3
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my attention to desirability of some military action from the air this
afternoon.
2. His Excellency pointed out tl:iat at 6 · 30 p .M. Polish
Am.bassador saw Herr von Ribbentrop and expressed readiness of
Pohsh Government to enter into direct negotiations. At dawn this
morning, without any further diplomatic development or declaration
of war, <;termany had committe.d various acts of unprovoked aggression
on a maJor ~cale,. and thus, while Polish Government had made every
eff~rt to avo~d serious clashes, German forces had deliberately attacked
Pohsh territory and already caused deaths of numerous innocent
civilians. Polish Government had, therefore no courso but to break
off relations with German Government, and Polish Ambassador at
Berlin has asked for his passports.
3. His Excellency failed to see what measures could now be taken
to pre~e~t Eu7opean war, and wh~le he did · not say so in so many
words it .1s obv10us.t~at he hopes His Majesty's Government will take
some act10n of a military cl:iaracter to relieve the pressure on this field
of operations.
4. M. Beck has also given me a categorical and official denial
that any Polish act of aggression occurred last night as stated by
Deutsches Nachrichten-Biiro.
. ~. F7ench Ambassador has suggested to me that French and
Bnt1sh wireless shamld repeatedly point out that Germany has openly
and flagrantly attacked Poland wHhout warning.

No. 113.
Viscount Halifax to Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw).

Sir,

Foreign Office, September 1, 1939.
. .
THE Pohsh Ambassador called to see me at his request at 10 · 30

.this morning. C?unt Raczynski said that he had been officially
informed from Pans that German forces had crossed the frontier at four
points. He added that the towns of Vilno, Grodno Brest-Litovsk Lodz
Katowice and Cracow were being bombed and that at 9 A.M. 'an ai:
attack had been made on Warsaw, as a result of which there were
many civilian victims, including women and children. As regards the
German attack, he understood, although he had no official information, that the points at the frontier which had been crossed were near
Danzig, in East Prussia and Upper Silesia. His Excellency said that
he had few words to a~d, except that it was a plain case as provided
for by the treaty. I said that I had no doubt on the facts as he had
· ·
reported them that we should take the same view.
I am, &c.
HALIFAX.
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No. 114.
Viscount Halifax to Sir N. Henderson (Berlin).
Foreign Office, S eptember 1, 1939.

Sir

'I ASKED the German Charge d' Affaires to call on me at
10, Downing Street at 10 · 50 this morning, and informed him that I
had done this because we had received a good many reports to the
effect that German forcefl had crossed the Polish frontier at seve;al
points. Dr. Kordt interrupted me to ask whether I meant the Pol~sh
frontier or that of the Danzig Pree State. I repli~d that the Pol~sh
:Ambassador had mentioned four points, but that I did not know which
points these were. We also had information that several Polish towns,
including Warsaw, had been bombed.
2. I .asked Dr. Kordt whether he had any information which
would enable him to cast any light upon these reports. He replied
that he had no information whatsoever. I then said that I assumed,
therefore that he had no communication to make to us from his
Governm.'ent. Dr. Kordt replied that he had none with the exception
of two notes which he had sent in earlier in the morning relating
to the limitation of shipping and of the passage of aircraft in the
Gulf of Danzig. Dr. Kordt explained that this related to the whole
gulf and not only to the port of Danzig. 1 informed Dr. ;!{ordt that
.
I had not yet seen these notes.
3. I went on to inform Dr. Kordt that the reports to which I had
drawn his attention created a very serious situation. It was not
necessary for me to say anything more at the present except to let
him know that the Cabinet would meet later in the morning and that
any further communication wh!ch_we .might have to ma~e would .be
addressed to his Government m Berlm, but we .should mform him
of the character of that communication.
4. Before he left, Dr. Kordt stated that he had just listened on
the wireless to the beginning of the Fiihrer's speech in the Reichstag.
He had not heard the latter mention any of the points to which I have
drawn attention. The Fuhrer had said, however, that the situation
was intolerable and that he was obliged to draw the necessary
consequences.
5. Dr. lfordt subsequently telephoned at 11·30 A.M. to say that
he had received a telephone message from the News Department in
the German• Ministry for Foreign Affairs to the effect that the news
that Warsaw and other towns were being bombed was untrue. He also
repeated to me a sentence from the F?hrer' s speech to the e~ect t.hat
since this morning shooting was takmg place from the Polish side,
and the Germans were shooting back.
I am, &c.
HALIFAX.
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No. 115.
Sir H . Kennard to Viscount Halifax (received 8 P.M.).
Warsaw, September 2, 1939.
M. ~ECK request~d French A:mbassador and me to see him to-day

(Telegraphic.)

and pomts out. while ~he Pohsh army was sternly resisting the
~erman !l'ttack it found i~self much hampered by German superiority
m the air. It was possible for German Air Force to throw whole
of their ~eight on t~is front at present; and he very discreetly
suggested it was essential that there should be some diversion as soon
as possible in the West.
2. He hoped, therefo~e, ~e would inform him as soon as possible
of entry of the two countries mto the war and that our aircraft would
find it possible to draw off a considerable proportion of German
aircraft operating on this front.
. 3. His Excellency also drew our attention to the fact that German
~ll'craft had not confined. themselves strictly to military objectives.
i.hey ~aye born~ed. factones not engaged in war work, villages not
near nnhtary ob3ectives, and have caused severe losses among civilian
population.
4. I tru.st I may be informed at the earliest possible noment of
our declarat.10.n of war and that our air force will make every effort
to show activity on western front with a view to relieving pressure
here.

No. 116.
Speech by the Prime ·.Minister in the House of Commons on
September 2, 1939.
The Prir;ie Minister: Sir Nevile Henderson was received by
Herr von. Ribbentrop at half-past nine last night, and he delivered
the warmn~ message w?ich was read to the House yesterday.
Herr von Ribbentrop replied that he must submit the communication
to the German Chancellor. Our Ambassador declared his readiness
to recei.v~ the Chancellor's reply. Up to the present no reply has
•
been received.
.It may be t~at the delay is caused by consideration of a proposal
which, meanwhile, had been put forward by the Italian Government
that hostilities should cease and that there should then immediate!;
be a conference between the five Powers, Great Britain, France,
Pol~nd, Germany and. Italy: ~ile appreciating the efforts of the
Itah~n ~ver~ment, His MaJesty s Government, for their part, would
find. it nnpos.s1ble .to take part in a conference while Poland is being
~ubJe:ted to mvas10n, ~er towns are under bombardment and Danzig
is bemg made the subJect of a unilateral settlement by force. His
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Majesty's Government will, as stated yesterday, be bound to take
action unless the German forces are withdrawn from Polish territory.
They are in communication with the French Government as to the
limit of, time within which it would be necessary for the British and
French Governments to know whether the German Government were
prepared to effect such a withdrawal. If the German Government
should agree to withdraw their forces then His Majesty's Government
would be willing to regard the position as being the same as it was
before the German forces crossed the Polish frontier. That is to
say, the way would be open to discussion between the German and
Polish Governments on the matters at issue between them, on the
understanding that the settlement arrived at was one that safeguarded
the vital interests of Poland and was secured by an international
guarantee. If t)le German and Polish Governments wished that
other Powers should be associated with them in the discussion; His
Majesty's Government for their part would be willing to agree.
There is one other matter tq which allusion should be made in
order that the present situation may be perfectly clear. Yesterday
Herr Forster who, on 23rd August, had, in contravention of the
Danzig constitution, become the head of t}le State, decreed the
incorporation of Danzig in the Reich and the dissolution of the
Constitution. Herr Hitler was asked to give effect to this decree
by German law. At a meeting of the Reichstag yesterday morning
a law was passed for. the reunion of Danzig with the Reich. The
international status of Danzig as a Free City is established by a
treaty of which His Majesty's Government are a signatory, and the
Free City was placed under t)le protection of the League of Nations.
The rights given to Poland in Danzig by treaty are defined and confirmed by agreement concluded between .Danzig and Poland. The
action taken by the Danzig authorities and the Reichstag yesterday
is the final step in the unilateral repudiation of these international
instruments, which could only be modified by negotiation. His
Majesty's Government do not, therefore; recognise either the validity
of the grounds on which the action of the Danzig authorities was
based, the validity of this action itself, or of tP,e effect given to it by
the German Government.
Later in the debate, the Prime .Minister said: I think
the House recognises that the Government is in a somewhat
difficult position. I · suppose it always must be a difficulty
for allies .who h~ve to communicate .with orie another by telephone to
~ynchromse their thoughts and act10ns as quickly as those who are
m the same room; but I should be horrified if the House thought for
one moment that the statement that I have made to them betrayed
the slightest weakening either of this Government or of the French
Government in l!he attitude which we have already taken up. I am
bound to say that I myself share the distrust which the rinht hon.
Gentleman expressed of manceuvres of this kind. I should h~ve been
very glad had it been possible for me ·t-0 say to the House now that
the French Government and ourselves were agreed to make the
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shortest possible limit to the time when action should be taken by
both of us.
It is very possible that the communications which ,we have had
with the French Government will receive a reply from them in the
course of the next few hours. I understand that the French 'Cabinet
is in session at this moment, and I feel certain that I can make a
statement to the House of a definite character to-morrow when the
House meets again. I am the Last man to n~glect any opportunity
which I consider affords a serious chance of avoiding the great
catastrophe of war even at the last moment, but I confess that in the
present case I should have to be convinced of the good faith of the
other side in any action which they took before I could regard the
proposition which has been made as one to which we could expect a
reasonable chance of a successful issue. I anticipate that there is
only one answer I shall be able to give to the House to-morrow.
I hope that the issue will be brought to a close at the earliest possible
moment so that we may know where we are, and I trust that the
House, realising the position which I have tried to put before it, will
believe me that I speak in complete good faith and will not prolong
the discussion which, perhaps, might make our position more
embarrassing than it is.

No . .117.
Mr. Preston to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic.)
Kovno, September 2, 1939.
FOLLOWING from M. Burckhardt :~
"I arrived here by car evening of lst September. From midnight 30th August until midnight 31st August I was under surveillance of agents of Gestapo in Danzig. On lst September at
8 A.M. I was visited by Herr Forster and Vice-President of Danzig
Senate. Herr Forster informed me that he considered my functions
as High Commissioner had terminated and that he intended to fly
Hakenkreuz from building of High Commission. If I wished to
leave before he did so I had better depart within two hours. During these two hours I was constantly visited by agents of Gestapo
who endeavoured to induce me to expedite my departure. I am
remaining at !{omo for the P.resent intending to leave for
Geneva."
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No. 118.
Viscount Halifax to Sir N. Henderson (Berlin).

(Telegraphic.)
Foreign Office, Septemb~r 3, 19~9, 5 A.M.
PLEASE seek interview with Minister {or Foreign Affairs at 9 A . M.
to-day, Sunday or, if he cannot see you then, arrange to con~ey
at that time to representative of German Government the followmg
communication : " In the communication which I had the honour !-0 make ~o
you on lst September I informed you, on the i~struct10~s of H1A
Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affair~, tha~,
unless the German Government were pr~pared to g_ive II is
Majesty's Government in the United Kmgdom satisfactory
assurances that the German Government had suspended Edl
aggressive action against Poland and were _prepared. prom~tly ~o
withdraw their forces from Polish terntory ~ His M~Jes~y s
Government in the United Kingdom would, without hesitation,
fulfil their obligations to Poland.
" Although this communication was made more than
twenty-four hours ago, no reply has been re?eived. but German
attacks upon Poland have been continued and mtensified. I have
accordingly the honour to inform you that, unless not la~er than
11 A.M., British Summer Time, to-day 3rd September, satisfactory
assurances to the above effect have been given by the Germ~n
Government and have reached His Majesty's Governme?t m
London, a state of war will exist between the two countnes as
from that hour."
If the assurance referred to in the above communication is received,
you should inform me by any means at your dis:posal b~fore 11 A .M.
to-day, 3rd September. If no such assurance 1s. received here by
11 A.M., we shall inform the German representative that a state of
war exists as from that hour.

No. 119.
Memorandum handed to Sir N. Henderson at 11·20 A.llf. on
September 3, 1939, by Herr von Ribbentrov .

(Translation.)
.
..
,
THE German Government have received the Bntish Government s
ultimatum of the 3rd September, 1939. * They have the honour to
reply as follows :1. The German Government and the German people ref~se t.o
receive, accept, let alone to fulfil, demands in the nature of ult1mata
made by the British Government.
* No.118,
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. 2. On ou1:' _eastern frontier there has for many months already
reigned a cond1t1on of war. Since the time when the Versailles Treaty
first tore Germany to pieces, all and every peaceful settlement was
refused to all German Governments. The National Socialist Government also has since since the year 1933 tried again and again to
:em?ve by _peaceful negotiations the worst rapes and breaches of
JUSt1ee of th~s t.reaty. _The Brit~sh Government have been among those
who, by the:r mtraI?s:gent at~1tude, took .the chief part in frustrating
every practical rev1s10n. Without the intervention of the British
Government-~£ this the German Government and German people
are fully co_nsc10us-a reasonable solution doing justice to both sides
would certa~nly have been f?und ~etween Germany and Poland. For
Germa~y. d1? not have the mtent10n nor had she raised the demands
of anmh~latmg Poland. The Reich demanded only the revision of
those art:cles of the Ve~sailles Treaty which already at the time of the
formulat10n of that Dictate had been described by understandin<Y
statesmen. of all. nations as being in the long run unbearable, and
therefore impo~sible for a great nation and also for the entire political
and economic mte.rest~ of Eastern Europe. British statesmen, too,
declared the s?l~1t10n m the East which was then forced upon Germany as co~tammg the germ of future wars. To remove this danger
was the desire o~ all Ger~a~ Governments and especially the intention
of t~e new Nat10nal. Socialist People's Government. The blame for
ha~mg prevented this peaceful revision lies with the British Cabinet
pohcy.
. S. Th_e British G_overnment have~an occurrence unique in
history-give~ the Polish State full powers for all actions against
Germa~J'. which that State might conceivably intend to undertake.
The British G?vernme_nt assured the Polish Government of their militarJ'. support m all c!rcumstances, should Germany defend herself
aga~st any provocat~on or attack.
Thereupon the Polish terror
agamst th~ Germ~ns hving in the territories which had been torn from
G~rmany imm~diately assumed unbearable proportions. The Free
City of D~z1g was, in violation of all legal provisions first
thr~atened with destruction economically and by measures.of c~stoms
pohc;r, ~nd was finally subjected to a military blockade and its commu_n1cat10ns strangled. All these violations of the Danzig Statute
which were well known to the British Government, were approved and
covered by the blank cheque given to Poland. The German Government, ~hough moved by the sufferings of the German population which
was ~emg tortu:ed and treated in an inhuman manner, nevertheless
remamed a pa~1ent onloo~er for fi~e .months, without undertaking
even on one smgle occas10n any similar aggressive action against
Poland. They only warned Poland that these happenings would in
the long run be un~earable, ~nd that t~ey were determined, in the
event of no other kmd of assistance bemg given to this population
to h~lp them th~i;riselves. All these happenings were known in ever;
detail to t~e Bntis~ Government. It would have been easy for them
to use their great mfluence in Warsaw in order to exhort those in
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power there to exercise justice and humaneness and to keep. to tl.ie
existing obligations. The British Government did not do tlns. \)n
the contrary, in emphasising continually their obligation to as~1st
Poland under all circumstances, they actually encouraged the Polish
Government to continue in their c1·iminal attitude which was threatening the peace of Europe.
In this spirit, the British Government
rejected the proposal of Signor Mussolini, which might still have
been able to save the peace of Europe_, in spite of the fact that the
German Government had declared their willingness to agree to it.
The British Government, therefore, bear the responsibility for all the
unhappiness and misery which have now overtaken and are about to
overtake many peoples.
4. After all efforts at finding and concluding a peaceful solution
had been rendered impossible by the intransigence of the Polish
Government covered as they were by England, after the conditions
resembling civil war, which had existed already for months at the
eastern frontier of the Reich, had gradually developed into open attacks
on German territory, without the British Government raising any
objections, the German Government determined to put an end to this
continual threat, unbearable for a great Power, to the external and
finally also to the internal peace of the German people, and to end it
by those means which, since the Democratic Governments had in
effect sabotaged all other possibilities of revision, alone remained at
their disposal for the defence of the peace, security and honour of the
Germans. The last attacks of the Poles threatening Ileich territory
they answered with similar measures.
'l'he German Government
do not intend, on account of any sort of British intentions or
obligations in the East, to tolerate conditions which are identical with
those conditions which we observe in Palestine, which is under British
pr-0tection. The German people, however, above all do not intend
to allow themselves to be ill-treated by Poles.
5. The German Government, therefore, reject the attempts to
force Germany, by means of a demand having the character of an
ultimatum, to recall its forces which are lined up for the defence of the
Reich, and thereby to accept the old unrest and the old injustice.
The threat that, failing this, they will fight Germany in the war,
corresponds to the intention proclaimed for years past by numerous
British politicians. The German Government and the German people
have assured the English people countless times how much they
desire an understanding, indeed close friendship, with them. If the
British Government hitherto always refused these offers and now
answer them with an open threat of war, it is not tho fault of the
German people and of their Government, but exclusively the fault of
the British Cabinet or of those men who for years have been preaching
the destruction and extermination of the German people.
The
German people and their Government do not, like Great Britain, intend
to dominate the world, but they are determined to defend their own
liberty, their independence and above all their life. The intention,
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communicated to us by order of the Britisli Government by Mr. KingHall, of carrying the destruction of the German people even further
than was done through the Versailles Treaty is taken note 0£ by us,
and we shall therefore answer any aggressive action on the part of
England with the same weapons and in the same form.

No. 120.
Speech by the Prime Minister in the House of Commons on
September S, 1939.
The Prime Minister: When I spoke last night to the House I
could not but be aware that in some parts of the House there were
doubts and some bewilderment as to whether there had been any
weakening, hesitation or vacillation on the part of His Majesty's
Government. In the circumstances, I make no reproach, for if I
had been in the same position as hon. members not sitting on this
Bench and not in possession of all the information which we have, I
should very likely have felt the same. The statement which I have
to make this morning will show that there were no grounds for
doubt. We were in consultation all day yesterday with the French
Government and we felt that the intensified action which the Germans
were taking against Poland allowed no delay in making our own
position clear. Accordingly, we decided to send to our Ambassador
in Berlin instructions which he was to hand at 9 o'clock this
morning to the German Foreign Secretary and which read as
follows:-

" Sir,
"In the communication which I had the honour to make to
you on the lst September, I informed you, on the instructions
of His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
that unless the German Government were prepared to give His
Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom satisfaptory
assurances that the German Government had suspended all
aggressive action against Poland and were prepared promptly to
withdraw their forces from Polish territory, His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom would, without hesitation, fulfil
.
their obligations to Poland.
'' Although this communication was made more than twentyfour honrs ago, no reply has been received but German attacks
upon Poland have been continued and intensified. I have
accordingly the honour to inform you that, unless not later than
11 A.M., B1 it.ish Summer rrime, to-day 3rd September, satisfactory assurancPs to the above effect have been given by the
German Governmo11t and have reached His Majesty's Government
in London, a stat e of war will exist between the two countries as
from that hour.''
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h undertaking was received by
That was the final Note. No s~~l this country is at war w!th
the time stipulated, and, ~~nseque. fy' the House that, according
t
position to m orm
·
the British and French Govern~e~ s,
Germany. I am m a
to arrangements made b~tw~enr . t this moment making a similar
the Vrencb Ambassa~or m er m a::nite time limit. 'l'he House has .
demarc he' accompamed alsof by a 1 s As l said the other day, we
already been made aware o our p an .
d to none is it sadder than to
f
are ready.
for everything that I have
. This is a sad day for all o us,
me. Everything ~hat I have w~rbelieved' in during my public life,
1 one thing left for me to do;
hoped for' everytbmg that I ha~
has crashed into ruins. Ther~ is ~n ~wers 1 have t-0 forwarding the
that is, to devote what str:ngt . a~av~ to sacrifice so much. I c~nnot
victory of the cause for which we ·l . m self. 1 trust I may hve to
tell what part I may b~ all.owedhto pba~n ~estr~yed and a liberated
.
see the day when H1tlen.sm as e
Europe has been re-established.

::a

No. 121.
l939 to the German
Herr Hitler's Proclamations of SepGtember 3Army '
.
People and the erman
c
(Trooslation.)

d the aim of rendering the
Appeal to the German People.
GREAT BRITAIN has for centuries .Pu~s~~e British policy of world
r in which Great Britain
eoples of Europe defenceless agams
~onquest by proclaiming a halal~~ ofdg~~e ~re texts and destroy that
claimed the right to attack on re~ seemed most dangerous. Thus,
European State which at the mo~~n · r of Spain later the Dutch,
at one time, .she fought ~be wor ~~~\sn the German.
f th~ policy of encirclement
then the French, and, smce t.he Y
We ourselves have been w1tnessesBo.t . a ainst Germany since
which has been carried on by great n ~~~n ~ad begun, under its
before tbe war. Just as t~e erman ~ from the frightful conseNational Socialist leadership, t?llrecoved threatened to survive the
D"ktat of Versai es, an
d" t 1 began once more.
•
quences of tb e i
crisis, British encircl.em.ent imme diat~? lie before the War that the
f Hobenzollern or German
The British war mciters spr~a
battle was only agains~ the d ~u~se o~ German colonies; that they
militarism; that they h~ no es !1man mercantile fleet. They then
had no int.ention of takmg th~n~er the Versailles Diktat, the fai~b.ful
oppressed the G~rman pldeote ooner or later exterminated 20 million
ave s
fulfilment of which wou
the resistance of the German n?i.tion
bT
Germans.
d bread for them. But as the
k
I undertook to mo i ise
against this, and to assure wor . aQ
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peaceful revision of the Versailles Diktat of force seemed to be
succeeding, and the German people again began to live, the new
British encirclement policy was resumed. The same lying inciters
appeared as in 1914. I have many times offered Great Britain and
. the British people the understanding and friendship of the German
people. My whole policy was based on the idea of this understanding.
I have always been repelled. I had for years been aware that the
aim · ?f these war inciters had for long been to take Germany by
surprise at a favourable opportunity.
I am more firmly determined than ever to beat back this attack.
Germ~ny shall not again capitulate. There is no sense in sacrificing
o~e hfe after another and submitting to an even worse Versailles
Diktat. We have never been a nation of slaves and will not be one
in the future. Whatever Germans in the past had to sacrifice for
the existence of our realm, they shall not be greater than those
which we are to-day prepared to make.
This resolve is an inexorable one. It necessitates the most
thorough measures, and imposes on us one law above all others : If
the soldier. is fighting at the front, no one shall profit by the war.
If the soldier falls at the front no one at home shall evade his duty.
As long as the German people was united it has never been
conquered. It was t~ie lac~ of t~nity in 1918 that led to collapse.
Wh?eyer. offends agamst this umty need e.xpect nothing else than
a~mihilat10n a.s an. enemy of the nation. If our people fulfils its
highest dut! m tlus sens.e, that God will help us who has always
bestowed His mercy on him who was determined to help himself.
Appeal to the German Army on the Western Front.

Soldiers of the Western Army; just as before the War so after
the War Great Britain has pursued the policy of Germany'; encirclement~ In spite of the fact that Germany has no demands to make
on any other State to the West of the Reich; in spite of the fact
th~t Germany claims no territorial revision in this territory ; and in
spite of the fact that Germany has made, above all to Great Britain
ju.st as ~o France, .t?e offer of a cordial understanding, indeed of
fnendsh1p. The. Bntish Government, driven on by those warmongers
whom we knew m the last War, have resolved to let fall their mask
and to proclaim war on a threadbare pretext.
The Germa~ people and your comrades in the East now expect
~rom. you, soldiers. of the Western Front, that you shall protect the
frontiers of th~ Reich, unshakable as a wall of steel and iron, against
every attack, m an array of fortifications which is a hundred times
stronger than that western front of the Great War, which was never
t·onquered.
If you do your duty, the battle in the East will have reached i~s
s11ccessful. conclusi~n .in a few months, and then the power of the
whole National Socialist State stands behind you. As an old soldier
of the World War, and as your Supreme Commander, I am going,
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with confidence in you, to the Army on the ~ast. ~ur plu~ocratic
enemies will realise that they are now dealmg with a different
Uermany from that of the year 1914.-(Signed) AnoLF HITLER.

Attempted Mediation by other States.
Message from the President of the United States ?f A ~eric~ to Ilis
Majesty the King of Italy of August 23, and Ilis . Ma7esty s Hep ly
of August 30, 1939.

No. 122.
From the President of the United States of America to the King of
Italy.

AGAIN a crisis in world affairs makes clear the responsibility of
heads of nations for the fate of their own people, and, indeed; of
humanity itself.
It is because of the traditional accord between Italy and the
United States and the-ties of consanguinity between the millions of
our citizens that I feel I can address your Majesty on behalf of
the maintenance of world peace.
It is my belief, and that of the American peopl~, that your
Majesty and your Majesty's Government can greatly mfluence the
averting of an outbreak of war.
Any general war would cause ~o suffer all the. nations, whether
belligerent or neutral, whether victors or vanqmshed, ~nd would
clearly bring devastation to the peoples and per)laps the Govern.
.
ments of some nations most directly concerned.
The friends of t)le Italian people, and among them the American
people, could only regard with gri.ef the destruction. of the. gre~t
achievements which European nations and the Italian nation m
·.
· particular have attained .in the past generation.
We in America havina welded a homogeneous nation out of many
nationalities, ofted find it difficult to visualise the animosities. which
so often have created a crisis among nations of Europe which are
smaller than ours in population and territory, but we accept the fact
that these nations have an absolute rig)lt to maintain their national
independence if they so desire.
If that is a sound doctrine, then it must apply to the weaker
nations as well as the stronger. The acceptance of this means peace,
..
because· fear of aggressi0n ends.
The alternative_, which means of necessity efforts. by the strong to .
dominate the weak, will lead not only to war but to. long future years
of oppression on the part of the victors and reb~llion on the part of
the .vanquished-so P,.istory teaches · us.
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On the 14th April last I suggested, in essence, an understanding
that no armed forces should attack or invade the territory of any
other independent nation, and that, t)::iis being assured, discussions
should be undertaken to seek progressive relief from the burden of
armaments and open the avenue of international trade, including
the sources of raw materials necessary for t)::ie peaceful economic life
of each nation.
I said that in these discussions the United States would gladly
take part, and such peaceful conversations would make it wholly
possible for Governments other than the United States t-0 enter into
peaceful discussions of the political and territorial problems in which
they are directly concerned.
Were it possible for your Majesty's Government to formulate
proposals for a pacific solution of the present crisis along these lines,
you are assured of the earnest sympathy of the United States.
The Governments of Italy and the United States can to-day
advance those ideals of Christianity w)::iich of late seem so often to
have been obscured.
The unheard voices of countless millions of human beings ask
that they shall not be vainly sacrificed again.

To the message which I sent you last April I have received no
reply, but because my confident belief that the cause of world peacewhich is the cause of humanity itself-rises above all other considerations I am again addressing myself to you, with the hope that the war
which impends and the consequent disaster to all peoples may yet
be averted.
I therefore urge with all earnestness-and I am likewise urging
the President of the Republic of Poland-that the Governments of
Germany and Poland agree by common accord to refrain from any
positive act of hostility for e. reasonable stipulated period, and that
they agree, likewise by common accord, to solve the controversies
which have arisen between them by one of the three following
methods:-

No. 123.
From the King of Italy to the President of the United States of
America.

I am grateful for your interest. I immediately transmitted your
message to my Government. As is known to all, we have done and
are doing everything possible to bring about peace wi'.h justice.

Messages sent by the President of the United States of America to
Herr Hitler and the President of Poland and the reply of the
President of Poland.

No. 124.
The following is -t he text of the messa.ge from President Roosevelt
to Herr Hitler of August 24, 1939 : -

IN the message which I sent you on the 14th April, I stated that it
appeared to be that, the leaders of great nations bad it in their power
to liberate their peoples from the disaster that impended, but that,
unless the effort were immediatP.ly made, witb good will on a.II sides,
to find a peaceful and constructive solution to existing controversies,
the crisis which the world was confronting must end in catastrophe.
To-day that catastrophe appears to be very near__.:.a,t hand, indeed.

First, by direct negotiation;
Second, by the submission of these controversies to an impartial
arbitraition in which they can both have confidence; or
Third, that they agree to the solution of these controversies
through the procedme of conciliation, selecting as a conciliator or
moderator a national of one of the American Republics, which are all
of them free from any connexion with, or participation in, European
political affairs.
Both Poland and Germany being sovereign Governments, it iH
understood, of course, that, upon resort to any one of the alternatives
I suggest, each nation will agree to accord complete respect to the
independence and territorial integrity of the other.
The people of the United States are as one in their opposition to
policies of military conquest and domination. They are as one in
rejecting the thesis that any ruler or any people possess the right to
achieve their ends or objectives through the taking of action which
will plunge countless of millions into war, and which will bring
distress and suffering to every nation of the world, belligerent and
neutral, when such ends and objectives, so far as they are just and
reasonable, can be satisfied through the processes of peaceful
negotiation or by resort to judicial arbitration.
I appeal to you in the name of the people of the United States,
and I believe in the name of peace-loving men and women everywhere, to agree to a solution of the controversies existing between
your Government and that of Poland through the adoption of one of
the alternative methods I have proposed.
I need hardly reiterate that should the Governments of Germany
and Poland be willing to solve their differences in the peaceful manner
suggested, the Government of the United States still stands prepared
to contribute its share to the solution of the problems which are
endangering world peace in the form set forth in my message of the
14th April.
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No. 125.
The following is the text of the ·message from President Roosevelt
to the President of Poland of August 24, 1939 : -

The manifest gravity of the existing crisis imposes the urgent
obligation upon all to examine every possible means which might
prevent the outbreak of a general war. With this in mind I feel
justified in suggesting that certain possible avenues of solution he
considered. [Mr. Roosevelt then mentions the three methods
described in his message to Herr Hitler. J
Should you determine to attempt a solution by any of these
methods you are assured of the earnest and complete sympathy of
the United States and of their people. During exploration of the
avenues I appeal to you, as I have likewise appealed to the Government of the German Reich, to agree to refrain from any positive act
of hostility.
It is, I think, well known to you that, speaking on behalf of the
United Stat.es, I have exerted, and will continue to exert, every
influence on behalf of peace. The rank and file of the population of
every nation-large and small-want peace. They do not seek
military conquest. They recognise that disputes, claims and counterclaims will always arise from time to time between nations, but that .
all such controversies, without exception, can be solved by a peaceful
procedure, if the will on both sides exists so to do.
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like to close by expressing my ardent wish the.£ .Yo~ message of peace
may contribute to a general appeasement which is so necessary to
enable the nations once more to regain the blessed path of progress
and civilisation.

No. 127.

is

the text of President Roosevelt's second appeal to
The following
Herr Hitler, dated August 25, 1!)39 :-

I have this hour received from the President of Poland a reply to
the message which I addressed to your Excellency and to him last
night.
[The text of President Moscicki's reply is then given. President
Roosevelt continues as follows] : Your Excellency has repeatedly publicly stated that the aims and
objects sought by the German Reich were just and reasonable.
In his reply to my message the President of Poland has made it
plain that the Polish Government is willing, upon the basis set forth
in my message, to agree to solve the controversy which has arisen
between the Republic of Poland and the German Reich by direct
negotiation or the process of conciliation.
Countless human lives can yet be saved and hope may still be
restored that the nations of the modern world may even now construct
the foundation for a peaceful and happier relationship, if you and the
Government Of the German Reich will agree to the pacific means of
settlement accepted by the Government of Poland. All the world
pJ"ays that Germany, too, will accept.

No. 126.
The following is the text of the reply of August 25, 1939, to
President Roosevelt from President M oscicl,;i :-

1 appreciate the nobl~ message which your Excellency has been
kind enough to send me. I should like to emphasise that the Polish
Government have ever considered direct talks between Governments
to be the most suit.able method of resolving difficulties which may
arise between States. We consider that this method is all the more
suitable where neighbouring States are concerned. On the basis of
these principles Poland concluded non-aggression pacts with Germany
and Russia. We consider also that the method of conciliation through
the intermediary of a disinterested and impartial third party is a just
method of resolving differences which have been created between
nations.
Although I clearly wish to avoid even the appearance of desiring
to profit by ·this occasion to raise points of litigation, I deem it my
duty, nevertheless, to make clear that in the present crisis it is not
Poland which is formulating demands and demanding aoncessions of
any other State. It is, therefore, perfectly natural that Poland should
hold aloof from any action of this kind, direct or indirect. I would

Broadcast Appeal by His Majesty the King of the Belgians in the
name of the Heads of States of the Oslo Group of Powers on
Aitgust ~3, 1939, and R eplies.

No. 128.
The Appeal.
(Translation.)
THE declaration which I am about to read is being made in the
Palace of Brussels in the presence of the Foreign Ministers of the
Oslo Group of States and in the name of the Reads of those States.
The world is living through a period of tension such that there is
a risk that all normal collaboration between States will become
impossible. The Great Powers are taking measures almost equivalent
to the mobilisation of their armed forces. Have not the small Powers
reason t-0 fear that they will be victims in a subsequent conflict into
which they will be dragged against their will in spite of their policy
of indisputable independence and of their firm desire for neutrality?
Are they not liable to become the subject of 1trrangAm0nts reached
without their having been consulted?
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Even if hostilities do not begin, the world is menaced by economic
collapse. Mistrust and suspicion reign everywhere. Beneath our
very eyes the camps are forming, armies are gathering and a fearful
struggle is being prepared in Europe. Is our continent to commit
suicide in a terrifying war at the end of which no nation could call
itself victor or vanquished, but in which the spiritual and material
values created by centuries of civilisation would founder?
War psychosis is invading every home, and although conscious
of the unimaginable catastrophe which a conflagration would mean
for all mankind, public opinion abandons itself more and more to the
idea that we are inevitably to be dragged into it. It is important to
react against so fatal a spirit of resignation.
There is no people-we assert it with coniidence-which would
wish to send its children to death in order to take away from otper
nations that right to existence which it claims for itself.
It is true that all States do not have the same interests, but are
there any interests wpicp cannot be infinitely better reconciled before
than after a war?
The consciousness of the world ~ust be awakened. The worst
can still be avoided, but time is short. The sequence of events may
soon render all direct contact still more difficult.
Let there be no mistake. We know that the i·ight to live must
rest on a solid basis, and the peace that we desire is the peace in
which the rights of all nations shall be respected. A lasting peace
cannot be founded on force, but only on a moral order.
Does not wisdom order us to withstand the war of words, incitements and threats, and agree to discuss the problems before us?
We herewith solemnly express the wish that the men who are
responsible for the course of events should agree to submit their
disputes and their claims to open negotiation carried out in a spirit .
of brotherly co-operation.
It is for this reason that in the name of His Majesty the King
of Denmark, the President of the Republic of Finland, Her Royal
Highness the Grand Duchess of Luxemburg, His Majesty the King
of Norway, Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, His Majesty
the King of Sweden, and in my own name, each of us, acting in
agreement with our respective Governments, issue this appeal. We
express the hope that other heads of States will join their voices to
ours in tpis same anxiety to maintain peace and safety for their
peoples.
To-morrow hundreds of millions of men will be at one with us in
their wish to stop the course of events leading to war. We can only
hope that those in whose bands rests the fate of the world will
respond to these sentiments, give effect to the desire which they have
so often expressed that the disputes which separate them shall be
settled in peace, and (hereby avoid the catastrophe which threatens
humanity.
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No. 129.
Reply of His Majesty's Government.
Viscount Halifax to Sir R. Clive (Brussels).

(Telegraphic.)
Foreign Office,. August 24, 1939 ..
His Majesty's Government welcome and are m full ~ympathy with
the appeal issued by His Majesty the King of the Belg1~ns on behalf
of representatives of the Oslo Group of Powers assembled m conference
at Brussels.
His Majesty's Government for their part have repea.tedly express.ad
their desire to see all questions arising between nat10ns s~ttled by
free negotiation, and they are at all .ti.mes :Willin~ to do their u~m.o.st
to contribute to the creation of cond1t10ns m which such negotiat10n
might be carried. to a s~cces~f1;11 and satisfactory conc~usion. .
,
Acquiescence m the 1mpos1t10n of settlements by fo1ce or th1.eat of
force can only hinder and thwart the .effort~ of t~ose who stnve to
establish an international order of thmgs m which peace .may be
~aintained and justice done without :violating the rights or mdependence of any sovereign State.

No. lSO.
Translation of the reply of t _he French Government of August 26,
.
1939.

The noble and generous appeal put forward by 1:"is Majesty the
King of the Belgians in the name of the representatives of the Oslo
Group of States assembled at Brussels has been welcomed . by . the
French Government with the deepest sympathy. The contributions
which France ha.s made at all times to the cause of peace and her
constant preoccupation to see peaceful methods set up for the settlement of all the problems which arise between peoples leaves no room
for doubt as to the general views of th~ Frenc~ 9-?v~rnment. . They
remain ready to associate themselves with any imtrntive ~he ?bJ~Ct of
which is to create an atmosphere favourable to a les~emi;g m mternational tension. While resolved to accept no. solut~OJl imposed by
violence or threats, they believe that by their attitude. they are
contributing to the maintenance of peace and at th~ ~ame time. to the
establishment in Europe and in the world of conditions assu~·mg all
States that their independence .will be guaranteed and their most
sacred rights respected.

---------------
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No. 131.
President Roosevelt's reply of August 25, 1939.
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Similar communication was being made at The Hague to the same
five representatives.
I promised to telephone immediately to your Lordship.

I have read with great satisfaction Your Majesty's proclamation of

~he 23rd August, and your appeal for the maintenance of peace made

m the name of the Oslo group of Powers.
Your Majesty expressed
the hope that other Heads of States might join their voices with
yours in the same desire to preserve peace and safety for their
peoples. I take this o~portunity to asi;mre you that the people of the
Un~ted. States and then· Government cordially share the hopes and
!tsp1rat1ons so eloquently expressed by Your Majesty.

- ------- - - - - No. 132.
'l'ranslation of the Polish reply of August 25, 1939.

I have noted the noble speech of Your Majesty with profound
admiration for the ideas which you have expressed.
Poland has
always defended the idea that power, if it is to last, cannot be based
on the oppression of others. Similarly, Poland has always considered
the best guarantee of peace to be the settlement of international disputes by the m~thocl of ~irect negotiations based on justice and
respect for the rights and mterests of those concerned.

No. 135.
Reply of His Majesty's Government.
Viscount Halifax to Sir R. Clive (Brussels) and Sir N. Bland
(The Hague ).

(Telegraphic.)
Foreign Office, August 31, 1939, 3·30 P.M.
YoUR telegram of 28th August: Initiative of Belgian and
Netherlands Sovereigns.
Please inform Belgian/Netherlands Government that His
Majesty's Government have received with pleasure the intimation
that the King of the Belgians and the Queen of the Netherlands wish
jointly to offer their good offices in the interests of moderation in the
present crisis, and in the hope of averting war. His Majesty's
Government welcome this offer on the part of the two Sovereigns,
and will be glad to take advantage of it should the occasion present
itself. Meanwhile, they deeply appreciate the intentions which have
prompted this initiative.

No. 133.
No. 136.
His Hol·i ness The Pope's reply.

. In ,his reply, whic~ was i_n the form of an autograph letter, Pope
Pms XII c?nv~yed his gratitude to the King of the Belgians and
expressed ~is smcere hope that the sentiments expressed by the Kin()'
of the Belgians would be favourably received by the parties concernel

Joint Offer of Jl!ediation by His Majesty the King of the Belgians
and Her Ma7esty the Queen of the Netherlands and Replies.

Reply of the French Government.

In their reply the French Government welcomed with the greatest
interest the offer of their good offices made by the two Sovereigns.
For their part they were ready to support this initiative in any way
possible and they sincerely wished it every success.

No. 137.

No. 134.
Sir R. Clive to Viscount Halifax (received 11·30 P.~.)

('.l'elegraphi?.)
Brnssels, August 28, 1939.
I HAVE Just been to see Prime Minister, who tells me he had also
convoked French, German and. Italian Ambassadors and Polish
Minister for the following purpose :·
.
The Kii:g of the Belgians and the Queen of Holland wish jointly
lo offer their good offices in the hope of averting war.

Translation of communique recording reply of Italian Government.

'' The Italian Government have taken careful note of the offer
of their good offices made by Their Majesties the Queen of the
Netherlands and the King of the Belgians. 'l'hey ·deeply appreciate
this initiative and request the Belgian Government to transmit on
their behalf to the two Sovereigns their sincere gratitude."
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No. 188.

Reply of the Polish Government.
In their reply the Polish Government referred to the telegram
from President Moscicki to President Roosevelt, in which the
principle of mediation had already been accepted by Poland. The
Polish Government further expressed their approval of the initiative
taken by the two Sovereigns. They also emphasised that they were
not for the moment prepared to make any more detailed statement,
since none of the proposals of a similar nature had hitherto called
forth any favourable response from the German Government.

Broadcast Appeal for Peace by His Holiness the Pope, August 24,
1939, and the Reply of His Majesty's Government.
No. 189.

T.he Appeal.
(Translation.)
ONCE again a critical hour strikes for the great human family;
an hour of tremendous deliberations, towards w):iich our ):ieart cannot
be indifferent and from which our spiritual authority, which comes
to us from God to lead souls in the ways of justice and of peace must
not hold itself aloof.
Behold us then with all of you, who in this moment are carrying
the burden of so great a responsibility, in order that through our
voice you may hear the voice of that Christ from Whom the world
received the most exalted example of living, and in whom millions
and millions of souls repose their trust in a crisis in which His word
alone is capable of mastering all the tumultuous disturbances of the
earth.
Behold us with you, leaders of peoples, men of State and men of
a1·ms, writers, orators of the radio and of the public rostrum and all
those others who have the power to influence t):ie thought and action
of their fellow-men for whose destiny they are responsible.
We, armed only with the word of Truth and standing above all
public disputes and passions, speak to you in the name of God from
" Whom all paternity in heaven and earth is named "-in the name
of Jesus Christ, Our Lord, who desired that all men be brothersin the name of the Holy Ghost, Gift of God most High, inexhaustible
source of love in the hearts of men.
· To-day, notwithstanding our repeated exhortations and our very
particular interest, the fear of bloody international conflict becomes
more excruciating; to-day, when t):ie tension of minds seems to have
arrived at such a pass as to make the outbreak of the awful scourge
of war appear imminent, we direct wit):i paternal feeling a new and
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more heart£elt appeal to those in power and to their peoples : to the
former t.h at, laying aside accusations, threats, causes of mutual
distrust, they may attempt to resolve their present differences with
the sole means suitable thereto, namely, by reciprocal and trusting
agreements; to the latter that in calm tranquillity, wi·t hout disordered
agitation they may encourage the peaceful efforts of t):iose who govern
t):iem.
It is by force of reason and not by force of arms that Justice
makes progress; and empires which are not founded on Justice are
not blessed by God. Statesmanship emancipat.ed from morality
betrays those very ones who would have it so.
The danger is imminent but there is yet time.
Nothing is lost with peace; all may be with war. Let men return
to mutual understanding. Let them begin negotiations anew. Conferring with goodwill and with respect for reciprocal rights they will
find that to sincere and conscientious negotiators, an honourable
solution is never precluded.
They will feel a sense of greatness-in the true sense of the word
-if by silencing the voices of passion, be it collective or private, and
by leaving to reason its rightful rule, they will have spared the blood
of their fellow men and saved their country from ruin.
May the Almighty grant that the voice of this Father of the
Christian family, of this Servant of servants, who bears amongst men,
unworthily, indeed, but nevertheless really, the person, the voice
and the authority of Jesus Christ, find in the minds and in the hearts
of men a ready and willing reception.
May the strong hear us that they may not become weak through
injustice, may the powerful hear us if they desire that their power
be not a destruction but rather a protection for their peoples and a
safeguard to tranquillity in public order and in labour.
We beseech them by the blood of Christ, whose conquering force
in the world was His mildness in life and in death. And beseeching
them we know and we feel that we have with us all those who are
upright of heart; all those who hunger and thirst after justiceall those who already suffer every sorrow through the evils of life.
We have with us the heart of mothers which beats as one with ours;
the fathers who would be obliged to abandon their families; the lowly
who labour and do not understand ; the innocent upon whom weighs
heavily the awful threat; the young men, generous knights of the
purest and noblest ideals. And with us also is the soul of this ancient
Europe which was the product of the faith and of Christian genius.
With us all humanity seeks justice, bread, freedom; not steel which
kills and destroys. With us that Christ, Who has made His one.
solemn commandment-Love of One's Brother-the very substanc~
of His religion and the promise of salvation for individuals and for
nations.
Recalling finally that human efforts are of no avail without Divine
assistance, we invite all to raise their eyes to Heaven and to beseech
the Lord with fervent prayer that His divine grace descend in
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abundance upon this world in its upheaval, placate d.issensiona,
reconcile hearts and evoke the resplendent dawn of a more serene
future.
To this end and with this hope we impart to all, from the heart,
our paternal Benediction.

No. 140.
Viscount Halifax to Mr. Osborne (Holy See).
Foreign Office, August 25, 1939, 5·15 P.M.
(Telegraphic.)
PLEASE inform the Cardinal Secretary of State, or if it is
practicable the Pope himself, that His Majesty's Gov~rnment have
much appreciated the moving and dignified appeal for peace which
His Holiness broadcast to the world last night.
2. In my own broadcast yesterday evening I referred to the
Pope's message, but I should wish His Holiness to know in Q more
direct manner of the response which his words have evoked in the
hearts and minds not only of His Majesty's Government, but of the
people of thiE\ ~untry as a whole.
Further Appeal by His Holiness the Pope and action by
His Majesty's Government.

No. 14.1.
Mr. Osborne to Viscount Halifax (received ·3 ·45

P.M.)

Holy See, August 31, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)
CA1U.>INAL SECRETARY of State has just handed me a note of which
the following is a translation :-'' The Pope is unwilling to abandon hope that pending
negotiations may lead to a just pacific solution such as the whole
worl<l continues to pray for.
"His Holiness therefore, in the name of God, beseeches the
German and Polish Governments to do all that is in their power
to avoid any incident and to abstain from taking any step that
might aggravate the present tension.
'' His Holiness begs the British, French and Italian Governments to support his appeal."
Copies of the above were also }landed to the Ambassadors of
Germany, Poland, France and Italy. His Eminence also gave a
copy to the Spanish Ambassador and is causing a copy to be conveyed
to the United States . Ambassador to the Quirinal.

No. 142.
Viscount Halifax to Sir N. Henderson (Berlin) and
Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw).
Foreign Office, August 31, 1939, 10 P.M.
(Telegraphic.)
PLEASE make following communication to German/Polish
Government : "His Majesty's Government have been informed of the Pope's
appeal to your Government to do all · that is in their power to
avoid any incident and to abstain from taking any step that might
aggravate the present tension.
"His Majesty's Government desire to support. this appeal with
all the earnestness at their command.''
Similar instructions sent to His Majesty's Ambassador at
Warsaw /Berlin.

No. 143.
Efforts by the Italian Government.
Sir P. Loraine to Viscount Halifax (received 3
September 5).

A.M.,

Rome, September 4, 1939.
(Telegraphic.)
FoLL<'>WINO is translation of Stefani* communique issued
to-night:" In view of aggravation of European situation on 31st August.,
Duce, while realising exceptional difficulties which then made
pacific solution extremely problematic, wished to make final
attempt to save European peace. With this object English and
French Governments were informed that Duce, if he could have
previous certainty of Franco-British adhesion and Polish participation assured by action in London and Paris, would have been
able to summon an international conference for 5th September
with object of reviewing clauses of Treaty of Versailles which are
cause of present disturbance in life of Europe. Italian Government did not fail to emphasise necessity of extreme urgency of .
replying, but French and English Governments were not able
to convey their answer until next day, lst September. In the
meantime, in night between 31st August and lst September
frontier incidents occurred which led Fiihrer to initiate military
operations against Poland. Replies· reaching Italian Government
being favourable in principle both on French and English side
and great interest having been shown on French side despite
* The official Italian

llt.lWS

agency.
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military clash which had already taken place between Germany
and Poland in a possible development of initiative of Duce, Italian
Government on morning of 2nd September at 10 o'clock
informed Chancellor Hitler a titre d'information that there was
still possibility of summoning conference, preceded by armistice
conference, which would have been designed to solve GermanPolish conflict by peaceful means. Hitler replied to Duce,
through our Ambassador to Berlin, that he did not reject a priori
possibility of conference. He wished, however, to know by way
of preliminary (a) if notes presented by French and British at
Berlin had character of ultimatum, in which case negotiation
would be useless ; and ( b) if he could count on a period of
twenty-four hours to mature and take his decision on matter.
Italian Gove1'nment, getting again into contact with Governments
of r.ondon and Paris at 2 P.M. on 2nd September, informed them
of Fiihrer's request. In late evening reply came from London
and Paris affirmative [sic]'* as regards two requests above, but
adding that France and England, in view of new fact which had
occurred between Slst August and 2nd September, viz., occupation
of Polish territory by German forces, laid down as fundamental
condition for participation in international conference evacuation
of occupied territories. In these circumstances, Italian Government confined themselves again to informing Fuhrer of this
condition, adding that, unless German Government were of
contrary opinion, they did not think they could take further
action."
* See Nos. 109, 110 and 116. The communication from HiG Majesty's
Government was in the nature of n warning and was not to be considered as
an ultimatum. The Italian Goverument were rn informed.

The Prime Minister's Broadcast Talk to the German People
on September t, 1939.

No. 144.
GERMAN PEOPLE .-Your country and mine are now at war. Your
Government has bombed and invaded the free and independent State
of Poland, which this country is in honour bound to defend. Because
your troops were not withdrawn in response to the Note which the
British Government addressed to the German Government, war has
followed.
With the horrors of war we are familiar. God knows this country
has done everything possible t-0 prevent this calamity. But now
that the invasion of Poland by Germany has taken place, it has
become inevitable.
You are told by your Government that you are fighting because
Poland rejected your Leader's offer and resorted to force. What

l9tS
are the facts? The so-called '' offer '' was made to the Polish
Ambassador in Berlin on Thursday evening, two hours beforeto the
announcement by your Government that it had been '' rejected.''
So far from having been rejected, there had been no time even to
consider it.
Your Government had previously demanded that a Polish
representative should be sent to Berlin within twenty-fo,ur hours to
conclude an agreement. At that time the 16 Points subsequently
put forward had not even been communicated to the Polish Government. The Polish representative was expected to arrive within a
fixed time to sign an agreement which he had not even seen. This
is not negotiation. This is a dictate. To such methods no selfrespecting and powerful State could assent. Negotiations on a free
and equal basis might well have settled the matter in dispute.
You may ask why Great Britain is concerned. We are concerned
because we gave our word of honour to defend Poland against
aggression. Why did we feel it necessary to pledge ourselves to
defend this Eastern Power when our interests lie in the West, and
when your Leader has said he has no interest to the West? The
answer is-and I regret to have to say it-that nobody in this
country any longer places any trust in your Leader's word.
He gave his word that he would respect the Locarno Treaty; he
broke it. He gave his word that he neither wished nor intended
to annex Austria; he broke it. He declared that he would not
incorporate the Czechs in the Reich; he did so. He gave his word
after Munich that he had no further territorial demands in Europe;
he broke it. He gave pis word that he wanted no Polish provinces ;
he broke it. He has sworn t-0 you for years that he was the mortal
enemy of Bolshevism ; he is now its ally.
Can you wonder his word is, for us, not worth the paper it is
written on?
The German-Soviet Pact was a cynical volte face, designed to
shatter the Peace Front against aggression. This gamble failed.
The Peace Front stands firm. Your Leader is now sacrificing you,
the German people, to the still more monstrous gamble of a war to
extricate himself from the impossible position into which he has led
himself and you.
In this war we are not fighting against you, the German people,
for whom we have no bitter feeling, but against a tyrannous and
forsworn regime which pas betrayed not only its own people but the
whole of Western civilisation and all that you and we hold dear.
May God defend the right I

Wt.-
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